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AUTHOR'S PREFACE 

BISHOP WESTCOTT's preface to his commentary on 
the Hebrews opens with the words that evary 
student of the Epistle must feel that it deals in a 
peculiar degree with the thoughts and trials of our 
own time. A student of the Epistle whose home 
is in India must also feel that it deals in a peculiar 
degree with the thoughts and trials of the Church in 
this land, and that it has a direct and special 
message to those Indians who sincerely desire to 
combine loyalty to conscience with loyalty to their 
nation's spiritual past. 

Like the Hebrew Christians the Indian Christians 
are comparatively but a handful in the midst of 
their fellow-countrymen. Like the Hebrew Chris
tians they are possessed by an ardent love of their 
country, and yet their allegiance to Christ is 
mistakenly regarded by many non-Christians as 
so denationalizing them that they are sometimes 
reckoned strangers in their own land. Like the 
Hebrew Christians they are convinced that all pure 
religious aspirations and rites in their country have 
their proper satisfaction and fulfilment in the one 
Priest and Oblation abiding for ever, and yet they 
have to endure the continual disappointment of 
seeing those whom they expect to welcome this 
consummation reject it either with indifference or 
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scorn. In some, perhaps even many, cases their lot 
is that of persecution, hidden or unconcealed. The 
records of the ,past make us realize with how subtle 
a descent a Church may leave its 'first love'. 
\\'hen the first enthusiasm has cooled, the tempta
tion even to apostasy may come to Indian Chris
tians as it came to Hebrew Christians. To all who 
are tl:us tried the Epistle to the Hebrews more than 
any other book in the Ne\\· Testament brings 
warning, consolation and encouragement. It stimu
lates true patriotism, it checks false expectations, it 
recalls old enthusiasm. 

Again, the Epistle to the Hebrews answers the 
characteristic questionings of the Indian mind. It 
teaches the genuine doctrine of karma. It expounds 
true monism. It solves the difficulty felt by so 
many enquirers and catechumens in this country as 
to the status of those who lived before 'the Word 
was made flesh and dwelt among us.' It proclaims 
a spiritual fellowship between old and new, in that 
men before the historic Incarnation bore 'the re
proach of Christ ' as well as those who lived after it
It shews why new incarnations are not needed 
when the Divine Nature has been united to human 
nature once for all. It meets the need of the 
mystic by presenting the conception of a CHRIST 
who dwells and suffers and reigns in the human 
spirit. It sets forth the one satisfaction of the 
instinctive need in man of priest and sacrifice. 
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It is also by this Epistle that the Church seeking 
to convert mankind is reminded emphatically that 
it is not merely by the presentation of CHRIST as 
He was 'in the days of His flesh ' that the world is 
to be overcome, but by the presentation of CHRIST 
as He is. Dr. Milligan in his 'Theology of the 
l!pistle to the Hebrews' warns us of the danger of 
the popular catchword 'Back to CHRIST,' i(by the 
phrase is meant, as is apparently the case, con
centration on the life of CHRIST solely in its his
torical aspect. \Ve have to set before the world 
the heavenly CHRIST in the glorified humanity in 
which He retains eternally the experience and 
fruit of His life and passion in Palestine. We 
are to know Him not after the flesh but after 
the spirit. If He were only the greatest of the 
Masters and Martyrs who have trodden earth's sur
face and passed away, the Gospel would be no 
gospel. It is because He reigns now as the Eternal 
Priest, who intercedes, heals and teaches, that there 
is a Gospel to procla}m to men. The true watch
word, so the Epistle teaches us, is not so much 
'Back to CHRIST' as 'Up to CHRIST.' 1 

If there are but few direct references to and 
quotations from other commentaries in this volume 
it does not mean that the author does not recognize 
the greatness of his obligations. Should there l?e 

1 Compare the Collect for The Ascensi«m in the Prayer Book. 
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any value in what is written here it is due to what 
a long line of commentators on this Epistle have 
taught. In addition to the well-known commen
taries and writings on the Epistle to the Hebrews 
the author of this hook has had the advantage of 
consulting manuscript notes of Dr. Liddon's lec
tures on the Epistle, delivered many years ago in 
Oxford. Of published commentaries perhaps none 
has helped him more than that of Delitzsch. 

An Epistle which deals mainly with the transcen
dent sphere and the worship of the Temple not 
made with hands must necessarily be a difficult 
one. No commentary can make it easy for the 
student. The writer of the Epistle is himself aware 
that he is dealing with a subject ' hard of interpre
tation,' and that only 'fullgrown men' in the spirit
ual sense can be expected to profit by it. The 
senses have to be exercised, and valuable as study 
may be in the exercising of the spiritual faculty, it 
must never be forgotten that truth becomes a 
man's own rather by meditat1on than by purely 
intellectual effort ; or perhaps it would be truer to 
say that what is intellectually apprehended by study 
is spiritually apprehended by meditation. The 
Epistle to the Hebrews will only yield its treasures 
to those who meditate on it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

CIRCUMSTANCES 

THE time of spiritual life which follows the period 
of youth is always the most difficult age. The first 
enthusiasm passes, the first love cools, the first 
brightness of hope fades. It is the young men who 
see visions; it is the old men- ·who dream dreams 
(] oel ii. 28) ; middle age is apt to be too old for 
visions and too young for dreams. What is true 
of individual life is true of corporate life. To the 
second and third generations of Christians comes 
the time of subtle trial, and what was but a light 
affliction to a new-born Church becomes a heavy 
burden to the children's children. In the happiness 
of conversion, in the gladness of enlightenment, in 
the sweetness of first ' tasting the heavenly gift,' 
the loss of goods is borne with cheerfulness, bonds 
and imprisonment are but a small thing, death 
itt'elf a welcome sacrifice. But to later generations 
of Christians the Faith comes not as a glorious 
surprise of God's love, but as an hereditary creed 
which is accepted with the fact of parentage. Only 
hy degrees does it become their own possession, the 
Faith to be lived by and died for. 
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Such a time of trial evidently came to those to 
whom the Epistle to the Hebrews was addressed. 
Moreover their trial was the more acute for other 
reasons. They were comparatively a small body 
cut off from the mass of their fellow countrymen, 
deprived of fellowship in a national life which was 
intimately bound up with the national religion. 
The religion of the Hebrew was revealed in the 
history of the nation, and that history had the 
power to stir all the fervent emotions of patriotism. 
A small body of Christians ,;egarded ~s deserters by 
the main body of their fellow countrymen, objects 
of suspicion and hatred to most of those among 
whom they dwelt, needed a rich and vivid faith if 
they were to be kept from drifting into indifference 
or even apostasy. Their condition became harder 
and still more perilous when suspicion and hatred 
seemed likely to break out into persecution, and 
persecution of such a kind that they might have to 
resist ' unto blood' (xii. 4). The main hope of 
such a community weathering the storm would lie 
in the strength that comes from unity, but in this 
community we see signs of disunion and of the 
weakness which is the child of the factious spirit. 

The letter bears witness that the danger was of 
the gravest. The Christians addressed have not 
as a body made that progress in Christian know
ledge and holiness which might have been expected. 
Through their own fault they have become ' dull of 
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hearing' (v. 11-14), and are as babes in under
standing. Some, as is always the case with those 
who will not trouble themselves to have their senses 
exercised in the faith, are in danger of being carried 
away with 'divers,' and strange teachings' (xiii. 9). 
Others seem likely to revert to Judaism : perhaps 
they had expected that the mass of their fellow 
countrymen would quickly accept JESUS as the 
Messiah, and lost heart when they found that the 
expectation was disappointed. Could the handful 
of converts and their children be right, and the 
mass of the people be wrong? Some are neglect
ing the gatherings of Christians for worship and 

instruction (x. 25). There is a crisis at hand, 
an impending peril which casts a shadow over 
the readers of the letter: something draws nearer 
and nearer, a veritable earthquake in which all that 
can be removed will be, shaken, that that whico 
cannot be shaken may remain (xii. 27). It were 
impossible to exaggerate the almost fierce sternness 
of the warnings with which the writer interrupts 
from time to time the course of his exposition. Yet 
he ever turns to tenderness (vi. 9): he will not be
lieve it possible that they can be traitors to a faith 
so beautiful in itself and so satisfying to their 
patriotism ; that they can be false to their own 
past. It must be that they will persevere. 

The letter has neither direction or signature. It 
begins with almost startling abruptness like the first 
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Epistle of St. John, but there is no hint as to the 
writer. It ends with the mention of Timothy's name 
and gives salutations from Christians of Italy, but 
there is nothing to say where the letter was written, 
who wrote it, or to whom it was written. It is true 
that the oldest manuscripts are headed 'To Hebrews' 
hut this title forms no part of the original writing. 
It simply testifies to the uniform belief of the early 
centuries that the letter was addressed to Christians 
of Hebrew race and to none other. He who wrote 
it must have had authority and influence among those 
to whom he wrote, but it was not the authority of an 
Apo!;itle. He does not claim to be their spiritual 
father : he himself was one of those who received the 
Gospel .from 'them that heard' (ii. 3). Authorita
tively as he writes there is just a shade of doubt as 
to whether his right to address them thus sternly 
wil1 be acknowledged, and so he ends by begging 
them to 'bear with the word of exhortation' 
(xiii. 22). 

DESTINATION 

One thing seems reasonably certain as to those to 
whom it was written: they could hardly have been 
Aramaic speaking or Hebrew understanding Jews. 
The language of the letter is elegant and polished 
Greek. The New Testament is for the most part 
written in the homely language of the day, the 
popular colloquial language which was the ordinary 
medium of communication throughout the old world. 
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Assailants of Christianity sneered at what they call
ed 'the boatman's idiom' of the New Testament. 
But not so this letter ; there is no boatman's idiom 
here: it is written by a master of dignified and 
artistic Greek. No one could mistake it for a 
translation from Aramaic. No one writing to Jews 
who read their Scriptures in Hebrew only, who used 
Aramaic as their everyday language, would have 
ventured to send them such a letter as this. When
ever the Old Testament is used in the Epistle it is 
the Greek version and not the Hebrew that is quoted. 
Whenever there is a difference between them it is 
the Greek rendering that is followed and not the 
Hebrew original. They may, of course, have been 
Greek-speaking Jews who were living in Jerusalem 
or Palestine. Jerusalem had, besides the temple 
which was the one place of sacrifice, 1 many places 
of meeting for prayer and the reading of the Scrip
tures. There were regular and distinct congregations 
in the Holy City as in any considerable Christian 
town of to-day. It was natural when converts 
multiplied by thousands that they should be com
pelled by the necessities of the case to meet in 
separate congregations and that those who used 
Greek habitually, and actually did not understand 

1 There was a temple of the Jews at Leontopolis in Egypt, but 
it nc\'er occupiecl a position in the minds even of Alexandrian Jews 
remotely approaching that of the temple al Jerusalem. Tha 
temple was to all intents and purposes unique. 
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Hebrew, should associate together for worship and 
exhortation, just as they had done before their 
conversion. There was a Synagogue of the Liber
tines, that is, of Roman Jews. Pompey had carried 
thousands of Jewish captives to Rome, and these had 
afterwards been set at liberty. There was also a 
synagogue of Alexandrians, and many others (Acts 
vi. 9). The writer of the Epistle seems to have been 
familiar with the Alexandrian school of religious 
philosophy, and there are many verbal affinities with 
Philo, who born some t,venty years before CHRIST 

spent his whole life at Alexandria. The unknown 
teacher may have been addressing a congregation of 
Christian Alexandrian Jews at Jerusalem, or the 
whole body of Greek-speaking Jewish Christians iA 
the city. There is another reason for the conclusion 
that this letter is not likely to have been written to 
any but Greek-speaking Christians. At the probable 
time when it was· written a strong prejudice had 
arisen among the Palestinian Jews against anything 
foreign. The power of the foreigner seemed closing 
in upon them, and the nearer came the doom of Jeru• 
salem the fiercer burned the fires of their nationalism. 
Rabbis forbade Jewish fathers to have their sons any 
more instructed in Greek. The Palestinian Christi
ans can hardly have been free from something of 
the same spirit, nor is it probable that they would 
have given a welcome to a letter written in a language 
which their fellow countrymen were trying, how-
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ever ineffectively, to boycott. Assuming also that 
the temple was still standing and the daily ritual of 
sacrifice still being performed, it seems unlikely that 
a ,..-riter who w::,.nted to win a hearing would have 
described any other ritual than that which was being 
performed daily before their eyes in the temple. 
But the writer is by no means careful thus to picture 
the ritual. His language seems to imply that it is 
still going on; there is no hint of any catastrophe 
by which the temple and its worship have been de
stroyed, but the description is taken rather from the 
tabernacle than from the temple, and even here he 
does not hesitate to depart from a literal description 
of what was in the Mosaic tabernacle (see ix. 3-5). 
All this we may suppose would hardly have propiti
ated the Christian nationalist who clung to his own 
tongue and his own classical religious language, but 
it would have seemed natural and proper to a Jew 
who thought in Greek, and looked not so much to 
the system of worship actually being realized in the 
temple as to the ideal set forth in the law. 

But the congregation addressed need not neces
sarily have been in Jerusalem or Palestine. There 
is much to be said for the opinion that it was in 
Rome. It is in Rome that the letter is first quoted, 
and quoted in such a way as though it were 
'wholly transfused' 1 into St. Clement's mind. Now 
St. Clement was the Bishop of Rome, and in the 

1 Westcott. 
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name of the Church in Rome he wrote a letter to 
the Christians at Corinth with the object of putting 
an end to a feud that had broken out there. This 
letter cannot have been written later than A.D. 95. 
Some believe that St. Clement was Bishop of Rome 
as early as the year A.D. 70, and yet the writer 
is so familiar with the Epistle to the Hebrews 
that it seems • wholly transfused into his mind.' 
It is just possible that St. Clement himself was the 
actual receiver of the letter, and this would account 
both for his familiarity with it and for the way he 
uses it. Another Roman writer, Hermas, probably 
of the same date, apparently knows the Epistle and 
uses it, but his references are not so unmistakable. 
The references to past persecutions in the letter 
may refer to the shocking barbarities which had 
been perpetrated upon Christians in Rome about 
the year A.D. 64 under the Emperor Nero. The 
language of x. 32-4 describes accurately the 
kind of sufferings which they endured. Now a 
further disaster seems to be impending ; rumours 
reach them of the growing disaffection in Palestine; 
there is talk of rebellion, and they know how fierce 
is the fanaticism of their countrymen. Yet they 
could have little hope that resistance to the Roman 
arms would be successful ; they could only look on 
in misery at the approaching ruin. Apart from the 
gloomy misgivings which they must be feeling at 
the dangers threatening their fellow countrymen, 
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could they hope to escape in Rome if the fury of 
their enemies was poured out on the Jews in Pales
tine ? So the writer bids them be ready for the 
worst. It is true that he tells them that they 
have ' not yet resisted unto blood, striving against 
sin' (xii. 4), but this cannot mean that there had 
been no martyrs among Hebrew Christians, for we 
know that there had been, and the events after the 
fire of Rome had been appalling indeed. If the 
letter was sent to Rome this phrase must mean 
that so far God had not called upon those who 
read this letter actually to jeopardize their lives 
for their faith, though He might yet do so. The 
message at the end of the letter ' They of Italy 
salute you' fits the theory that it was to Jewish 
Christians in Rome that it was written. Who 
would be so likdy to send greetings to their 
orethren in Italy as those of Italy who were tem
porarily absent from their homes ? 

But at the best we can only say that all is uncer
tain save that the letter was written to Greek 
speaking Jewish Christians, that they had suffered 
much, that they were about to suffer more, that 
some, perhaps many, were in the gravest spiritual 
danger of falling away altogether from CH RIST. 

AUTHOR 

It i:; not difficult to pick out some who might have 
written this letter. Apollos is just the kind of man 
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we want, an Alexandrian by race, learned and 
eloquent, mighty in the Scriptures ; he powerfully 
confuted the Jews (Acts xviii. 24-8) but there is 
not an atom of proof that he wrote the letter. It 
has been suggested that it is a woman's work, and 
that the woman was Priscilla. Undoubtedly she 
was a remarkable woman, and Apollos owed at 
least some of his instruction to her, but however 
attractive it may be to hope that one book at least 
of Holy Scripture was written by a woman there is 
no evidence whatever to support the conjecture. 
In North Africa there was a tradition that the 
Epistle was by Barnabas. Tertullian attributes it 
without question to him ; and again it may be said 
that he is just the kind of man we want. For he 
was a Levite, and not only a Levite but a Hellenist, 
'a man of Cyprus by ra·ce '. A Hebrew by race 
with a hereditary interest in the details of the 
Levitical ritual, it was fitting that the ' Son of 
exhortation' (Acts iv. 36). should give ' the word of 
exhortation ' (xiii. 22). All we know of the cha
racter of Barnabas fits the method of the letter, 
the alternation of tenderness with severity. But, 
apart from the apparent certainty of the North 
African Church, there is nothing but conjecture to 
go upon. 

Again it has been pointed ont that there is a 
close connexion between the method of St. Stephen's 
defence and the Epistle to the Hebrews. Both 
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recount the history of the fathers, both draw out 
the comparison between Moses and the CHRIST, 

both refer to the tabernacle instead of to the 
temple, both speak of the tabernacle as made 
according to the heavenly idea. In both the minis
try of Angels is the ground of a special argument, 
and in both the revelation of God is described as a 
'speaking ' or 'talking ' to men. From these 
striking similarities it is deduced that the writer of 
the Epistle must have been one of St. Stephen's 
circle, and he must have been one who like 
St. Stephen was great enough to write it. \Vas 
there such a one ? The answer is, St. Philip the 
Deacon. The friend and fellow worker of St. 
Stephen was certainly great and influential enough 
to write the letter. Prophet, evangelist, worker of 
miracles, in all probability a Hellenist, one who had 
evangelized all the cities of South Palestine, and 
possibly those of Galilee also, few could have 
spoken with greater authority than he. The fol
lowing vivid picture has been drawn of what may 
have been the historic fact. ' Philip is now grow
ing old--not less than sixty, if he was about thirty 
at the time of his appointment to the diaconate. 
His work is nearly done, but the life of the Spirit 
\\'ithin him, and his heavenly ' wisdom ' are at 
their ripest and fullest. His daughters, in their 
dedicated life, receive like himself the gift of 
prophecy. He is surrounded bv a constellation of 
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flourishing Churches, while all look up to him as 
their spiritual founder and father. Many Christians 
have been born who cannot remember a time when 
Philip was not presiding over the Church at 
C2sarea. Meanwhile, terrible things are happening 
at Jerusalem. Persecution has broken out which 
recalls the memory of that first persecution when 
Stephen suffered, and Philip himself was driven 
from the city. In the quieter times which followed 
there has been constant intercourse between the 
two Churches ; prophets and teachers have come 
from Judrea to Cresarea, and disciples from Cresa
rea have paid Jerusalem frequent visits (Acts xxi. 
10-16). But now James has been removed by a 
violent death, and panic has seized the Church. 
Then comes the fearful news that both Peter and 
Paul, the heads of the Church, have been put to 
death at Rome. There is danger of widespread 
apostasy. Men's hearts are failing them for fear, 
and the Christians at Jernsalem are beginning to 
ask whether they have not followed cunningly 
devised fables ir1 believing that Jesus of Nazareth 
is the CHRIST. At such a time who should throw 
\limself into the gap but Philip of Cresarea, the 
father of the Christians ? ~o apostle was at hand ; 
so far as we know there was no other Apostolic 
man in Palestine. Surely his prophetic gift and 
• wisdom ' were given him for such a crisis as this. 
So, rising to the foll height of his great theme, he 
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draws out the doctrine of the eternal high priest
hood, purchased through suffering, and shows that 
none but a crucified Messiah could have satisfied 
the needs of the human race.' 

To those to whom it seems certain that the Epistle 
was written to Hebrews in Jerusalem; or at any rate 
in Palestine, there is no more attractive conjecture 
than this. Almost every detail fits. Even the 
exhortation to 'let marriage be in honour among all' 
\xiii. 4) comes with special force from one who had 
four unmarried daughters, and might have been 
suspected, though married himself before his con
version and ordination, of regarding the estate of 
matrimony as on a lower level than virginity. But 
when all is said we can only confess our ignorance 
and say with Origen, -' Who wrote this Epistle God 
only knows certainly.' 

DATE 

The date when it was written is largely determined 
by one important consideration. Is it possible that 
a letter like this, describing Levitical ritual and 
worship, recounting faith's triumphs in the nation in 
the past, could have been written after the fall of 
J crusalem and the destruction of the tern pie, and yet 
not make the slig~test reference of any kind to a dis
,lster of such magnitude? No such reference can be 
traced in a single sentence of the Epistle. There is no 
hint that the sacrifices have ceased; the implication 
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throughout is that the Levitical worship 1s still 
being offered, and that there is a danger of the 
Hebrew Christians reverting to it. In A.D. 66 the 
long smouldering revolution broke out at Jerusalem. 
The Roman garrison was massacred and the insur
rection spread rapidly throughout Jud~a and the 
neighbouring countries. Then began a reign of 
terror. \Vhen news of the rebellion reached other 
cities of the Empire: the inhabitants rose and mas
sacred the Jews. It cannot but have been~ that 
the Christian Jews also suffered in the general fury. 
At any rate it is undoubted that the shock of the 
events in Palestine was felt throughout the world. 
At first the war was favourable to the Jews, but 
finally the Roman arms triumphed. Galilee was the 
scene of sanguinary battles and the Lake of Tiberias 
whose shores and waters had been consecrated by 
the presence of the Messiah was red with the blood 
of the slain. By degrees the inhabitants of the 
country were driven into Jerusalem and the city was 
besieged. It is said that the siege was the most 
fearful the worJd has ever known. \Vithout was a 
relentless enemy, within were fierce and bitter 
factions contending one against another. Anarchy 
and massacre prevailed. The high priest was 
assassinated. ' The Holy City became the ante
chamber of hell.' More than a million people died 
within the city walls, whilst almost as many were 
captured and were either sold as slaves or sent to 
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the amphitheatres. Jerusalem was utterly destroyed, 
the temple was burned, and the very site of the city 
was ploughed up. 

Is it conceivable that if an eveilt so appalling, so 
full of anguish to Jewish patriotism, so widespread 
in its effects, had taken place, no trace of it would 
be found in a ·letter written subsequently to Hebrew 
Christians whose love for their country became not 
less but greater when they had found the Messiah? 
This one consideration compels us to date the letter 
before the fall of Jerusalem, and even before the 
breaking out of the war in A.D. 66. 

A second consideration is that the letter assumes 
that the first generation of Christians has passed 
away. To arrive at the probable date of the letter 
we must leave enough time for a new generation of 
Christians to have come into being, say thirty years .. 
This brings us to the very time we want; putting 
the date as near as possible to the outbreak of the 
war in Palestine, yet before the actual rebellion, we 
may reasonably suppose that the letter was written 
between A.D. 63 and 65. The latter year is the 
more likely if the fire of Rome and the consequent 
persecution of Christians took place in A.D. 64. 

MESSAGE 

To men confronted with such a variety of perils, 
what comfort and counsel shall the writer offer ? 
Perils indeed there were in plenty, perils from fear 
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of torture and death, perils from the very ardour of 
their nationalism in the hour of national danger,. 
perils from disappointment at the rejection of the 
Messiah by the nation as the nation, perils from their 
lack of progress in Christian knowledge, perils from 
fantastic teachings, perils from internal dissensions 
and faction, and, above all, the peril of apostasy, the 
casting away of their confidence and the great recom
pense of reward (x. 35), the shrinking back unto 
perdition, that which in their case could only be 
described as 'falling away from the living God' (iii. 
12). How shall he strengthen their resolution, how 
shall he avert this most terrible of all disasters, the 
shipwreck of their faith? Plainly mere exhortation 
and good advice will not do. Warning, denuncia
tion, even threatening will not do ; not at any rate 
by themselves. He must recall them to the truth, 
and truth in its most dogmatic form. But to teach 
dogmatic Truth, always means to take men to the 
Person of JESUS CHRIST, living and reigning in the 
eternal Now. So he writes to them. It is a 
letter indeed that he ,•.:rites, but far more than a 
letter, for he has written a good deal before there 
is a single personal word. It is a theological trea
tise, and upon the stupendous truths of this theo
logical treatise, he bases his encouragement and 
warnmg. 

Many are the headings ,_under which the vital 
message of this Epistle may be summed up. We 
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might call it the Epistle of the World to come, or 
the World of Reality in contrast with the World of 
Shadow, of the Eternal in contrast with the Tem
poral. It might be described as the Epistle of the 
Ascension or of the High Priesthood of CHRIST. 
Studied from another point of view it is the Epistle 
of CHRIST the Fulfiller, or of the Old and Imperfect 
fulfilled in the New and Perfect. Perhaps it might 
even be called the Epistle of the Mystic Life of 
CHRIST represented externally in history. Again, 
it is the Epistle of Holy Fear or of the Threaten
ings of Love, and yet it may rightly be regarded 
as the Epistle of Perseverance or the Epistle of 
Hope. 

The Epistle of tlie Real World.-It would be 
difficult to conceive of an outward life more insecure 
than that which the first generations of Hebrew 
Christians were called upon to live. This was true 
of Gentile as well as Jew, but it was especially 
true of Hebrew Christians. The apparent stability 
of the Roman Empire with its ordered system and 
its developed organization, which seemed to promise 
security to all its inhabitants, did not affect those 
who were regarded more or le;;s as outlaws. Did 
they make their home in Rome ? A decree of the 
Emperor might drive them out to-morrow (Acts 
xvi ii. 2). Did they possess land and property ? A 
false charge: brought against them, and they might 
have to take joyfully the spoiling of their goods. 

2 
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Did they live in Jerusalem or Palestine? A fanati
cal high priest, in a vacancy of the governorship, 
might determine to extirpate the national renegades, 
and they were ' scattered abroad.' Did they live 
in Alexandria or Corinth? Earthquake or plague 
might serve as an excuse to set loose upon them 
the more degraded elements of the populace. 
' Lewd fellows of the baser sort' were always to be 
had for work of that kind. Jew or Christian Jew, 
it made little difference. How should the pagan 
'street corner man' distinguish between Jewish 
sects? Did the Jews riot in Jerusalem? The mob 
took vengeance on those who lived in Philippi. It 
mattered not in what part of the world they lived, 
their outward circumstances combined to assure 
them that here they had not 'an abiding city' 
(xiii. 14). All this could be no surprise to Chris
tians. They knew that their earthly lot was to be 
as insecure as the caprice or cruelty or fanaticism 
of men could make it. Tuey knew that when they 
were persecuted in one city they would have to 
flee to another (St. Matt. x. 23) ; that the need 
of haste might be such that far from being able to 
carry off their household furniture they would not 
even be able to take a cloak to keep them dry from 
the rain or to protect them from the cold (St. Matt. 
xxiv. I 7-18). All this they knew, for the Master 
had warned them beforehand. 

Such a time is now impending for those to whom 
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this letter is written. There will be new hardships 
to bear, more losses to endure, fresh anguish to 
suffer, death again to face. They feel, they cannot 
help feeling, that they and those before them (xiii. 
7) the issue of whose life they have seen, have 
suffered enough and more than enough. Their 
hands begin to hang down, their knees are palsied 
(xii. 12). 

So their absent friend and teacher points them 
to the Real World which both is to come for them 
(xiii. 14). and already 1s their own (xi. 10). It is 
the city that hath the foundations, which they 
seek, and yet they have (xi. 16). It is the better 
country, that is a heavenly, which they desire, and 
yet already they are come unto Mount Zion (xii. 22). 
Already they live in its light, they feed on its food 
(vi. 4-5), they witness its powers, they enter into 
its holy places (x. 19; iv. 16) they approach its 
throne of grace, they worship at its altar. The 
King of that Real World is their High Priest, and 
alr~ady He is their very own (iv. 14). The present 
witnesses of their struggles are faith's beroes of the 
past (xii. 1), their companions are the spirits of 
just men made perfect (xii. 22-3), their associates 
and fellow-workers are the holy angels, their city 
is that of the living God. 

The difference of readings in ix. 11 exactly ex
presses the paradox which runs through the Epistle. 
It is 'the world to come' and yet it is come. In 
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the text we read ' CHRIST having come a High 
Priest of the good things to come ; ' in the margin 
we are told ' Some ancient authorities read the good 
things that are come.' Westcott and Hort adopt 
this reading in their text. The writer is teaching 
that the Real World, though it is already theirs, is 
not openly manifested. It is there, but it is hidden 
beneath the copies and shadows of the world of 
sense perception. But for them copies and shadows 
are no more; they have the very image; the 'good 
things' are sacramentally veiled indeed; they are 
not openly manifested as yet; the open manifesta
tion waits for the Great Day. 

But the teaching of the Real World in its 
contrast with the world of shadow is worked out 
in a special way. The splendour of the temple 
worship was .the glory of the Hebrews. It mattered 
not whether their earthly abode were Rome or 
J udrea, Crete or Arabia (Acts ii), they all could 
claim a share in that worship, in the consolation of 
.the Day of Atonement, in the happiness of the 
Passover or the Feast of Tabernacles. Christian 
Hebrews continued to frequent the Temple. Now 
the day was at hand, when even if the menace to 
the continuation of Levitical worship were removed 
those who bore the name of CHRIST would have 
to ' go forth unto Him without the camp, bearing 
His reproach ' (xiii. 13). The hour had come for 
the final separation ; the true Israel must come 
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out and be separate. They must become outcaste 
for Him who had become outcaste for them. But 
the wrench could not but be a painful and a bitter 
one. It is almost at the end of the letter that he 
calls upon them to make the final irrevocable step. 
How has he prepared them first? He has taught 
them that there is no loss. The ritual they have 
loved, the worship they have offered, the sacred 
food they have eaten were not real; they were only 
copies or shadows of the real. The good things 
they had enjoyed had no substance; they were 
only copies or shadows of good things (x. 1). 'The 
law ' had 'a shadow of the good things to come,' 
but the good things them5elvts the law could not 
give. They were not false or delusive; they were 
true, just as a man's shadow is true as far as it 
goes ; but the shadow of a man is not the man, 
it only points to the real ; it testifies to the truth 
that the man is. 

All the transactions of the tabernacle were the 
shadows of heavenly things; they represented 
imperfectly but truly the heavenly worship. They 
were' according to the pattern shewed' (viii. 5). No 
man, indeed, however exalted, had power fully to 
apprehend the heavenly things, th~ ideal which is 
the only real ; but the seer was given power to 
apprehend enough of the heavenly relationships to 
make a true copy, and represent in shadow the glory 
that had been revealed. 
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But now God had given them what was immea
surably better. He had given them the things 
themselves. '\Ve have an altar' (xiii. 10). The real 
sacrifice was theirs to present,' whereof they have no 
right to eat who serve the tabernacle.' But the true 
Israel had the right to eat, and the Food of which 
they partook was real. They were not even kept 
outside the Holy Place; th~y could have 'boldness 
to enter by the blood of Jesus' (x. 19). Who would 
regret the shadows when they had the Real ? The 
full manifestation was yet 'to come '. The Real was 
veiled, even as the Deity was veiled by the manhood 
in the High Priest, who is the Image of the 
Invisible God !.Col. i. 15), but it was there. 

This then was to be their consolation and their 
strength. True, they lived in a world insecure, 
with no settled home, no permanent city; let them 
remember that already they were inhabitants of the 
world to come, citizens of the ' City that had the 
foundations.' True, they had no further part in the 
temple worship, in the divinely revealed system of 
sacrifice and offering ; let them remember that that 
system was but a shadowy copy of the heavenly 
worship, and to the actuality of that heavenly 
worship they even now had access. 

It has already been pointed out (see page 6) that 
the writer of the Epistle seems to have been familiar 
with the Alexandrian school of religious philosophy, 
and there are many verbal affinities with Philo, the 
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greatest of the Hellenist philosophers, whose life 
extended over the earthly life of our Lord. Philo 
was an earnest student of Greek philosophy in 
general, and of Plato in particular. The main 
purpose of his writings was so to interpret the Law 
of Moses as to show that all the profoundest thoughts 
and truths of Greek philosophy were to be found 
implicitly in the Hebrew Scriptures. It is not 
surprising then that he should have seized upon 
Plato's doctrine of 'Ideas' and found it implicitly 
contained in the directions given to Moses as to the 
building of the Tabernacle. To Philo as to Plato 
there were ideal patterns of all things ; he taught 
that God's thoughts were the real existences, and 
that these existences were types of things created in 
the sensible world of space and time. It has been 
said by a Christian writer that the germs even of 
most Christian ideas are to be found in Plato. In 
his teaching that there was a pattern of the perfect 
state laid up in heaven, which ought to be made the 
rule of men's lives on earth, we find the germ of the 
teaching of the 'World to come' in this Epistle, and 
of that heavenly order which is shadowed in the 
Levitical worship and actually given to 11s 'imaged' 
or sacramentally veiled in the Christian dispensation. 

In India the Vedanta system of philosophy has 
made men familiar with the thought of different 
kinds of existence. The first kind is called ' true ', 
and this existence can only be exclusively predicated 
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of God. The second kind of existence has the 
name of ' practical '. By this is meant that the 
things in this class do not veritably exist, but the 
ignorant mistake them for existent, and use them to 
carry on their practical life. Both the things 
themselves and the use made of them are imagined 
by ignorance.. The third kind of existence is called 
'apparent'. It resembles the 'practical ' in that 
it is false, but by mistake seems to be real. It 
differs from the ' practical ' mainly in this respect 
that there is a kind of added ignorance, an ignorance 
within ignorance, which causes the mistake. For 
example, a man dreams he is thirsty and that he 
drinks water and has his thirst quenched. Both the 
thirst and the water are imaginary; and they may 
be compared with the things of 'practical' existence. 
But should a man see a rope and think it a snake, 
there we have a case of apparent existence, of 
ignorance within ignorance. The reason, of course, 
for these distinctions is the doctrine of an absolute 
monism. God only exists, and all else is falsity 
imagined by ignorance. It is not merely the sound 
doctrine of the transitoriness of all earthly things. 
To the Vedantist they are not merely transitory, 
they are false. The doctrine of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews also sets forth three modes of existence, but 
all are from God, and nothing false or delusive can 
come from Him. There is the heavenly order, the 
order of heavenly relations and transactions; for 
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this order God creates men, and trains them by 
degrees. First he puts them in a stage where all 
amongst which they move may be compared with 
the shadows or copies of the heavenly; they are 
true copies, not false; but only copies. Next He 
puts them in the heavenly order, but He veils it 
from them; they enjoy it in image or sacrament. 
Finally the veil is to be removed, the real and the 
eternal are to become manifest. All is to be ' face 
to face.' 

The Epistle of the Ascension and of the high 
Priesthood of Christ.-In no other letter of the 
New Testament is the doctrine of the Ascension 
expounded with such fullness as in the Epistle 
to the Hebrews. It is the only writing included 
in the Canon i-n which CHRIST is called the High 
Priest, and His High Priestly Ministry explained. 
In the Revelation, indeed, He is shown to us 
clothed in priestly garments, wearing the golden 
girdle as priests wore it when ent"aged in sacrificial 
ministries (Rev. i. 13). There also He is represented 
as the eternal sacrifice, 'A Lamb standing as though 
it had been slain' 1Rev. v. 6). There also we read 
of the heavenly altar (Rev. ix. 13) and of the ritual 
of heavenly worship (Rev. viii. 3-5). But it is only 
in the Hebrews that He is actually called the High 
Priest. 

The author of the Epistle teaches that the supreme 
purpose of the Incarnation, and of the Passion, was 
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to provide men with a High Priest and a Sacrifice; 
the purpose of the Ascension was that the High 
Priest thus given might exercise His Ministry and 
carry the Blood of the Sacrifice into Heaven itself, 
and thus appear before the Face of God for us. 
(ix. 24). 

Even before the Incarnation in time, there was a 
bond of union between the eternal Son and human 
beings. He and they were 'of One' (ii. 11). But 
that bond of union by itself did not give men the 
kind of High Priest they needed. The bond must 
be even closer; He must take their very flesh and 
blood. Only by the Incarnation can the umon be 
complete and He become capable of being perfected or 
consecrated as their High Priest. Men as men share 
a nature which may be assaulted through its mortality 
and weakness (ii. 14 ). Christ voluntarily took to 
Himself this nature of 'flesh and blood,' and laid 
Himself open to these assaults, that there might be 
no human experience, excluding sin, which He did 
not taste-death, suffering, (ii. 18; iv. 15) and above 
all that particular kind of suffering which comes 
through the inducements to reject what is known to 
be the will of God (ii. 17). All this experience 
perfected Him or consecrated Him as the High Priest 
of mankind. To become incarnate is to submit to 
conditions of time, and this implies a process. He 
could not perfectly exercise His High Priestly Minis
try until He had undergone stage by stage all human 
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experience, but having acquired this experience as 
His abiding possession He could fulfill the purpose 
for which He was eternally destined, for which He 
became incarnate, was tempted, suffered and died. 

The Epistle regards His earthly life as the indis
pensable preparation for His heavenly ministry 
(ii. 10; v. 9; vi'i. 28). Those few years of earthly 
life draw their eternal significance from the fact 
that they 'perfected' Him to fulfill His priesthood 
The experience of those years has not passed ; it 
has become His own. Suffering under conditions 
of time passes, but to have suffered never passes. 
Temptation passes, but to have been tempted 
never passes. Death is swallowed up in life, but 
to have died remains. All this is now in our High 
Priest, and it is because of this that He can be our 
High Priest. In His earthly life He fulfilled no pri
estly ministry. It is carefully remarked that He 
was of a tribe which gave no attendance at the altar; 
that if He was still on earth He would not be a pri
est at all (viii. 4 ; ,·ii. 13 ; 14). That ministry began 
when ' with the blood of the eternal covenant 
(xiii. 20) • He passed into the heavens. (iv. 14) 
The 'it is finished' of Calvary proclaimed that 
all had been fulfilled which 'perfected' Him 
as Priest and Victim, and that He could now appear 
in the Holy of Holies to minister at that Altar 
which is 'before the Throne' (Rev. viii. 3) and 
'before God ' (Rev. ix. 13). It has indeed been 
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suggested that His priestly ministry began on the 
Cross : that the Cross was the beginning of the 
Glorification completed in the Ascension. But in 
Levitical worship the death of the victim was not 
the offering of the sacrifice. It was only prepara
tory. If we seek for the analogy with the different 
parts of a Jewish sin offering, the surrender of 
Himself to the death of the Cross was the fulfil
ment of that act by which the sinner brought a 
victim as an atonement for his sin. The poor beast 
was indeed no willing conscious victim, whilst 
CHRIST not only gave Himself to die, but so identi
fied Himself with sinful men that His surrender of 
Himself was in their name. Those who actually 
slew Him were the representatives of the human 
race, though they knew not what they did. The 
slaying of the animal was not as a general rule the 
work of the priest. One marked contrast between 
Levitical sacrifices and those sacrifices which were 
offered almost universally throughout the whole 
world outside Judaism, was that in the Lcvitical 
ritual the priest did not kill the victim ; it was no 
part of his priestly work ; whilst in other ancient 
religious institutions of which sacrifice was the 
centre that which made a priest to be a priest was 
his power to deal the first blow at the victim; he 
and no one else must kill. The very act of killing 
was of the essence of the sacrifice.1 In Israel this 

1 Jevons' Introduction to History o[ Religion, Chap. xx., but 
this is not so in Hinduism, in which the priest never kills the victim. 
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was not so ; the essence of the sacrifice was the 
presentation of the life to God. Some confusion of 
thought has been caused by treating the words • kill ' 
and• sacrifice' as though they were synonymous. To 
the Hebrew a priest who sacrificed was not neces
sarily a priest who killed; the place of killing '"as 
not the place of sacrifice, nor was the act of dying 
strictly the sacrificial act. If the priest were offer
ing for his own transgression or as one of a sinful 
people, as on the Day of Atonement, he killed the 
victim himself, but in the daily and other sacrifices 
the priest did not kill, for the death of the victim 
was only preparatory to the offering of the sacrifice. 
In no sense could the surrender of Himself to death 
upon the Cross be described as a priestly action. 
He went to Calvary as Victim not as Priest. For 
this, says the writer of the Epistle in one of his 
startling turns of thought, He was ' crowned with 
glory and honour' (ii. 9). The pre-eminent greatness 
and dignity of the Victim was enhanced in every 
way. Three times His Glory was attested from 
heaven before He passed to Calvary. Then came 
the Resurrection and the Ascension. The Great 
Shepherd was brought again from the dead ; but 
He came not merely to vindicate the justice and 
majesty of God. The Cross and death are not to 
be forgotten in the glory of the Resurrection ; He 
came as one who 'became dead' (Rev. I. 18). 
He came not empty handed, but 'with the blood 
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of the eternal covenant' (xiii. 20). He has passed 
through the heavens, even as the Levitical high 
priest passed through the veil (iv. 14). Now He 
ministers in the exaltation of the hP.avenly Holy 
of Holies; He has 'somewhat to offer' (viii. 3) ; 
He makes ' propitiation for the sins of the people ' 
(ii. 17); 'He ever liveth to make intercession for 
them ' (vii. 25). Heaven not Calvary is the only 
true place of sacrifice, for there ' for ever' the 
sacrificing Priest presents His Life for men. In 
Leviticus ix it seems as if an expiatory or propitia
tory value were attached to the actual fact of the 
slaying as well to the presentation or sprinkling of 
the blood, but the writer of the Hebrews fixes all 
the attention of his readers not on the place of the 
killing but on the place of the sprinkling. St. Paul's 
teaching lays more stress on the death of CHRIST 
as recondling men to God, but implicitly his words 
invariably contain the doctrine of the Hebrews. 
When he tells us that ' CHRIST died for us' he 
adds at once that we are ' justified by His blood ' 1 

(Rom. v. 8-9). When he teaches that Jesus our 
Lord was delivered up for our trespasses he adds 
that He was raised for our justification. By 
His death He provided the sacrifice for sins; by 
His Resurrection with the necessary complement 
of the Ascension, He presents that sacrifice for the 
justification of ell.eh believing penitent (Rom. iv. 

1 • Blood ' in Holy Scripture always means life, never death. 
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25). Still more emphatically in Rom. vm. 34 
does He dwell on the work of CHRIST in heaven. 
'It is CHRIST Jesus that died, yea rather, that was 
raised from the dead, who is at the right hand of 
God, who also maketh intercession for us.' He 
does not call Him priest, but he describes the work 
of His priesthood. The greatest stress is laid in 
the Hebrews upon the abiding character of this 
priesthood. It is not an office which He assumed 
and resigns. He is the High Priest 'for ever' 
\ vi. 19-20). It is because 'He abideth for ever' 
that He • hath His priesthood unchangeable' vii. 
24). All through the seventh chapter the writer 
makes it clear that the true priest • abideth a priest 
continually' (vii. 3). The conception of a High 
Priest within the Veil, that is at the very place 
where sacrifice was presented, who did not minister, 
would have been unintelligible to the Hebrews. 
For what purpose did He pass through the Veil 
'with the blood' but to offer it? 'He ever liveth,' 
but He ever liveth 'to make intercession' (vii. 25). 
Not numerous sacrifices does He offer, one succeed
ing another because none were finally effective, 
(ix. 25) nor does He offer Himself 'often', alter
nating intervals of sacrifice with intervals of rest, 
but one sacrifice once for all and for ever, the sacri
fice which in the eternal sphere continually abides. 

The Author of the Epi.~tle to the Hebrews does not 
shrink from apparent contradictions; there arc 
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classes of texts which seem superficially to contradict 
one another. 1 He is not, for instance, afraid of 
speaking of 'the world to come ' and yet telling his 
fellow Christians that they have already come to it. 
The Son is glorified, ascended ' on the Right Hand . 
of the Majesty on High' (i. 3) and yet he does not 
shrink from warning them that He may be 
crucified afresh. It is ' solid food for full grown 
men' (v. 14) that he gives, and he warns them that 
he has many things to say which are 'hard of 
interpretation '. It cannot be doubted that he 
represents CHRIST as High Priest ministering in 
the ' Holy of Holies' (i. 3) of the heavenly sanctuary, 
but it is equally certain that He also represents 
Him as seated and at rest (viii. 1). The Priest 
standing at the heavenly altar is also the King seated 
on the heavenly throne (x. 12). As Priest He re
presents man to God, but as King He represents 
God to man (xii. 2). We have the two conceptions 
united even in the same passages. 'We have 
such a high priest'; (viii. 1) for the force of 'such' 
we have to read Chapter vii. He is 'such a High 
Priest ' as abides unchangeable and for ever. The 
verse goes on ' Who sat down on the right hand of 
the throne of the majesty in the heavens, ' that is, 
He is enthroned as King. But enthroned as King 
as He is, He discharges His liturgical ministry; the 
writer says at once 'a minister of the sanctuary and 

l See Milligan Baird Lecture, 1891, p. 74 
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of the true tabernacle.' This is the only place in 
the New Testament where CHRIST is described as 
'a liturgical minister.' A liturgical minister in the 
sanctuary who does not minister is an impossible 
conception, but yet He is King enthroned. The 
truth is that in the description of heavenly transac
tions and realities by earthly images verbal consis
tency is impossible. To represent a Royal Priest 
reigning and ministering in the transcendent sphere, 
in which limitations of time and space do not exist, 
is beyond the capacity of human language or earthly 
symbol. Logical consistency of words would 
hinder our perception of the truth. The King 
reigns, the Priest ministers; He sits on the throne, 
He stands at the altar. In the verbal contradiction 
there is the profoundest truth. In Chapter x. the 
two actions are represented as simultaneous (x. 12) 
He offered; He sat down. The verbs are in the 
same tense. In the heavenly sphere there is no 
' before ' or 'after ' ; there is the eternal ' now '. 
With the exquisite skill of a master of the Greek 
language the writer has so placed the words transla
ted 'for ever' that they can be connected equally 
well either with the 'offering' or 'with the session'. 
It is 'offering one sac~ifice for ever He sat.' There 
is no intermission in the work of the Priest and no 
intermission in the work of the King. 

In all our study of Holy Scripture it is well to 
remember that pictures or symbols can Tarely if ever 

3 
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be combined into a harmonious whole. Each 
symbol or picture sets forth one religious idea, but 
if several such symbols be combined even in thought, 
each of which is in itself true, the result may be 
grotesque and even monstrous. For instance, any 
combined represent~tion to the mind of the symbols 
by which Christ is described in Revelation (i. 13-16) 
will produce a figure on which reverence will not 
care to dwell, but each separate symbol is full of 
dignity, and proclaims a truth of our Lord's nature 
and work. In the study of the Hebrews and its 
use of local symbols and Levitical types it is 
necessary to bear this in mind. We cannot avoid 
using the language and signs of time and space, but 
we must never forget how inadequate they are to 
represent the transcendent. 

The Epistle of Christ the Fulftller.-There is a 
deep strain of conservatism in human_ nature. Men 
have an innate tendency to believe that 'the 
old is better.' They cannot see the old order 
pass without a sense of pain and loss. To the 
bitterness of this pain and the heaviness of this loss 
among the Hebrew Christians the Epistle to the 
Hebrews bears vivid witness. Nor was it merely 
the pain which is the inevitable accompaniment of 
a-ny age of transition. It was much more than that. 
The unquestioned traditional interpretation of their 
Scriptures had led them to expect a different kind 
of Messiah; they had to endure the pain of 
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abandoning their old ideas. The familiar worship 
and stately ritual of the temple had been a consola
tion and a delight to them ; they had to endure the 
pain of surrendering all part in that worship. 
Nationalism was in their very blood; they were the 
heirs of the patriarchs; the love of Jerusalem was 
their life; they had now the pain of being accounted 
false to the call of patriotism and disloyal to the 
land they loved. 

It may be that God has made men tenacious of 
the old order in order that there may be no sudden 
revolution in which the good may be lost along with 
that which is worthless; that all change may be by 
way of growth in which the incomplete is taken up 
into the complete, and all that is permanent and true 
in the old may be fulfilled and consummated in the 
new. Few people were more tenacious of the old 
than the Hebrews ; and in becoming Christians they 
did not lose their natural bent. Our Lord had 
indeed prepared men for the truth that the old when 
it had served its purpose must pass, and warned 
them that the attempt to combine the old with the 
new or to confine the new spirit in their old forms 
must be not only futile but also ruinous to both. 1 

But He had also told them that He came not to 
destroy but to fulfill.1 It is with this thought that 
the Epistle to the Hebrews opens. To some it seems 

1 St. Mark ii 21-2. 1 St. Matt. v. 17. 
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its characteristic teaching. 1 With striking abrupt
ness the writer begins by speaking of God's way of 
revelation in the past. It has been marked by 
variety. Many fragments of truth have been given 
to men, (i. 1) and there have been many methods of 
giving those fragments. Many teachers have given the 
fragments and used the methods (i. 2). Fragments 
imply a whole; imperfect ways point to the One 
Perfect Way; many teachers of a little are the 
pledge of the One Teacher of the whole. Now all 
is fulfilled in a Son. Variety is gathered up into 
unity. 'Divers portions' are built into the one 
temple of Truth. ' Divers manners' yield to the 
one manner of the Incarnation. Mainly in four 
respects CHRIST is shown as Fulfiller. 

(1) He took human nature to consummate in Him
self as Man the destiny for which God had created 
men (ii. 9). That destiny was loftier even than that 
of angels. Humanity was to have dominion not 
only over the world that is but also over ' the world 
to come' (ii. 5), not only over the realm of sense 
perception but even over that real world peopled by 
angels and the spirits of just men made perfect. 
Already that magnificent destiny is fulfilled in 
CHRIST, who has thus become 'the Author' (ii. 10) 
of men's salvation, and 'brings many sons to glory. ' 
' Salvation' is the realization of all the potentialities 

I Westcott Chrisf1</i Co11s11,n,,cator, p. 12. 
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comprised in divine sonship, and 'Glory' is its 
open manifestation. Instead Qf being astonished at 
having to suffer, it is exactly what sons in a fallen 
world should expect. If the 'Author' or• Captain' 
became perfect through sufferings, how shall His 
membl!rs or followers attain their destiny in any 
other way? The writer does not actually speak 
of the Fall as responsible for this, but it is as
sumed (ii. 8). 'Death' and' bondage' are not part of 
God's ideal counsel, they are due to the devil. 
But being here man must be delivered from them if 
his destiny is to be attained. CHRIST turns Satan's 
weapons against Satan, and 'through death' con
quers death (ii. 14). 

( 2) Christ fulfilled and consiimmated imperfect 
priesthoods and imperfect sacrifices. The fact that 
the institution of priesthood has 1:..een degraded and 
made the instrument of superstition and tyranny 
must not be allowed to disguise the truth that it 
answers to an universal need of human nature. 
Men would not have made priests for themselves 
and relied upon them to stand between them and 
the object of their worship unless they had been 
profoundly conscious that of themselves they were 
unable to approach the Deity. It is doubtful 
whether there is any form of religion in which the 
institution of priesthood is not found in some form 
as a vital part of the system. Brahmanism without 
its priests ceases to be Brahmanism. When new 
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peoples or tribes are taken over into Hinduism the 
indispensable condition of such conversion is the 
acceptance of the Brahman priest as the divine 
representative in all the important transactions of 
family life. Even if we go back to the primitive 
nature worship known as the Vedic religion, when 
Sky, Sun, Moon, Rain, Wind, Fire were worshipped 
as gods, we find that men of special powers were 
regarded as necessary for the offering of sacrifice 
and prayer. The hymns which form the Rigveda 
bear witness not only to the existence of the priest
hood but also to its threefold OJ:der, whilst the three 
Vedas, the Rigveda, Samaveda, and the Yajurveda 
were really manuals for each order of priests 
respectively. The need of a sacrifice corresponds 
with the need of a priest, and sacrificial worship has 
been widespread from remote times. A priest does 
not merely present petitions, he offers sacrifices and 
gifts. Probably the earliest form of sacrifice among 
Aryan peoples was the offering of food and drink, 
but animal sacrifices are also of very great antiquity. 
Gradually the ritual of the altar became highly 
intricate, and the lay people became more and more 
dependent on the priesthood if their offerings were 
to be properly performed. In the period when 
Elijah was carrying on his mortal combat with the 
the priests of Baal, the Brahmans of India were 
elaborating their sacrificial-ceremonial and drawing 
up minute rules, on the accurate observance of every 
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detail of which depended the effectiveness of the 
sacrifice. The continuance of blood sacrifices in 
India to this day, offered by a special priesthood, 
testifies to the reality and persistence of the human 
instinct which can be satisfied in no other way. 
The Satapatha-Brahmana gives us evidence that 
even human sacrifice 1 was offered in primitive times 
until there grew up a horror of it in men's minds 
and an animal was offered as a substitute for a man. 
We might have expected that in Islam sacrifice 
would find no place, but even here the human 
instinct will have its satisfaction. In every part of 
the ~ussulman world in the Great Festival called 
the 'Jdu'l Azha sacrifices are offered, and also on the 
birth of a child at the ceremony called Aquiqah. 
Confucianism is generally regarded as entirely a 
social or moral system, but even Confucianism 
teaches that ' Sacrifice is the greatest of all things, • 
and that ' the first and greatest teaching is to be 
found in sacrifice.'' It is true that outside Judaism 
there js little thought of the connexion of sacrifice 

1 Dr. K. M. Banerjee doubts whether human sacrifice was ever 
offered in India in the Vedic period, or that the institution of 
human sacrifice ever existed among Indo-Arians. ' It was almost 
unexceptionally in the worship of Sakti, as wife of Siva, in her 
blackest form, that such ~urderous oblations have ever bec,n heard 
of '-Arian Wit,uss. p. 205. Max Muller and Weber on the 
contrary have no doubt that human sacrifices are referred to in the 
Satapatha-Brahmana. 

1 Li Ki, uii. 12. 
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with sin. In Islam strictly there is none; sacrifices 
are commemorative or eucharistic; there is no idea 
that they are of any avail for the expiation of sin. 
Popularly also, no doubt, they are used as a oasis of 
intercession when some particular boon is desired 
from God ; in extreme illness, for instance, a sacrifice 
may be offered to procure r~covery. Sin in Islam is 
something which God forgives by the arbitrary 
exercise of His supreme will, and there is no need 
of any atoning sacrifice. And yet even among 
Muhammadans we have evidence that the need of 
a sacrifice for sin is felt, for the Shiahs celebrate the 
death of Husain as of one who died for the sins of 
mankind. • This is popularly set forth in the 
ceremonies of the Mohurrum. 1 Hinduism does not 
emphasize the relation of sin to sacrifice, but it 
recognizes it. In the eleventh book of the Institutes 
of Manu Hindus are taught that 'the performance of 
the great sacrifice according to one's ability quickly 
destroys all guilt, even that caused by mortal sins. ' 9 

I Here, for instance, is an extract from the Miracle Play of 
Hasan and Husain, The angel Gabriel says to Mahomed ' God 
hath sent thee a message, saying, none has suffered the pain and 
afflictions which Husain has undergone. None has like him been 
obedient in my service. As he has taken no steps save in sincerity 
in all that he has done, thou must put the Key of Paradise in his 
hand. The privilege of making intercession for sinners is ex• 
elusively his. Husain is by my peculiar grace, the mediator for 
all.' 

9 Manu xi. 246. 
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But though the Hindu sastras deal at enormous 
length with the subject of priesthood and sacrifice, 
there is comparatively little to suggest that the 
sacrificial system is the means by which deities are 
approached for remission of sins. Sacrifice is 
regarded_ almost entirely as a mysterious operation 
which duly performed with exact fidelity to the 
prescribed ritual will compel the gods to grant the 
appropriate boon. The boon may happen to be 
forgiveness of sin, but it is far from being· the 
characteristic fruit of sacrifice. There is, however, 
one formula of sacrifice in which the sacrificer says 
after the slaughter and dissection of the victim as 
he offers each portion to the fire-Thou art the 
annulment of the sins committed by the gods. Thou 
art the annulment of sins committed by the fathers. 
Thou art the annulment of sins committed by men. 
Thou art the annulment of sins committed by our
selves. Whatever sins we have committed by day or 
by night thou art the annulment thereof. Whatever 
sins we have committed sleeping or awake, thou art 
the annulment thereof. Whatever sins we have 
committed, knowing or unknowing, thou art the 
annulment thereof. Thou art the annulment of 
sin--of sin.' 1 

It is not until we pass to Judaism and the Leviti
<:al sacrificial system that we find the most tremen-

1 Tandya Maha Brabmana SS. 
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dous emphasis laid upon the sin offering. It does not 
indeed come first in the order of historical develop
ment, for before the Law it is not heard of. The 
burnt offering, the sacrifice of self-dedication, the 
offering of worship, comes first ; and this was always 
accompanied by the meat offering, which consisted 
of fruits of the earth. Then came the peace.offering 
in which animal life was offered, but its special 
characteristic was the communion meal upon the 
sacrifice. Finally came the sin offering, of which 
the one indispensable mark was the effusion or 
sprinkling or presentation of the blood. It is the 
blood that atones (Lev. xvii. 11). But in the 
practical application of the Levitical system of 
sacrifice the order of historical development gives 
way to the order of spiritual succession. When
ever the sacrifices were offered together, the sin 
offering came first, then the burnt offering, and 
finally the peace offering (Leviticus ix. 22). The 
obvious significance of the order is that it is only 
the forgiven sinner cleansed in the sin offering who 
can wholly dedicate himself to God in the burnt 
offering and enjoy communion with Him in the 
sacramental meal in the peace offering. In the 
Epistle to the Hebrews we read little of any sacrifice 
except the sin offering. CHRIST is represented 
throughout as the one High Priest presenting the 
Blood which alone can take away sins, as the 
Fulfiller of the typical priesthood and the typical 
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sacrifice. Eucharistic sacrifices are mentioned 
once and then only in connexion with sin offerings 
(v. 1): the true peace offering with the communion 
meal which fulfilled the typical peace offering is 
mentioned only in the last chapter (xiii. 10-15), 
but the sin offering forms the main object of the 
expos1t1on. CHRIST as High Priest made purifi
cation of sins (i. 3). The people's supreme need 
was of a merciful and faithful high priest to make 
propitiation for sins (ii. 17). A high priest is 
appointed first and foremost to offer both gifts and 
sacrifices for sins (v. 1 ). The perfect High Priest 
once for all offered up Himself (vii. 27) for the sins 
of the people. With blood of goats and bulls the 
typical high priest went into the holy place, through 
His own Blood CHRIST entered in once for all 
into th~ true holy place (ix. 12). This is the main 
theme of Chapters ix. and x, the one Priest (vii. 
16-24) with a life of its very essential nature in
dissoluble, presenting a sacrifice of its very nature 
absolutely effectual (vii. 25-28). What room is 
there left for other priests and other sacrifices when 
the One Priest and the One Sacrifice are revealed 
(x. 8-12) and abide for ever? How can any one be 
dissatisfied at the loss of priests that die when he 
has the Priest that ever lives, or bewail the loss of 
sacrifices with blood that decays when they can 
shelter under a sacrifice with an endless life? All 
is fulfilled in Him who is not only Priest with an 
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'unchangeable priesthood' (vii. 24) but also sacrifice 
with ' the blood of the eternal covenant (xiii. 20).' 1 

It is undoubtedly disappointing to find that it 
seems as if the sound instinct in Hinduism which 
re-!uires priest and sacrifice for its satisfaction, 
seldom leads men to seek complete satisfaction in 
the One Priest and the One Sacrifice. They remain 
content with the imperfect arrd partial, and even 
use it as a pretext for rejecting that consummation 
of all priesthood and ~acrifice which is in CHRIST 

the Fulfiller. Yet it is to be remembered that the 
effect of Judaism was very similar, marvellously 
ordained as it was to prepare men's minds for 
• such a High Priest' as 'became• them. The 

l Dr. K. M. Banerjee finds in the Satapatha Brahmana. an 
indication of the doctrine of • the La.mb slain from the foundation 
of the world.' 'To them (the Gods) the Lord of creatures gave 
Himself. He became their sacrifice. Sacrifice is good for the 
gods. He, having given Himself to them, made a reflection of 
Himself which is sacrifice. Therefore they say, the Lord of 
creatures is a sacrifice, for He made it a reflection or Himself, 
By means of this sacrifice He redeemed Himself from them.• 
Again in the Tandya Maha Brahmana we find 'The Lord of 
creatures offered himself a sacrifice for the gods.' On this Dr. 
Bannerjee comments as follows: ' This idea of the " Lord of 
creatures '• offering himself a sacrifice for the benefit of the Devu, 
who were then but mortals, is also found, but in a more compli• 
cated form in the celebrated Purusha Sukta. It would not be 
easy to account for the genesis of such an idea except in tbe 
assumption of some primitive tradition of the La.mb slain from 
tbe foundation of the world, who was over all, God blessed 
for ever.' 
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vast majority of the Hebrews did not use their 
sacrificial system as the means by which they 
advanced to the knowledge of the consummating 
Priest, but even turned it into a barrier by which 
they shut themselves out from accepting Him. 
They rested satisfied with priests 'having infirmity• 
and with ' the blood of bulls and goats • which 
could not 'take away sins,' whilst some even of 
those who had once welcomed the consummation 
were tempted to return to the shadow, and for the 
sake of union with the majority of their country
men trust themselves again to a system which was 
' nigh unto vanishing away.' Had it not been so, 
the EJ,istle to the Hebreus would probably never 
have been written. 

(3) Christ fulfilled the idea of Fello'f.Dship in 
the General Assembly and Church of the First
born. Man has an instinctive need of fellowship 
which expresses itself in many forms-the nation, 
the tribe, the caste, the religious society, and so on. 
But if there be nothing higher than the natural 
instinct, the desire for fellowship with some is 
invariably accompanied by the desire for the exclu
sion of others. Social as man is by constitution 
his social instinct will only take him to a certain 
point. The time quickly comes when he erects 
harriers and locks doors. The desire for fellowship 
is a divinely planted instinct witnessing to his 
creation in the image of God ; the desire to exclude, 
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which is equivalent to the desire for privilege, 
witnesses to the fall of man and the corruption of 
his nature. Most effectively does the instinct for 
fellowship realize itself when the union is based 
upon a common relationship to God; most dis
astrously does it nullify itself when religion is used 
as a means of privileged separation. A religion 
which does not prodaim itself catholic condemns 
itself not only as imperfect but as untrue. He 
alone is a Hindu who is born a Hindu, he alone 
is a Parsee who is born a Parsee ; if these state
ments be accurate, then so far as Hinduism or 
Parseeism be religions, so far are they manifestly 
imperfect. The extremest imaginable expression of 
the desire for fellowship combined with the desire 
for exclusion of others is to be found in the Hindu 
system of caste ; whilst the most perfect imaginable 
form of a fellowship based on relation to God, in
viting all and rejecting none, is to be found in the 
Body of CHRIST which is the Catholic Church. 

Judaism with al1 its narrowness and hardness 
was still a foreshadowing of the idea of Catholicity. 
How rigidly exclusive it could be is illustrated by 
the barrier erected in the temple between the great 
outer court of the Gentiles and the inner court, the 
Court of Israel. On this ' middle wall of partition ' 
(Eph. ii. 14) in Greek and Latin were inscribed 
the words: ' No alien to pass within the fence and 
enclosore rourtd the temple. Whosoever shall be 
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taken shall be responsible to himself alone for the 
death which will ensue:' Yet the Jewish com
munion not only welcomed converts but sought for 
them. Gibbon seems to be entirely wrong when 
he says that the narrow and unsocial spirit of the 
Jews instead of inviting had deterred the Gentiles 
from embracing the Law of Moses, and equally 
wrong when he says that the number of proselytes 
was never much superior to that of apostates. The 
greatest activity was shewn by Jews in all parts of 
the world in the winning of converts from poly
theism and idolatry,1 and in spite of the bitter 
contempt with which they were regarded their 
success was remarkable. Our Lord Himself testi
fies to the zeal even of the Pharisees in Palestine 
for conversions (St. Matt. xxiii. 15). From every 
part of the world tribute was sent to the temple at 
Jerusalem by those who were converts to Judaism. 
There were notable instances of men and women 
occupying distinguished positions who were openly 
numbered among the proselytes. 'In regard to 
obligations and rights, proselytes were regarded 
as being in all essential respects on an equality 
with native Israelites.' 1 Gentiles could become 
through circumcision and the observance of the 
law practically incorporated into the Jewish people. 

1 The poet Horace refers satirically to the proselytizing iea.1 oC 
the Jews as a fact familiar to Roman aociety. 

t Schurer, Jewfah People vol. II, ii. 326. 
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In this way Judaism was a real foreshadowing of 
the idea of Catholicity. 

But along with this desire to convert Gentiles 
and wilHngness to welcome those who submitted 
to the Law of Moses there was the narrowest and 
most unsocial spirit manifested in all dealings with 
outsiders. Love was not manifested to man as 
man ; the simplest acts of service, such as shewing 
a thirsty man the way to a well, might be refused 
to a Gentile. All Gentile houses were as such 
unclean. Merely to enter them was to be defiled. 
The strictest of Brahmans could hardly surpass the 
orthodox Jew in his abhorrence of anything in the 
way of cooking utensils or food which had been 
touched or handled by the outsider. Milk which 
had been milked by a heathen could not be drunk 
unless the cow was milked in the presence of the 
Jew, whilst the Jewish traveller had to live on raw 
vegetables or fruit if he was to preserve himself 
undefiled. In these and other ways they barricaded 
themselves off from the rest of the world. Gladly 
would they open the gates to the convert, and make 
him one of themselves ; Hindu caste has no analogy 
here. But hapless was the case of those who were 
excommunicated and driven outside the barrier. 
Thus the Jew had been trained not only to live in a 
religious society but to be dependent upon it. It 
was a society which if it was intensely narrow was 
also widely extensive. The bonds which tied him 
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to his communion were of every kind, religious, 
national, and social. By conversion to Christianity 
he lost none of his dependence upon the society, 
none of his instinctive craving for fellowship, none 
of his delight in the wide diffusion of his religion. 
His Christianity was his Judaism consummated. 
But herein came the agonizing trial of the Christian 
Hebrews, they found themselves ejected from their 
own people, objects of contempt and hatred more 
bitter even than that flung at the unbelieving 
Gentile. Even as late as the time of Constantine 
it was found necessary by special enactment to 
protect converts from the furious indignation of the 
Jews. Their own countrymen would not eat with 
them; their presence in a Jewish house defiled it. 
The time had not yet come when they could take 
comfort in the thought of a Catholic Church 
throughout the world. True, by the year A.D. 65 
they knew that there were little bodies of Christian 
believers in many of the cities of the world, but 
they knew also that the bitterest enemies of these 
little Churche9 were their own fellow countrymen. 
The great wide fellowship in religion arid life, upon 
which all their past had made th'em dependent 
seemed lost to them, and in its place they had 
merely membership of what seemed to be a sect not 
only numerically insignificant but also distracted by 
internal dissensions. 

So the writer points them to the fulfilment of 
.... 
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their old communion in a fellowship so wide that it 
joins earth with heaven (xii. 22-4), in a brother
hood so glorious that it includes hosts of angels as 
well as spirits of just men made perfect, JESUS the 
Saviour as well as those whom He died to save. 
He shews them which is the better, the old society, 
or the new in which the old is consummated, 
by pointing back to the scene of fear and terror in 
which Judaism had its birth (xii. 18-21) and con
trasting this scene with the peaceful security of living 
in an order 'glorious with spiritual realities and 
rich in provisions of mercy.' 1 Their fathers came 
to an outward manifestation of God's majesty and 
power, of His separateness from frail and sinful 
men ; they experienced outward earthly and ele
mental forces amidst which they recognized their 
own weakness and helplessness; all that they saw 
and felt afflicted them with overwhelming dread; 
a sense even of repulsion overcame them, their ont' 
thought was to hear the voice no more, to be 
removed from the neighbourhood of the mountain 
that burned with fire, a mountain that might be 
touched indeed but the penalty of the touch was 
death. Christians, on the other hand, had the 
power to live in the presence of God revealed in 
pardoning love; they had been permitted to become 
the elder children, the ' first born ' of the human 

1 Westcott 
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race through whom all were to be brought into the 
one great fellowship of God, to enjoy the com
panionship alike of heavenly spirits who had never 
been subjected to earthly trials and of the hull'lan 
beings who are described as ' the spirits of just men 
made perfect.' They needed a society in which to 
live dependent lives; here was the society to which 
CHRIST had already admitted them ; 'ye are come,' 
already had they come to it (xii. 22). It fulfilled 
all that Judaism pointed to; it was the actual 
realization of the fellowship of which Judaism was 
but the partial outline. All that the Hebrew Chris
tians seemed to have lost by exclusion fr?m the 
world-wide society of Judaism had been given back 
to them in an eternal form instead of in a transitory 
shadow. And so it follows that along with the 
fulfilment of the idea of fellowship 

( 4) Christ has al&o fulfilled the idea of the 
Cowmant by becoming the l\J ediator of that which 
is 'better' (viii. 6) because it is 'eternal' (xiii. 20). 
It was the glory of the Hebrew people that they 
were a covenant people (Ps. I. 5) ministering to 
Jehovah under the conditions of a covenanted 
service; that is, it was a service into which He 
Himself had called them, of which He had pre
scribed the conditions, to which they had promised 
obedience. Into this covenant they had been 
admitted by sacrifice (Exod. xxiv. 4-8). 'The 
covenant hath not been dedicated without blood' 
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(ix. 18). In response to their promise of obedience 
the blood of the sacrifice which had been sprinkled 
on the altar was also sprinkled upon them, signifying 
their acceptance by God. They were thus incorpo
rated into the consecrated body of God's servants 
capable of holding communion with Him. On one 
other occasion only we are told that the blood of 
sacrifice was sprinkled upon men, when Aaron and 
bis sons were ordained to the priesthood, and then the 
sprinkling of the blood was combined with washing 
by water. Had the Hebrew Christians then lost 
the blessed security of living as members of a 
covenant people? Had they forfeited their sacra
mental pledges ? The writer comforts them by 
bidding them remember the Scripture promise of a 
new covenant (viii. 8-12). If the old had provided 
them with all that was requisite for the full attain
ment of the blessedness for which they had been 
created, why should God promise them a new 
covenant (viii. 13, ? Great emphasis is laid on the 
thought of the newness of the covenant. Two 
words are used to express what in English is 
rendered by the one word new. CHRIST is the 
Mediator of a covenant new in kind, because it is 
real and not a figure of the real (ix. 15), and the 
covenant which He mediates is also new in time 
(xii. 24). young and fresh, such as never can grow 
old. A death indeed had • taken place, ' but it was 
the death of the better victim that provided a better 
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Sacrifice (ix. 23). The verity was theirs instead of 
the copy. All that was shadowed in the old was 
realized in the new. Under the new covenant they 
had a Sacrament of Incorporation which made them 
members of a priestly body giving to all of them 
right of access through the veil into the holy place; 
by this covenant they were not only members of the 
people of God but of a sacerdotal people who as 
priests had been sprinkled with His Blood (xiii. 12). 
(Cp. I St. Peter ii. 5-9; Rev. i. 6; v. 10). They 
had also a Sacrament of Sustenance, for from 
the one altar there went forth an unfailing supply 
of heavenly Food. This Food was real and could 
not be shared by those who were contented with 
shadow food. What matters the loss of shadow 
food when we have 'our Sacrificial Feast, our 
Eucharist which offers to us the virtue of CHRIST'S 
life and death, his Flesh and Blood, for the 
strengthening and cleansing of our bodies and 
souls?' 1 

The Epistle of the Mystic Life of Christ.' An 
event which is only historical recedes further into 
the past a~ years pass, and its power over new 

1 Westcott • CJ1ristus Consum111ator, p. 72. 
• By Mystic' is here m11a11t the inner life of spiritual verity ws 

contrasted with the outward life of historical manifestation. A 
historical event tues place in lime and space ancl may he 
apprehended in the ordinary way of 11(.'nse perception, whilst the 
mystic life cannot be sensibly apprehended, though it can he 
outwardly signified by historic events. 
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generations proportionally decreases with its increas
ihg distance from the present. But a historical 
event which represents an eternal verity can never 
lose its power because that which it signifies is in the 
present. This is the secret of the eternal newness of 
the Incarnation and all that it implies. CHRIST'S life 
and death and resurrection are as near to men now 
as they were in the century in which they were 
historically enacted, and they will be equally near 
should the race of men still be existing on earth five 
thousand years hence. They represent verities of 
the unchanging lo,·e of God in eternity, and of the 
effect of human sin upon that love, seen historic.1.lly 
in the great rejection and the crucifixion of CHRIST. 

The triumph of the historic resurrection does not do 
away with the Passion in the mystic life of 
CHRIST. 

In no writing of the New Testament is this set 
forth with such emphasis as in the Epistlt: of tT,e 
Hebrews. The writer describes the Passion as 
historically past but as mystically present. It is in 
time but it is beyond time. The sphere of the 
operation of God's lo"e is the human spirit, and here 
God in CHRIST still puts Himself at the mercy of 
men. He is born in them; He may he subjected to 
outrage and insult; He may be crucified. God's 
struggle with human sin is historically signified in 
the outward events of Passion-tide, but the Passion 
mystically continues as long as human sin persists. 
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It is said that nothing is less real than history; 
what is meant is that the external event is as 
nothing in comparison with the inward reality of 
which it is the temporary manifestation. In this 
sense the historical Passion is the manifestation of 
God's continual agony over human sin, and in the 
description of that agony the Epistle to the Hebrews 
uses the language of the historic event. The writer 
does not deal with the sin of those outside the 
Church. It is the sin of apostasy which causes the 
mystic agony of God described in language drawn 
from history as crucifying to themselves the Son of 
God afresh (vi. 6). It is the wilful deliberate sin 
against light which is described as treading under 
foot the Son of God (x. 29). Dread ,·erities are 
enacted in the mystic life of God, but they can only 
he set forth symbolically in the language of historic 
fact. There is no shrinking from conceptions which 
seem mutually exclusi\·e, for the writer trusts his 
readers to know how inadequate is human language 
to express the mysteries of the life of God. CHRIST 
is the victorious and triumphant King reigning over 
angels and men, and ) et the Son of God is still 
trodden under foot of men. The relation of the 
temporal to the eternal is beyond the power of the 
thought of man to conceive and still less in the 
power of his language to express. ._ 

The annual solemn commemorat10n by the Chris
tian Church of the Passion and Death of CHRIST 
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largely derives its force from the realization of the 
tr\tth that the Passion is still a verity of the mystic 
life of God. A historic event is indeed recalled, and 
the memory of Christians is directed to the past, 
hut personal penitence can only be stimulated by 
the sense of personal responsibility, and personal 
responsibility is only felt when it is realized that 
men in the present crucify to themselves the Son of 
God, and that they can best learn what is the 
Passion in the mystic life of God caused by sin by 
meditating on the Passion in CHRIST'S historic life. 

The Epistle uf Fear, Hope and Perseverance. 
Again and again the Epistle to the Hebrews dwells 
on the motives of holy fear. It points to the 
certainty of retribution ; how is it possible that one 
who neglects 'so great salvation ' (ii. 2;-3) can 
escape the divine justice? It lays stress on the 
gradualness of a fall; men let themselves drift; 
there is a subtle hardening of the heart which may 
finally become• an evil heart of unbt!lief' (iii. 12). 
Even when utter ruin is avoided men may fail to 
rise to the 'fullness of opportunity {iv. 1). Fear is 
stirred up by the consideration of the awful truth th11,t 
apostasy ranks men with the murderei's of CHIUST 
(vi. 6) and the despisers of His sacrifice (x. 29). 
Such apostasy is irrevocable; it closes the door of 
hope. The Church can do no more ; the deliberate 
apostate must be l~ft to God into whose hands it is 
a fearful thing to fall (x. 31). It is impossible 
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to renew such men again unto repentance (vi. 6). 
For the sin against knowledge, wilfully persisted in, 
' there remaineth no more a sacrifice for sins ' 
(x. 2.6} ; there remains only 'a certain fearful expec
tation of judgement' (x. 27). Nowhere in the 
New Testament ,vritings are the grounds of fear 
put before men with more solemn intensity than in 
the Hebrews. But fear is ever balanced by. hope, 
and the hope of which the writer speaks is an 
exultant hope (iii. 6). It is no weak vague aspira
tion but one which has ' full assurance ' in it (vi. 11). 
The man who has hope is anchored, and no current 
of unbelief can carry him away (vi. 18). The 
object of hope is the ascended CHRIST; He Him
self is ' the hope set before us.' His triumph is the 
pledge of the triumph of His members, for He is 
the Forerunner to be followed within the veil by 
the people for whom He presents the Sacrifice of 
Himself (vi. 20). 

Hope is the life blood of perseverance. With 
solemn earnestness the writer stirs up holy fear; 
with equal earnestness he incites to patience and 
perseverance. ' Firm unto the end ' (iii. 6, 14} is a 
phrase he loves. The patience that goes on and on 
is the patience that inherits the promises (vi. 11) • 
The endurance that takes joyfully (vi. 12} earthly 
loss is the endurance that gains heavenly treasure 
and wins the heavenly race (x. 36). Nor is he 
without confidence that those whom he thus exhorts 
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will persevere (xii. 1). Expedient though it be to 
warn, his trust in them is unshaken ; already he is 
' persuaded better things ' of them 'and things that 
accompany salvation ' (vi. 9). A frank and happy 
confidence towards God is the temper of mind 
which he inculcates. He shares with St. John a 
special liking for the word 7rapp71a-[a. ' Boldness ' 
is the word chosen in the English re,·ised version to 
translate it (iv. 16). By it they approach the 
Throne of Grace and enter c\'en into the Holy 
Place (x. 19). Whatever they do, they are not to 
cast away this confidence but to hold it fast unto 
the end (iii. 6; x. 35). The Epistle ends with the 
prayer that perfection may finally be attained, that 
they who have run with patience (xii. 1) the race 
that is set before them may be made perfect in 
every good thing to do God's will (xiii. 21). Fear, 
hope and patience have their fruit in perfection. 



It has already been pointed out that the main 
theme of the Epistle is broke,i by digressions of 
warning and txhortation. fo the summary which 
follou,s, the digressions ha'Oe been put in brackets so 
that the co1trse of the arg11111e11t may not be 
interrupted, 

SUMMARY OF THE EPISTLE 

The assertion of God's Self-manifestation to men 
(i. 1-4). 

The provisional and fragmentary method in the 
past 1i. 1). 

The complete and ahsolutely final method in the 
present in a Son whose pre-eminence is unique and 
unrivalled (i. 2-4). 

That this pre-eminence is unrivalled by the angels 
i~ demonstrated from the Old Testament, for-

1. No individual angel is addressed as Son 
(i. 5). 

11. The Son 1s the ohject of the· angels' 
worship (i. 6). 

111. While the angels minister, the Son occupies 
an eternal throne from which He dispenses 
justice and equity (i. 7-9). 
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1v. The Son is not a creature but is He through 
whom creation came into existence, the 
Eternal who endures throughout all decay 
and change (i. 10-12). 

v. No angel is promised universal authority; 
the angels' function is service. 

[A digression of warning and exhortation to 
perseverance (ii. 1-4)]. 

This universal sovereignty is promised not to 
angels but to man. 

As yet this promised sovereignty has not been 
realized (ii. 5-8). 

But already human nature in Jesus has been 
crowned with glory that He might suffer death for 
each and all (ii. 9). 

This counsel is God-befitting, for suffering perfect
ed the Son to be the author of salvation, and the 
Incarnation made Him entirely one with the 'many 
sons.' 

Through His death, death and the devil lose their 
power over men (ii. 10-15). 

It was not to help angels but men that He became 
incarnate. Men need a high priest, and His 
experience of suffering and temptation make Him a 
merciful and faithful High Priest able to succour 
(ii. 16-18). 

The duty of meditation on Him who has been sent 
in human nature to be our High Priest (iii. 1). 

His superiority as the Son who rules the house to 
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Moses who as a servant serves m the house 
(iii. 2-6). 

[A long digression of warning based on 95th 
Psalm. By faithlessness and disobedience privileges 
may be lost. God's rest, final and perfect, has been 
prepared, but earnest diligence is needed to secure 
an entry into it. This warning is the warning of 
the Word of God (iii. 7).] 

We have a great High Priest ministering in the 
heavenly sphere. 

Exalted as He is He is close to us through a 
common experience of all except sin. 

Such a High Priest draws us with confidence to 
the Mercy Seat (iv. 14-16). 

The characteristic marks of a true High Priest 
and of his ministry. 

(a) His selection is due to divine initiative. 
(b) He must share human experience. 
(c) His ministry is the presentation of gifts and 

sin offerings. 
CHRIST has ideally satisfied these requirements : 

for-
(a) He was divinely appointed. 
(6) He experienced human infirmity. 
(c) He exercises a high priestly ministry 

(v. S-10). 
[A long digression. Not only is the subject difficult 

in itself but the lack of progress in the Hebrew 
Church makes it still more difficult for the readers. 
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Exhortation to renewed spiritual effort. The hope
lessness of the apostasy of tho:;e who have been fully 
initiated into the Christian mysteries and have 
experienced their power. Yet their love in the pa:;t 
encourages him to have confidence in their faithful
ness to the end. God's faithfulness is the ground 
of that unfailing hope which penetrates the veil 
(v. 11-vi. 20)]. 

The true and eternal High Priest is after the 
order of Melchizedek. 

What the Old Testament relates as to Melchizedek 
(vii. 1-3). 

The mystie significance of the facts narrated and 
of the silence (vii. 4-10). 

The inference that the Levitical priesthood, with 
the law under which it ministered, was imperfect, 
and consequently a change was to be expected 
(vii. 11-12). 

The utter superiority is made manifest of the 
High Priest divinely appointed after the order of 
Melchizedek, ministering under a better covenant, 
whose ministry being unchangeable is absolutely 
effectual (vii. 13-25). 

A Priest, eternal, transcendent, infinitely exalted, 
yet good with human goodness, presenting sacrifice, 
but only one all-sufficient sacrifice, of His own nature 
Son, yet consecrated Priest by divine decree--such 
an one, and not sinful priests who come and go, 
exactly meets and satisfies human needs (vii. 26-8). 
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This royal High Priest discharges his priestly 
office in the archetypal shrine and offers sacrifice 
(viii. 1-14) but 

If there be a High Priest discharging a sacrificial 
ministry in the heavenly sanctuary, what is the 
function of the Levitical priesthood ? And. if there 
be a new priesthood, must there not also be a new 
covenant? (viii. 5-13). 

CHRIST'S priestly ministry in the transcendent 
sanctuary is elucidated by a comparison with the 
ritual of the earthly tabernacle :-

Both the construction of the Mosaic tabernacle 
(ix. 1-5), and the ministrations of its priests 
(ix. 6-7), with their limitations, disclose God's 
purpose (ix 8-10). 

Exposition of the atonement made by CHRIST; 

the necessity of its being by blood ; the eternal 
benefits it has procured (ix. 11-28). 

The transitoriness and inefficacy of sacrifices 
continually repeated compared with the offering 
which is once for all (x. 1-10). 

The temporary priest:. on earth compared with 
the true Priest in heaven who offers sacrifice and 
reigns as King (x. 11-14). 

The old covenant contrasted with the new with 
its promise of inward renewal and forgiveness. 
(x. 15-18). 

[Here ends the exposition of the high priesthood 
of CHRIST and of His heavenly ministry. Then 
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follows the practical application of this lofty 
doctrine]. 

A summons to respond to privilege (x. 19-25). 
A warning of the terrible penalty of apostasy 

(x. 26-31). 
Encouragement to persevere based on the memory 

of response to grace in the past (x. 32-9). 
The necessity of faith ; its triumphs won by their 

spiritual ancestors (xi) who are still their spiritual 
associates from whom the lessons and methods of 
the divine discipline may be learned (xii. 1-14). 

The need of careful preservation of external peace 
and internal purity (xii. 15-17). 

The glory and responsibility of citizenship of the 
imperishable Kingdom, and the horror of apostasy 
(xii. 18-29). 

Duties as members of the Christian community 
and timely warnings (xiii. 1-17). 

Prayer requested for and offered by the writer 
(xiii. 18-21). 

A postcript asking his readers to be patient with 
him, giving them a piece of news and sending 
salutations (xiii. 22-5). 

EXPLANATORY NOTE 

The doctrine of CHRIST'S priesthood and sacri
fice, described in the foregoing Introduction and 
Analysis as derived from this Epistle, is in part 
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supported by translations of three important 
sentences, which differ from those given in the 
English versions. The doctrine itself is found in 
the writer's argument as a whole and does not 
depend oh the translation of any special passage. 
The argument is addressed to Hebrews and is based 
on their familiarity with the Levitical ritual and 
especially with the ritual of the Day of Atonement. 
All hinges on the purpose for which the high priest 
passed out of sight into the Holy of Holies. Every 
instructed Hebrew knew why he had passed out 
of sight, and what it was that he was doing on the 
other side of the veil. A reader of English, 
acquainted only with our English versions, might 
be led to suppose that sometimes the writer used 
language inconsistent with the main trend of his 
teaching. The passages in question are i, 3; ix. 12 
and x. 12. It would seem reasonable to conclude, 
if they can be grammatically translated, without 
any forcing of the language whatever, so that they 
harmonize with the general theme and argument of 
the writer that this is in all probability the correct 
rendering. All depends upon how to translate the 
aorist participle when it either precedes or follows 
the finite verb also in the aorist. Does it express 
an action already completed, which is then followed 
by another action expressed in the finite verb, or 
may it express a simultaneous or subsequent 
action? It is unquestionably a custom of New 

5 
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Testament writers to use the aorist participle of an 
action simultaneous with that of the main verb. 
For example, in Acts i. 24 we have ar?'aorist parti
ciple and an aorist finite verb, 'having prayed they. 
said.' This plainly does not mean that after they 
had prayed, when their prayers were complete, they 
said something else, for the actual words of the 
prayer immediately follow in the texf. We natu
rally render it 'They prayed and said,' as indeed it 
is in both English versions, A.V. and R.V. Another 
illustration selected from several given by Winer in 
his Grammar of New Testament Greek, pp. 430-
31 may show this more clearly. In Phil. ii. 7 
we 'read 'emptied himself, taking the form of a 
servant.' There is a finite verb followed by an 
aorist participle. It is not translated ' after he had 
taken the form of a servant he emptied himself.' 
The sense is ruined by such a translation, yet this is 
-exactly the principle in which i. 3; ix. 12 and x. 12 
are translated in the English versions, i.e. • After he 
had offered one sacrifice for sins for ever sat down 
-0n the right hand of God ' ' A. V.' ' When he had 
.offered one c:;acrifice for sins for ever sat down, etc.' 
Adopting the principle on which Phil. ii. 7 and 
several other passages in the New Testament 
are translated we may translate ix. 12. 'Entered in 
once for all into the holy place and obtained eternal 
redemption,' and x. 12 'he offered one sacrifice for 
sins for ever and sat down.' 
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The passages cited are sufficient to shew that the 
translations adopted in the introduction and notes 
of this Commentary do no violence to the grammar 
of the Greek but indeed are the natural renderings 
of the Greek words, and fit not only the grammar 
but the whole argument bf the writer. Instead of 
inconsistency we get consistency. 

Rac~ham in the Acts of the Apostles (West
minster Commentaries), pp. 183-4 points out what 
is St. Luke's use of participles. In the finite verb 
he expresses the fact which is of main importance 
and adds to it other facts in- participles. If they 
are aorists and follow the finite verb they denote a 
subsequent action. This rule applied to ix. 12 in 
our Epistle gives us the translation suggested above. 
It is by CHRIST'S sacrificial action in the Holy 
Place that He obtains redemption for men. There 
is little doubt that the writer of the Hebre:ws was 
one of the scholarly group of Hellenists from which 
St. Luke, St. Stephen, and St. Philip came. It was 
natural that this group whose Greek was polished 
and literary should have used their participles in the 
same way. So many are the affinities of the 
language of the Epistle to tlie Hebrews with that of 
St. Luke's writings that some scholars have suppos
ed him to be the author of the Epistle. But at any 
rate it seems consonant alike with grammatical 
scholarship and with the doctrine of the letter 
to adopt the translations of the passages i. 3 ; 
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1x. 12; x. 12 which are suggested m the notes.1 

1 After this Commentary was completed an essay on • The High 
Priesthood of our Lord asset forth in the Epistle to the He&rews'. 
by F. B. Westcott, M.A., ea.me into the hands of the writer. 
Archdeacon Westcott is so distinguished a Greek scholar that the 
writer ventures to give the following extract from the essay as it 
con.firms the view taken in this Commentary of the meaning of the 
Greek aorist participle in certain texts. 'CHRIST (we are told) 
entered once for all into the Holy Place and won redemption.' 
I am morally certain myself that this is the rightful rendering, and 
no other. If you translate it otherwise, the whole 6gure is 
destroyed. On the great Day of Atonement the high priest first 
entered within the Holy of Holies, bearing a golden censer, that 
a cloud of smoke might rise between him and the Mercy Seat and 
so shroud the mystic Presence. Next he bore within the shrine 
the blood of the bullock, and sprinkled it on the Mercy Seat, 
making atonement on his own account. Anon be did the same 
with the blood of the People's goat. In either case the '' atone
ment" made, is identi6ed, solely and wholly with the otrering, that 
is, with the " sprinkling " of the blood . . . in any cue it is 
the '' blood '•, and the use of the blood, that matters. Around that 
the rite is centred. The slaying of the victim bas no significance. 
Its death is merely the means by which the all important '' blood '' 
is rendered a~ailable. And so, it seems to me, that to render 
evpaµ,evo,; by " having won ·' is frankly impossible. And soei111 
that we know our writer (as the writer of the Acts) is prone to 
use the participle to express an added fact, we conclude it must 
be so here. There would have been in any case a certain 
probability that "and won'' was the right translation. This pro• 
bability is on the way to become a certainty when we carefull;v 
study the figure, as our writer understands it ; the " figure " being 
contained in the actions of the high priest, when be entered once 
a year the Holy 0£ Holies· (pp. 56-8). 



THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS 

CHAPTER I 

GoD, having of old time spoken unto the fathers I 

Prolope (1-:3) 
i. The assertion of Oocl's seU-manHestatlon to 

men. 
ii. The provisional and fragmentary mode of 

this self-manHestatlon in the past. 
iii. The complete and aMolutely final mode of 

the present. 

I. God having of old time spoken. Behind the speech 
of God in the prophets is His self-manifestation in 
creation. Self-expression is inherent in the essential 
Being of God. 'In the beginning God created ... 
and God said' Gen. i. 1-3. God spoke because' In the 
beginning was the Word• (St. John i. 1). He spoke to 
the self-conscious spiritual beings (i. e. 'the fathers,' 
'us') whom He bad made, because 'in Him was life 
and the life was the light of men.' In "the Upanishads 
we find the prayer ' 0 Thou Self-revealing One, reveal 
Thyself in me.' We should compare the prologue of 
the Gospel of St. John with that of the Hebrews. The 
final source of all truth is one. The unity of Him who 
spoke implies the unity of the revelation. There cannot 
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tn the prophet,; by divers portions and in divers 

be many true religions, but there is necessarily one. 
Compare the teaching of the Indian reformer Kabir 
who lived 1440-1518.1 

auto the fathers lo the prophets. There is a studied 
comparison between the partial and provisional revela
tions and the final one. In both God spoke, but there 
is a threefold distinction between them. They are 
distin;;uished (l) as regards their character. The 
revelations were piecemeal, fragmentary, broken lights 
of truth, coming to men in a variety of methods ; (2) 
as regards their time. The revelations were in the past. 
'Of old time ' does not mean necessarily a long time 
ago, but 'Qf old ' in contrast with what is in the present, 
and this present is the end or final period which is to 
conclude the temporal history of mankind. (3) As 
regards the instruments of the Divine utterance. The 
revelations were in many persons, the final revelation 
is in a Son. To the final revelation in a Son there can 
be no addition; in no way can God be more perfectly 
revealed than in a Son. The Church, however, is to 
advance continually in the apprehension of this reve
lation, according to the promise of St. J oho xvi. 14. 
See additional note on the Exclusiveness and In
clusiveness of Christianity. 

t,y dlven pordoos aod lo divers maooers. The mani
festation was given in many fragments and in many 
ways; it was received through human teachers who 

I Kabir and the Kabir Panth, by G. H. Westcott,. p. 54. 
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manners, bath at the end of these days spoken unto us Z 

received some portion of it, and taught it in various 
fashions to men. These ' prophets,' speakers-forth of 
what was revealed in them, in their lives and charac
ters as well as in their words, were pre-eminently of 
Israel, but we need not confine the interpretation of ' in 
the prophets' to Israel. To every people some oppor
tunity was given of learning a fragment of truth which 
might prepare them for the final revelation. The edu
aation of the human race is gradually effected, but its 
characteristic mark is progress. There is no foundation 
for the belief that in far away days God uttered know
ledge perfectly and completely through Rishis, and that 
the meaning of this Veda was lost or forgotten as men 
gradually degenerated. There is no sign of any such 
Veda. In that which in Hinduism is claimed as the 
perfect utterance of God, we find the songs of a primitive 
people feeling after God, only dimly conscious of His 
unity, if conscious of it at all. Man was created 
capable of advancing step by step to the full knowledge 
of God. At each stage his advance might have been 
perfect, but it has been grievously checked and the 
knowledge distorted by sin, with the result that the 
fragments of the knowledge have to a greater or less 
extent been perverted and become the' h4ath.n • religions 
of the world. See additional note on the use of the 
word ' heathen •. 

2, ftatb at tbe ead , . , bll Soa. The final and 
complete revelation is in a Son. A Son ideally shares 
the nature and character of a Father; thus the Father 
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1 Gr, as-. m I his Son, whom he appointed heir 

may be fully known in a Son (St. John xiv. 7-11). That 
which came forth from God, the Word which Heeter
nally uttered, is the Son. We can justifiably transfer 
the name Son, which in Scripture is only used in respect 
of His Incarnation, to denote the relation which that 
Person holds in the Trinity, because He who is called 
Son is the same as He who before His Incarnation 
existed from eternity with the Father. The omission 
of any words before 'in His Son' to correspond 
with ' by divers portions in diverse manners ' before 
'in the prophets', shows the absolute completeness of 
the revelation in a Son. To have said more would have 
been redundant. God's self-manifestation in a Son is 
necessarily complete. The omission of the article in 
the Greek before ' Son ' throws stress rather upon the 
nature than upon the personality of the Son. 

We are not to measure Divine Sonship by our ideas 
of human sonship. Human sonship is but a pale 
reflexion of that relation which in eternity has existed 
between the source of Godhead and the Word. Muslims 
frequently ask how God can have a son, and regard it as 
derogatory to God almost to the point of profanity to hold 
such a belief. But human relationships are only counter• 
parts of the ideal relationships which are in the perfect 
Being. The true way of putting the question would be, 
not 'How can there be Sonship in the Divine Existence?' 
but rather 'How can man who is but a dependent 
creature sha.re, in however slight a degree, the mystery 
of Fatherhood and Sonship ? ' Share it, he does, and we 
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of all things, through whom also he made the 

may learn- something of E>ivine Fatherhood by its re
flexion on earth; but the more fruitful method by which 
we may learn of Fatherhood is by contemplating it in 
its eternal ideal. It is through knowledge of the 
heavenly verities that we come to know the significance 
of their earthly counterparts. Compare the words of 
Athanasius Ad Serap. i. 16. ' In the instance of the 
Godhead only have the names Father and Son fixity 
and permanence; for of men, if any one be called father, 
yet he has been son of another ; and if he be called son, 
yet is he called father of another, so that in the case of 
man the names father and son do not pro_perly hold. • 
Again he says Cont. Ar. i. 21. 'Thus it belongs to the 
Godhead alone, that the Father is properly Father, and 
the Son properly Son, and in Them and Them only 
does it hold that the Father is ever Father and the Son 
ever Son •. See additional note at the end of the 
chapter on the implications of ' Sonship •. 

(:a--4) The Unique and Unrivalled Pre-eminence of 
the Son. One by one the elements of this unique 
pre-eminence are disclosed. 

Whom be appointed llelr of all things. The concep
tions of Sonship and Heirship are inseparable. If the 
Mediator of the final revelation is a Son He will also 
be Lord over all that is the Father's : for the heir or 
inheritor is one who in virtue of his unique relationship 
of ' Firstbom ' possesses and controls all that the 
Father has appointed him to inherit. When the Word 
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took human nature He seemed to abdicate His supreme 
place, but the Father appointed Him as ' Heir of all 
things• (Cp. Col. i. 15-20)'. As in the case of Divine 
Sonship, so also in our conception of Divine Heir
ship, we must carefully guard against importing any 
ideas of time or succession. We must proceed from 
the heavenly sphere to the earthly even though we 
are compelled to use words which we knew first in 
earthly relationships. 

Appointed may be a timeless aorist and refer to the 
eternal order, or it may look to the Incarnation in time. 
and refer to such an acknowledgment of the Man 
CHRIST JESUS as was at His Baptism or Transfigura
tion 'This is My beloved Son.' The second interpreta
tion seems preferable. The writer is speaking to 
instructed Christians. He assumes as the foundation 
of his teaching the knowledge of how God spoke through 
a Son, that is, through the union of the Divine Nature 
with human nature. 'The Word became flesh and 
dwelt among us.' Throughout the Epistle a large 
knowledge of Christian doctrine is assumed. In v. 11-
14 he chides his readers for compelling him to go back 
to ' rudiments and first principles.' 

through whom also be made the worlds. He is the 
co-operating instrument in creation : no stage or aeon 
in the evolution of the universe was without Him 
(Cp. St. John i. 2-3). The supreme exaltation of 
the Son in human nature to be the Heir corresponds 
with His eternal dignity when' in the beginning• crea
tion was mediated through Him. The 'also• shews 
the intimate connexion of the thought of the two clauses. 
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2 worlds; ·who being the effulgence of "Gr. ages. 3 

It was fitting indeed that the Son should be appointed 
' Heir of all things ' even though He had emptied 
Himself of His divine state, because through Him 
creation came into being. See additional note on 
Creation. 

the worlds are not here periods or successions of 
time but the el-a.lamin of the Qu'ra.n, the cosmical 
systems which have their origin and existence in time. 

3. Who being the effulgence of bis glory. Effulgence 
is either the light actually given fonh by a glowing 
substance, or it is the reflexion of light on some sub
stance ; as, for instance, the shining of the moon is due 
to the sun's light. The two meanings meet in the 
Word or Son, for He is the' Light of Light,' and He 
is the Mediator by whom God becomes apprehensible 
by man. As the sun cannot be seen without the 
brightness which issues from it, so the Father can only 
be seen through 'the effulgence of His glory' which is 
the Son. The word 'glory' is used of the Shekinah in 
the Old Testament. It was the visible sign of the 
Presence of God. God's attributes unveiled or mani
fested are His Glory-His wisdom, love, pow~r. The 
Son being the disclosure of God's essential character is 
the Glory, the Shekinah. Cp. St. James ii. 1 where 
the Lord JESUS CHRIST is called 'the Glory.' 
That which was hidden is now revealed. Partial rays 
of light came in the prophets, the full burst of light, 
'the effulgence of the glory,' comes in the Son. The 
phrase carries with it the implication that that which 
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J Or, the 

impress O I his glory, and 3 the very image of his J,, is s w b-
ston.c:e 

emanates from light is of the same nature as light. It 
is tlie truth afterwards defined as the ' consubstantiality ' 
of tne Son. 

the very Image. of his substance or ' impress of his 
substance.' The word means either that which makes 
a mark or impression or it is the mark or impression 
thus made. The second is plainly the meaning here. 
The writer desires to express the idea of exact equiva
lence. The Son exactly expresses the substance or 
hypostasis of God. The word ' hypostasis ' bas not 
here the technical significance of Person which was 
assigned to it in the fourth century when it became 
necessary for the purpose of discussion and definition 
to assign to words of Latin theology corresponding 
terms in Greek. In technical theology there are three 
hypostases or Persons in the Godhead, but the word 
here does not mean Person but substantial essence. 
The Son is the complete expression of the Substantial 
Essence of God. The writer piles up phrase upon 
phrase to express the completeness of the disclosure 
of God. God is the underlying Reality; He is 
that for which philosophy has sought, the eternal 
unchangeable Substance beneath and yet transcending 
all phenomena-not an impersonal neuter substance of 
which nothing whatever can be predicated, as the 
fundamental doctrine of the Upanishads teaches, but 
conscious Spirit whose most essential characteristic is 
love. 'No man bath seen God at any time,' but as the 
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substance, and upholding all things by the word 

impress exactly reveals the type, so the Son reveals the 
Essence of the .Reality by manifesting Divine Wisdom, 
Power and Love. Probably without the Perfection of 
Love the Perfection of Wisdom and Power could not be. 

Man cannot make an image of God without degrading 
his cdnception of the Deity and so degrading himself. 
He must wait until God Himself gives His own image; 
in the Son this Image has been given and so the worship 
offered to JESUS CHRIST in His manhood is not 
idolatry. In the original creation of man 'in the image 
of God' there was an implied promise that in manhood 
should be disclosed in due time 'the very image of His 
substance.• See additional note. 

Upbol4Jag all tldaga. Closely linked to these phrases 
denoting the consubstantiality of the Son, by a particle 
which may almost be rendered ' and so, ' comes the 
sentence which describes His present relation to the 
universe. The whole is sustained and carried on to its 
goal by the' Word of His Power.' The Son's function 
is not confined to creation and revelation ; all things 
continue in being only in virtue of His sustaining force 
consciously exercised. 

by tlle word of bll power or the utterance of His 
power. It is the force which proceeds from Him al\d 
fills the universe. The word 'utterance' denotes that 
the sustaining force is not an involuntary emanation, but 
that it is sent forth voluntarily and consciously. From 
moment to moment He sustains and directs thr universe. 
The phrase sets forth what is called the Divine 
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of his power, when he had made purification of 

Immanence. The' all' is not apart from God, but only 
exists in relation to this energizing utterance (Cp. Col. 
i. I 5-17). ' His' is plainly the Son's. He by whom 
'the all ' was originally created is He whose all-sustain
ing energy brings ' the all ' to its destined end. The 
participles ' being ' ' upholding' are timeless and have 
no reference to the historical manifestation in the 
Incarnation. 

when he had made purification of sins. It should be 
translated ' making purification of sins sat down.' The 
two verbs are in the same tense and represent simultaoe• 
ous not succeeding actions. See supplementary note in 
the Introduction, pp. 63-8. For the idea of priesthood see 
Introduction pp. 37-8. It is this unique and pre-eminent 
Being who has made God and man ' at one • by making 
it possible for man to be purified of sin. Here is the 
first indication of what occupies a large part of the 
Epistle, the Priesthood of the Son ; not only the great
ness of the Person of CHRIST but the greatness of His 
mediatorial position. Knowledge of the life and death 
and resurrection is assumed. The writer's object now is 
to emphasize the greatness of the Mediator who so lived 
and died and rose again. There is a peculiar beauty in 
the middle voice of the Greek verb which cannot be 
reproduced in English. It signifies that CHRIST does 
not merely provide a means of purification, but that tbe 
means of purification, of removal of the sins, is in His 
own Person; He Himself has taken away the hindraDce 
to the approach of man to God. 
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• sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty 

sat down OD the right band of the Majesty oD high. 
He passed from the visible and earthly sphere into the 
invisible and heavenly sphere, where exalted in His 
humanity over all the universe He reigns as King. The 
phrase ' the right band ' is taken from the Psalms and is 
a vivid symbol of exaltation to and closest fellowship 
with the Father. He who is at the Right Hand is the 
Minister of authority through whom the Divine power is 
mediated. The tense of the verb • sat down ' points to a 
particular time when He began as Man to exercise the 
function of King, i.e. the time of the Ascension. 

Point by point the writer has recounted the greatness 
of Him through whom the Eternal Invisible God has 
spoken. He whose Sonship carries with it every 
conceivable mark of Deity, the creation, direction and 
sustentation of the universe, together with the unique 
capacity of revealing God to man, He who meets man's 
need of prophet and priest, now reigns as King. The 
writer then proceeds to emphasize further the uniqueness 
of the Son by comparing Him with others. Not only 
will all possibility of misconception be excluded by this 
comparison, but the ff!B.rks of Deity will still more 
plainly emerge. The first point of comparison is with 
the Angels. The Son bas passed out of the sphere of 
time and space into the unseen sphere, but this realm is 
not unpeopled; it also bas its residents, and it is natural 
that the first comparison should be with those created 
spirits whose home is in this sphere. Moreover angels 
are represented in the Old Testament as having been 
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4 on high; having become by so much better than 
the angels, as he hath inherited a IllOre excellent 

used by God as mediators and as having exercised 
functions of a lofty kind. It might have been thought 
that this wonderful Being was one of those bright and 
glorious creatures who had so often served Israel in its 
past history as ministers of God. So it is to the Old 
Testament that the writer turns to show the superiority 
of the Son. 

4. having become. By His Incarnation He volun
tarily submitted to take a nature of lower dignity than 
that of angels, but now by the exaltation of His Person 
in the Divine and human natures to the supreme 
authority, He has become superior in power and dignity 
to them. 

as he bath Inherited. Not, as it were, by arbitrary 
selection or appointment, but in virtue of His inherent 
relationship to the Father and His redemptive work. 

a more excellent name. The name is the outward 
expression or revelation of the Essence or Nature, 
Character or Function. His nature is that of Son, 
His Function that of Creator and Sustainer, etc. 

5-14. The Inheritance, of the Name more ex
cellent than that of angels is demonstrated from the 
Old Testament. 

(a) No individual angel is addressed as Son. (5) 
(b) The Son is the object of the angels' worship. (6) 
(c) While the angels minister the Son occupies an 

eternal throne from which He dispenses justice 
and equity. (7-9) 
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name than they. For unto which of the angels 5 
said he at any time, 

Thou art my Son, 
This day have I begotten thee? 

and again, 
' I will be to him a Father, 

And he shall be to me a Son ? 

(aj The Son is not a created being but is He 
through whom creation itself came into 
existence, the Eternal who endures through
out all decay and change. (10-12) 

(e) No angel is promised universal authority, for 
the aogels' function is service. (13-14) 

The Old Testament is unintelligible unless we read it 
in the light of the principle, that although its words have 
their definite historical setting and reference, yet they 
cannot be confined to the historical, but express aspi
rations which can only be satisfied in the perfect Prophet, 
Priest and King. 

(11) No Individual anael la addressed•• Son. 
S. For uto wblclt of tile angels . . . to me a Son. 

The two passages (Ps. ii. 7 and 2 Sam. vii. 14) have 
a definite historical setting. In the one the Son is 
God's representative in His triumph over His enemies; 
in the second we have God's answer to David's desire 
to build a house for Him. From David's seed it is 
promised that one shall come who shall build the house. 
But the terms applied to the coming one were such that 
they could not be satisfied by any earthly King and 

6 
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• Or, And 
11-/lGiff, WM# 
lu b,.ingeth 

f ;,. ' And when he again 5 bringeth in the 
1 0r, 8hall 

ha1,1e brought 

directed the thoughts of the people to the Messiah. Of 
no individual angel in the Old Testament are such words 
used as ' Son ' and ' begotten '; of no individual angel is 
God called the Father. 

Thb day have I begotten thee. In the application of 
these words to the Son we might possibly interpret 'this 
day ' as expressing the idea of, the eternal begetting, 
'Begotten of His Father before all worlds,' of the 
timelessness of that which is of the order of eternit,. 
But the fulfilment of 'This day have I begotten Thee• 
is better looked for in those sealings of the Sonship of 
CHRIST which were revealed at His Baptism, Trans
figuration and Resurrection. It is the Father's acknow
ledgement of the Son made flesh, who has greater wit
tteSS than that of man (St. John v. 37; viii. 18). In his 
address in the Synagogue at Antioch (Acts xiii. 33) 
St. Paul applies the words to the Resurrection. 

(6) The Son Is the obJect of angels' worship. 
6. Ami when he again brlogeth lo. The' again' may 

either be taken with the verb, or as introducing a fresh 
quotation. The former is more probably right, in which 
-case the writer is applying the words quoted to the 
Second Coming of our Lord and the adoration which 
He shall then receive from angels. If the 'again' 
merely introduces a fresh quotation (as in the A.V.) the 
words have been fulfilled in the worship of the angels 
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firstborn into 6 the world he saith, And 

83 

• Gr. I It , 
••luibtu4 
.arlla. 

at the Nativity. In either case the Greek words seem 
to mean 'when be shall have brought in,' and describe 
a definite event in an indefinite future. 

tbe flrsthorn. There are two words descriptive of 
the relationships of the Son in His Divine nature and in 
His human nature; one is 'only begotten,' which sets 
forth the unique relationship of the Son to the Father, 
and the other is 'firstbom,' which sets forth His 
relationship to the many brethren whose nature He has 
taken; among them He is' firstborn' because in His 
glorified humanity He has risen from the dead. But so 
closely bas He united us to Himself that even the 
very word • firstbom ' is applied by the writer to the 
members of the Church. It is • the Church of the 
firstbom • (xii. 23). Lightfoot teJls us in his note 
on Col. i. 15 that the main ideas which the word 
involves are twofold. Priority to all creatimi, and the 
necessary corollary of this priority, Sowrei1n,Y O'IJff all 
creation. It is important to guard against the mis
oonception of the word by which He who is 'fir&tborn' 
might be regarded as merely the first of created beings 
by l)riority of time. If this had been iptended another 
word would have been used (Tp.-ro"T'CTTOf). Indeed eo 
entirely was the idea or creation in time excluded, as 
Lightfoot points out, that the word is given u a title of 
Jehovah in a commentary on the Pentateuch. 

Alld let all die aaic,I1 of God werulp Him. The 
words are not in the Hebrew, but a.re a quotation from 
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7 let all the angels of God worship him. And of 
the angels he saith, 

, Or, .pirit• Who maketh his angels 7 winds, 
And bis ministers a flame of fire : 

8 but of the Son he saith, 

11 The two 
oldest Greek 
manuscripts 
read his. 

Thy throne, 0 God, is for ever and 
ever; 

And the sceptre of uprightness is the 
sceptre of 8 thy kingdom. 

the Septuagint version of Deut. xxxii. 43, and probably 
adapted from Ps. xcvii. 7. The writer of the Epistle 
does not hesitate to apply to CHRIST words which 
were originally used of Jehovah. He does so because 
ali the passages in which Jehovah is spoken of as about 
to manifest Himself as King, Saviour or Judge are 
regarded as Messianic. It is Jehovah entering into new 
fellowship with His people, and this new fellowship is 
in the Messiah. 

(o) While the angels minister the Son occupies 
an eternal throne from which He dispenses 
Justice and equity. 

7, Who maketh his angels winds, etc. The words are 
from Ps. cvi 4-5. Probably the Psalm celebrates the 
obedience of all elemental forces to the will of God; 
they are His servants and His messengers. But the 
author of the Hebrews sees in the direction of these 
natural forces the agency of angels subject to the Divine 
rule. 

8-9, Thy throne O Goel, etc. The words are from 
Ps. xiv. which is the Marriage Song of the King of 
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Thou hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity ; t 
Therefore God, thy God, bath anointed thee 
With the oil of gladness above thy fellows. 

And, 

Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the found
tion of the earth, 

And the heavens are the works of thy hands : 

a Kingdom whose true King is God. It is impossible 
to say decisively whether the words of the Septuagint 
translated in the R. V. 'O God' are to be rendered as a 
vocative, or in apposition to ' Thy throne.' The latter 
would make the sentence to mean ' Thy throne is God,' 
which would be equivalent to saying 'Thy Kingdom 
has God for its foundation.' Undoubtedly the vocative 
seems the more natural rendering of the Greek text, 
but the question ~t once arises, is it conceivable that a 
Hebrew Psalmist could have addressed such words to 
the King? On the whole it seems that the writer of 
the Epistle, whatever may have originally been in the 
mind of the Psalmist, interprets the words as a vocative, 
and as addressed to the Messianic King. The thought 
of the Divinity of the coming Messiah is, of course, not 
alien to the Old Testament (Cp. Isa. ix. 6-7). 

{d) The Son la not a created being but la He 
through whom creation Itself came Into 
e1tlatence- the Eternal who e n d u re a 
throush all decay and chan&'e, 

10. And, Thou Lord la the beglanlag, etc. See addi
tional note at the end of the chapter. 

10 
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II 

I! 

HEBREWS I. 11-lJ 

They shall perish ; but thou continuest : 
And they all shall wax old as doth a garment ; 
And as a mantle shalt thou roll them up, 
As a garment, and they shall be changed : 
But thou art the same, 
And thy years shall not fail. 

II But of which of the angels bath he said at any 
time, 

Sit thou on my right hand, 
Till I make thine enemies the footstool of thy 

feet? 

Again as in verse 6 the writer applies to the Son 
words originally addressed to Jehovah. It may be said 
that either he used the Old Testament Scriptures to 
e:c:press what was the faith of the Church as to the· 
supreme Lordship of the CHRIST; so unhesitating was 
that faith in the first century that such rigid monotheists 
as the Hebrews found nothing incompatible with their 
monotheism in ascribing to the Son terms ascribed to 
Jehovah; or it may be, as suggested above, that when 
the Psalmist in his distress appealed for che personal 
intervention of Jehovah, the author of the Epistle re
garded that inten·ention in the case of the covenant• 
people as necessarily in the person of the Messiah. 

(e) No an.eel ls promised unlveraal authority. 
for the angels' function Is service. 

13. Sit thou oo my right haocl, etc. Ps. ex. is 
more quoted in the New Testament than any other 
Psalm (ten times), and was regarded in our Lord's time 
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Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to 14 

as pre-eminently Messianic. It has been suggested 
that it is David's hymn of praise in response to Nathan's 
prophecy (2 Sam. vii. 8-16). A Priest-King shall 
occupy the most exalted position conceivable, and all 
who re~ and rebel against Him shall finally be 
compelled to own His authority. In reference to no 
angel have such words ever been uttered. 

The phrase ' right band ' which bas been incorporated 
into the Christian creed to express the conception of 
the unique exaltation of One who wields supreme power 
was probably derived from this Psalm by the synoptists. 
All such phrases are necessary concessions to the human 
mind which can with difficulty express itself except in 
terms of space. 

till I make thlae eaemla the footstool of thy feet. 
The Psalmist takes a somewhat savage custom as the 
symbol of complete submission (see Jos. x. 24), but 
we may well see in 'the footstool of thy feet' the kneel
ing penitents and worshippers whose forerunners have 
already been found in the demoniac (St. Mark v. 6), 
St. Mary Magdalene (St. John xx. 16-17), and innumer• 
able others. The Christian can never forget that the 
Feet are pierced and carry for ever the marks of the 
Passion which compels by drawin1 all men (St. John 
xii. 32). 

14. The words have a reference to the thought of 
verse 7. The angels who are God's agents in un
conscious nature are also employed by Him in that 
highest part of nature, which is man. It is theirs to 
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do service for the sake of them that shall inherit 
salvation? 

promote the perfection of nature, it is theirs also to 
promote the perfection of mankind. 

All, that is, without any exception. There is no 
supreme archangel, exempt from service, whose function 
is to rule ; all, of whatever grade, have the essential 
nature of ' ministering spirits.' 

ministering spirits, sent forth. Tbe word • minister
ing ' is used in the Septuagint especially of the service 
of the sanctuary. Here the thought probably is that of 
the angels, whose g~neral function is that of ministry to 
God, standing in the presence of God ready for the 
particular office which is to be assigned to them, whilst 
the Son sits on His regal throne wielding universal 
dominion. 'Sent forth.' The participle is present; 
they are continually being 'sent forth,' and yet they 
remain in the Presence. The angelic spirit is indeed 
finite, but the Divine Spirit, the vision of whom never 
departs from them, is infinite. Cp. St. Luke i. 19. 
' I am Gabriel that stand in the presence of God, and 
I was sent, etc.' 

for the sake of them, etc. As with man's service to 
his fellow man (' inasmuch as ye did it unto one .•• 
ye did it unto Me ') so is it with the service of the 
angels; it is ' for the sake of' the inheritors of salvation, 
but it is primarily rendered unto God. 

them that shall Inherit salvation. The word is used 
without the.article to denote that complete and perfect 
restoration of human nature by its attainment to the 
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fullness of life in God for which it was originally 
created·, and which is mediated through the Son. This 
salvation we 'inherit' in virtue of our union with Him 
who is the 'Heir of all things' (i. 2). The writer 
says ' shall inherit ' because he is regarding 'salvation ' 
as completely realized in its perfection. It does not 
follow that hi:: regards ' salvation' as entirely in the 
future; by the acceptance of the life in CHRIST the 
process of salvation is already begun. See additional 
note on 'salvation' at the end of the chapter. 



ADDITIONAL NOTE ON THE EXCLUSIVENESS AND 
INCLUSIVENESS OF CHRISTIANITY 

1-3, The opening verses of the Epistle make it quite clear wh:r 
Christianity can never be relegated to a place as one of a 
brotherhood of religions each one of which sets forth some aspect 
or aspects of truth, and leads men by its own particular road to 
God. We have only to combine the stupendous terms which are 
used of CHRIST in these verses, and it becomes unquestionable 
that, if they are accepted as true, CHRIST is the 6.nal and complete 
disclosure of God. Mankind will continue to progress in the 
interpretation of the meaning of this disclosure : the contents of the 
terms will be found to be richer as the race moves on towanh its 
goal, but the revelation itself is necessarily final. He who is the 
revelation is described as ' Son, ' not ' A Son, ' but 'Son, ' i.e. 
' Son ' in the fullness and perfection of the term, one who in all 
respects shares the nature and character of the Father. He is 
'Heir of all things: ' nothing, that is, is excluded from His 
control and rule : the universe is necessarily His inheritance 
because it ·not only came into being through Him, but it is sustained 
from moment to moment by His power which can-ies forward all 
things to their goal (this seems to be the meaning of f/,epow). la 
His relation to those beings who are made capable of knowing and 
lo\'ing God He is' the Effulgence of God's Glqry and the Very 
Image of His Substance. ' Thus if man can ever attain to the 
fullness of the knowledge and vision of CHRIST he thereby 
necessarily attains to the fullness of the knowledge and viaion of 
God. In His relation to man as a creature needing redemption 
and forgiveness, it is He who makes ' purification of sins, ' and u 
Priest-King is now ' on the Right Hand of the Majesty oa high, ' 
the Object of the worship of the angels, Himself administering the 
supreme power of God. Human thought cannot conceive of any 
disclosure of God more complete than this; the age in which it 
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has come, however prolonged it may seem to he, is necessarily 
' the end of these days, ' the last period of the Divine Self-utterance 
by which the Name has been gradually made known to men. 
Thus the Christian religion is necessarily ezclusive. 

But at the same time it is inclusive, because in CHRIST is 
gathered up and fulfilled all that was true in every method o( 
worship or ritual or doctrine by which men were feeling after God. 
Those vast fields o( human life which were outside the range of 
Judaism were not shut off from the movements of the Spirit of 
God. The 6rst words of the Epistle ' by divers portions and in 
divers manners ' hear witness to the largeness and breadth of the 
writer's thought. Unqnestionably the Hebrew prophets were 
primarily in his mind, hut the ' by divers portions and in di\-ers 
manners ' declares the variety o( kind and measure and degree in 
the Divine pfel)al'8tion of the different races of men for the last 
great utterance in the Heir of the Father who is ' the Image of His 
Substance '. No fragment can he lost or wasted by Him who is 
constitnted ' Heir or all things. ' 

The writer of the BJ>istle to tile Hebrews in his first words thus 
repre:senta Christianity as ezclusive, in that it is the final and 
complete revelation or God ; as inclusive. in that it includes and 
(Dlfills every fragment or those partial revelations by which God 
was preparing the world through the ages ' by dh·ers portions and 
in diven mannen • for the final revelation in the Son. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON CREATION 

1. Tln•&ll wllo■ ••• II• ■u• tile world• 10. Tllou, Lord 
I ■ tilt IM&l-■1■1 llut lal•. 

The doctrine of Creation must always present insuperable diffi
culties to philasophic thought. The difficulty arises from our 
ignorance of the relation or the temporal order to the eternal. 
The old objection that the Jewish and Christian doctrine represents 
the Divine Being as initiating a universe after an eternity of inacti
vity does not take into account this limitation or the human mind. 
The phrue ' in the beginning • aets forth the truth that the world 
in its present form does not belong to the eternal order, but is 
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subject to decay and change, and this also seems to imply that 
time itself is part of creation. When we define creation as the 
process of making a universe out of nothing, what we intend to 
represent is, that there is no eternal self-existent entity apart from 
God, which provided, as it were, the rough material ont of which 
the world was shaped. The world is dependent for its existence 
and constitution entirely on the Will of God; nor is it a necessary 
or involuntary emanation from His substance. Whether God's 
priority to the universe is a causal priority only and not a strictly 
temporal one does not affect the Christian doctrine ; it is enough 
to know that through the Logos He made the worlds and that in 
the beginning He laid the foundation of the earth. 

The Christian doctrine of Creation found in ' through whom 
also He made the worlds ' declares that the universe is a revela
tion of God, the temporal is a real revelation of the eternal. The 
teaching of philosophic Hinduism is in direct opposition to this. 
In Hinduism the world is an unreal world, not only in the sense 
of being transitory and of having no independent existence of its 
own, but in the sense of being a delusive world, which instead of 
being a medium by which the mind of God is re\·ealed, acfually 
and effectually conceals Him. The Hebrew Psalmist speaks of 
nature as a garment, which however temporary, re,·eals to us 
something of the Divine: the Hindu regards it as a cloak which 
not only hides the Divine, but also cheats man into thinking that 
it is what it is not. Only by blinding ourselves to the pheno
menal world can we hope to allain to true knowledge. Compare 
this with the conception, say, of Psalm xix. 'The heavens declare 
the glory of God ; and the firmament sheweth His handiwork. 
Day unto day uttereth speech, and night unto night sheweth 
knowledge;· or witl, CHRIST'S use of nature to draw from it 
illustrations of the Father's methods of love. The birds, the 
fielcls, the flowers are not delusive and decepti\'e phenomena but 
indications of the mind of God. The Christian doctrine of the 
Incarnation comes thus as the almost necessary corollary of that 
of the Creation, and really presents no added difficulty 10 philo
sophic thought. The difficulty is there, but its root is in the 
Creation and not in the Incarnation. \Ve are Jsing a most 
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imperfect phrase when we say that Creation itself is from the 
beginning a process of Incarnation in which the eompleted union 
is in CHRIST. but the true line of thought is indicated. In Hin
duism, though the word ' Incarnation ' is often used of those 
occasional interpositions into phenomenal affairs which Vishnu is 
believed to have made, yet the Hindu conception is widely differ
ent, and probably is rather a hindrance than a stepping stone to 
the acceptance of the Christian doctrine. In the t::n>a"lar the god 
takes some phenomena.I form 10 effect a temporary deliverance in 
the world of delusion, and then passes out of it. In the-Christian 
doctrine of the Incarnation the Deity is eternally united to that 
humanity which is nature herself arrived at her final goal ; in this 
union the temporal and the eternal are at one. The process still 
goes on; u men are united with CHRIST that which is temporal 
i.l lakeo up iDto tbe etcraal, whilst all else having fullilled its 
function pas,es a-y. • They shall perish, but Thou rema.inest.' 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON i. 2. ' IN HIS SON ' 

II is inevitable that men should seek an answer to questions 
coaceming the nature of Jaaus CHRIST and His relationahip to 
the Etenial God. Wu He a human being so especially endowed 
with the Spirit of God that He wu enabled to make special reve
lations of God's mind and will 1 In other worda, wu He the best 
ud greatest of the prophets up to His time, to be auperaeded 
when anoth• should arise capable of making 11till richer disclo-
11111'111 of God's mind ~ Or wu He a superhuman being between 
God and man, a kind of demigod, whom God 6rat created and 
then employed u an intermedi.vy both in all subsequent creation 
ud in the nm,lation of Himself to intelligent creatures l Or wu 
He Himaelf of the -ntial and eternal nature of God l The 
'IJlllw«r to th- qaeationa is to be found in the prologue of St.Joh,. 
and the &nt chapter of H,br•w•. The Peraon there described 
coma fanh from \within the Divine Being and is Hiinaelf Divine. 
The noareat terms to dmcribe this inner relationship within the 
Deity are • Wo.-d • ud • Son. • It i.l doubtful whether per110nality 
coald be in a IOlitary unit, whether, that is, personality does not 
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need other personalities in which· to realize itself : fellowship is 
necessary to the perfection of conscious being. 

There is no express doctrine of the Trinity set forth in Hebrews i, 
but by implication the truth of inner relationships within the 
Deity is unveiled. We are largely ignorant of the nature o{ human 
personality, but our knowledge of it grows by the contemplation 
of the Divine Existence in which Perfection is found in an Eternal 
Fellowship. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON i. 2. THE USE OF THE TER'.14 
'HEATHEN' 

When we speak of the • heathen • religions o{ the world we 
mean religions which having either no conception or very imper
fect conceptions of the Unity of God are polytheistic, and apparent
ly as a necessary consequence of polytheism are idolatrous. There 
is no instance in the history of the world of polytheism unaccom
panied by idolatry. Hindus will ordinarily assert that there is one 
God, but at the same time declare that there are many crores of 
deities. They explain them as being either manifestations of the 
one God or as being His vice-regents. This at the best is so im
perfect a conception of the Unity of God that it cannot escape the 
charge of being polytheistic, nor do Hindus always repudiate the 
name. 

No monotheistic religion can be described as ' heathen,• and the 
word in modern English is applied to religions which are not 
Christian, Jewish or Muhammadan. Buddhism and Vedanti1m 
offering no personal God for belief and worship e&n hardly be 
described as religions at all ; they are ways of life balled on 1y1tem1 
of philosophy. 

As regards the origin of the term • heathen • nothing ia certainly 
known. It has geneirally been assumed to be a direct derivative 
of the Gothic haissi, heath, and to have been used as the readariDg 
of the Latin paganus, vtlloger, rustic, '11.nd so to have boon applied 
to those who living in rural districts were in a backward state and 
had retained their polytheism and idolatry after Christianity b&d 
become the prevailing religion of the towns. This derivation ie 
now believed to be doubtful, and it is possible that the word wu 
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used as the Jews used the word 'Gentiles,' Greek e8va. the 

,unio,Js. Whatever the derivation or original meaning of the 
word may be it is the duty of Christian charity to employ it with 
considerate care, and in the work of evangelization to avoid any 
use of it which e:iccites resentment and thus tends to close the ear 
of the hearer. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON i. 3. ' THE VERY IMAGE OF 
HIS SUBSTANCE' 

The ordinary modern use of the word ' substance ' carries with 
it the idea of something occupying space on the material plane. 
To 1peak of the snbatance of the world would mean the atoms of 
which the material nnivene is composed. An English dictionary 
will give u one of the synonyms of ' substantial ' the word 
corporal.· All such ideas must be dismissed from the mind 

when dealing with the word u used in Christian doctrine and 
philoaopby. The word in these connexions is never used 'physi
mlly ' bat ' metaphysically '. It is true that modern science in 
ita canceptions of matter more and more tends to get metaphysical, 
bat aa:mding to the conceptions of most men matter is something 
directly apprehensible by the bodily senses ; a substantial thing is 
a-,ily ccipiable by touch or sight. 

Tbe Gnu word translated by the Latin word· sNbda,.tia 
lilenlly - that which stands beneath, and 110 the word came 
IO be uaed of that ID virtue of which a thing i1 what it is. It i1 
dif&cult to 6nd a atiafactory equivalent ·in Engli1h ; ' essence ' is 
probably the -'· The substance of God i1 that in virtue of 
which God ia God; e. ■ · God would not be God, were He not 
holy, tberefON bol~ i ■ of the 1ub■tance of God; God would 
not be God. wen He not love, therefore love i1 of the 1uh1tance 
of God. 

The Greek word cl11•r11der, here tran■lated 'very image, • is 
uaed to denote the di■linaai■hina feature■ by which a thing is re
COllliud to be what it i■. In the word • 1ubstance ' there ia no 
thought of relation to or apprehension by any intelligent being, 
bat the a• of the word charat:ler indicates that the distinguiabinK 
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properties or attributes of the substance ca.n be apprehended 
through that which is the very image of the subllta.nce. This is 
the ouly place in the New Testament in which this word trans
lated • very image ' is used, but there is another word occurring 
twenty-three times, one of which is in Heb. x. 1, which the 
revisers of 1881 invariably have translated 'image•. This is the 
word used by St. Paul when be calls JESUS CHRIST • the image 
of God ' (2 Cor. iv. 4; Col. i. 15). The difference between the 
words, one translated • very image ' and the other • image ' is that 
the one used in Hebrews probably refers to the distinguishing 
marks or traits, whilst the other denotes the completeness a.nd 
exactness of the representation ; but the main thought conveyed 
by either is practically identical. JEsus CHRIST exactly and 
entirely represents God to us ; in Him we know what God's 
character and nature are. The lullness of the love, willdom and 
power of God are in CHRIST and can be known in CHRIST by 
men. As St. Paul expresses it in Col. ii. 9. • In Him dwelleth 
all the fullness of the Godhead bodily. ' It is not merely ,#rnn,t, 
which may mean divine quaUt31, but Deity which signifies div,n.e 
natun1. The • bodily' in Col. ii. 9. may possibly be ta.ken to 
mean, as it is by St. Cyril, St. Augustine and others of the Fathers, 
• essentially • or • wholly· but probably it is better to take it as 
referring to the Incarnation and interpret it to mean 'assuming• 
bodily form' ; not indeed that the fullness of the Godhead can be 
confined by limits or space, but it has now its fixed manife:swion 
through a human body. CHRIST exactly represents to us under 
the conditions of human life all in virtue of which God is God. 
All that is characteristic or the Father is to be apprehended in the 
Son. The Substance of the Father is l'maged in the Son and can 
be known by men in the Image. 

It is interesting to note that in the Septuagint. one of the word11 
translated image is used in a passage prohibiting idolatry, whilst 
in the Hebrew the word for i,mage in the passage • So God created 
man in His own image ' (Gen. i. 27) is also used in other part.a 
of the New Testament as equivalent to idol. This seems to 
illustrate two truths: (1) man seems instinctively to expoct that 
there will be an image of God by which God may be known in 
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His essential attributes, an inuige so truly God that it, or rather 
He, may be worshipped ; (2) when man in his fallen state at
tempts to· t:reate such an image out of his own imagination he 
mioessaruy falls into idolatry. Only God Hiffl9elf can give to us 
His own Image. 

In the Old Testament the phrase translated idolatry is one 
which signilies strantJe am alien sr:nnce: whilst there are no 
fewer- than thirty different words translated idol. The words 
variously signify • a vain thing,' 'an object of terror,' • a shame
ful thing,' • a demon," 'a shadow,' 'a figment,' but they a.re 
applied rather to the false gods which are the objects of pagan 
worship than to the statues or images which represent them. 

In Hinduism there are idols of three kinds : (1) There is the 
1U1mually shaped stone or rock, found it may be in some field, the 
apparently abnormal appearance of w!>,ich is regarded as indi
cating tbat in it or in ,ome selll!e attached to it there is the presence 
of a divine being. (2) There is t'te representation or symbol of 
one of the iDDumerable gods and goddesses, Kali, Ganesh or 
Siva ; a material 6gure is made and worship is offered to it. (3) 
There is the statue of some legendary or semi-historical human 
being, who may have actually e.1isted on earth, and is regarded 
u an .wrtar of God ; u. for example. Krishna. 

In ea.eh of these three cues there is idolatry in the Bible sense of 
the word, not menily becluse there is a material representation, 
but bocaWllO it is either a representation of something in itself 
falae, or beclwio it is a degqdin1 and unworthy representation 
which c:onceela, dial.ons and misrepr-nta the true likeneu 
of God. In the 6nt cue, that of the strangely shaped atone, 
the idolatry is that of semi-civili&ed men, who believing in 
the ailtence and power of iDDumen.ble beings, probably malig
nant, live in the bondage of fear of the supunatural. They 
know DOI the true nature of God and their worship of the 
llone u the i.imce and abode of a deity is due to deluaio11, 
and reaulla in the debu.ing of their co11ceptiona of God and u an 
inevitable coaaequenee of their own lives. The eecond case ill the 
idolain, of the polytheist wbo may be, u in India, more or less 
ediacated. Polytheisin a.a.d idolatry invariably accompany oue 

7 
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another, or we may say polytheism has idolatry as its natural 
fruit, whilst idolatry embodies and preserves the errors of 
polytheism. A statue of a god or goddess having been made, 
certain rites are used to bring the required presence of the deity 
into the idol. This done, worship and horiour are paid to the 
thing itself, for it is the god. It is dressed and undressed, fed, 
washed, provided with a punkah and mosquito net, and so on. 
The image is the outward body by which the god visibly expressE:S 
himself. Sometimes the idol is supposed to be only the tem
porary abode of the god. It is consecrated and for a few days it is 
worshipped ; at the end of the appointed time the figure is stripped 
of its ornaments and deposited in a river or tank. 

The idolatry in this kind of polytheism is doubly or even trebly 
idolatry. It is idolatry, in the first place, because the god thus 
represented has no existence; it is a mere 'phantom of the mind. ' 
It is idolatry, secondly, because if the thing represented had any 
existence, it is not believed to be the Supreme Being, and to offer 
worship to the figure or stone which is supposed to be its abode is 
taking from the honour which is to be given to the one God ; 
it is worshipping the creature rather than the Creator. Thirdly, it 
is idolatry because such worship necessarily corrupts men's con
ceptions of the Divine Being and blocks out the true knowledge 
of God. Hindus, indeed, are not clear as to what relation their 
innumerable deities hold to the Supreme. Some hold that they 
have no objective existence, but are to be used simply as symbols 
of the attributes of the one God, e.g. Kali as the symbol of the 
divine wrath against sin, Durga of the bountifulness of nature, 
and so on. Others believe them to be really existent, and to be an 
intermediate order of beings, comparable with angels in the 
Christian system, who act as God's viceregents and are to be wor
shipped as His representatives. The popular belief of the Hindu 
millions is that they really exist as more or less independent doitie1, 
sometime described as sons and daughters of the Supremo God. 
Thus if a man !ails to get what he wants from one god be cnn 
always try his luck with another. 

Lastly, there is idolatry in the travesty ol the truth of the Incar• 
nation, which we find for instance in the belie! in Krishna as an 
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a'Patar of God. It is true that we have no deinite historical 
knowledge of Krishna, but there certainly was such a penori, and 
the popular traditions present him not merely as an u11.moral but 
as an immoral being, whose conduct in a man of to-day would be 
stigmatized as vicious and degraded. So clearly is this recognized 
even by his devotees that the stock argument by which his vicious
ness is defended is that a divine being must not be judged by the 
same standards of virtue and vice as a human being. The idolatry 
in this case does uot consist in making a 6gure of Krishna either 
by picture or statue, but in worshipping him as an avalt:11r ol 
God. A picture or statue of the true Incarnation ol God might 
be superstitiously misused; it has been found necessary in ,ome 
periods and conditions of the Church, and. panicularly when it 
has been surrounded by idolatrous peoples whom she is seeking to 
com·ert. to forbid temporarily the setting up of any pictures or re
presentations of CHRIST. But the idolatry in Krishna worship 
consillt11 in the worship of what the Old Testament caJls 'a shame
ful rhint( • u Cod. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON ANGELS 

•· TM a■aela. It has become the fashion for apologist• of 
Hinduism to coinpare the position of the members of the Hindu 
pantheon with the &Diel• of the Old and New Testament,. It ·is 
urged that they are "91arded u being• of a higher order than man 
who act as ,·ice•regenta or agents of the Supreme Being. Even 
ii such a comparison were in any way legitimate aa re1ards their 
relation to the Supremo Bein11, it i11 enouRh to pojnt out that the 
deities ol Hinduism are the objects of worship in the hi1hest 
aense of wonh.ip llinown to Hindus, whilst the kind of character 
ucr1bed to them in the Hindu Sutru malies such a con:1pari110n 
aeem 10 Chri11ian1 profane. The an11els of the Bible are man's 
fellow-•rvanu1 and (ellow-wonhippors, a." truly creatures as 
him,ielf, owin11 l!ollnlice and wonhip to God. It hu indeed been 
s1111:ies1ed that the superhuman hein11 of the Old Testament, ' the 
sons of Elohim • (aee Pa. uix. 1 ; hiuix. 6), aR the 11ods of the 
nations d~radetl and reduced to a secondary place by the growth 
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of monotheism in Israel, but there is nothing to support such a 
theory a.nd very much to demolish it. The Old Testament is 
a.lways found in irreconcilable antagonism to the idea. of the exis
tence of such gods of the nations a.nd describes them a.s vanities or 
nonentities; e.g. Ps. xcvi. 4-5. It is possible that in some 
passages that they are conceded a relative existence, a.s in 
Ps. cxxxviii. 1. ' Before the gods will I sing pra.i.se unto Thee,' 
a.nd that the meaning is that the Psalmist in the very presence cf 
the idols of hea.then worship offers his praise to the one and 
true God. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON SALVATION 

14. Salvation. The difference between the Hindu conception 
of 'salvation and the Christian conception is vital. Hinduism is 
familiar with a word which is generally translated 'aalvation' 
(moksha), but so wide is the separation between the idea of 
Christian and Hindu ' salvation ' that in translating the New 
Testament into Sanskritic languages, a new term has- had to be 
used ; the use of ' moksha' and its derivatives would create confo
sion and insert error. To the Hindu the highest goa.l, the supreme 
end, is relea.se from existence itself. It is not merely release from 
a particular form or many forms of existence, which comes by 
death or innumerable deaths, but it is release from being. It ,nay 
be attained by 'knowledge, ' for existence is the realm of igno
rance. This ' knowledge ' consists in the removal of all desire and 
the annihilation of the consciousness of plurality. It is the de
struction of that self-consciousness which is regarded as nothing 
but delusion, and which is the root of all suffering. It is thus the 
exact afttithesis of Christian salvation. CHRIST olfen salvation 
unto life, ' I am come that. they may have life and have it al>und
antly ; ' Hinduism otters sal\'ation from life. This conception of 
' salvation • necessarily a.fleets the Hindu conception of ain, or per
haps we should say that it is not sin, as the New Testament under
stands sin, from which salvation is sought. Sin is not the real 
e\'il ; it is not the vice of the will so much as the mistake of the 
intellect. It is not even 'selfishness but rather 'selfness'. Sm 
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thus regarded has a great deal to do with destiny but little to do 
with character. The conception of an atonement for sin is out
side the range of Hindu thought. That which the author of this 
Epistle puts in the forefront as the characteristic work of the Son 
(' making purification of sins' i. 3) is to Hinduism in what are 
called its higher forms, unthinkable, as infringing on the law of 
Karma from which no emancipation is possible. At-one-ment, 
indeed, comes at the end of all by the annihilation of ' selfness ', 
bu~ it cannot come at a.ny point on the way to be the power by 
which man, inwardly purified and rendered holy, is brought into 
union with God. Throughout the Ef,istle to tlae Helwews runs 
the thought of holiness as the means by which man comes into the 
Presence of God, and to this holiness h~ cannot attain of himself. 
All thl! ceremorual cleansings of Judaism bore witness to bis aspi
rations to be clean, and so to be at one with God. All the elabo
rate system of sacrifices bore witness to the truth that there was 
to be an adequate Sacrifice for sin. 

The more popular forms of Hinduism are a revolt against the 
doctrines of the Jaw of K1ZnJ10 with its exclusion of fo111iveness. 
They indeed make forgiveness, judged from a spiritual point of 
view, cheap and easy. To bafhe in Ganges water at the time of a 
particular conjunction or the moon and ata·s, to breathe your last 
breath in Ben.ares, to utter the name of God even by mistake O:t 
tbe moment or decease, in these and other ways forgiveness of 
sins may be purchased, but the very revolt of human nature, 
knowin11 its needs, qainst a barren philosophy, bean witness to 
tbe provision of the tnle method of purification. 



CHAPTER II 

I THEREFORE we ought to give the more earnest 

1-4. Before going further the author founds a 
stern exhortation to perseverance upon the truth 
of the unique greatness of Him through whom Ood's 
disclosure has come, There is the danger of 
drifting, Oreat privileges mean corresponding re
sponsibility. Even the partial and provisional 
dilclqsure of Ood's mind which came through angels 
was of such value that transcression met with Its 
due penalty; how much more terrible must be the 
loss if the salvation revealed in so great a 'Lord• 
should be treated as a worthless thing. Those who 
first received this revelation have passed It on to 
us, and we have not been left to aC4ept it on their 
word alone, but their word has been confirmed by 
, signs and wonders ' and by the distribution ol 
manifold gifts of the Holy Spirit. 

I. Thenfore. This is one of the characteristic words 
of the Epistle. Each declaration of doctrine serves as 
the basis of an exhortation. The writer whose vision is 
so exalted is also he who is most practical. He sets 
forth sublime truths not to satisfy the ima@ination or the 
intellect but to be the inspiration and motive power of 
the will. 
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heed to the things that were heard, lest haply 

we ought to give the more earnest heed to the things 
that were beard. It is the function of true religion to 
supply a continual stimulus by which believers may be 
spurred on to fresh endeavour. There is a tendency in 
human nature to slip down to lower levels (Rev. 
ii. 4-5). The remedy is 'more abundantly' to fix the 
mind on the supreme truths. Meditation in some form 
is essential to Christian life. It is not the abstraction of 
the mind, the negative way, which Vedantism and indeed 
some forms of Christian mysticism have pointed out, 
but it is the feeding of the mind with truth. It follows 
by a kind of logical necessity that if CHRIST is the 
supreme disclosure of God, infinitely superior to all 
spiritual beings, Christians must constantly fasten their 
minds on the truths which ftow from this supreme truth. 
These are ' the things that were heard ' when Christian 
instruction was first given. The writer wishes to recall 
to them their first shock of surprise and satisfaction 
when the ' good news ' was declared to them. 

lest baply we drift away from them. The vivid 
expression 'drift away ' expresses that mental attitude 
which instead of seeking to subjugate or shape circum
stances yields to them. The policy of ' drift • is 
carelessly adopted when a man will not oppose the 
current, but lets himself be carried away by it. The 
Christian faith supplies man with an anchorage, and it is 
bis part by spiritual effort so to secure himself to this 
anchorage that he cannot drift. Compare the condition 
of mind expressed by the words 'lest haply we drift 
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2 we drift away from them. For if the word 
spoken through angels proved stedfast, and every 

with that indicated by our Lord in St. Matt. xi. 12, 
'The Kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and the 
violent take it by force,' when the eager vehemence of 
the believing publicans hastening to enter the Kingdom 
is contrasted with the shallow aloofness of the Pharisees. 
There is also a stern warning against spiritual slackness 
in the Parable of the Ten Virgins (St. Matt. xxv. 1-13). 
The climatic conditions of tropical countries are a 
continual temptation to spiritual drifting. 

2-3. Nothing but the sharpest shocks are sufficient 
to rouse the man who lets himself drift. Such a shock 
the writer now supplies by urging the certainty of retri
bution proportionate to the greatness and certainty of 
the salvation neglected (Cp. St. Luke xii. 4-7). 

2. For U the word spoken through angels, that is, the 
Law given on Sinai. It was the common teaching of 
the Jews, founded perhaps on Deut. xxxiii. 2 and Ps. 
lxviii. 17, that the Law was given to Moses through the 
mediation of angels. (See Acts vii. 53 and Gal. iii. 19). 
Not even Moses could hear the voice of God directly. 
Deut. iv. 12 may probably be to guard against the 
tendency to idolatry which would easily arise if it 
were supposed that at the giving of the Law any form 
of God were visible to the human eye, whilst a further 
safeguard was added in the doctrine that even the voice 
itself was heard through angelic mediators. 

proved stedfast. The Hebrew Christians knew as a 
matter of historical experience that after the Law was 
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transgression and disobedience received a just 

promulgated penalties for its infringement were invaria
bly exacted. There may also be a hint here of the true 
law of Karma, the self-avenging power inherent in 
Divine Law. 

and every transgression and cllsobecllence. The two 
words ' transgression ' and ' disobedience ' cover both the 
things done and the things left undone, both the acts 
and the temper of disobedience. It is remarkable that 
our Lord's condemnation fell more frequently on the 
latter than the fonner, and, in countries where cessation 
fwm action is held up as an ideal condition, it is well to 
realize that inaction is a form of sowing which inevit
ably produces its own fruit. Cp. St. Matt. xxv. 3, 25, 
45, and also our Lord's tefusal to remain inactive in 
the presence of need: the dilemma or 'ls it lawful on 
the Sabbath day to do good or to do harm 1 to save a 
life or to kill • (St. Mark iii. 4) apparently admits of 
the retort ' Why not do neither 1 ' But the answer is 
that inaction in such a case is sin. Possibly our worst 
sins are the things that we have not done. 

a Jut nc:ompeue of nwarcl. The word occurs three 
times in this Epistle (x. 35 ; xi. 26) and nowhere else in 
the New Testament; the corresponding personal noun 
' rewarder' is also found in xi. 6. The unusual compound 
word probably is selected deliberately to express with all 
the gravity possible the thought of a corresponding and 
precise requital of good or evil. It is the summing up 
in one word of the truth of Gal. vi. 7., ' Whatsoever 

.a man soweth, that shall he also reap,' as illustrated 
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3 recompense of reward ; how shall we escape, if we 
neglect so great salvation ? which having at the first 
been spoken through the Lord, was confirmed unto 

and enforced in the history of the Hebrew people. See 
additional note. 

3. If we negle<:t. The word recalls the Parable of the 
Marriage Feast when the same word is used by our 
Lord, ' they made light of it' {St. Matt. xxii. 5). 

so great salvation, The ' so gre,at ' looks backward 
to what has gone before in Chapter I and forward to 
what is coming in verses 3 and 4. The salvation is' so 
great '. because the Son is the Mediator of it, and ' so 
great• because the original delivery of it was not by 
angels but by 'the Lord,' its reality was assured to us 
by the experience of its first hearers, and there was a 
persistent divine witness to its truth and power. 

having at the first been spoken through the Lord, that 
is. spoken through Him who exercises supreme sove
reignty ; it is not ' our Lord,' a phrase which sets forth 
our allegiance to Him, but 'the Lord.' He who is 
the Sovereign of the uni verse is also the Mediator of 
sah•ation. His teaching is the substance of the Gospel 
because His teaching declared Himself as the Gospel. 
'No one cometh unto the Father but by Me.' He 
preached the Gospel by preaching Himself. 

was confirmed unto us by them that beard. The 
writer here shows himself to be of the second generation 
of Christians and not one of those who saw and heard 
CHRIST in the flesh. The sentence may be rendered 
' which was confirmed untc, u~ by them that heard it as 
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us by them that heard ; God also bearing witness 4 
with them, both by signs and wonders, 1 G r. dis-

and by manifold powers, and by 1 gifts tributiOfls -

having at the first been spoken through the Lord '-a 
rendering which brings the word which was spoken by 
angels into sharper contrast with that salvation which 
was declared by the Lord. 

4. God also bearing witness with them. Not only 
was there this human witness, but in addition Divine 
witness accompanied it, and this Divine witness was 
still accompanying the preaching of the salvation ; 
such seems to be the force of the present participle. 

The Divine witness was threefold, passing from the 
outward to the inward, and this perhaps gives us an 
indication of how this witness may be expected to 
continue in the e\"angelizing work of the Church. 

bodl by slgaa and woadera. Supernatural portents do 
the work of arresting the attention of the careless. 
They are not the highest form of the witness ; for the 
same words are used by CHRIST of the 'signs and 
wonders ' displayed by false prophets and false Christs 
(St. Matt. xx". 24; St. Mark xiii. 22), and also of the 
condition laid down by the Jews which CHRIST refused 
to satisfy (St. John iv. 48). St. Paul attributes such 
'signs and wonders' to the' lawless one' (2 Thess. ii. 8). 

Yet they are attributed to CHRIST in the first preaching 
of Him (Acts ii. 22), and several times to the Apostles 
(Acts ii. 43; v. 12, etc.) while St. Paul clain,s that such 
bad been wrought through him (Rom. xv. 19; 2 Cor. 
xii. 12). 
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2 Or, Holy 
Spirit: and 
so throughout 
this book. 

HEBREWS II. 4 

of the ~ Holy Ghost, according to his 
own will. 

and by manifold powers. From external rr.anifestations 
w.,;ch are intended to compel attention the writer passes 
to the endowment of the messengers with powers of 
various kinds which exceed ordinary human capacities. 
These ' powers ' are numbered by St. Paul among the 
special gifts of the Holy Spirit (1 Cor xii. 10). 
The 'powers ' though manifold are all expressions of 
the one spiritual power which was promised by our 
Lord, and at Pentecost actually bestowed. 'Ye shall 
receive power after that the Holy Ghost is come upon 
you' (Acts i. 8). This 'power' in its outward mani
festations may be realized in the conviction of sinners 
by the Word, or the casting out of evil spirits, or the 
restoration of bodily health; it is 'manifold' and yet 
one. 

and by gifts of the floly Ghost. The Holy Ghost is 
Himself the one supreme Gift who is imparted. The 
word 'gifts' is in the plural because the emphasis is 
not so much on His Indwelling Presence as on the 
several endowments which that Presence brings. There 
is no article before 'Holy Ghost,' and the word literally 
means 'by distributrons of Holy Spirit' (Cp. 1 Cor, 
xii, 4-11). 

according to his own will. By putting a comma after 
• Holy Ghost,' the English version makes the words 
'according to his own will ' to apply to the whole 
participial clause and not only to the 'by gifts of the 
Holy Ghost.' This seems to give the richer sense, for 
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For not unto angels did he subject 
3 the world to come, whereof we speak. 
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3 Gr. the 5 
inhabited 
earth. 

it lays stress upon the truth that the whole accompany
ing witness and its method depends upon the will of 
God. The method of witness may vary in different 
ages. See additional note. 

5-8. Universal sovereignty is promised not to 
anpls but to man. The nature of man, in Itself, Is 
sl~btly inferior to that of angels, but In spite of 
this, the world to come. i.e. the world of the new 
order In which redemption baa home its fruit, ls to 
be subjected to human and not to ~ellc nature. 
But as yet this promised sovereignty has not been 
realized. 

5. For probably bas co reference to the words im
mediately preceding, but resumes the thread of the 
argument which verses 1-4 have broken. 

aot unto angels. Tbere may be a hint here of the 
Jewish belief that non-Israelitish nations were assigned 
to the guardianship and care of angels, a belief derived 
from the Septuagint version of Deut. xxxii. 8, but 
the underlying thought is more probably that, if God 
were to set O\"er His new world any created being, we 
should expect Him to select the highest, and the angelic 
nature is superior to the human. But yet ' not unto 
angels, etc." 

did be subject. Here probably (as possibly in i. 2) 
the aorist is timeless and expresses the Divine counsel 
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6 But one hath somewhere testified, saying, 

in the eternal order. In eternity the Divine will was to 
make man and not angels sovereign over a redeemed 
and new created world. 

the world to come, that is, the world of the new crea
tion inhabited by none but those whose wills are wholly 
subject to the Divine will. In thi!. new order are the 
' sip:ns and wonders,' ' the manifold powers,' and ' the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit.' The world of the old creation 
still exists, for there are those who still rebel against 
God, but gradually the kingdoms of the world are 
becoming the Kingdoms of God and of His CHRIST. 

The faithful are already living in this world to come: 
they have tasted its powers (vi. 5) shadowed by the 
law (x. l) and now ministered to them through the High 
Priest. (ix. 11). 

whereof we speak. All Scripture from Genesis to 
Revelation is concerned with this • new world,' which 
is the home of the redeemed. In the age preceding the 
Incarnation we have its shadow (u1tia); in the present 
age we have its ' very image ' (El1twv), and finally when 
it is completely established its realized consummation 
(-,rpa.,yµ,a). See note on x. 1. 

6. But one bath somewhere testified. What seems a 
curiously indefinite method of citation is possibly used 
to give solemnity to the words quoted; attention is 
drawn to nothing but the words of Scripture. We 
should not have expected that such sovereignty would 
have been assigned to man, but yet Scripture had 
foreshadowed it. 
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What is man, that thou art mindful of him? 
Or the son of man, that thou visitest him ? 
Thou madest him ' a little lower than 7 

the angels; 
Thou crownedst him with glory and 

honour, 

• Or, /or a 
little whik 
lower 

What ls man, etc. Ps. vm. is quoted by our Lord 
Himself (St. Matt. xxi. 16) and is used by St. Paul in 
1 Cor. xv. 27 and Eph. i. 22. It is not recognized by 
the Jews as Messianic, but the New Testament 
interprets it of CHRIST. The children's praise offered 
to CHRIST is praise of Jehovah, and all things are 
subjected to Him. In the Psalm man's weakness and 
insignificance are first set forth and thus the wonder of 
the universal dominion granted to him ic; heightened. 

7. Tboa madat hi• a little lower than the angels. 
The Greek words for 'a little lower' may refer either to 
time or to degree. The meaning may be that for a little 
while man's position is lower than that of angels, or that 
bis nature is of a little lower dignity. The latter seems 
the better inte!Pretation. 

thoa crowHdlt bi■ with glory aacl hoaoar. Although 
man's nature is of a slightly inferior order to that of 
angels, already he has a royal position with the dignity 
and splendour of kingship, for all the world is given him 
for his kingdom. The Psalmist, no doubt, has in mind 
Gen. ii. 19-20; ix. 2-3. ' I have 1iven you all' is the 
keynote of the relation which God has established 
between man and other created things. 
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~ Many 
authorities 

Som.it And 
didst ... 
hands. 

HEBREWS Ii. S-
3 And didst set him over the works 

of thy hands : 
Thou didst put all things in subjec

tion under his feet, 

For in that he subjected all things unto him, he 
left nothing that is not subject to him. But now 

9 8 Or,fora 
little while 
lowtr. 

we see not yet all things subjected to 
him. But we behold him who bath 
been made 6 a little lower than the 

8. But now we see not yet all things subjected to him. 
The author of the Epistle sees that the 'all things ' 
is of wider sweep than the natural world : there is ' the 
world to come,' the redeemed world of the new crea
tion. The words are to be true of this new made world 
as well ; it also shall be under the sovereignty of man. 

9-10. But already we see human nature In the 
Person of Jesus crowned with glory. But crowned 
for what ? That he may undergo death, a death 
which is for every man, The final bestowal ol 
universal sovereignty on human nature Is preceded 
by a great act of Divine condescension. 

9. But we behold him who hath been made a little 
lower than the angels. The universal sovereignty can 
only be realized because He who is essentially in 
Himself Sovereign Lord has taken this human nature 
which is a little lower than the angels. In the Hebrew 
it is 'a little less than God,' Ps. viii. 5 R.V. The 
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angels, eiien Jesus, because of the suffering of 

writer uses one word for •see• in verse 8, and another 
for •behold' in verse 9. 1he change is significant. The 
latter implies a spiritual contemplation with which the 
evidence of the senses has nothing necessarily to do; it 
is the contemplation of faith. When our Lord said to 
St. Thomas ' Because thou hast seen me thou hast 
believed• (St. John xx. 29) the word translated 'seen ' 
is not that which here denotes spiritual contemplation, 
but the word denoting physical sight. But he uses the 
word for ' behold • when He speaks of His contempla
tion of His Father's action. 'The Son can do nothing 
of Himself but what He seeth the Father doing.' 
(St. John v. 19). 
ne■ JESUS. The use by itself of the name taken in 

virtue of His manhood calls emphatic attention to His 
human nature. Westcott thus sums up the use of the 
Divine Names in this Epistle. 'Jesus directs our 
thonghts to His human nature, Christ to His work as 
the fulfiller of the old Dispensation, Son to His Divine 
nature, Lord to His sovereignty over the Church.' The 
positiOn also of the word ' J esua ' at the end of the 
clause gives weighty emphasis to the thought of the 
human nature, which in English can Qnly be brought 
out by the insertion of ~ which is not in the Greek. 
It is the method of the writer thus to lay stress on our 
Lord's humanity both by the word JellUS and its 
position in the sentence (Cp. iii. l ; vi. 20 ; vii. 22 ; 
x. 19; xii. 2, 24). In each case the human name stands 
alone and at the end of the clause. 

8 
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death crowned with glory and honour, that by the 

because of the suffering of death crowned with glory 
and honour. The words derive extraordinary power 
from their unexpectedness. It seemed as if the course 
of the thought were going to run thus. 'To man has 
been promised supreme and universal dominion : as yet 
the promise has not been fulfilled entirely to the mem
bers of the human race; but we contemplate JESUS, 
who is indeed very man, lifted up now as supreme 
Sovereign.' But the writer speaks not yet of the ex• 
altation of the Ascension. 'We contemplate Him,' he 
says, ' crowned with glory and honour ' ; but why ? 
That He should taste death. The thought is not that 
of Phil. ii. 8-11. The death is not here considered as 
the ground of His exaltation, but He is crowned in 
order 'that by the grace of God He should taste death 
for every man.' The grandeur and dignity of the 
Victim are enhanced in every possible way. As in 
animal sacrifice the victim that is being led to the knife 
is crowned with garlands, so this Victim is ' crowned 
with glory and honour' to be ready for death. It is a 
King who dies on the cross. Three times, we read in 
the Gospels, was the glory of the Man JESUS attested 
from heaven ; after His Baptism, at the Transfigura• 
tion, and immediately before the Passion. The third 
(St. John xii. 28) seems especially the crowning of the 
Victim 'because of the suffering of death.' 

In the Gospels, we may note, the word ' crown ' is 
used only of the Crown of Thoms, 

by the gnce of God, The words seem to contain the 
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grace of God he should taste death for every ma~. 

thought not that the Son was given grace that He might 
die, but that He was the free gift of the Father : ' God 
so loved the world that He gave, etc.' 

He should taste death. The phrase means more than 
• he should die.' It was not merely the separation of the 
spirit from the body that our Lord experienced, but all 
the long drawn-out pain and weakness of which death 
was the culmination. Compare 'The cup which My 
Father hath given Me, shall I not drink it?' Drinking 
is a gradual process, and when the cup is empty death 
comes as a release. Our Lord Himself (as quoted by 
the Jews) used the phrase of spiritual separation from 
God; 'If a man keep My word, he shall never taste of 
death' (St. John viii. 52), i.e. there shall never be that 
gradual alienation from the life of God which finally 
culminates in eternal loss. 

for every .... The word used for ' every man ' 
implies that He tasted death for each single individual 
of the whole human race. The ' for ' is not ' instead 
of' but 'on behalf of.' Each human being still tastes 
death: but CH RJST's death has transformed that death 
into the gate of life. 

10-15. Tbla coumel by which tbt1 Son taated 
death wu Ood-beflttlns, for by sufferlnc tbe Captain 
of salvation wu completely equipped for His work 
which neceultated entire oneneaa with the many 
sons. They were Indeed one before, In that He and 
they dtrlved their belns from the One, and this 
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10 For it became him, for whom are all things, and 

oneness implying a kind of brotherhood may be 
illustrated from the Scriptures. But now they 
have become one in a way more entire ; the many 
are flesh and blood, so He too has taken flesh and 
blood, and died to rescue them from the fear of 
death and him who wields that fear. 

10. For it became him. Had we been left to our
selves to imagine what God would do, supposing He 
were to give His Son to take human nature that all 
might be subjected to man according to the promise, 
we should have looked only for the exaltation of the 
' Son of Man ', but when it has been revealed to us 
that His humanity lived in suffering, then at once we 
see how beautijull1 befitting to the love of God it was 
that the Captain of Salvation should share our lot in 
all things. The same word is used by our Lord of His 
baptism. ' Thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteous
ness' St. Matt. iii. 15. Possibly the thought of a 
suffering Messiah was even yet disa,.steful to Hebrew 
Christians, or they had to listen to the scoffs of their 
fellow-countrymen, and so they needed to be reminded 
how beautifully fitting i.t was that the Supreme had so 
determined it. 

for whom are all tblnga, and through whom an all 
things. The writer does not simply say 'God', but he 
uses a great and majestic phrase to justify the use of 
' it became '. ' Such is the will of Him ', he would seem 
to say,' to whom the whole universe owes its being and 
whose eternal counsel shapes its final end.' The ' all 
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through whom are all things, 7 in bring- 1 Or, ha11-

ing m;1ny sons unto glory, to make ing brought 

things ' recalls the ' all things ' of v. 8. The Eternal 
Fount and Source of Godhead, 'for whom and through 
whom are all things ', makes the • all things ' subjer:t to 
man. 

la bringing many sou unto glory, These words may 
be rendered in more than one way. The R.V. margin 
has• having brought•. If we adopt this, the meaning 
would be that God having already brought many sons, 
each to bis particular perfection, it was fitting, etc. 
Moses, Samuel, David and others-having already attained 
to glory after passing through suffering, it was fitting 
that He should make the author of their salvation 
perfect through the same instrument. But such a 
rendering brings in a thought entirely foreign to the 
passage and utterly empties the word 'glory' of its 
meaning. The ' glory' of which the writer is thinking 
is not that to which the Old Testament saints may have 
attained, but the full richness of dignity and honour with 
which it bas been promised that human nature shall be 
crowned in the Son. 

The more satisfactory rendering is that of R.V. text. 
The two words 'bringing • and ' perfect • are in the same 
tense aad might, grammatically, denote a synchronous 
action, but here they deal not with time, but with ideas; 
the thought of time is excluded. The one action is 
dependent on the other. He brings many sons to glory 
by perfecting their Leader by sufferings. He places the 
suffering Leader in the forefront of humanity and the 
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1 Or, caJ
tain 

HEBREWS II. 10 

the 8 author of their salvation perfect 

Captain leads on His followers to the appointed goal of 
glory. The writer calls them 'many sons•, because be 
views them in their union with the one Son, following 
Him as their Leader and so already lifted up to the 
dignity of sonship promised to those who belie,·e in 
His Name (St. John i. 12). See additional note on 
Sonship. 

the author. No one English word can adequately gi,·e 
the meaning of the Greek word translated here and in 
xii. 2 'author'. It is the ordinary word for 'captain' 
in the Septuagint ; \he leaders of the tribes of Israel are 
so called. It occurs twice in St. Peter's speeches in the 
Acts, and is translated ' Prince ' ' Ye killed the Prince 
of Life' (Acts iii. 15). 'Him did God exalt with His 
right-hand to be a Prine~ and Saviour' (Acts v. 31). 
The two conceptions of 'author ' and ' leader' must be 
combined. CHRIST, the Prince or Captain, marches 
in front of His army leading it to the promised land, 
but from Him too has come that promised land; He 
bas prepared a place for us. 

of their- salvation. Here it is 'salvation·, in the 
previous clause it is 'glory '. The two words express 
different aspects of the same thing. 'Salvation ' looks 
rather to the result in the 'many sons•, 'glory' to its 
open manifestation before the angels (Cp. Rom. viii. 
19). In realized sonship is salvation, in its revealing 
is glory. 

perfect through sufferings. What kind of perfection 
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through sufferings. For both he that sanctifieth l l 

and they that are sanctified are all of one : for 

is this which is conferred on the Son through sufferings ? 
The word simply means to bring something to a com
plete issue so as to make it fulfill its purpose. What 
purpose is the author here thin.king of ? He has set it 
forth above. The Son has taken human nature that 
He may exalt it to its promised sovereignty over all. 
But this exaltation is conditioned by a deep condescen
sion ; He can only exalt men with Himself by becoming 
their High Priest and sharing all their sufferings. Thus 
the sufferings consecrate Him that He may fulfill the end 
of His priesthood, and that end is the leading of many sons 
to glory. Our Lord spoke of Himself as' perfected• 
(St. Luke xiii. 32). 'The third day I am perfected •; 
this seems to mean the attainment of such an experience 
as enables Him to fulfill His end as Man, and that end 
may be summed up in His priesthood. 

11. For both he that aanctlfleth and they that an 
sanctified an all of one. The Son of God became 
the Son of Man because being already one with men in 
origin from the One, He willed to complete His oneness 
by taking their very nature of flesh and blood. The 
'One' is undoubtedly God. The Son eternally derives 
His Being from the Fount of Godhead. He is 'God 
of God.' ' The Son is of the Father alone, not made 
nor created, but begotten.' Created beings also derive 
their origin from God, and vast as is the distinction, yet 
says the writer, it is a ground of union that the Son 
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12 which cause he is not ashamed to call them brethren 
saying, 

eternally of the Father, God of God, and the creatur~ 
made in the Divine Image, are 'of one.' 

At the same time not only is the unity set forth but 
also the almost infinite distinction. There is the con
trast between Him 'that sanctifieth ' and ' them that 
are sanctified.' CHRIST is the Sanctifier imparting to 
them the holiness of God; m~n are the rnceivers, 
receiving that which comes from the Giver of all 
(Cp. xii. 10). Thus is true monism combined with true 

• dualism in the Christian doctrine of God and man. (See 
additional note). 

that are sanctified. The participle is present. The 
process is a continuous one, 'that are being sanctified 
one by one.' 

he Is not ashamed to call them brethren. The strong 
word 'ashamed' points to the almost infinite difference 
between their sonship and His, and to the widening of 
that difference by human sin. The reference is to the 
time before the Incarnation, and therefore the writer 
supports it by quotations from the Old Testament. 
After the incarnation and Resurrection our Lord deli
berately selected the word 'brethren' to describe His 
disciples, 'Go tell My brethren' (St. Matt. xxviii. 10). 
'Go unto My brethren' (St. John xx. 17). 

12. I wlll declare thy name unto my brethren. The 
quotation is from the Septuagint version of Ps. xxii. 22, 
the Psalm from which our Lord quoted when on the cross. 
The only ground on which t)ie Psalm can be used as the 
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I will declare thy name unto my 
brethren, • Or, clturclt 

In the midst of the 9 congregation 
will I sing thy praise. 

And again, I will put my trust m him. And 13 
again, Behold, I and the children which God 

writer to the Hebrews here uses it, is that its language 
cannot only apply to the author and his condition : he 
speaks in th~ name of the coming Messiah. It is 
unlikely that the words are David's ; the agony which 
the author describes in the first part of the Psalm is 
rather that of one who was enduring the sorrows and 
humiliation of the captivity. lo the second part there 
is the outburst of triumphant hope and praise, and it is 
in this part that the sufferer exclaims ' 1 will declare 
Thy name, etc.' 

13. I will pat my traat la blm. Almost the exact 
words of the 6rst quotation in v. 13 occur three times 
in the Old Testament (2 Sam. xxii. 3, Isa. xii. 2 ; viii. 17), 
but 1sa. viii. 17 is without doubt the source of the 
quotation, for it is there immediately followed by the 
second clause quoted here. The emphatic ' I ' is 
inserted by the writer to the Hebrews. At first sight 
it is not clear as to how the quotation illustrates the 
truth that the Son is not ashamed to call men His 
brethren, but apparently tbe writer wishes to emphasize 
the thought of the Son's dependence on the Father. 
He is like us in that, and this is an additional proof of 
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14 hath given me. Since then the children are 

brotherhood with us. When He was on the cross one 
of the taunts levelled at Him was ' He trusted in God• 
(St. Matt. xxvii. 43). 

Behold, I and the children which God bath given me. 
The historical setting of the words is as follows. Two 
children have been born to Isaiah; to the younger he 
has been instructed to give the name ' Speed-spoil
hurry-prey '--a word he has already written on a large 
board and published in the presence of witnesses. The 
elder boy has been called by a name which meant 
'A remnant shall remain.' The father, and the children 
with their strange names, are ' for signs and wonders in 
Israel from the Lord of hosts ' ; they are signs both of 
coming judgement and also of the preservation of a 
faithful Church; they stand as livin~ witnesses of the 
fulfilment of the words of God. The writer to the 
Hebrews takes the words and sees them completely 
fulfilled in CHRIST. The relationship is indeed changed, 
but the point lies not so much in the particular form of 
the relationship, as in its reality; and indeed CHRIST 

may be described as the 'father ' of His people as well 
as their elder brother. 

14. Since then the children are sharers In flesh and 
blood. The bond of union between members of the 
human race is that they share a common nature. The 
'blood,' which in the Greek phrase comes first, is the 
symbol of mortal human life, the 'flesh ' is the symbol 
of the weakness which temptation can assault. If then, 
the bond of union between the Son and the many sons 
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sharers in 10 flesh and blood, he also 10 Gr. blood 

himself in like manner partook of and flesh· 

is to be complete, He too must share this liability to 
death and temptation. 

Be also himself in Ukc manner partook of the same. 
The children are ' sharers,' the Son ' partook.: Both 
the word and tense are changed. As in ,. . 11, so also 
here, the distinction as well as the likeness is empha
sized. The children are ' sharers ', because they have 
received and retain human nature which continues to 
exist as long as the race exists. But He ' partook,' 
because at a particular time He voluntarily took this 
nature and clothed Himself in it. 

The word for ' in like manner ' is a very strong one 
carrying with it the thought of a likeness most com
plete. It declares the reality of our Lord's human 
nature, and its use here was quoted in later controver
sies to oppose the heresy that His body was but nn 
appearance or phantom. 

The writer has gradually glided into a new thought. 
At first he dwelt on the contrast of human nature with 
the angelic ; it was to man and not to angels that 
universal sovereignty as yr.t unrealized was promised : 
hence he deduced the fittingness of the Incarnation, for 
by it human nature is potentially exalted to its promised 
dominion. But leaving this thought on one side he 
begins to speak of the Incarnation as the fitting com
pletion of a union which already existed inasmuch as 
the one Son and the many sons were ' of one ' ; this 
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11 Or, may 
Ill Or, hath 
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the same; that through death he 11 might 
bring to nought him that 11 had the 

union entirely completed in the Incarnation renders the 
Son the perfect High Priest of mankind. 

that through death. The purpose of the Incarnation 
is not only that the Son might be united with men in 
the spiritual fellowship of a life with God, but in the 
fellowship of the same bodily life. This perfected 
fellowship has the further result of bringing to nought 
that power of Satan which is derived from death, and 
one of the effects of this power on men, which is the 
fear of death. What the writer tells us is that CHRIST 
has turned Satan's weapons against Satan. He has 
used death as the means whereby He has robbed Satan 
of his power, whereas Satan uses death as the means 
by which he enslaves men. 

bring to nought. The word is once used by St. Luke 
and frequently in St Paul's Epistles. In 2 Tim. i. 10 
it is used of JESUS CHRIST in connexion with death 
and is translated 'abolished' in the R.V. 'who abo
lished death.' The word apparently means to empty of 
power or effectiveness rather than 'abolish.' Neither 
death nor the devil are abolished, but their power has 
been rendered futile in respect of those who are in 
CHRIST. 

him that had the power of death. In what sense has 
the devil ' the power of death ' ? The answer generally 
given is that as Satan is the author of sin, and sin results 
in death, in this sense he may be said to have 'the 
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power of death, that is, the devil ; 
and u might deliver all them who 
through fear of death were all their 
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11 Or, •Q)' 

power of death.' He has it not immediately, but 
mediately through sin. It certainly does not mean that 
Satan is entrusted with authority to decide when and 
how each of us shall die, but he has the ' power of 
death,' because If there were no devil there were no sin, 
and if there were no sin there were no death. 

tlaat 11,·tbe 4nll. The only place in the Epistle in 
which the devil is mentioned. To Christians evil is not 
an impersonal force or law working in the universe, but 
it is the fruit of a perverted will resisting God, and 
the first perverted will which resisted God is that of 
him who in Holy Scripture is called ' the devil ' or 
Satan. The Christian doctrine of evil does not imply a 
devil or spirit of evil co-eternal with God. It leaves the 
origin of evil a mystery, simply asserting that it came 
through the rebellion of the will in a created being. Nor 
does Christian doctrine permit us to look on evil as a 

necessary condition of the evolution of moral goodness. 
It is not a relative !JOOO nor is it only evil in comparison 
with something better, but something inherently and of 
its very nature .contrary to the will of God. See 
additional note on the contrast with the Zoroastrian 
doctrine. 

15 

I 5. aad alglat deliver . . . boa4age, The purpose 
is not to deliver from death itself, but from the fear of 
death, which puts men into the position of slaves in this 
respect. Men may be said to fear death for four 
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1& lifetime subject to bondage. For verily not of 

reasons. (l) Because the process of dying seems 
unnatural and alien to us. (2) It seems to put an end to 
activities most of which are unfinished, and cuts us off 
from intercourse with those whom we love. (3) Its time 
and manner are utterly uncertain. (4) The state to 
which it introduces us is unknown. 

From all this the death crowned by resurrection of the 
representative Man, the one Son, frees men. Death is 
revealed as the passage into a fuller life in which every 
form of activity finds its fruition and all human love is 
perfected. The time and manner of this passage cease 
to be of grave importance in view of what it leads to, 
and although we are still ignorant of the conditions of 
the Resurrection life we know that there is a place 
prepared, and that He will come again to receive us 
unto Himself. 

16-18. It was not to help angels that he became 
incarnate but to help man. Man's need is that of a 
High Priest, who through his experience of human 
conditions including temptation and sufferin~ can 
bring succour to man enabling him to be rid of sin. 
This High Priest JESUS CHRIST has become. 

16, For verily. The words translated 'verily' imply 
that the fact about to be stated is a familiar truth. The 

•'for' looks back to v. 14 in which the fact of the 
Incarnation is declared. 'He partook of flesh and 
blood, for as of course, we know, etc.' 

not of angels doth ne take hold. It is now universally 
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angels doth he take hold, but he taketh hold 

allowed by scholars that the words do not mean that 
CHRIST became man and did not become an angel. 
Both the present tense and the meaning of the verb 
• take hold • preclude this interpretation. The meaning 
is that in consequence of the Incarnation He lays hold 
of to help and is now laying hold of the Church of God 
which is composed of men. The word ' takes hold • 
describes the brotherly love of the Redeemer who is 
now grasping His brothers by the hand. He did not 
become man in order to help angels, but to help a seed 
of Abraham. 

The question naturally arises, does He not then help 
angels? Do not the fallen angels need help as much as 
man? The writer. however, does not touch this subject. 
All be says here is that CHRIST did not become man to 
help angels. The love of God is of infinite resource and 
He may fi.od means to bring His banished angels back 
again, but of that we have no knowledge and no means 
of knowing at present. The fall of the angels, and the 
fact that there is no hint in Holy Scripture of their 
restoration, must ever be a grave warning to such of us 
u have abundance of light and are comparatively free 
from external temptation. This seems to have been the 
previous state of the angels who are fallen, and so their 
fall seems as though it might be irreparable. 

I.Nit IN tal:etb bold of the Ned ol Abraham. We should 
have expected ' but be taketh hold of men ' ? but the 
WTiter probably wishes to emphasize these two points: 
(1) He taketh hold of the faithful, those who trust Him. 
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17 of the seed of Abraham. Wherefore it behoved 

It is not the seed of Abraham but a seed of Abraham ; 
there is no definite article before 'seed•. Abraham 
stands for the father of the faithful, those who look for 
and claim the promises. (2) The writer is addressing 
Hebrews and it is natural that he should indirectly 
remind them that the first whom the Saviour took hold 
of were literally as well as spiritually a seed of Abraham. 
The first called into the Kingdom were the lost sheep of 
the House of Israel.' 

Those who by the political conditions of their time, 
as is the case in India now, find themselves in the 
position of being members of a race ' subject ' in the 
sense of not having complete self-government, should 
remember that the Redeemer or the world took His 
human nature of such a people, and that through the 
members of a race politically subject the Kingdom of 
God has spread through the world. Spiritual liberty is 
an infinitely greater thing than political liberty. ' If 
the Son shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed.' 
At the same time political liberty is one of those good 
gifts which God gives to a people to raise them to the 
dignity of a nation with a corporate life of their own 
and with their own special characteristic contribution to 
make to the true ' wealth of nations.' The history of 
' the seed of the Abraham ' gives a signal warning of 
how this gift conferred by God on His people was lost 
through faithlessness to Him. 

17, Wherefore. That is, ' because He is laying 
hold of the faithful to help them.' 
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him in all things to be made like unto his 

It behoved him. Three words are used in the New 
Testament of what we may call the obligations of 
CHRIST. One means that it was morally befitting in 
virtue of what He was; ' Thus it becometh us to fulfill 
all righteousness.' It is the word used in verse 10 ; 
' It was God-befitting.' The second corresponds to the 
idea of duty, as for instance; 'Wist ye not that I must 
be in My Father's house ? ' The third is the word used 
here, which seems to mean that it was necessary to 
meet the needs of the case. 

la all tJdaCt t• be made Ute umto bis bntbren. It 1s. 

possible to conceive of the Incarnate Life as lived under 
conditions very different from those in which it actually 
was lived. Indeed, if we had to conjecture beforehand 
bow it would be spent, the result of our imaginings 
would certainly have been far removed from the reality. 
Men had been able to conceive the idea of God dwell
ing among them, but that He should share their lot in 
all things, this was beyond tbe reach of human imagi
nation: Even the disciples of CHRIST could not at 
first understand the being ' made like in all things.' 
St. Peter probably truly represented their general 
opinion when be protested against the idea of suffering 
in the Mes.siah's life (St. Matt. xvi. 22-3). The 
difference between the idea of the Incarnation and the 
Hindu tnH61ar is profound. 0£ the latter it might be 
said : ' in all things made unlike,' so much so that even 
in matters of right and wrong it is urged by Hindu 

9 
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brethren that he might be a merciful and 

teachers that such avatars are not to be judged 
by the moral standards that are commonly imposed 
upon men. 

that be might be a merciful and faithful high priest. 
Here we have the reason why the Incarnation under 
conditions in all things like man's is necessary; it is 
because man's supreme need is that of a high priest, 
and it is assumed as an axiom that only be can be 
that priest whose sympathy is founded on likeness of 
condition. Gradually the writer has been leading up 
to what is the characteristic teaching of the Epistle, 
CHRIST as the High Priest. Nowhere else in the New 
Testament is He called Priest or High Priest, though 
in the Apocalypse He is represented as clothed in 
priestly garments. Yet in the Hebrews the thought is 
introduced suddenly and unexpectedly, and the very 
abruptness of its entry gives it emphasis. Man's nature 
in CHRIST is lifted ttp above the angels, but He who so 
exalted it came down before He lifted it up, and by 
coming down to man satisfied his supreme need of a 
High Priest. But his need was not only that of a 
High Priest, but of a High Priest 'merciful and faith
ful.' The conception of ' mercifulness• is not that of 
overlooking sins, but a merciful man is one who stoops 
to help. Mercy is love exercised not between equals, 
as is the case in the love of the Persons in the Holy 
Trinity, but it is love exercised towards one who in 
some respect occupies a lower status. By ta.king human 
nature He stooped and so is 'merciful.' He is 'faith• 
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faithful high priest in things pertaining to God, 

ful ' because His human nature being united to the God
head He can utterly be relied on. 

in things pertaining to God. These words, of course, 
do not imply that there are thingi;: in human life which 
do not pertain to God, or that any department is outside 
the ministry of the High Priest. They might be 
rendered ' as towards God.' The Godward aspect of 
His ministry is emphasized ; it is not only philanthropy 
but philanthropy inspired by faith. which brings man to 
God. The expression occurs again in v. 1 and in Rom. 
xv. 17. 

to make propldatloa for the 1la1 of the people. The 
one great bar which shuts man from God is sin. If 
the High Priest is to bring man to God He must 
remove this bar. It is to be noticed that the word 
• propitiation ' is ne,·er used with God as its object 
either in the Septuagint or the New Testament; it is 
never said that God needs propitiation or reconciliation. 
God's anger against sin is spoken of, for anger is 
the enerRy of Divine love directed against sin to 
desttoy it, and as long as the sin is them God's 
anger must bt! exercised against it. But. it is never 
said that God must be propitiated. The Old Testa
ment nowhere teaches that the sacrifices of the Old 
Covenant appeased God's wrath nor does the New 
Testament say that the sacrifice of CHRIST appeas
ed 1t. The High Priest makes propitiation by His 
sacrifice, because that sacrifice has power to destroy 
sin and thus make man forgivable. God is ever 
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to make propitiation for the sms of the people. 

ready to forgive, but man is not ever able to receive 
forgiveness. 

It is to be noticed that the verb ' to make propitia
tion ' is in the present tense. The one act is continually 
applied. So also St. John says : ' If we walk in the 
light ... the blood of JESUS His Son cleanseth (is 
cleansing) us from all sin' (1 St. John i. 7). The con
trast between the Bible conception of propitiation and 
that of the lower forms of Hinduism is thus seen to be 
absolute. In the latter, sacrifices are offered to appease 
or coax an angry god or goddess, and have no necessary 
relation to sin. Islam professes to teach that there is 
no need of an atonement or propitiation, but in actual 
practice the sacrifice of animals takes place, e.g. in the 
Bakr Id when goats are sacrificed in large numbers, 
and the blood is regarded by most Mussalmans as 
having propitiatory power in the lower sense. Also in 
time of dangerous illness animals are sacrificed by 
Mussalmans as a ground of entreating the Divine help. 
But see Introduction, p. 40 for the orthodox Muham
madan doctrine of sacrifice. 

of the people, i. e. those who have been brought with
in the new Covenant-God's people. The term' laity' 
is commonly used as though it were merely negative, 
signifying those who are not called and ordained to the 
special ministry of the Word and Sacraments, but it is 
a positive term denoting those who have accepted God's 
covenant ; it is these who are brought under the power 
of the propitiation. 
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14 For 15 in that he himself bath suffer
ed being tempted, he is able to succour 
them that are tempted. 
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u0r, For 
hat1i,sg l,u,s 
,. ims el Its 
temJte4 ~" 
thtzt wherei,s 
he hath suf
fered 

UQr, 
wllerei,s 

I 8. For In that be bhnseH . . . that are tempted. 
The rendering given in the margin of the R,V. is ' For 
having been himself tempted in that wherein he bath 
suffered.' It is a possible translation, but not a natural 
one and does not give so good a sense. Suffering may 
indeed be an occasion of temptation to us, as in the 
case of Job, bot the appropriate thought here is that 
CHRIST having Himself been tempted, and having felt 
the pain of temptation, is able out of His experience 
to sympathize with and help those who are tempted. 
Without the sameness of experience there could not be 
the fullness of sympathy, and without the fullness of 
sympathy there could not be the power to help. More
over, occasions of temptation are not confined to suffer
ing, for our joys and pleasures may be the material of 
temptation also. 

There is a striking parallel in language in St. Mark 
ix. 22. ' If thou canst, . . • have compassion, . . • 
and help.' The ' for• connects the ' succour ' with the 
' propitiation' which is the essential function of the 
high priesthood. It is no mere ceremonial clr.ansing, 
but it carries with it a moral change. The first thought 
given in connexion with priesthood and propitiation is 
the enabling of the penitent to overcome temptation. 



ADDITIONAL NOTE ON 'A JUST RECOMPENSE OF 

REWARD AND THE LAW OF KARMA 

II. 2. In what is known as the law of karma we have the 
distortion of the weighty truth contained in this word which is 
translated in the R. V. 'a just recompense of reward.' By the 
law of karma is m

0

eant that law by which a man's present life is 
the fruit of a series of past lives stretching back practically to 
infinity. The constant factor which passes from one birth to the 
other is the sum of the actions of each several existence, and this 
factor, called karma, by an absolute necessity from which there is 
no possibility of escape, determines the conditions of each new 
birth Lid all that must happen in it. Action generates force, and 
the force must persist from birth to birth. The man dies, but the 
works remain as a seed which sown afresh produces a new exis
tence in exact correspondence with the karma. Thus it follows 
that caste and karma are inextricably connected. There is no 
such thing as an accident of birth ; a man is necessarily Brahman 
or Pariah by the working of this law ; nor can there be &nJ 

mistake ; what the man is, he is in virtue of forces which neither 
gods nor men can control or alter. How in the far away ages of 
the past came the beginning of action which constitutes the llarm11 
is a matter which does not now concern the man who beliov• in 
it. It is enough for him to know that he is carried &1001 from 
birth to birth by an unerring force to which he must yield. It hu 
been argued that this belief begets a sense of immense respolUli• 
bility and is a powerful incentive to a virtuous life ; a man 
perceives the justice of his sufferings which are really self-inflicted 
and in view of bis future births abstains from such action u is 
likely to produce pain. In practice, however, it is found to have 
no such effect. All responsibility is transferred to the law. The 
individual regards himself as ·helpless in its grip. His own con
nexion with karma in past births is too vague and shadowy a 
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thing to touch or stimulate the conscience. No conscience, iudeed, 
can bear the burden of the actions of an unknown number of lives, 
and a llid of insensibility is created which regards a state of in
action as the ideal condition of man. 

In decided contrast with this is the effect of belief in the 'just 
recompense of reu,ard.' It gives just that stimulus to the sense 
of responsibility which man is found in ell:perience to need. God 
is not.merely a compassionate Being, in the sense of being weakly 
good-natuied, whose office is to overlook evil ; on the contrary 
' He will by no means acquit the guilty,' He is not mocked. 
But the 'j~t recompense of rev,aNI ' is to be in itself an in
strumellt for renewing and disciplining the character. The pain 
of the penalty is to be part of the sowing which is to be reaped in 
penitence. Over against the 'just recompense of reward' of 
sin is the 'grwn salvatitm.' Moreover the 'great salvat1on' 
is not the remission of penalty pronounced by the fiat of a ' com
puaionate • God who like an arbitrary despot remits or punishes 
independently of considerations of righteousness, forgiving apart 
from the forgivableness of the sinner. The 'just recom;ntst1 
of rn,anl ' is to be one of the stages which lead to the ' great 
salvatiOfl.' Between the hopelessness of the law of karma and the 
immorality of a forgiveness apart from forgivableneas is the Chris
tian doctrine of 'just recompense ' and ' salvation.' 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON THE DIVINE WITNESS 

II. f. h may be asked if these words justify us in supposing 
tha1 •h- the Gospel is newly preached to men it will be 
accompanied and attested by this threefold witneu. Ou1ht we, 
far instance, to upoct 'aigu and wonden ' when in India.a fresh 
diltrict receives the word of aalvatlon 1 The answer to the 
question is found in the concluding words of the verse, 'according 
to His own will.' The method of the witness depends on the will 
of God, and it will be 10 exerciaed that the witneu which is beat 
far the heuen in each puticular cue will auuredly be granted. 
The worda of vene 4 do not mean that in each cue when the 
Apostles preached the Goapel there wu necessarily the whole of 
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the threefold witnms. From the Acts we gather that one kind of 
witness was granted at one time and another kind at another time, 
as was best, no doubt, in each ease for the people. CHRIST 
Himself refused ' signs and wonders ' to those who demanded 
them as an attestation of a message from God. It can unques
tionably be asserted that in India the witness of ' signs and 
wonders ' would be unsuitable to the mass of the people, for 
where there is an insatiable desire for the marvellous and litt1e 
power of discrimination between Divine testimony and human 
trickery, the truth of religion would depend in the mind of Indian 
villagers on the comparative wonderfulness of the portents ; it 
would be to them a contest of jugglers each claimihg a superior 
stock of supematural·power. A!J it is, when preachers give in
stances of CHRIST'S miracles as evidences of the truth of His 
Divinity, not infrequently the retort is made that the miracles 
related in the Hindu Shastras are much more numerous and 
wonderful. We may expect however, that power in some of ila 
manifold forms and the distribution of the gifts of the Spirit will 
accompany the declaration of the Gospel in India, for this is ex
actly the kind of witness that is most needed. Here experience ia 
justifying what might antecedently have been expected. The 
delivery of those who are under the dominion of evil possession, 
the imparting of physical health, the power of 'prophesying' to 
beget conviction of sin, these and other signs are attesting in India 
the Divine origin of the ' great salvation,' and produce conviction 
among non-Christians that 'God is among us indeed.' 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON ii. 10-11. THE DOCTRINE OF 

THE SONSHIP OF MEN 

The writer of the Epistle lo the Hebrews surprises us by the 
unexpected turns which his thought takes from time lo time. 
For instance, in the previous verse we read of CHRIST crowned 
with glory and honour, and we naturally expect the writer to tell 
us that it is because He has tasted death for every man ; that the 
Passion was the preliminary of the Exaltation ; but instead of 
this we are told that He is crowned in order that He may taste 
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death. Again, in this chapter the greatest stress is laid on 
CHRIST'S brotherly relation to us, but the subject is not approach
ed from the standpoint of the Incarnation, as we should have 
expected, bnt &om that of the derived Godhead of the Son. 
The Father is the Fonnt of Godhead ; the Son is of the Father ; 
men's ezistence is also of God. This, says the author, constitutes 
a gronnd of affinity; hence He is not ashamed to call us brethren. 
Underlying this conception there is, no doubt, that of our creation 
throngh the Word in the image of God, our derived existeo_ce by 
creation through Him thus setting up a relation with the eternal 
Son, but in no other place in the New Testament is the fact of 
onr creation by God through the Word put forward as a reason 
for claiming brotherhood with CHRIST and therefore sonship of 
the Fat.her. ID the Old Testament, indeed, a prophet rebukes 
the men of Judah for dealing treacherously with one another by 
u11ing ' Have we not all one Father ? Hath not one God 
created ns 1' (Mai. ii. 10). But the thought of men being 
90lls of God became He created them is very dimly conceived, if 
conceived al all. Bui the author of HeM'f1Vls goes far beyond 
the prophel, for he does not ground a relationship of men, one 
with another, on their common creation by God, but he grounds 
a relationship of men with an eternal Being within the Godhead 
on the truth that u the Son derives His Godhead, so do we 
derive om eaistence 'out of the One'. Thu■ the Incarnation 
~omes u ■omelhi111 e:apected ; already related to us He con
deacend■ to llbare our lot in all thing■, even lo lhe taking of 
oar hllJll&JI n.alme throu1h and throu1h, 

St. John and St. Paul, on the olher hand, view our brother
hood wilh CHUBT and om ■onship of God from a dlfl'erenl 
upect. They lpeak of ii u a 1ift or po1■ibility which baa come 
wilhin our nach 1hrou1h the Incarnalion. We cannol claim 10 
be ■oDI by cnat.ion, but the ine■limable privile1e of 1harin1 the 
SOD■bip of lbe e1erual Son may be our■ if we accept it. So 
St. John writ•: • Bui u many a■ received Him, to them gave 
He the ri1b1 10 become children of God, even to lhem that 
believe on Hi■ Name.• The word be u■n for child don not 
occur in Hel,nv,s and ■ignifie■ one who hu derived hi■ life. He 
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goes on to say that this sonship of God implies the imparting ~d 
reception of a new life, which can only be adequately described 
as a birth : ' Which were born not of blood, nor of the will of 
the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God.' We are not sons 
because our natural life has come to us originally from God, 
but we are sons because our nature ha'! been lifted up into the 
nature of the Son. The word which St. Paul uses to denote this 
gift of sonship to us is adoption : ' God sent forth His Son born 
of a woman ... that we might receive the adoption of sons.' 
We are taken into a family to which we have no claim as crea
tures. He frequently, but not always, uses the word which 
denotes the position or status of a son, the word which is always 
used of the Sonship of CHRIST. He uses indeed both words, 

sometimes speaking of us as children with a derived life (TEKvov), 

and sometimes as sons by position and status (vio~), but the 
life as a child of God and the status as a son of God are always 
regarded as secured through the Incarnation : 'Ye are all sons 
of God, through faith, in CHRIST JESUS. For as many of you 
as were baptized into CHRIST did put on CHRIST. (Gal. 
iii 26-7). 'The Spirit Himself beareth witness with our spirit, 
that we are children of God; and if children, then hein; hein 
of God and joint-heirs with CHRIST,' (Rom. viii. 16-17). la the 
first quotation the word for son by ~tatu1 is used, and in the 
second that for son by derived life. Some of the Chriatiu 
Fathers strongly emphasize the truth that we cannot claim son
ship of God by creation ; St. Athanasius says : ' We are creature■ 
by nature_, and God is our Cre:1tor by tho, Word; but afterwards 
we were made sons, and then God the Creator become■ our 
li'ather also. We are not sons by nature, but the Son wbo is ia 
us. . . . God is not our Father by nature, but of that Word ia 
us, in whom and because of whom we cry " Abba, Father". So 
the Father calli1 them His sons, in whomsoever He sees His own 
Son, and says " I beget " ; since begetting is significant of a son, 
and. making is significant of the works. And thus it is that we are 
not begotten first but made ; ... but afterwards, on receiving 
the i;trace of the Spirit, we are sajd thenceforth to be begotten 
also· (Cot1tr. Ar. ii. 59). St Hilary also says: 'The sonsbip to 
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God is not a cqmpulsion but a possibility ; for while the divine 
gift is offered to all, it is no heredity inevitably imprinted, but a 
prize awarded to willing choice.' 

FQrther, we must remember that the life of God is ethical, and 
that therefore in the highest sense it cannot merely be imparted, 
it must be willingly received, and thus willingly received it pro
duces the character of sonship. A man is in the highest sense a 
son of God when there is reproduced in him something of the 
character of God ; he is then a son by ethical likeness. So our 
Lord says: 'Blessed are the peacemakers: they shall~ called 
som of God.· • Love your enemies and pray for them that per
secute you, that ye may be sons of your Father which is in 
heaven, for He maketh, etc.· Again: • They that are counted 
worthy to attain that world ... are s6ns of God.• In the same 

sense, and using the same word as our Lord uses (vioi), St. Paul 
says: • For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, theae are 
SOD.IOI God .• 

The full meaning of this ' sonship ' to which we have ~n 
beaotten, and which we are to appropriate by striving after ethical 
likeness, cannot be clearly apprehended by us in our present state 
of limitation (l St. John iii 1-2). It is enough for us now to know 
that the gift of aonabip is ours. It is the characteristic mark of 
the Christian reli1ion that it points out the way to make all men 
aona of Cod. and declares that all in virtue of their original crea
tion have this capacity for aonship. It quite clearly reject• any 
idea oJ a union which conJuaes personal distinctions. There i1 
• He that sanctifieth • and there is 'They that are sanctified. 
The Creator and the C1'Ulure. the Begeller and the begotten, the 
Giver and the nceive:r, the Sanctifier anu the sanctified, are for 
evet' diatinct. Muhammadaniam, Hindui1m, and Buddhilm have 
neither tau1h1 that men are aon1 of God nor pointed out a way by 
which they may attain to aonabip. The conception of the Father
hood of God ii entirely foreign to them. Muhammadani1m 
tiahtly emphaaian the creaturely relationship of man to God, but 
ri1n to no higher conception. In the • ninety-nine beautiful 
names of God' (Iama-ul-Husna) the name of Father don not 
appar. 'The Merciful ·, 'Compu1ionate ·, • The Faithful ·, 
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' The Protector ' and other beautiful attributes of God are found 
in the Quran, but never that of Father, which seems blasphemy 
lo the Muhammadan. That the creature could ever be lifted to a 
filial relationship with the Creator seems to him to contradict the 
very idea of God. Even when God is called the Creator, the 
M~ker and the Fashioner, commentators carefully explain that 
nu nearness of the Creator to the creature is implied in these 
names. Philosophical Hinduism holding, as it does, that the 
sense of personal distinction is an illusion, has no place for any 
doctrine of Fatherhood and sonship. Any such conception is 
part of that ' ignorance ' which philosophy dispels. In the lower 
forms of Hinduism god to god may have the relationship of 
father or son, but not men and gods. Buddhism, not recognizing 
any. being above man to whom he either is or may become related, 
knows nothing of God either as Creator or Father. It is thus the 
supreme mark of Christianity that it comes with the offer to lilt 
men up to be sons of God,. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON ii. 11. CHRISTIAN UNITY AND 

HINDU MONISM 

The distinctive doctrine of Hindu religious philosophy set forth 
in the Upanishads is that which may be described u 'Moni&m '. 
Two stages of thought are pass•·d through before the doctrine of 
absolute Monism is reached. The first stage is that in which the 
individual atman is thought of as abolishing illusion and attain
ing to true knowledge by knowing itself to be the one univenal 
atman. When this knowledge is attained all conecioumeu of 
separation is gone: there is One. But there is a second and 
more strictly logical conception. The word ' know ' in itaolf 
implies a duality, for it carries with it the ideas of a knowing ■ob
ject and a known object. But if there is but OM, that OM can 
never be an object of knowledge ; such a thought is self-contra• 
dictory. How then is the illusion of plurality and the accompany• 
ing idea of knowledge to be accounted for ? The only answer 
that the Upanishad philosophers gave is that all which seems to 
be is a kind of eitperience which the one atman chooses to under-
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go : ' To taste of rality and illusion the great self became ,two
fold. ' II.""'""- UJ,ani.sluza 1.11. In the • Mirror of the 
Hindw Phi1'Jsojlhic41l S:,sNmS • by Goreb we read ' It is written in 
the Veda, with reference to God, that at the time the world was 
made, ' He aw, ' and that He said, ' I am one I would become 
many.' Chapter III. The outcome of such Monism in practice 
is the life of Yoga, in which men strive by a.rtmcia1 means to rid 
themselves of the consciousness of plurality. It is almost un
necesaa.ry to point out bow illogical such a method of lile is, for 
it is obviou that such consciousness is the one atman 's conscious
n.a, 11 kind of dream in which he willingly indulges; he will re
call it u aoon u be feels inclined; it is not in the power of the 
dr-.m-iJD.aaes to help in the dispersion of the dream, Nor is 
there 11117 need to point out the disastrous effects of such Monism 
OD bum&D life, for imtance, in reference tu the idea of sin. It is 
eaoqh for Cbristiu>.s to realize how resolutely men have sought 
for the pri.Dciple of unity in the All, regardless of the intellectual 
ud practical conaequemces of the theory. In the less rigid 
theory of Hiadu Monillm which bas taken fonn in that system of 
thoqht 1111d life bown u the Ved-t11, a kind of dualism is 
conceded, for the individual olm- is reckoned to exist. But its 
ailtenoe ii ita m~. &Dd it finds its true goal by absorption into 
the One. AU the dorts of the individual are to baaten the time 
when the many aball be ab9arbed into the One. The irrationa
lity of a ldleme of the nnivm. in which separation or plurality 
aista for DO para-, 1111d which only producea temporary mi~ry 
for uwence. which pt their emancipation by ceuing to be, does 
not INIZI to have been considered b)' the philosophers who put it 
forth. II a.ms to be the o81prin1 of minds which had loet all 
hope. ADd hen we have one of the upecta of the vivid contrast 
betwemi Cbriacianit7 ud Hinduiun. Christianity ie the reli1ion 
ol hope. Hindowa ol despair. Tlte Eji,tu to lhe Hebrew, is 
1We..awMmtly 1111 Epuitle of the hope which is an anchor ol the 
aoul. It too la,s down a deep principle ol unity, and givee U9 a 
Chriatian doctrine of Mooilm, but it ia II doctrine which braces 
up men aadenccnuqea them to u1e all the power■ of their nature, 
• For both He that 11&11cti.Jieth 1111d they that are sanctihed are all 
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of One. The words ' are of One ' declare the First Person of the 
Godhead to be the Source and Fouat of all. The principle of 
unity is in the Eternal Father. But this unity does not preclude 
plurality, for of the Eternal Father is the Eternal Word or Son, 
• God of God '. Through the Word come into being those 
myriad existences of which it is written : • All things were m;;de 
by Him. and without Him was not anything made that bath b<,en 
made. ' The Unity is still maintained because all derive their 
reality from being the fruit of His thought, and have no reality 
apart from Him. In this sense sin and disease are 'not-things ', 
as Chr;stian mystics have said, meaning that the only real is that 
which shares the Unity. They are only too real in the lower 
sense of being permitted to exist for a time. This thought 
suggests the further one that the highest kind of unity is in like
ness of moral nature. All kinds of beauty except one ca1• be 
created, and this one is the beauty of holiness. That can only 
come to be through the co-operation of a free spiritual beinti. 
Hence arises the necessity of time. We cannot conceive of 
a man becoming holy apart from time, and time may be Sllid to 
have a relative existence in order !'1at holiness may be. These 
thoughts underly the words of v. 11. 'He that sanctilieth' is 
the present tense describing a continuous action in time, and 
the derivation o( all holiness from the Godhead. ' They that are 
sanctified' is also in the present tense and describes the free ac
ceptance of grace in conscious acts of choice habitually mAde. by 
which hollness and therefore unity are l(radually attained. This 
is the doctrine of Christian Monism : out of the One, unto tbe 
One; not absorption into the One, but a Unity implyini: Lo,er 
and Loved, God being' All in all.' It is futile to speculate &A to 
how far this Unity is broken by the continued existence of wills 
estranged from the One or as to whether there can be in an 
eternal order a sort of isolated hospital for those who have re
jected this sanctification and'so mar the Unity. Such speculations 
are beyond our powers. The attempt to formulate a perfectly 
logical and consistent system when we are dealing with infinite 
premis.:s is bound to be a failure. We may not be wise beyond 
what is revealed. 
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11.-14. T11e Cllrtatlu Doctrt■e ol ETII co11trutN witll Zor. 
utrtua ... 

Zarathustra (Zoroaster) is the traditional founder of Zoroas· 
trianism. Bishop Westcott states iu his G~l of Life, p. 174 
that Zarathustra • had gaiued views of God, of the world, and of 
man, which approach more uearly to the fullness of truth than 
anything else which heathen literature can show. . . . There 
is indeed something almost Shemitic iu the stem monotony with 
which he sets forth his principle, and in the faithfulness with 
which the Zoroastrians afterwards guarded them from the 
uaaults of polytheism.' Yet there was in Zarathustra's doctrine 
of the origin of evil that which sharply contrasts with the Chris
tian doctrine. He seems to have taught that there was a certa.in 
duality in the one Divine Being, who was alike the source of good 
and evil, virtue and sin. He expressed this by saying tbat in 
God were twin Spirits, a white Spirit and a dark Spirit, united u 
the two aeaton, the one the creator of good and the other the 
creator of evil. II would aps-r as though, confounded by the 
problem of evil ill connHion with the Almightiness of God, he 
linlied together God and the dHil into one. In the inaugural 
■peech of Zarathlllllnl in the Gallsa Alsunavaili we read (Yu 
11n. 3--4). 'In the beginning there was a pair of twin■, two 
■pirit■. each of a peculiar activity ; the■e are the good and the 
bue, in thought, in word, and deed. Choose one of the■e two 
spirits! Be good, not hue ! And these two ■pirit■ united 
created tbe fint (the material thing■); one, the reality, the other, 
the non-realitJ.' 

In Yaana :dv. 2, ho-ver, we 6nd the irreconcilability of the 
two llpirit■ di■tincdy emphuized. 'Y• I will declare the world' ■ 

two &nt ■pirit■, of whom the more bountiful thu■ ■pake to the 
harmful ; ~ither our thought■ nor command■, nor our und•
a1anding1, nor our beliefs, nor our deeds, nor our consciencea, nor 
our sotils, are at one.' Later developments of the doctrine not 
unnaturally separated the two, and the white spirit was held 10 

he the whole being of God, the beneicent power, whilst the <larll: 
spirit (a human) became a separate and independent entity, the 
maleficent power, regarded u the source of all evil in eternal 
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conflict with the source of good. Thus a kind of dualism was 
substituted for moaotheism, and the devil made eternal. In true 
Zoroastrianism, however, so Bishop Westcott holds, the dualism 
is not final, and the evil power is at last to be destroyed. Thus 
the doctrine, though confused, and at first sharply contrasting 
with the Christian doctrine, finally approaches to it. Christianity 
teaches that the devil is a created being who has become evil by 
the perversion of his will in rebellion against God. How this 
perversion first originated, is a question to which there is no 
answer. Christian doctrine deals with facts as they are, 1111d 
supplies an .interpretation of them, but does not profess to remove 
all mysteries. Chief among the mysteries which cannot be ex
plained or removed is the freedom of a created will. 



CHAPTER Ill 

WHEREFORE, holy brethren, partakers of I 

1-::a. In the light of the oonslderatlons -which the 
writer bas now urged be calls upon bis readers 
to consider Him whom Ood bas sent to be their High 
Priest, and to compare Him with those who have 
represented men before Ood ; they are specially to 
meditate upon Him in His human nature, • even 
Jesus•. Thus His uniqueness will be further 
demonstrated. 

I. Wherefore, i.e., in view of the truths just urged. 
boly bntbna. This mode of address gathers up in 

two words their high privileges as men and Christians. 
They are 'brethren', not merely one of another, but 
brethren of CHRIST (v. 12). They are 'brethren 
whose very nature He has taken to be His own (v. 14)' 
They .are 'holy', that is, men consecrated and set 
apart and undergoing the process of sanctification (v. 
11). Nowhere else in the New Testament is this 
combination of ' consecrated ' and ' brothers ' found. 
Christians are ' holy ' men, not because they have 
attained to that perfection of holiness for which they 
were created, but because they live in the sphere of the 
action of the Holy Spirit. St. Paul frequently uses the 
word of them as a body (e.g., 1 Cor. i. 2; vi. 2 i xvi. l) 

10 
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a heavenly calling, consider the Apostle and 

and St. Peter uses it as an epithet of the whole society 
(I St. Peter ii. 5 and 9). 

partakers of a heavenly calling. This phrase also 
gathers up and personally a,pplies the truths upon which 
the writer has already insisted. The call comes to 
them from the heavenly world-' the world to come' of 
ii. 5, the world in which human nature is exalted even 
above that of angels. 

The word ' calling ' is used by St. Paul and in 2 
Peter of that high state of life which we have not in 
any sense merited of ourselves, but to which we have 
been invited by the love of God. If we say now th'at 
a man has ' vocation ' we mean that he has received a 
definite call from God to a certain state of Christian 
life. S::l our Lord describes the Apostolic vocation : 
'Ye did not choose Me, hut I chose you' (St. John xv. 
16} All who come within the hearing of the Good 
News of God receive vocation to the heavenly state, 
whilst those who respond are ' partakers '. Again, some 
are called to the state of Holy Orders, etc. 

consider, that is, bring all your mental and spiritual 
powers to bear on Him. The same word is used by 
-our Lord when He calls upon us to meditate upon 
nature in its relation to God and recognize the loving 
hand oI the Father there (St. Luke xii. 24-7). Medi
tation is one of the essential practices of spiritual life, 
for in meditation we make truth our own. It is not 
as in Hindu meditation the abstraction of the mind 
from all in order to direct it to qualityless Deity, which 
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High Priest of our confession, even Jesus; 

is nothingness, but it is the consideration of truth as it 
is revealed in CHRIST'S Person and words. The direct 
perception of God, which is called 'contemplation ', is 
for very few, if, any, whilst we are in our present state 
of being, but meditation is for all. 

the .Apostle and fflgh Priest, i.e., Meditate upon JESUS 
as being the Apostle and High Priest. The writer 
calls upon the Hebrew Christians to meditate upon 
JESUS in the double aspect of one who being with the 
Father in the heavenly state was sent by the Father 
into the earthly state, and was sent to represent God 
before man and man before God. The fact that our 
Lord speaks of Himself as 'sent• and also of Himself 
as ' coming' indicates the perfect union of the will of 
the Father and the Son: e. g., 'I am come down from 
heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of Him 
that sent me' (St. John vi. 38). 

This is the only place in which our Lord is called 
'the Apostle', though He often used the cognate verb 
of Himself, as in St. John xx. 21. 

of our confession. This may mean that we openly 
confess JESUS to be our Apostle and High Priest, that 
is, we confess that we have in the Man Jesus one sent of 
the Father to bring us the good news of salvation, and as 
High Priest to accomplish it. Or it may mean that 
JESUS is the essential object of our faith. The word 
' confession ' is used of open acknowledgement of any
thing before witnesses. 

even JESUS. The use of the human name alone is 
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2 1 Gr. 1nade. 
1 That is, 

God's house. 
See Num. xii. 
7. 

HEBREWS III. 2 

who was faithful to him that 1 appoin
ted him, as also was Moses in 
all 1 his house. For he hath been 

significant. He who was sent by God to be the High 
Priest of men is Himself true Man. 

2--6. In His mission upon earth as Man among 
men He is compared with great men of the old 
Dispensation ; and first with Moses ; the compari• 
son is in two points, one of likeness and one of 
contrast ; both were faithful, but Moses was him
self part of the household which be administered, 
whil.st Jesus was the founder of the household. 
Moses' faithful service was that of a servant, 
whilst the .service of Jesus was that of a Son pre
siding over His Father's house. 

2. who was faithful, i. e., meditate upon Him as bemg 
faithful, etc. The word ' faithful ' according to the 
coBtext in which it is found means either one who has 
faith, or one who having been trusted has proved 
worthy of the trust. So also the Greek word generally 
translated 'faith ' means either 'trust in God' or 'trust
worthiness.' In His human nature we may speak of 
CHRIST'S faith and faithfulness, and God is described 
as 'faithful,' that is, as one who may be utterly trusted. 

to him that appointed him. Though the Greek word 
literally means ' made', and this text bas been quoted by 
unitarians to support the contention that CHRIST was 
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counte<l worthy of more glory than 
Moses, by so much as he that 3 built 
the house bath more honour than the 
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3 Or, estab·
lished. 

only a creature, yet the writer could have no hesitation 
in 11sing the simplest word possible for designation to 
an office, because he knew that his meaning could not 
be misunderstood by any one who had read the words 
in i. 3, in which the Divine and uncreated nature of the 
Son is plainly set forth. 

as also was Moses In all his house. The reference is 
to Num xiii. 7. 'My servant Moses is not so; he 
is faithful in all mine house.' The 'house ' is God's 
house, and signifies the covenanted people of Israel as 
organized according to the will of God. This covenant
ed people was the type of redeemed humanity, which is 
now the house of God, the new temple in which it has 
pleased Him to dwell. This imagery of the house or 
temple is frequently used m the New Testament: see 
Eph. ii. 21-2; 1 Tim. iii. 15; 1 St. Peter iv. 17. 

3. of more glory than Moses. It is not merely that 
the events in the life of Moses and in the life of CHRIST 

are to be compared. For instance, it is not only a 
comparison of the glory of the Transfiguration with 
that of Moses after his converse with God on the 
Mount, nor ot the glory of CHRIST'S Ascension with 
that of Moses' withdrawal from Israel by his death on 
Pisgah. The comparison is rather concerned with their 
abiding positions, one as Son and the other as servant, 
the office of the Son not being limited to this lower 

3 
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lished. 
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house. For every house is 'builded 
by some one ; but he that • built all 
things is God. And Moses indeed 

sphere, as was that of the servant, but extending to the 
heavenly sphere. 

be that built the house rather • he that established the 
household'. \1/ho is meant here by the builder of the 
house? The argument seems to require that it should 
be CHRIST who is referred to, but the phrase in v. 4 
'he that established all things is God' seems a mean
ingless parenthesis unless the subject in both places is 
the First Person of the Blessed Trinity. It seems 
here that we have an instance of the exquisite skill of 
the writer, both in compression and suggestivene!;s, who 
though speaking of CHRIST in His human natui:e 
leads us, without actually saying so, to identify the 
divine operation of the Father with that of the Son. 

The word ' house ' means ' household ' rather than 
the material building in which the members of the 
family live. 

bath more honour than the house. Moses is identified 
with the household of which he was th.e chief member 
and administrator. The word is now changed to 
'honour,' which signifies some dignity conferred on a 
recipient rather than that which is inherently possessed 
in virtue of a person's character or being. 

4. For every house, etc. V. 4 lays down the 
principle that every institution needs a founder, and 
applies the principle to the case of the Jewish Economy, 
each detail of which owes it enactment to God. 
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was faithful m all 5 his house as a 
servant, for a testimony of those 
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I That is, 5 
God's house. 
See Num. xii. 
"I. 

'All things' does not here mean the sum of the uni
verse, which would require the article in Greek before 
'all', but each several thing. It is not a statement of 
the truism that God created the universe. The word 
' God ' also is without the article. The writer is inten
tionally indicating the Divine Nature of the Son, and 
making no distinction between the work of the Father 
and that of the Son. If he had--intended definitely to 
signify the Father, he would have used the article : e. g., 
cp. St. John i. I. 'The Word was with God': there 
is an article before ' God ' in the Greek. ' And the 
Word was God': there is no article before' God'. 

5. as a servant. The word used here is an honour
able one, and signifies one who renders free personal 
service. It became the fixed title of Moses-' Moses 
the servant of the Lord '-indicating that he was the 
one who waited in pers·onal attendance on God. There 
are four words in the New Testament for 'servant'; 
that which we have here, which occurs nowhere else in 
the New Testament; the word 'deacon,' which CHRIST 
uses both to denote His own mission to men, and the 
true relation of Christians to one another (St. Luke 
xxii,, 27) ; a third is used of service generally, and is 
applied by St. Paul to ministers of CHRIST (1 Cor. iv. 
1) ; the fourth denotes the state of bond-service or 
slavery. It is worth while noticiL~ that when St. Paul 
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things which were afterward to be spoken ; 

wished to describe the condescension of the Son who 
became a servant, he chose the fourth of these words 
(Phil. ii. 7). 

for a testimony of those things which were afterwarcl 
to be spoken. There are three interpretations of these 
words. They may mean that Moses was used as a 
servant to carry God's messages from time to time to 
the people. This interpretation is supported by the 
fact that one of the peculiar privileges of Moses was 
that God spoke with him ' mouth to mouth ', and this 
close intercourse is directly connected with his faithful
ness in the house (Num. xii. 8). Another interpre
tation is that Moses witnessed to the truths which were 
afterwards to be made clear by the Old Testament 
prophets, and were perfectly disclosed in CHRIST. The 
' things which were afterward to be spoken ' are those 
of the opening words of this Epistle. The third 
interpretation refers the ' things which were afterward 
to be spoken ' to the good news spoken not in the 
prophets but ' in a Son ', the full revelation of the mind 
and heart of God. The third seems the most satis
factory ; for instead of confusing, as does the second 
interpretation, it emphasizes the contrast between the 
Old and the New, the work of the servant in preparing 
and the work of the Son in revealing. Moreover, later 
in the Epistle the writer will use the tabernacle with its 
furniture and order and worship as testifying not to any
thing that the Old Testament prophets may have said, 
but to the realities of the New Dispensation. 
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but Christ as a son, over 6 his house; 
whose house are we, if we hold fast 
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6 That is, 6 
God's house. 
See Norn. xii. 
7. 

6. but CHRIST as a soo, i. e., was faithful as a Son. 
The change from the name (v. 1) borne in virtue of His 
manhood to thi:: title which bespeaks His fulfilment of 
type and prophecy is plainly intentional, ·He was 
'Son' before He was' JESUS'. 

The faithfulness of a servant is one thing, and the 
faithfulness of a Son is another. The one carries out 
the instructions of the Head of the house, the other is 
his representative in the government of the house : see 
x. 21. 

over his house. The ' his' is ' God's ' ; but the writer 
here as throughout skilfully implies that what he says 
of God, he says of CHRIST. 

whose house are we. The Christian Church, in which 
the Jewish Dispensation has been fulfilled, is a house
hold, a family of sons presided over by Him who, as 
the Son by essential nature, is Elder Brother. 

6a15, The thought of the high privilege of 
membership of God's household leads the writer to 
break off once again to dwell on the need of per
severance, Membership of the household is not a 
privilege wnich cannot be lost. The privileges of 
Israel of old, as the Holy Spirit teaches in the 95th 
Psalm, were lost by many who by faithlessness 
and disobedience fell away, The richer privileges 
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our boldness and the glorying of our hope firm unto 

of the new Israel, of the partners with CHR.IST, 
also may be lost through the deceitfulness of sin. 

if we hold fast our boldness. The Greek word for 
• boldness ' is used in the New Testament both of the re
lation of man to man and of man to God. In this 
Epistle it is used solely of the relation to God, and de
notes an attitude of frank and happy confidence, which 
gi,·es to Christians the power of free expression in their 
intercourse with God. Compare iv. 16: x. 19; x. 35, 
and the use of the word in 1 St. John. This ' boldness' 
is founded on our position as sons, and has been describ
ed as' filial outspokenness'. 

tbe glorying of our hope. The predominant temper of 
Christians is to be that of exultation. A considerable 
part of their witness to the world is to be through their 
joy. CHRIST Himself exulted in spirit as He thought 
of the grandeur of the position of the simple hearted to 
whom the revelation had come (St. Luke x. 21). The 
sense of exultation springs both from the present inherit
ance and from the hope of what shall be. Compare 
this exultant spirit of Christianity with the 1>essimism 
of Buddhism or of the Upanishads. 

firm unto the end. • These words, which_are the key
note of the Epistle, reecho CHRIST'S words in St. Matt. 
x. 22. They are found again in v. 14, and this with the 
difficulty of the grammar here makes it possible, not
withstanding the strong manuscript evidence for them, 
that in \". 6 they are an interpolation. See also vi. 11. 
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the end. Wherefore, even as the Holy Ghost saith, 7 

7. Wherefore. Behind the 'wherefore' is the im
plied fear that the Hebrew Christians, though now of 
the household of CHRIST, may not persevere: where
fore let them listen to the Holy Spirit as He warned 
their forefather~. 

even as the ftoly Ghost saith. In ii. 6. Holy.Scrip
ture is cited with the words 'one hath somewhere testi
fied'. Here with deeper solemnity the words are attri
buted to the Holy Ghost and not to the human instru
ment by which He spoke. Only in Hebrews (here and 
ix. 8; x. 15). and in Acts xxviii. 25 have we so direct a 
statement of the personal action of the Holy Spirit in 
Scripture. See additional note. 

There would be peculiar force for Hebrew Christians 
in the quotation of the 95th Psalm, for it was used 
weekly on the Sabbath in the Jewish Liturgy. The 
larger part is thanksgiving to God as Creator, Ruler, 
Sustainer and Guide, but the last four verses quoted are 
a solemn warning of the danger of losing high pri
Yileges, enforced by the stern lessons of their past 
history. 

To-day, The position of the word at the beginning 
of the sentence throws great force upon it. All the 
stress is upon the present offer of opportunity. The 
past has its lessons, the future is with God, but to us 
He has given 'to-day'. The same thought is urged by 
St. Paul in 2 Cor. vi. 2. 

if ye shall hear his voice. It might be translated: '0 
that ye would hear his voice' ; but there is a Yi,·idness 
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To-day if ye shall hear his voice, 
Harden not your hearts, as in the provocation, 
Like as in the day of the temptation in the wilder

ness, 

in a method of speech which leaves unuttered the bless
ing which follows the hearing of the voice : ' if ye hear 
. . . how great will be your happiness '. The use of 
the word 'if' implies no doubt whatever that God is 
speaking and that they can hear : rather, it drives home 
• the precept• He that bath ears to hear, let him hear•. 

The voice is God's voice, but again the writer is not 
careful to distinguish between the Father's voice and 
CHRIST'S voice. One of the strongest indications of 
the faith of the early Church in CHRIST'S Deity is the 
simple natural way in which this Hebrew writer, ad
dressing strict monotheists, applies to CHRIST words in 
the Old Testament which were spoken of Jehovah. 

8. Harden not your hearts. He who wills not to 
hear, at last cannot hear. The spiritual sense may be
come atrophied. It w:as the tragedy of the wilful 
hardening of the heart which moved our Lord to grief 
in the midst of His anger against sin: see St. Mark iii. 
5 ' . . . with anger being grieved at the hardening of 
their heart•. See additional note. 

as in the provocation, . . . in the wilderness. The 
same two instances of Israel's faithlessness are given in 
the closing speech and benediction of Moses in Deut. 
xxxiii ; the one was at the beginning of the forty 
years, Exo. xvii. 1-7, the other at its close, Num. 
xx. 1-13. They are cited as typical of Israel's wilful 
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7 Wherewith your fathers tempted 
me by proving me, 

And saw my works forty years. 
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9 
7 Or, Where. 

deafness to God's voice during the whole period. 
Meribah and Massah had become almost proverbial. 
Meribah literally means 'embitterment'. 

9. Wherewith your fathers tempted me, etc:, The 
root of the sin of tempting God was two-fold : it lay 
firstly in forgetfulness of the preservation and guidance 
vouchsafed in past days, which was the earnest of His 
present care for them: and secondly in the presump
tion of setting a test-' If God does this or that accord
ing to our will, we shall know whether He is amongst 
us or no.' It was precisely the sin of Israel's descend
ants who wished themselves to determine the test by 
which the Messiah should be recognized : ' Shew us a 
sign'. It is the same attitude in modem days which 
leads men to demand that if Christianity be true, if God 
be love, He shall manifest His truth and love in ways 
which men may decide to be conclusive. It is the sin 
of dictating to God how he ought to work instead of 
patiently waiting to see how He actually does work. 
Possibly the Hebrew Christians were urging that 
CHRIST should prove Himself their Saviour by mani
festing Himself or helping them in some particular way. 

and saw my works. Bishop Westcott calls attention 
to the fact that in the Hebrew the word for 'works' is 
in the singular. All that seem to us separate works of 
God are part of the one great plan or scheme by which 
all things move to the perfection of their appointed end ; 
it is one work. 
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I O \Vheretore I was displeased with this generation. 
And said, They do al way err in their heart: 
But they did not know my ways; 

forty years. The writer in quoting the Psalm trans
poses these words from the next clause, and inserts a 
'wherefore'. No doubt he wished to throw emphasis 
on the number 'forty', which being a number of special 
significance in the history of Israel possibly correspond
ed roughly with the number of years which bad elapsed 
since the Ascension of CHRIST. It was during these 
forty years that the Hebrew Christians had seen the 
• work "of their Lord, and the Church had been guided 
and preserved. Were they going to dictate to Him as 
to how He should now act, and be faithless if it were 
not according to their own will ! 

10. I was displeased. The Greek word signifies far 
more than mere grief or displeasure ; it implies utter 
repugnance or loathing. It is the translation in the 
Septuagint ( where it comes twenty-two times) of 
Hebrew words which n:iean loathing and disgust, or 
vomiting forth of that which offends (cp. Rev. 
iii. 16). The language of the Bible as regards God's 
attitude to sin is fearful in the intensity of the abhor
rence it expresses. Sin is not a stage in the evolution 
of the race, or something which God's mercy may over
look, but that which has to be cast forth with loathing. 
' Sinners shall not be able to stand in the presence of 
God', 

with this generation. The Hebrew has ' that genera
tion ', but the writer by use of 'this' instead of' that' 
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As I sware in my wrath, 
A They shall not enter into my rest. 
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a Gr. If 11 
they s h a l l 
enter. 

drives home the application of the words to the present 
generation of Christians. 

err in their heart. According to the New Testament 
use of the word, the heart is much more than the source 
of the affections ; it signifies the seat of the moral and 
spiritual self and includes will and conscience. To err 
in the heart is to sin with the full responsibility of one 
who wilfully chooses evil. So our Lord says : ' For 
from within, out of the heart of man, evil thoughts 
proceed' (St. Mark vii. 21). To err might be due to 
involuntary ignorance or unintentional frailty, and not 
be ' unto death ', but to err in the heart is ' the sin unto 
death', 

but they did not know my ways, The ' but' seems to 
imply-' notwithstanding all their opportunities, yet they 
did not recognize: they might have recognized but they 
did not', It is the Divine lament over rejected opportu
mt1es. Compare our Lord's words : ' If thou hadst 
known in this day, even thou, etc. (St. Luke xix. 42). 
There is such a thing as wilful ignorance for which men 
are responsible, which must bring upon them the Divine 
judgement. 

11. As I sware in my wrath, Here we have the 
use of human language to express the unchangeable
ness of the Divine decree (Cp. vi. 13-18). We must 
remember how imperfect an instrument human language 
is to express Divine things. To speak of God taking 
an oath is to use a kind of allegory or parable. 
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I! Take heed, brethren, lest haply there shall be m 

they shall not enter. The form of the Greek sentence 
expresses a most emphatic negative. \Ve have the 
same form used in our Lord's decided refusal to grant 
a sign : ' There shall no sign be given unto this genera
tion ' (St. Mark viii. 12). 

my rest. In the following chapter the writer will 
develop the thought of the ' Sabbath rest ', and though 
to the Israelite the outward fulfilment of the promise 
was his settlement in the land of Canaan, yet even to 
him the promise carried with it much more than out
ward prosperity and domestic peace, for it implied a 
permanent sanctuary in which there might be peaceful 
fellowship with and worship of God. 

After quoting this record of lost opportunities, the 
writer applies and drives home its terrible lessons. As 
the letter proceeds the exhortations and warnings grow 
in intensity. It is as though the writer, whilst he 
unfolds the truth, realizes with ever-growing force how 
great and splendid are the present possession and the 
promise of the future, and is filled with horror at the 
thought of those who have once believed losing so noble 
a heritage. The language gets terrible in its strength. 
He speaks of' an evil heart of unbelief', of the loathing 
of God, of the carcases rotting in the wilderness of those 
who might have been in the promised land. 

12. Take heed. Abruptly, with no connecti:Qg par
ticle such as Greek generally uses after so long a 
quotation, the writer breaks out' See to it'. In xii. 25 
there is another 'See to it', but then the background is 
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any one of you an evil heart of unbelief, in falling 

not the dark record of failure but the recital of the 
glories of Christian fellowship. 

lest haply there shall be. The form of the words 
carries with it the implication that the writer has good 
reason to suspect that there is already the presence of 
the evil. 

iii any one of you. The presence of one unfaithful 
member may spoil the whole body, and so the responsi
bility for the individual is thrown on the whole Church 
in that particular place. Perhaps there was one going 
about among the congregation, whispering doubts, 
spreading discontent, sow"ing seeds of apostasy. Let 
the body reform him or cast him out. The danger of 
even 'one' is represented in iv. l. 

an evil heart of unbelief. The expression is terribly 
strong. It indicates a life corrupted at its roots through 
faithlessness. The faithlessness is two-fold; it includes 
both loss of faith in God, and failure to respond to the 
trust which He has given. It is intended to stand out 
blackly in contrast with the faithfulness of CHRIST as 
Son, and of Moses as servant in God's household. 
Faith and faithfulness act and react on one another: 
faith is strengthened by faithfulness, and faithfulness 
springs from faith. 

in falling away from the living God, literally 'a living 
God.' Faithlessness is manifested in apostasy, and its 
heinousness is found in the fact that the God who is 
thus forsaken is a living God. The absence of the 
article in Greek seems to throw stress on the epithet 

11 
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13 away from the living God: but exhort one another 
day by day, so long as it is called To-day ; lest any 
one of you be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin : 

'living.' It is from a living God that men fall away, 
whose life has been graciously revealed in the creation, 
preservation and guidance of His people. There is also 
the thought of the Old Testament use of the word, that 
in contrast with the 'not-things' called gods of the 
peoples around, gods which cannot hurt him who leaves 
them, the one living God can and will visit apostasy 
with retribution. 

13. but, i. e., instead of allowing the temptation to 
apostasy to go unchecked. 

exhort one another day by day. The responsibility 
for the health of the whole is laid upon each, and in 
exhorting his fellow each exhorts himself. The urgency 
of the danger is shown by the words ' day by day.' It 
was not only to be at the gatherings together on the 
first day of the week, which sorr.e of them were begin
ning to neglect as we learn from x. 25, but they were not 
to let a day pass without mutual encouragement and 
warning. 

so long as it is called, To-day. The words indicate 
not an indefinite period, but a definite one. There is a 
limit fixed to the day of grace in which the Voice of 
God speaks and may be heard. 

lest any of you be hardened. The Christian may 
himself narrow the limits of the day of grace by render
ing himself incapable of hearing the voice. He is 
hardened indeed, but the hardening is a self-hardening. 
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for we are become partakers 9 of Christ, 
if we hold fast the beginning of our 
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11 Or with 1-i 

by the deceitfulness of sin. Cp. Gen. iii. 13. Sin is 
personified as in Rom. vii. She presents herself in the 
guise of a friend suggesting certain action, e. g., return 
to the Synagogue. The ' deceitfulness ' takes the form 
of persuasion that the conduct suggested is either right, 
or at .. my rate not actually wrong, and certainly prudent. 
Thus men put darkness for light. See Isa. v. 20. 

14. we are become partakers of CftRIST. In the 
margin 'with CHRIST.' Again we see the writer's 
method: the alternation of the gravest warnings with 
the exposition of the greatness of the inheritance. Here 
the latter is described as the partaking of all the glories 
of which CHRIST as Son partakes. Probably here the 
meaning is not members of CHRIST, but CHRIST'S 

partners. The royal title is used, • the CHRIST,' for 
the thought is that of our sharing His anointing and 
exaltation as King and Priest. 

If we hold fast. The status of CHRIST'S partners 
has been definitely conferred upon us ; it is not ours by 
nature-the tense of the Greek verb ' we 3:I"e become ' 
makes this clear-but its fixity is conditional on our 
co-operation. There is an unusual particle with the 'if,' 
occurring only in this Epistle, which gives the force of 

we are partners, at any rate if.' However absolute 
and unchanging God's promise is, our permanent 
fruition of it depends on ourselves. 

the beginning of our confldeoc:e. The word translated 
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15 confidence firm unto the end : while it is said, 

' confidence ' is the same word as in i. 3 is translated 
'substance.' It means the underlying reality of a thing, 
that which remains apart from temporal or accidental 
conditions. It is used of a ground of courage or steadi
ness in soldiers and of endurance under pain. No one 
English word can express it here. The underlying 
reality of their faith is to be the ground of their confi
dence. Probably the writer wishes to combine two 
ideas: first that the underlying reality of their faith is 
their union with CHRIST, and secondly that courage 
and steadfastness ought to be derived from this faith. 
It is as though he said: 'you are CHRIST'S partners, if 
only you will confidently rest on the truth that you are 
CHRIST'S members. Partners with CHRIST in the 
glories of His royal inheritance, if only you will bold 
fast to that confidence which is based on the truth that 
you are parts of CHRIST in the sharing of His life.' 

the beginning. It does not necessarily mean that 
they had only lately become Christians, for they were 
almost certainly the second generation of Hebrew 
Christians. But all Chrisfri.ns are beginners in the 
sense that they have not yet realized to the full the 
greatness and power of their faith, though they have 
within them the first principle of growth and progress. 

unto the end. It is not necessary to say exactly what 
the 'end' may be. It is enough to know that it is the 
end of probation. 

15. • While it is said. It is perhaps simplest to take 
these words as connected with ' if we hold fast.' The 
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To-day if ye shall hear his voice, 
Harden not your hearts, as· in the provocation. 

For who, when they heard, did provoke? nay, did 16 
not all they that came out of Egypt by Moses? .-\nd 
with whom was he displeased forty years? \',as it 17 
not with them that sinned, whose 10 carcases fell in 
the wilderness ? And to whom sware 

H, <;r. li111b8. 

he that they should not enter into his 

end of co-operatiYe effort 1s during the time of probation, 
and during the time of probation the Voice of God 
encouraging and warning sounds in our ears. 

16-19. The lessons of the Psalm are applied. 
The points are: (1) It was the very men that had 
already experienced God's salvation who provoked 
Him. (:2) Sin was the cause of their ruin, and 
disobedience was the root of their sin. (3) Dis
obedience sprung from faithlessness which robbed 
them of their rest. 

16. did not all they that came oat of Egypt. The 
society of the rescued, of the redeemed, a~ a body was 
apostate. There were exceptions, Joshua and Caleb, 
but practically the whole company of Israel failed. 
And so the writer says 'all.' 

17. was it not with them that sinned. It is not by 
technical breaches of ritual observance that men excite 
God's displeasure; not by repeating mantras wrongly, 
or making mistakes in the ceremonial of sacrifice, but 
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rest, but to them that were disobedient ? And we 
I 9 see that they were not able to enter in because of 

unbelief. 

by violating the eternal law of righteousness. God's 
wrath is not arbitrary or capricious ; sin must by its 
very nature provoke it. 

19. they were not able. Not, ' they did not enter • 
but 'they could not.' The words have terrible force. 
Just as God's wrath is not arbitrary, neither is the 
infliction of the penalty arbitrary. They entered not 
into the rest because they could not enter. Theirs was 
a spiritual incapacity. So we truly say: ' Heaven is a 
prepared place for a prepared people.' A sinner coul4 
not enter Heaven. 



ADDITIONAL NOTE ON iii. 7. 'AS THE HOLY 

GHOST SAITH ' 

In the b'j,istle to tlie Hebrews the direct action of the Holy 
Spirit in the Scriptures is more strongly expressed than in any 
other book of the Bible. Twice in the Acts we find almost 
similar expressions (see i. 16 • Which the Holy Ghost spake be· 
fore by the mouth of David, • and xxviii. 25 'Well spake the 
Holy Ghost by Isaiah the prophet') but in either case the name 
of the human instrument is given. In .the Hebrews, however, we 
find teaching a.scribed to the Holy Spirit in the Scriptures without 
the mention of any intermediate instrument. The passages are 
iii. 7 • Even as the Holy Ghost saith, ' ix. 8 'The Holy 
Ghost this signifying·, x. 15 • The Holy Ghost also heareth 
witness to us. • Several tim~. of course, in the historical books 
of the New Testament we find explicit statements of the Holy 
Spirit speakinfi( to and thrOU!(h consecrated men. giving guidance 
and counsel in special emergencies. Our Lord Himself promised 
that it-would be so: 'It is not ye that speak but the Holy Ghost.· 
St. Mark: xiii. 11. In the Acts we see the promise fulfilled, e. g .. 
'The Spirit said unto Philip, etc ' viii. 29. 'The Spirit said unto 
him . - . ' x. 19. 'The Holy Ghost said ... ' xiii. 2. 'The 
Holy Ghost t•·stilieth unto me, saying . . ' xx. 23. 'Thus 
saith the Holy Ghost ' xxi. 11. But the Hebrews is unique in 
the New Testament in its direct and unqualified statements of the 
utterance of the Holy Spirit in the Scriptures. 

At the same time there is a remarkable point to be noticed 
The writer who thus without qualification, and without the name 
of any human channel, tells us that • the Holy Ghost sa.ith, ' is 
not careful to quote the exact words of the Scriptures ; he is 
content to quote their sense. This is seen, for instance, i11. the use 
of the ninety fifth Psalm. He transfers the words • forty years 
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from one sentence to another. The most conspicuous instance of 
this freedom in dealing with the words of the Old Testament is to 
be found in viii. 8-12 and x. 16·17. The same passage from 
Jeremiah is used in either place. ,vhen he quotes it the first 
time he does not quote the exact words of the Septuagint; but 
still more strangely, when he repeats part of the quotation in x. 
he does not even use the words which he has predously used, but 
varies them. To him the utterance of che Holy Spirit was clearly 
not merely an utterance of the past necessarily stereotyped in a 
certain form of words [or ever, but a living message which He 
continues to utter now. The formula of quotation is• As saith 
the Holy Ghost, • and not ' As sai,l the Holy Ghost. In other 
words Holy Scripture is not merely a \·erbatim record of past 
utterances of the Holy Spirit, but a lively instrument through 
which He now speaks. It is not in the literalness of the tran
scription of certain words that the message and the teaching come, 
but in the living Word Himself acting now on the spirit of man. 
In iv. 12 after e1".pounding the message of the passage quoted, the 
writer sums up the truth by saying, 'The word of God is living, 
and active, and sharper than any two-edged sword, and piercing 
even to the dividing of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow, 
and quick to discern the thoughts and intents of the heart. ' The 
Holy Spirit moves over the written words so that the living \Vorel 
Himself comes forth and deals with the hearts of men. 

It is a fact sufficiently familiar to instructed Christians that the 
Christian Church has never defined the exact meaning or limits or 
inspiration in its relation to Holy Scripture. It is obvious from 
an examination of Scripture itseU that inspiration does not consist 
in divine dictation of exact words. If it were so, an inspired 
writer, such as the Church holds the author of the Hcbrev.'s 
to be, must have quoted the words of the Old Testament 
syllable by syllable exactly, But this is what he does not do; he 
seems indifferent to exact quotation so long- as he can hring home 
to bis readers the force and substance or ·the pns~ag". 

Tbe action of the Holy Spirit in the Scripture, is found to be 
threefold. There is first the action on the human arent who is 
moved to urier or 1.uite word" throngh which n mc~,;;:;ge frorn 
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Goel came to those to whom the words were immediately address
ed. There is secondly the action on the Christian Society by 
which it is led to select and preserve those writings which are 
found to carry permanent and living messages, and enshrine a 
permanent revelation. Thirclly, there is the action in the hearts 
of those who read or hear throughout the course of the ages, and 
thus realize that God is speaking to them. It follows that the 
Holy Scriptures may be translatecl into any language, and yet be 
the vehicle which the Spirit uses for the transmission of the 
Word. 

If we compare this theory of inspiration with that which is 
claimed for the Hindu Vedas, or for the O,ur'an, we shall see 
wherein the contrast lies. The four Vedas, generally recognized 
as the final authority of Hinduism, are called Shrutih ; that is, 
they are believed to be uttered by Brahma, heard by the Rishis, 
and by them committed to writing. The theory is to be found in 
the Upanishads, as for instance, ' Being desirous of liberation, I 
seek Him, the manifestation of spiritual understanding, who in the 
beginning created Brahma and re,·ealed to him the Vedas' (Sweta.~
watava). Again: 'This Rig-ved~ was breathed out by that 
great Being. As from the fire contained in damp fuel, smoke comes 
out separate, so, 0 Maitreyi, was breathed out of the great Being, 
this, namely, the Rig-vcda, the Yajur-veda, the Sama-veda. the 
Atharva, Anyivasa, theltihasa, Purana, Scie-nces, Upanishads, 
Slokas, Sufras, A/ter-exj,ositions. All these were breathed out of 
Him' (Brihadaranyaka). As this outbreathing is regarded as 
eternal, the Veda also is held to be eternal, and the question of 
course arose, how could the Veda be eternal when non-eternal 
objects are namecl in it. To this difficulty a further one is aclded 
by the fact that the Vedas refer to times anterior to their own a1;:e. 
Hindu philosophers have incleed attempted to dispose of these 
difficulties. Vyasa and Sankara, for instance, urge that there are 
eternal species of gocls and men and all other existences, and that 
it is these species which are referred to and not to individuals. 
It is obvious, however, that the theory of eternity having teen 
started it became necessary to attempt to uphold it, and a study 
of <'ven a small part of the Rig-i•eda will convince any reasonable 
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man, who is not bound to maintain a certain theory at whatever 
eost, that the different hymns were composed at different times. 
It speaks of old and new Rishis, and there cannot be an eternal 
species of old and new. lt was also held that the Vedas being so 
entirely and completely di\'ine could not be liable to any change 
or abrogation. Nothing could possibly be lost, and no difference 
of reading could possibly exist. It has been found, however, that 
no subtlety can dispose of the fact that there are not now extant as 
many Slokas as are undoubtedly declared by old writers to have 
existed in their time, and so a comparatively modern theory has 
now been adopted to account for the modifications and losses 
which are admitted to ham taken place. It is said that the Vedas 
were withdrawn at the end of the Y11gas, and afterwards re
covered, but on recovery they were modified to suit the special 
conditions of the age. One of the special conditions of the Kali 
age (i.e., the present age) for which special provision had to be 
made was the small intelligence of the Brahmans. For this reason 
the one Veda had to be divided into many parts because the Brab
mans would not be able to master the whole. Thus, it is argued, 
there is a constant super\'ision by the Rishis of the religion, and 
the V cda being adapter! to each age many o( the Sloka.~ have been 
withdrawn. It need not be considered here whether the subject
matter of the Veda bears witness to its inspiration, whether like 
the sun it proves itself to be light-giving by shining. The theory 
of its inspiration is the only matter in question here. 

The orthodox Sunni view of the inspiration of the Qur'an is that 
it is unique and divinely perfect l!,lld that no other method of 
inspiration is conceivable in the case of a divine book designed to 
be complete and fina.1. The Qur'an is the nncrea.ted word of God. 
It bas exi,;ted in its present form as an attribute of God from all 
eternity. Written on the Preserved Tablet· it was copied by 
hea\'enly beings and sent down to the lowest heaven. From there 
it was carried by the angel Gabriel to Muhammed bit by bit. The 
prophet after reco,·ering from the ecstasy in which he heard it, 
recited to others what had been revealed to him, and they either 
wrote it down or committed it to memory. After the death of 
Muhammed all that was either retained in the memory of the hearers 
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or written down on writing material was brought together into one 
volume by the order of the Kalifh. It is claimed that this was 
done with such extraordinary care that there can be no question 
as to the accuracy ol the text and its exact correspondence with 
what Muhammed heard. It is allowed that a second recension was 
made under the Kalifh Uthman in order to put the text into the 
exact dialect of Arabic in which it had been originally delivered. 
Thus the claim for the Qur'an is that it has come down from 
heaven exactly as it is now, word for wol'd, letter for letter. It is 
the eternal word of God unchanged and unchangeable. 

It is easy to point out how precarious is such a method of 
transmission of the eternal word, how impossible it is reasonably 
to claim that there is no doubt as to its absolute accuracy, when 
part of the Qu'ran depended upon the retentiveness of human 
memories, and we do not know which part was transcribed from 
written material!;, and which was due to the memory of the hearer. 
Moreover the fact that there are disputed readings shews how 
mistaken it is for men to imagine for themseh'es that a certain 
method is the only possible method 0£ conveying a perfect revela
tion, and then to measure revelation by this supposed perfect 
standard. It is the presumption of insisting that God must reveal 
His word in a certain way instead of humbly investigating to see 
how as a matter of fact He noes re,·eal it. 

But it is by examining the words of the Qu'ran itself that such a 
theory of inspiration as applied to this book is demonstrated as 
impossible. The Qu'ran can positively be proved to have been 
drawn largely from materials which existed before it. For instance, 
it even quotes the Psalms. This, of course·. is no argument against 
its being an inspired book, because there may be an inspired 
selection, but it is conclusive against its ~eing inspired in the way 
in which it is claimed to be by the Sunni orthodox doctrine. The 
question as to whether it is inspired according to some other view 
of inspiration has to be settlecl hy other consiclerations. with which 
we are not now concerned. 

One other point may be noticed in connexion with the question 
of inspiration ; both in the case of the Vedas and of the Qur'an 
it is ch1imed tliat the language itself has so divine a quality that 
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not only is it a convincing mark of true inspi'ration, but that also 
it cannot be rendered into other languages without losing its divine 
force. It is widely held that a knowledge of Sanskrit is indispens
able for attaining to the occult knowledge of the Vedas. It is urged, 
on the other hand, that the perfection of the Arabic of the Qur'an 
is such that in itself this is a proof of its divine origin. Translation, 
therefore, of these writings is deprecated as irreverent and mis
leading. Rightly to know the Vedas Sanskrit must be known; 
rightly to know the Qur'an Arabic must be known. Christians, on 
the contrary, claim that the knowledge of the New Testament 
Scriptures and their substantial message does not neccessarily 
depend on a knowledge of Greek. The inspiration is not in the 
words but in the Word. To make divine knowledge depend on 
the acquisition of difficult languages is to confine it to a very few. 
If the literal verbal inspiration of Scripture be accepted as the only 
kind of inspiration befitting a divine book, a check is at once put 
upon the translation of it. If, however, there is a belief in the 
present inspiring activity of the Holy Spirit who takes living 
languages as His instruments, then there is a powerful impulse to 
translate the Scriptures into every tongue, and• it is found to be 
one of the functions of the Spirit so to raise and elevate a language 
that in its words it may be said, ' as saith the Holy Spirit. • 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON iii. 8 AND jii. 13. 

One of the forms which the monistic philosophy of India has 
taken results in the denial of human responsibility. The desire for 
an intellectual system complete and logical in every part is at the 
root of this monism. Such a system has necessarily to ignore 
human experience and human sentiment, and it does so by 
regarding them as illusory. Logical completeness is attained by 
holding that as there is but one supreme Will in the universe, a11 
that is or happens must be due to that ,one Will. To believe that 
there are other wills which can become effective causes is to 
deny the existence of an Almighty Will. Thus it follows that what 
man appears to do he does not really do ; he is moved by the one 
\Viii as a marionette is moved by the hand that holds the string. 
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The result of this theory of existence, which lies at the back of the 
minds of millions in India, is a sense of passive irresponsibility ' I 
am what I am because I was made so ' or 'I did what I did because 
it was fated, i.e., willed by the one all-embracing Will, that I 
should do it. ' It is true that it is generally in the case of bad 
actions that the responsibility is attributed to God whilst in the 
case of good there is silence as to the Divine direction. Thus the 
tendency of popular pantheism in India is to enconrage men to 
take credit for their -virtues and to blame God for their vices. 

In Holy Scripture there is a balancing of two complementary 
truths: oil the one hand, the greatest stress is laid on the infinite 
power of God, and His irresistible \Viii ; on the other hand, equal 
stress is laid Oil the freedom and responsibility of man. If certain 
passages are taken by themselves, it might be said that the 
Scriptures assert the absolute unconditional Will of God ; if 
another set of passages be taken, it might be maintained that the 
Scriptures assert the entire freedom of man. The truth lies in the 
balancing of the two truths as they are balanced in Heb. iii. 
On the one hand it is : • lest any of you be hardened ' ; on the 
other hand : ' harden not your hearts·. The typical case in the 
Old Testament is that of Pharaoh. Of him we are told three 
times that 'he hardened his heart', whilst we are also told several 
times that ' the Lord hardened Pharaoh 's heart.' It means that 
there exists an unchanging moral law rooted in the will of God, 
inexorable in its working, with which man has the power to 
co-operate, which he has also the power to resist- If he resists the 
law of righteousness, he is hardened inevitably by the moral 
consequences which necessarily ensue. The very circumstances 
and conditions which should have brought him nearer to God take 
him further away. To take a simple illustration : a ship wrongly 
steered through carelessness or nei-:lect o[ duty is driven by wind 
and tide upon rocks and smashed to pieces, but these same forces 
rightly used would have brought the ship safely into port. The 
crew were destroyed by the wind and tide and yet they destroyed 
themselves. St. Paul in Rom. ix after quoting the typical case 
of Pharaoh sums up the truth in the words ' So then He hath 
mercy on whom He will. and whom He will He hardeneth • , 
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that is, the one and the same righteous Will is fruitful in mercy to 
those that accept it and co-operate with it, but results in the 
hardening of those who resi6t it. There has arisen the use of a 
sad phrase 'Gospel hardened ' which is used to denote the 
condition of those who continually hearing the good news of 
CHRIST, and either rejecting it or proving indifferent to it, are 
actually hardened by the Gospel. They harden their hearts and 
so the Gospel hardens them. The same sun which shines upon 
one plant with its root deep in the earth and causes it to ripen into 
beauty, shines upon another and causes it to wither. It is not 
surprising that when our Lord saw the process of h,ardening going 
on before His eyes, when He perceived that His deeds of mercy 
and power instead of opening the hearts of the Pharisees to the 
action of grace were hardening them, He was moved by anger and 
grief (St. Mark iii. 5). 

Christian philosophy thus believes in an Almighty Will of God, 
but believes that this Will bas willed so to condition itself by the 
creation of finite wills, that it is true lo say of man ' he ha• 
hardened his heart, ' and ' he was hardened.' 



CHAPTER IV 

LET us fear therefore, lest haply, a promise being t 

1-14. The Rest is indeed prepared, but there is a 
fear that some may fall short, for earnest diligence 
is needed to secure an entry. It is Ciod's Rest, final 
and perfect. Even the fathers who were promised 
a Rest, and warned of the passing of opportunity 
(many proving heedless of the warning) might have 
known from Joshua's words that the Rest in Canaan 
was not the final Rest. For the people of Ciod there 
is an abiding Sabbath~Rest. 

I. Let us fear therefore. 'Therefore·, because if 
those of former times were given a promise and failed 
to realize it, the failure may be repeated by those who 
have succeeded them. 

There is a 'holy fear ', the completion of the seven
fold gift of the Spirit. The fruit of this 'holy fear ' is 
a shrinking away from anything which may lead to our 
loss of God and all that He has promised. It is the 
apprehension of danger, given for the protection of the 
spiritual life; we work out our own salvation with fear. 
It may be exercised in behalf of others; so St. Paul in 
2 Cor. xi. 3: xii. 20; Gal. iv. 11. 
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left of entering into his rest, any one of you should 
2 seem to have come short of it. For indeed we have 

a promise being left. The entrance into Canaan of 
the children of the apostate Israelites did not exhaust 
God's promise. It still stands waiting to be claimed by 
the new Israel. 

lest ... any one of you. The exercise of holy fear 
is to be by the whole body in behalf of each individual. 

should seem to have come short of it. The Greek 
words may mean ' should imagine that he has come 
short of it•. It is a common religious phenomenon for 
intensely earnest men to doubt their own salvation, but 
obviously this was not the peril of the Hebrews. The 
terrible warning in vi. 4-6 could never have been 
addressed to them had it been so. \Ve might have 
expected the author to write simply, 'lest any uf you 
should come short of it,' but probably 'should seem' is 
inserted to warn against the slightest approach of what 
men might regard as failure. There are those without 
as well as the brethren within to be considered. 

to have come short of it. It is not only active sin 
against which they ha,·e to be warned, but failure to 
respond to opportunity, with its abiding result of per
manent loss. The tense of the verb specially denotes 
this abiding result. 

2. For indeed we have had good tidings. ' You have 
no doubt that they received a promise of good things ; 
ha Ye no doubt that we too are the possessors of a pro
mise. In view of the following words we might have 
expected the writer to have said, 'they received a 
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had 1 good tidings preached unto us, 
even as also they: but the word of 
hearing did not profit them, because ' 
they were not united by faith with them 
that heard. 3 For we which have be
lieved do enter into that rest; even as 
he hath said, 

177 

1 Or, a gos
pel 

t Some an
cient authori
ties read, it 
was. 

J Some an- 3 
cient authori-
ties read W, 
therefore. 

promise even as we have, ' but it is the insidious 
creeping doubt that perhaps after all there was nothini 
in store for them which he wishes to crush. 

they were .not united by. faith with them that beard. 
These words are somewhat difficult. The simplest 
explanation of them, if the reading adopted by the R. V. 
be taken, is this; the offer of the promise availed them 
nothing in that they were not united in faith with the 
faithful few, Joshua, Caleb, who did accept it. The 
word for 'unite' is found in I Cor. xii. 24 where the 
thought is of the harmonious union of the different parts 
of the body. So in this passage the thought may be 
that a common faith in the promise would have united 
together all the parts of the spiritual body of Israel, but 
the large majority failed with ruinous results. Another 
well attested reading, adopted by Bishop Westcott, 
means that that the word did not profit them because it 
was not incorporated by faith in them that heard. 

3. For we which have believed do enter. The ' for • 
looks back to the first part of v. 2. The goodness of 
the tidings is proved by experience, for the believer is. 
now actually entering into the Rest of God. 

12 
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' Gr. If tl11!y 
$1tall enfl!r. 

HEBREWS IV. 4 

As I sware iu my wrath, 
' They shall not enter into my rest: 

although the works were finished from the founda-
4 tion of the world. For he hath said somewhere 

of the seventh day on this wise, And God rested 
5 on the seventh day from all his works; and in 

this place again, 

even as he bath said. Again and in v. 4 the words 
quoted are directly attributed to the Holy Spirit. 

As I swore in my wrath, etc. The argument is subtle 
and somewhat difficult to follow. In the English 
authorized version it is unintelligible. Apparently, the 
quotation is made to confirm the truth that a Rest has 
been provided; the very fact that some were excluded 
from it proves its existence. 

although the works were finished from the foundation 
of the world. This rest has been provided from the 
beginning; it is God's own Rest. Man's predestined 
end is to share the Divine Blessedness, and that end has 
not yet been reached, although it has been provided for 
so long. 

4-5. For be bath said somewhere, etc. The Greek 
particle translated ' somewhere • means rather in this 
connexion' as everybody knows'. The quotation is so 
familiar that it is not stated where it is taken from. It 
is employed to support the contention that a Divine 
Rest is already in existence, and it is none other than 
this Rest of which men have been invited to become 
partakers. 
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', They shall not enter into my rest. 
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s Gr. If they 
shall enter. 

Seeing therefore it rernaineth that some ;;hould enter 6 
thereinto, and they to whom 6 the good s or, the 
tidinP-S were before preached failed to gosbel was 

"P 1 Or, To-
enter in because of disobedience, he day, sa;pin, 7 
at1ain defineth a certain day 7 saying in D " 11 i i:l, o after so lon, 
in David, after so long a time, To-day, a time,· a$ u 

hath ·been, 
as it bath been before said, etc. 

The writer is gradually inserting the thought that the 
Rest in Canaan was but symbolical, and that the real 
Rest of which the Holy Spirit was speaking in the 95th 
Psalm was the heavenly one. 

6. Seeiag therefore it remalnetb, etc. It is inconceiv
able that God's promise should utterly fail; 'some' at 
any rate, will attain to the 'Divine Rest•. Deeply 
attractive as is the belief in ' universalism' or the 
ultimate salvation of all human beings, the New Testa
ment gives no support to it. See additional note. 

7. be again deflaeth, etc. There follows the proof 
that the promise to the Israelites in the wilderness of a 
Rest in Canaan was symbolical of the perfect• Rest•. 
Many long years after the time of Moses and the 
contumacy of the Israelites, the f>salmist is used by the 
Holy Spirit (' He saith in David') to exhort those of 
his own time and to declare that the promise is still 
open. The' to-day' is the time of opportunity, and the 
opportunity is not past. 
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To-day if ye shall hear his voice, 
Harden not your hearts. 

1 Gr. J es11s. 

IV. 8 

9 another day. 

For if 8 Joshua had given them rest, 
he would not have spoken afterward of 

There remaineth therefore a sabbath 

8. For if Joshua had given.. them rest, etc, The ' them' 
denotes those descendants of the faithless Israelites, 
who did actually reach and occupy the promised land. 
So a further consideration is added to strengthen the 
argument that the attainment of the Rest in Canaan did 
not exhaust God's promise. Some Israelites under 
Joshua had entered that Rest in Canaan. Plainly, 
then, tf whilst they were actually living in the promised 
land, the Holy Spirit still exhorted them to seize the 
opportunity, it is necessarily implied that there is 
another and final Rest. And so the conclusion follows : 

9. There remaloeth the ref ore a sabbath rest, A new 
word is introduced. The final consummation of bliss 
for the faithful is described no longer merely as a 
' Rest•, but as a' Sabbatismos '. The word at once takes 
the thought back to the Sabbath of God (Gen. ii. 2-3) 
when the destined end of creation was reached in so far 
that there were in the created world free spiritual 
beings capable of attaining to the eternal life of union with 
God. This was the ' Sabbath Rest of God,' that there 
were beings on eaith capable of responding to His love, 
and so sbarini bis blessedness. But necessarily the 
fruition of this blessedness depends on man's response 
and co-operation. The love and service of a free beinr 
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rest for the people of God. For he that is entered I O 
into his rest hath himself also rested from his works, 
as God did from his. Let us therefore give diligence 11 

cannot be forced; man's 'Sabbath Rest' can only be 
attained when hearing the voice of God he perfectly 
responds. The ' Sabbath Rest ' remaineth, for it is in 
the power of each human being to attain it and to 
become numbered among the people of God. 

the people of God, The word is Xao~ of God. 
Hence comes the English word' laity', which thus has 
a far richer meaning than the negative one of not 
belonging to the specially ordained Christian priesthood, 
and signifies membership of the consecrated society, the 
' people of God.' 

I O. For be that Is entered into bis rest, etc:. There is 
no hint here of the Hindu and Buddhist doctrine that 
action is in itself a necessary evil, the cause of re-birth, 
and that m1ikti can only be reached by cessation from 
it. To rest from works in the case of the Creator 
meant that there came a time in the evolution of the 
world when man was fully equipped with all the capa
cities needed for perfect service ; God had provided all, 
and in this sense had finished His work and rested. In 
another sense He ever works: ' My Father worketh 
even until now and I work ' (St. John v. 17). There 
comes a time in the upward course of each man who is 
faithful, when probation, trial and temptation are over, 
and he rests in the fullness of the knowledge and love 
of God. (Compare Rev. xiv. 13.) 

11. Let us therefore give dlllgence. The word 
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1 Or, i,ito 
Gr. in 
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to enter into that r~st that no man fall 
9 after the same example of disobedi-

denotes that moral earnestness which brooks no delay 
in adopting means to the end. (See Eph. iv. 3 ; 2 
Tim. ii. 15.) 

that no man fall. 'Fall' is here used of utter failure 
to attain the end ; it denotes the ruin of a soul. 

From iii. 7 to the end of iv. 9, the exhortations to 
perseverance and the warnings of the grievous results 
of apostasy have been drawn from the words of Holy 
Scripture, and these words have been quoted and 
expounded as the very utterance of the Holy Ghost. 
It was not man who exhorted and warned them but 
God. Before the writer resumes his exposition of the 
High Priesthood of CHRIST he sums up in terse and 
,·igorou!? language the truth that God's word is living, 
because it is now the instrument of His Spirit speaking 
to men and not merely the record of words uttered in 
the far-away past. The word of God cannot be sepa
rated from God Himself. Just as the Psalmist says: 
'By the word of the Lord were the heavens made,' but 
yet the heavens are only sustained in being by the 
living and active presence of Him who made them, so 
the revelation of God in the \vritten word is a living 
voice because it still continues as the present instrument 
of the utterance of Him who first brought it into being. 
To paraphrase the connecting thought between the 
passages : ' Do not think f~r a moment that the words 
which I have quoted are merely the words of a bygone 
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ence. For the word of God is living, and active, 12 

age, addressed to men who have long ago passed away; 
and that they have nothing to do with you to-day. No, 
the promise is for you to-day, the warning is for you to 
give diligent heed to, 'For the word of God, etc.' 

It seems probable that there is no direct reference in 
the passage to Jesus Christ as the Word of God, but 
the use here is a connecting link between St. Paul's use 
and St. John's. (See additional note.) 

12. For the word of God Is living. All the emphasis 
is on the word ' liYing • which comes first in the Greek : 
' For living is the word of God.' The difference 
between a dead word and a living word is not merely 
that the former has lost efficacy because the speaker 
has passed away, and so his message is without force 
under changed circumstances, but a word is living when 
a living speaker still makes the utterance his own, when 
the union between the utterance and the living voice is 
still maintained. This is what the writer asserts to be 
the case with the substance of Holy Scripture. (Com
pare 1 Peter i. 23; Acts vii. 38.) 

and active. Life necessarily manifests itself in force. 
The living word must have results, either (or salvation 
or judgement. 

sharper than any two-edged sword. The epithets get 
more specific as to the nature of the living activity of 
the word in dealing with the individual soul. St. Paul 
using Isa. xi. 4 calls an utterance of God' the sword 
of the Spirit.' (Eph. vi, 17.) St. John in the vision 
of the Revelation (i. 16 nnd xix. 15) describes our Lord 
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and sharper than any two-e<lged sword, and piercing 

as having a sharp two edged sword proceeding out of 
His mouth. Though the use of a weapon of war as a 
symbol might seem to point solely to punishment. yet 
probably it is not mainly the punishing power but the 
piercing penetrating power of the word which is 
symbolized by the sword. It is not merely or mainly 
the sword of the executioner. We have in Acts 
instances of two contrasting effects of the sword-like 
power of the word. In one case (Acts ii. 37) the 
hearers were pierced to the heart and brought to peni
tence ; the cutting brought healing. In the other case 
(Acts v. 33) they were cut to the heart and incited to 
slay the utterers of the word ; the cutting brought 
condemnation. 

piercing even to the dividing of soul and spirit, etc. 
The word is sharper than any sword because a sword 
can but pierce the body, whilst the word penetrates into 
the secret centre of the spiritual nature of man. Though 
the exact construction of the Greek words translated 
'of soul and spirit, of both joints and marrow,• is not 
certain, there is no doubt as to their general meaning. 
The power of the word reaches the whole of man's 
secret nature and affects it all ; it penetrates and then 
W1seen separates, analyzes and reveals man's secret 
things to himself. It touches not only his rational 
nature but his spiritual nature, the realms of thought, 
conduct and character. All is pierced and laid bare. 

' Joints and marrow ' are used symbolically of the 
inmost secret parts of man's invisible nature. 
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even to the dividing of soul and spirit, of both joints 
and marrow, and quick to discern the thoughts and 
intents of the heart. And there is no creature that 13 

quick to discern. The action of the word is described 
more and more as personal. Life and energy and 
penetrating power may be impersonal forces, but the 
exercise of 'criticism' is personal. The single word 
translated ' quick to discern ' signifies the process of 
distinguishing, deciding and passing judgement. As he 
advances in the description it becomes difficult for the 
writer to separate the activity of the word from that of 
Him who uses it as His instrument. The speech and 
Speaker become one. 

the thoughts and intents of the heart. The heart 
stands for the whole inner nature of man from which 
his moral and spiritual life proceeds. The word trans
lated ' thoughts ' indicates the emotional side, the heart 
as the seat of the affections and imagination ; ' intents ' 
covers the more deliberative processes of the inner life, 
which lead to the exercise of moral choice. It is the 
chief characteristic of the word that it does not merely 
direct an outward legal obedience to certain precepts, 
but claims to control the most secret springs of man's 
inner life. In St. Matt. v. and vi. we see our Lord 
taking the word, and making it 'critical' of the thoughts 
11.nd intents of the heart. 

13. And there is oo creature that is not maulfest lo 
his sight. Finally the writer passes to a complete 
identification of the word and Him who utters it. 
Grammatically no doubt the 'his' is 'the word's', but 
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is not manifest in his sight; but all things are 

there is no longer any distinction of action between tht 
'\Vord of God' and 'God. ' As the inm~st soul of the 
individual in its subtlest moYements and feelings i! 
under His judgement, so all created things are trans
parent in His presence. The statement is put negati 
vely : 'There is no created thing which is non-transparen1 
before Him,' and so there follows the positiYe state 
ment in contrast: 'nay on the contrary, etc.' 

all things are naked and laid open. Again words 
naturally applicable to the body are used of spiritua. 
things. Nothing can conceal the true nature from God 
Before Him all are unclothed: and not only unclothed. 
but also the very veins and nerves and inward parts ot 
the frame are exposed to His view. It is the expansior 
of the thought in the word ' transparent.' 

T~e exact meaning of the word rendered ' laid open • 
is not certainly known, but the meaning of ' hung up 
and flayed' given to it by Chrysostom exactly fits the 
context. Another possible meaning is ' prostrate.' 

the eyes of him. Cp. Ps. xxxiv. 15 quoted in 
i. St. Peter iii. 12. There is a true anthropomorphism 
It is natural 'for man to attribute to God the perfection 
of those powers which are felt to be derived from Him. 
' He that made the eye, shall He not see? ' The 
reasoning that seeks "to prove that man makes his own 
God, by arguing that if, for instance, a lion could 
imagine a god, it would represent him as a magnified 
lion, is radically unsound, because if an animal could 
conceive of a ileitv at all, it would at once be raised 
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naked and laid open before the eyes of him with 
whom we have to do. 

Having then a great high priest, who hath passed 14 

into the spiritual sphere, and cease to be merely animal. 
with whom we have to do. Rather, 'to whom we 

h,-.ve to give account.' The prevailing thoughts of the 
last two verses are those of discernment and judgement, 
and the impossibility of disguise. It is He who knows 
us through and through who will 'take account of ll is 
servant!-.' 

14-16. The long digression of warning ended the 
writer resumes his doctrinal theme of the unique
ness of Christ, to the eonfession of whom we are to 
cling. He sums up in a few brief sentences the 
points of his previous instruction. Christ is the 
great High Priest ministering in the exaltation of 
the heavenly sphere, But in spite of His unique 
exaltation in His human and divine natures He is 
close to us through a common experience of the 
trials of earthly life. His experience and ours are
alike in all respects but one, He is sinless. The 
possession of such a High Priest draws us with 
confidence to the MerC)·~Seat. 

14, Having then a great high priest. The word 
'having' implies a kind of intimate possession, It 
eKpresses the thought not merely that there is such an 
One, hut that He is our very own. So devotion led the 
Hebrew people to speak of 'The Lord our God.' 
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through the heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us 

It is the third mention of the high priest in the 
Epistle. One epithet only is applied to Him here, and 
that in the Greek follows the substantive : 'a high priest 
great'. He is 'great' in His exaltation above all 
angelic beings, and in the unlimited extent of His 
sovereignty. See Dan. vii. 13-14 for a prediction of 
this greatness and Eph. i. 20-23 for its fulfilment. 

who bath passed through the heavens. The meaning 
is the same as in i. 3. The Ascension was His exalta
tion in human nature into the heavenly sphere as 
supreme King. See Eph. iv. 10. 'The heavens ' 
signified here are not that eternal sphere of glory in 
which He now is, but the created heavens through 
which to the eyes of the onlookers He passed when His 
exaltation was pictured to them symbolically (St. Luke 
xxiv. 51; Acts i. 9-10). When the Son of God by the 
Incarnation temporarily subjected Himself to conditions 
of space He used these conditions as pictures or symbols 
of spiritual realities, but the effect of the Ascension was 
to abolish for Him the limitations of space. In 
common speech men continually use terms strictly 
applicable only to space to denote degrees of dignity. 
To take a simple illustration; to tell a boy to go up in 
his class does not mean that he is to mount to a higher 
part of the building. (See note on vii. 26.) 

Jesus the Son of God. The human name comes first 
because the stress is laid on the exaltation of the 
humanity. The birth name tells of the suffering and 
death through which He passed, whilst the title ' the Son 
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hold fast our confession. For we have not a high ll> 

of God• sets forth His Deity and the height from which 
He descended to save men by becoming their high 
priest. 

let DI hold fast our confession. Again as in iii. 1 it 
is both to the faith and to the open acknowledgement of 
it that the Hebrews were to cling. A Christian who is 
unwilling openly to confess his faith is not a Christian. 
The expression ' hold fast • suggests danger ; the precious 
possession may be torn from them; let them cling 
tightly to it. The same word is used in the Revelation 
of the High Priest's grasp of the seven stars. (See 
St. John x. 29.) 

15. a high priest that cannot be touched with the 
feeling. The recital of His greatness might make men 
fear that their high priest was far removed from them, 
an exalted being untouched by the griefs of men. The 
writer at once guards against the possibility of such an 
error. 

' Be touched with the feeling of ; • that is, 'sympa
thize'. In 1. St. Peter iii. 8 we have the adjective 
'sympathetic', but or.ly in this Epistle is the verb used, 
and only in this place is it applied to CHRIST in His 
revelation to us. It does not mean actually experience 
the same sufferings at the same time (as a related word 
in Rom. viii. 17 and 1. Cor. xii. 26 denotes) but the 
power to put oneself in the same position as the sufferer 
and so have a fellow-feeling with him. Even in the 
highest conceptions of the Hindu avatar the idea 
of human fellow-feeling has little place; it is the 
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priest that cannot be touched wiLh thl! feeling of our 

5uper-human which is the chief characteristic. In the 
\1uhammadan world next to the cry 'There is no Got! 
but Allah • there is perhaps no phrase more frequently 
uttered than 'Allahu akbar • ' God is great. ' But this 
sense of God's greatness seems to remove Him from 
His worshippers. Their attitude is to be one of fear 
and subjection before an all-powerful Master, a God to 
whom it would be derogatory to be touched with the 
feeling of their infirmities. To Christians God is great 
indeed, but the conception of His greatness is balanced 
by the conception of His loving sympathy. 

of our lnflrmldes, See St. Matt. viii. 17 where the 
words of Isaiah are interpreted of CHRIST, and we are 
told• Himself took our infirmities'. In the Gospels and 
Acts the word is always used of physical ailments, 
but in the Epistles it seems to have a wider meaning, 
and may be taken to include all those weaknesses of our 
human nature which under circumstances of temptation 
may become occasions of sin. Besides the weariness 
and pain of body there are the tendencies to sloth and 
impatience, the shrinking from moral effort, the distress 
of disillusionment, etc. 

but one that bath been in all points tempted. Here is 
the root of the high priest's sympathy : lli has shared 
the common experience of men. Cp. ii. 18 where, as 
here, the perfect tense of the verb directs the thought to 
the continued and permanent effect of the historic fact of 
the temptation rather than to the fact itself. He is one 
who having been tempted ever retains the fruit of that 
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infirmities; but one that hath been m all points 

experience. The Greek word for ' tempted ' is that 
which is used in the New Testament in the widest sense 
of putting to the test or trial. Sometimes it signifies 
indacing to sin; it is the word used by three Evangelists 
of the temptation in the wilderness. Sometimes it only 
means that kind of testing which our Lord Himself 
applied to His disciples, as in St. John vi. 6. It is the 
ground of the Christian's absolute confidence in hiti 
Lord's sympathy that there is no kir.d of trial and no 
kind of inducement to sin which He Himself has not 
experienced. 

like as we are. The Greek words literally mean 
'according to likeness'. They may mean either 
' according to the likeness of our trials' or ' according to 
the likeness of our nature '. Possibly the vagueness is 
intended to cover both meanings. There was in our 
high priest the likeness of temptations and the likeness 
of nature wherein to confront the temptations. 

yet without sin. But the likeness must have this one:: 
limitation. Again the words are, no doubt, intentionally 
wide. They may include the following thoughts:-

(1) In His case temptation did not result in sin, and 
so there was not in Him that kind of weakness which 
comes from the wounds of former sin, and makes a man 
more liable to fall; (2) There is a limit to the likeness 
of His nature; in Him there is no transmitted weakness 
or taint known technically as ' original sin '. 

The question therefore arises: Can one whose human 
nature was both without any hereditary taint and also 
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16 tempted like as we are, yet without sin. Let us 

from its union with the Divine nature necessarily 
inc.apable of sin, be said to have endured real temptation, 
or to have been ' in all points tempted like as we are ' ? 
The answer seems to be that only he has felt the full 
force of temptation who has never yielded to it. 
Against Him who stood firm the whole conceivable 
power of temptation was exerted. He experienced it at 
all points. The fact that through the union of the two 
natures it was impossible for Him to yield talces nothing 
either from the force of the temptation which attacked 
Him or from the completeness of His knowledge of it. 
To take a simple illustration: a breakwater conceivably 
might be so constructed that it would be impossible for 
the sea to break it. Such would endure the utmost 
power of the waves, whilst a weaker one might succumb 
before the full force had been felt. No doubt a moral 
example is more complete when it is set by one who in 
every respect is under exactly the same moral circum
stances as ourselves. But had CHRIST come, not 
merely 'in the likeness of sinful flesh' but in flesh that 
was actually tainted with original sin, He could neither 
have been our Redeemer nor a perfect model of 
humanity. Nor does the truth that CHRIST was 
incapable of sin impair His moral liberty. God is the 
one Being who is perfectly free, but God cannot sin. 
Liberty in its highest sense does not carry with it the 
capacity of doing evil. 

16. Let us therefore draw near. The word for • draw 
near' is a favourite one with the writer. He uses it 
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therefore draw near with boldness unto the throne 
of grace, that we may receive mercy, and may find 
grace to help us in time of need. 

seven times and always of the approach to God. It is 
the otdinary word in the Old Testament either for the 
approach of the priest to the altar or of the ceremonially 
clean to the holy place. Its use here suggests the 
dignity of the Christian's state. Not outside the 
sanctuary is he to stand, but depending on the greatness 
and sympathy of his high priest he is to draw near. 

with boldness. See note on iii. 6. 
unto the throne of grace. The throne which at the 

consummation of all things must be a throne of judge
ment is now a throne of grace, from which the Supreme 
Pontiff of mankind dispenses His gifts. (Cp. Eph. 
iv. 8.) 

that wo may receive mercy, and may find grl!ce. 
We may expect 'mercy' because of His sympathy. 
He has stooped to sinners and knows their need. We 
may expect 'grace ' because of His greatness : He has 
power to raise and strengthen those to whom He stoops . 
We' receive' the mercy, the gift of pardon; we have to 
seek grace continually- for the needs of life, and seeking 
we are bound to find. (St. Matt. vii. 7.) 

to help us In time of need, Grace is God's answer to 
man's need. To be commissioned to His service is to 
have the assurance that adequate grace will be provided 
for its fulfilment, 

l3 



ADDITIONAL NOTE ON iv. 6, 'SOME SHOULD ENTER 

Hindus sometimes urge that in Hinduism there is a more noble 
conception of the wideness of God's mercy tha.n in Christianity. 
They claim that the mercy embraces every soul and brings all at 
length to the attainment of the true end. The way may be 
immeasurably long, the number of re·births may be almost 
innumerable, but all finally reach mukti. This conception they 
contrast with the Christian doctrine as contained in the words of 
CHRIST; 'He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, but 
he that disbelieveth shall be condemned; • or in the words of 
Heh. iv. 6 which imply that there are those who shall not 
enter into the •Sabbath-Rest• of God. To quote the words of a 
Hindu writer : ' Christianity inculcates that our souls -re created 
by God at the time of our entering the world, and that this life is 
one of brief probation wherein we must prepare for a place in 
heaven, a.nd after death we shall be in eternal communion with 
God. For those who will seek God a.nd find Him and decide in 
CHRIST, this eternal happiness may be assured, but what for the 
endless number of His creatures who cannot prepare themselves 
during tbe brief probation? For such as· do not know CHRIST, 
or knowing Him do not decide in Him ? What hope does the 
Christian doctrine hold out for these myriads of helpless? It holds 
out little hope for them, and this is a most disheartening feature 
of Christian doctrine. Contrast this with the Hindu belief. It 
supposes an endless series of lives, ea.eh life being a stage of 
purification and advancement. The humblest worm will pass 
through the evolution till it obtains salvation. Thus every crea• 
ture of the earth will advance and reach the goal of existence, a.nC, 
every sinner will be purified and ta.ken to Him. Each birth is a 
stage of improvement, each stage removing a man to a state of 
comparatively higher intelligence until he is saved. More mercy 
of God is revealed in this doctrine than in that of the Christians, 
according to which numberless must be doomed to eternal 
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perdition for sins uncondoned. The purpose of the Creator is also 
better revealed in the one than in the other.' 

It is important to point out that directly we hold that all men 
must necessarily be saved we rob ' salvation ' of the character of 
holiness. For holiness cannot merely be imparted to men at the 
will of a merciful God. It must be freely chosen and accepted. 
By its very natute it is the quality of free self-cletermining spirits. 
lii the true sense of holiness no created being can be holy unless 
be himself wills and chooses to be so by a voluntary service and 
de\·Otion to God. If a man is finally to be saved, be must neces
sarily become holy. Supposing that he rejects holiness, or as 
the Hebrews puts it, refuses to enter into the 'Sabbath-Rest' 
of God, no process of rebirth however long continued can neces
sarily produce this result, If Hinduism presents us with a 
conception of universal ' salvation ' it does so at the cost of 
emptying the salvation of reality ; and we are not surprised to 
find that the Hindu mukti is widely different from the Christian 
salvation. The former is the ' salvation ' of deep unvarying 
unconsciousness, which can easily be compared with a state of 
coma, and a state of coma infinitely protonged is a state of death. 
It is sometimes denied that mukti means the loss of individual 
consciousness, but the denial is only made by those who have been 
influenced by Christian teaching, whether they realize it or no. 
Passage after passage of the Upanishads teach that mukti is a 
state of unconsciousness. In the Chhandogya Upanishads. ii. 1 
we read : ' When a man has fallen so sound asleep, and bas so 
completely and perfectly been lulled to rest that he knows no 
dream 'image, that is the Self, so he spake, that is the Immortal, 
the Fearless, that is Brahman.' The pupil replies to. the teacher, 
• He has entered then into nothingness ; herein I can cliscern 
nothing consolatory.' The Christian conception of sah·ation is 
that of conscious blessedness of the love and service of God in His 
um·eiled Presence, and of this blessedness we have become capa• 
ble by the free acceptance of His grace. 

_The New Testament lays 
salvation is the will of God. 
men to be saved, and come 

down very definitely that univenal 
' God our Saviour ' who willeth all 

to the :knowledge of the truth; for 
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there is one God, one media.tor also between God and men. 
Himself man, CHRIST JESUS, who gave HimseH a ransom for all 
(l Tim. ii. 4-6). God's love is to the world and to each particular 
portion or it : ' Gcd so loved the world that He gave. . . 
There is no limitation : the wideness of the mercy of God is for 
the world. 

And yet the New Testament lays down equally definitely the 
dignity of human nature, by which man is declared to be not a 
part of a great mechanism which works out a. certain result by a 
foreordained process, but a CO•operatiilg agent free to serve and 
free to refuse service. • ln other words, it teaches that though 
God's will is that all without exception should attain to blessed
ness through His love and service, yet blessedness cannot be forced 
upon those who will not have it. A man cannot be forced into 
heaven, nor can the heavenly character be forced into him. The 
choice between the Hindu conception mentioned above and tb,e 
Christicm is the choice between man emptied of tnle manhood and 
man raised to God through the co-operation of his own will by the 
free acceptance of God's grace 

It is urged in reply : the grace which men are willingly to 
accept is given in CHRIST, and they are to accept it during a 
probation which in all cases is short, and in some cases is very 
short. Further, what is to become of the millions who were born 
before CHRIST, and of the million!! who even in the Christian era 
have either had no opportunity of ever hearing His name or have 
never had the truth presented to them in such a way that they 
could really apprehend it and realize its call to them ? The 
answer to the difficulty as to the length of the probation is that we 
cannot measure opportunities of spiritual choice by minutes, 
hours, years and centuries. It is not hard for those who believe 
in the wisdom and love of God to believe that whatever length the 
probation may be, sufficient opportunity will be provided. The 
Hindu believes that sufficient opportunity can only be provided in 
the course of countless ages and countless rebirths into earthly 
life. The Christian believes that he is only sure of one earthly 
life, of one opportunit); which be knows is bis • while it is called 
to-day.' The EJ>istle to the Hebrews is a loud and insistent call 
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to men to seize the opportunity. As to the process of growth in 
holiness alter the eartbiy probation is over, we may well believe 
that eternity is not too long for that, if it be right to predicate ol 
eternity ideas which belong to time-which probably it is not. 

The difficulty of the millions either born before the Incarnation 
or without genuine opportunity of accepting CHRIST, could only 
be raised by those who have very imperfect conceptions of the 
doctrine of His Person'and eternal eJ1istence. The term Christia
nity is comparatively modern when measured by the duration of 
the human race on, earth, but the religion which it describes began 
not with the Incarnation of the Son but with the first dawn in 
man of the knowledge of God. The first man who had intercourse 
with God was the first ' Christian '. The light by which he 
became conscious of God was mediated to him through the eternal 
Word of God, who was the Mediator of creation, for 'all things 
were made by Him'. To speak of the millions before CHRIST 
who ha;re had no opportunity of accepting CHRIST is wholly to 
misconceive the doctrine of the Word of God. All men have had 
the opportunity of receiving and responding to such a measure of 
light as was granted to them through Him • who lighteth every 
man, coming into the world.' More and more as man became 
ready did God manifest Himself, unfil linally there came the 
perfect manifestation ill human nature when the Eternal Word was 
made man, God in CHRIST reconciling all things unto Himself. 
That the term ' Christianity • is applied to this religion simply 
means that in the Incarnation there has come the completion of 
that which through all the ages was in varying degrees the faith 
of faithful men. In Heb~ws xi. we have a roll of those who 
lived by faith, by response, that is, to the light that was mediated 
to them through the Word before the Word became the CHRIST 
by completely uniting Himself with human nature. Instead of 
being regarded as those without opportunity they are held up to 
those who know of the completion in the In'carnation as their 
example and inspiration. 

Qne point remains : it may be said • Even if we accept the 
doctrine of the Word that "lighteth every man" and gives all 
their op_portunity or probation, granting that the difterence 
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between men cannot possibly be measured by the test as to 
..-.hether they were born before the Incarnation or after, yet a 
difficulty remains. God by His foreknowledge must have known 
which of the souls He created would respond in faith and which 
would rebel in unbelief. That there should be at the last any in 
final rebellion would argue failure on the part of God. Is it not 
reasonable to believe that God in His foreknowledge would 
create none but those whom He foreknew would eventually 
respond to His love and so attain their destined end ? Does not 
belief in Divine love combined witb Divine foreknowledge 
preclude the creation of any soul which should fail.? 

The only answer to be made from the Christian standpoint is 
that the human mind is incapable of drawing conciusions from such 
premises. The creation of self-determining spirits was an act of 
self-limitation on the par.t of God. How it affects His foreknow
ledge we do not know and we have no means of knowing. All 
we ae.n be sure of is that it does not affect His love. The 
Christian must believe that it was not without reasons of the 
gravest import that CHRIST could say of a human being, '.It were 
good for that man if he bad never been born '. To proclaim a 
doctrine of universalism is to weaken men's sense of responsibility 
and to encourage them to laxity. No book in the Bible stands as 
a ·more stern and terrible witness against this then the Epistle to 
the Hebrews. Its constant message is : ' Rich and magnificent 
are God's promises to you: terrible and irrevocable is the penalty 
of the rejection of them.' 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON iv. 12-13. 'THE WORD OF GOD' 

Though it is probable that there is no direct reference in this 
passage to JESUS CHRIST as the Word of God, it should be 
remembered that some commentators have interpreted it in this 
sense. At least it may be said that there is an approach in the 
passage to the idea of the Personality of the Word. 

Logo·s in classical Greek means either word or t·eason, but in 
the New Testament, apart from St. John's use of it, it generll.lly 
stands for the substance of God's message to man whether 
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conveyed through speech or writing. In one or two passages it 
plainly means reason, and in one or two more account (as in 
Heb. iv. 13), but usually it means the substance of the revela
tion as proclaimed by the messengers of the Gospel. This use 
was naturally taken over from that in the Old Testament where 
the Word always denotes the message which God revealed to the 
prophets to be declared to the people in God's name. The usual 
phrase is 'The Word of the Lord came ', but once it is ' The 
Word which Isaiah saw' (Isa. ii. 1). The essence of the 
message is not dependent on the special circumstances of the 
time or place ; it is from God and therefore permanent, and so 
can be applied to God's people .mder new circumstances. Thus 
the writer applies the ' Word ' in Heb. iv. ; the substance of 
the message of Ps. XCV is applied to men under a new set o{ 
circumstances, for ' Living is the word of God'. 

But it was natural that the phrase 'The Word of God ' should 
have been selected as a description of JESUS CHRIST Himself, not 
merely as equivalent to the Teacher, but to express the truth that 
He Himself is the complete substance of the revelation of God 
and that His eternal function is that of manifesting God. For the 
idea contained in the phrase was familiar both to Hebrew 
thought and to Alexandrian philosophy. In the opening words 
of Genesis there is the repeated ' And God said ', which is the 
instrument of His manifestation of Himself in creation, ac:id 
Jewish literature before the Incarnation had already spolren of 
this' Word of God,' which was the medium of revelation, as 
personal. Possibly the language may be regarded as in part 
poetical, but it familiarized Jewish thought with the idea of a 
personal Word. In the Wisdom of Solomon God's Word is 
spoken of as flis Agent in creation and in judgement (Wisdom ix. 
1; xviii 15). Alexandrian philosophy, particularly as represent• 
ed by Philo, used the term ' The Word' to denote the total 
manifestation of the divine powers in the universe. Philo, though 
apparently having no place in his system for the Incarnation, 
applies to 'the Word' terms which resemble those applied to 
CHRIST in the New Testament. For instance, he calls it 'The 
Image of God, ' ' The Elder Son,' 'The First begotten,' 'The 
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Intercessor, ' 'The Instrument of Creation, ' ' The Interpreter of 
God,' 'The High Priest', 'The Fountain of Wisdom from which 
drawing water one may find eternal life instead of death.' It was 
not unnatural then that St. John in seeking for a term to describe 
the relation of CHRIST to God and the universe should have 
selected one which conveyed ideas already familiar. It was as 

though he presented to Hebrew and Greek thought the fullness of 
what both religion and philosophy had felt after and partly and 
dimly described. Moreover there is nothing in St. John's 
doctrine of CHRIST which is not to be found in the Hebrews and 

in St. Paul's Epistles, but when he sought for a single term which 
would express both to Jew and Greek the ideas of eternity and 
mediation he found it in the term Logos or Word, 

It is in the doctrine of the Logos that we have the interpretation 
of all that is good and true in every form of religion. Indi~ 
teachers have suggested hints akin to this doctrine, for they have 
spoken of the Word (Shabda) as the substance of the revelation to 
men, though the term itself does not occur in the Vedas. Here 
for instance is a Sakhi attributed to Kabir, a religious reformer of 
North India of the fifteenth century: 'Under the influence of 
Shabda one man died to the world, another gave up his throne; 
those who have understood Shabda their work is completed.' 
Again, we read in the Amar Mui, one of the books of a sect in 
North India, that ' Immortality attaches to those into whose heart 
the immortal Word has entered.' 'When the voice of the Word 
was sounded the indestructible ' One took form.' ' All who have 
assumed bodies have been produced by Shabda. The true 
Shabda reverberates in the universe.' 'The Atman without 
Shabda is blind and cannot find the path.' The latter saying we 
may see fulfilled in ' In Him was life, and the life was the light of 
men.' In all such sayings we are bound to recognize the feeling 
after the truth revealed in Him who ' In the beginning was the 
Word.' 

Note, however, that in the Hindi and Bengali translations of 
the Gospel according to St. John Shabda has not been used as 
the translation of the Word. 



CHAPTER V 

FOR every high priest, being taken from among men, I 
is appointed for men in things pertaining to God, 

It is because we have a high priest, both great and 
sympathetic, in the heavenly sphere, that we are to 
cling to our confession. It becomes, therefore, neces
sary that the writer should expound more fully (1) what 
is implied in the high priesthood of CHRIST (v. 1-10 
and vii) and (2) what is His present work in heaven for 
us ( viii-x. 18}. 

V. 11 to end of VI. is another digression from the 
main theme in order to suggest further solemn warnings. 

1-4, The characteristic marks of a true high 
priest and of his ministry are laid down, and 5-10 

Christ is shewn to have ideally fulfilled them. 

I. every high priest. The word ' every ' seems to 
widen the conception beyond the Aaronic priesthood to 
the essentials of priesthood wherever it may be found. 

being taken from among men. Here are two marks 
of the priest: (1) he is' taken', i. e. his selection is due 
to the Divine initiative, and neither to his own nor that 
-of his fellows. Goo's hand is laid upon him : (2) he 
must be human ; e, g. an angel could not be a priest of 
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that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices for sins: 

men. These marks are illustrated in the appointment 
of the Christian Ministry : (see St. Mark iii. 13-15 and 
St. Luke vi. 12-16). CHRIST calls to Him 'whom He 
Himself would ', and selects some from among those 
whom He called: 'He chose from them twelve.' The 
called and the chosen were from the ' common crowd of 
men.' 

Is appointed for men in things pertaining to God, The 
third mark of priesthood is that existing for the Glory 
of God it sets forth that Glory by representing men 
before God. (See note on ii. 17). 

that he may offer both f ifts and sacrifices for si111. 
The ministry peculiarly belonging to the priesthood is 
that of offering. The offerings here are put under two 
heads, eucharistic (' gifts ') and propitiatory (' sacrifices 
for sins'). Man has to offer as a creature recognizing 
his grateful dependence on His Creator, and as a sinful 
creature seeking forgiveness from an offended Father. 
When the twofold expression ' gifts and sacrifices for 
sins ' is used, the ' gifts ' are such offerings as do not 
entail blood shedding, and are eucharistic, whilst a 
sacrifice for sin is the presentation of the blooq of a 

• slain animal. The word ' offer ' used here and in 
eighteen other places in this Epistle is not found in any 
of the other Epistles. Its first use in the New Testa
ment is of the offerings made by the \Vise Men to 'the 
Young Child.' 

The words 'for sins' must be connected with 'sacri
fices' and not with the verb 'may offer'. 
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who can bear gently with the ignorant and erring, 2 
for that he himself also is compassed with infirmity; 

2. who can bear gently. Another mark of the true 
priestly character is that he strikes the right mean 
between indifference to sin and undue severity. The 
word is changed from that in iv. 15 'feel with' to one 
properly denoting ' feel with in the right degree or 
mean.' The priest in some measure was necessarily a 
judge. When the penitent came to him it was his duty 
to consider the type of offence and \o decide the penalty 
as inflicted by the law. He must not be too lenient nor 
must he be too hard and unbending. To ' bear gently ' 
is to take the middle course between the two extremes. 
The word was a favourite one with Greek ethical 
philosophers, but occurs nowhere else in the New 
Testament. 

with the Ignorant and erring. Wilful and defiant 
transgressors of the law are excluded from the scope of 
this 'gentle dealing.' For them, indeed, no provision 
was made under the old covenant; see x. 28: no expia
tion was possible. Such was the stern and terrible 
character of the Law of Moses. But for those who 
erred through ignorance, or those who through inadver
tence and fleshly weakness violated the law, reconcilia
tion was possible. The words seem to include both 
these classes. It must be remembered, however, that 
there are two kinds of ignorance of God's will, voluntary 
and involuntary. Ignorance which comes from sloth 
and indifference, from neglect of opportunity, is volun
tary : that which comes from want of opportunity i!> 
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3 and by reason thereof is bound, as for the people, 
◄ so also for himself, to offer for sins. And no man 

involuntary. Our Lord tells us that the latter is to be 
dealt gently with at the Great Day. (St. Luke xii. 48.) 
See additional note on the meaning of ignorance. 

for that he himself also ls compassed with Infirmity. 
His own human nature fits him for his office. His 
judgement is based on knowledge, and his knowledge on 
his ~xperience of himself. It takes a man to appreciate 
the infirmities which are the occasions of sin in men. 

3. by reason thereof, In the case of the Levitical 
high priest infirmity actually resulted in sin. The 
comparison with the great high priest is continually 
guarded and limited by the words ' apart from sin.' 

is bound, i.e. both legally and morally; both law and 
conscience prescribe it. 

as for the people, so also for himself, to offer for sins. 
He who would offer for others must himself be clean. 
On the Day of Atonement the high priest had to make 
three confessions ; the first for himself and for his 
family ; the second for the whole priesthood ; the third 
for the people. 

4, no man taketh. The mark of the Divine initia
tive in the appointment of the priesthood is further 
emphasized and enlarged upon. The priest does not 
take, but is taken. 

the honour, i.e. this office endowed with so lofty a 
dignity. 

when he is called of Ged. God's will is made known 
by His call. CHRIST continually laid stress on this 
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taketh the honour unto himself, but when he is called 
of God, even as was Aaron. So Christ also glorified~ 

Divine initiative ' ye did not choose me, but I chose you, 
a.nd appointed you.' (St. John xv. 16.) The word is 
commonly used of the Christian's vocation in general; 
e.g. Eph. iv. 1. 

as was Aaron. Aaron's selection is taken as a type 
• of true vocation. He was first indicated as one who 
should act representatively (Exod. xvi. 33,) and then 
definitely and outwardly called to his office. (Exod. 
xxviii. 1.) 

5-10, Christ is now shewn to have ideally 
satisfied these requirements, (1) He was divinely 
appointed (vv. 5-6); (:z) He experienced human Infir
mity (vv, 7-8); (J) He exercised the high priestly 
ministry (vv 9-10). 

5. So Christ aiso. Here He is called not JESUS but 
CHRIST, the title which in Hebrew thought indicated 
most prominently His Kingship. Even He who was 
King did not of Himself assume the office of High 
Priest. 

glorified not himself. Instead of repeating the phrase 
'took not the honour to Himself' it is changed to 
'glorified not Himself.' The writer recalls CHRIST'S 
own words,• If I glorify myself, my glory is nothing.' 
(St. John viii. 54.) 

to be made a high priest. As sinless man He might 
of Himself have approached the Father in His human 
nature, but He waited until, duly qualified by Divine 
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not himself to be made a high priest, but he that 
spake unto him, 

Thou art my Son, 
This day have I begotten thee: 

as he saith also in another place, 

Thou art a priest for ever 
After the order of Melchizedek. 

appointment and human experience, He might approach 
as the ideal representative of His sinful brethren. 

but be that spake unto hlm, i.e. ' He that spake unto 
him glorified him ' ; again recalling the words ' It is my 
Father that glorifieth me.' 

The two quotations that follow are from Ps. ii. 7 
and Ps. ex. 4. The first has already been cited in i. 5. 
The connecting of the two passa.p:es seems to be intend
ed to illustrate the truth that Gc-d who has solemnly 
pronounced the newly crowned King to be His Son 
declares Him atso to be high priest with a priesthood 
which is inseparably united with His Kingship. Mel
chizedek was king and pri~st. For the meaning of 
' to-day ' (See note on i. 5.) 

6. Thou art a priest for ever. The ' for ever ' clearly 
shows that the application of the words to any tempor
ary King could not possibly fulfill their meaning. The 
Psalmist must have been looking forward to the ideal 
and eternal King whose priesthood was to be coaeval 
with His Kingship. Freed from the limits of time 
such a priest can have no successor, for He ministers in 
the eternal order, and His ministry is one eternal act. 
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Who m the days of his flesh, having offered 7 

,-8. The requirement of human experience 
satisfied in Christ. The way is unfolded of suffer
ing and fear, the agony and bloody awea~. of the 
acceptance of the Father's will, by which He 
attained to the high priestly glory. 

The sentences are involved but the main proposition 
is: ' Who in the days of his flesh (or " his days of 
flesh ") though he were a son learned obedience by the 
things which he suffered.' The two participial clauses 
describe the way of suffering and His eventual deliver
ance as the means by which He learned. 

7. in the days of his flesh, The words do not imply 
that CHRIST in passing through the heavens laid aside 
His humanity. 'The days of His flesh' are the days 
of earthly life when 'JESUS was not yet glorified' 
(St. John viii. 39), when His human nature was subject 
to hunger, thirst, weariness, and even death. 'Flesh' 
is often used in the New Testament of humanity in the 
aspect of its dependence, weakness and mortality. His 
body is still human but it is now 'the body of His 
glory ', to which also our bodies are to be conformed 
when He fashions us anew. (See Phil. iii. 21.) 

having offered up prayers and supplications. The 
word for ' offered ' is the word used of the ritual of 
sacrifice. (See note on verse 1.) The implication is 
that the ' Agony' is part of the preparation for the one 
Sacrifice once offered. 

• Prayer ' is the word commonly employed in the 
New Testament to signify a definite petition; e.g. the 
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up prayers and supplications with strong crying 

angel said to Zacharias 'thy supplication (A. V. prayer) 
is heard' (St. Luke i. 13,) when both the words for 
' supplication ' or ' prayer• and ' heard' are the same as 
those used in this passage. But the word translated 
'supplications' is unique in the New Testament. It 
literally signifies an olive branch ; which, covered with 
wool, was among the Greeks held out by a suppliant 
who sought protection in direst danger. Its use here 
betokens the reality of CHRIST'S position as a suppliant 
oppressed with an overwhelming sense of need. He 
came with His prayers to the Father, and He came in 
utter humility as one stripped of all defences to plead 
for help. 

with strong erylng and tears. It is as though the 
writer were depicting in vivid phrases the wrestling in 
prayer described by St. Luke: 'being in an agony he 
prayed more earnestly ' (St. Luke xxii. 44.) The' tears' 
may be those drops of blood which fell from Him in the 
bloody sweat. But not only is the suffering in Gethse
mane described. This ' strong crying and tears ' were 
experienced before the Agony (d. St. John xi. 33-5, 
41 ; xii. 27) and were continued unto the end, when ' He 
cried ' (the word is the same as here) 'with a loud 
voice ' the words of desolation which were the consum • 
mation of His supplications. See additional note on the 
Agony in its relation to the perfection of CHRIST'S 

character. 
him that was able to save him from death. The literal 

translation 'out of death' is given in the margin. The 
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and tears unto him that was able to save him 

words may mean ' able to bring him out of the state of 
death' after he had died, or 'able to save him from 
dying' or 'able to deliver him f1orn the agony of sorrow 
which was unto death.' Our Lord prefaced His 
prayer: ' Father, all things are possible unto Thee,' i.e. 
He was able to save Hirn from death. The prayer 
continues ' Remove this cup from me.' The cup con
tained agony, physical death, and spiritual desolation 
which was worse than death. 

having been heard, CHRIST'S prayer was answered. 
Peace followed conflict ; the agony in the garden was 
succeeded by the resolute courage which quietly con
fronted His enemies; ' My God, my God, why hast 
Thou forsaken me? • became ' Father, into Thy hands 
I commend my spirit:' out of the state of death He 
passed into the fullness of life : ' I am the living one ; 
and I was dead, and behold I am alive for evermore ' 
(Rev. i. 18.) 'Death ' as St. Paul says ' no more 
bath dominion over Him' (Rom. vi. 9). The two partici
ples represent not succession in time but that which is 
simultaneous, ' offered . . . ~nd was heard.' 

for his godly fear, This ' godly fear ' accompanies 
necessarily all true prayer. The word is only found in 
the New Testament in this Epistle, and only once again 
in xii. 28, but the adjective is found frequently and is 
used of such men as Zacharias and Ananias of Damas
cus. Originally the word was used of the careful 
handling of a fragile article, but spiritually it came to 
mean that reverence which seeking God and finding 

14 
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1 from death, and having been heard for 1 or, out 

8 his godly fear, though he was a Son, of 

Him in all things fears above all to offend Him and fall 
ft'om Him by sin. It is God's will that His purposes 
should be carried out through the co-operation of human 
beings, and prayer is one of the forces with which He 
entrusts them. Thus all true prayer is co-operation 
with the Divine Will. The particular petition may not 
be am;wered as human desire may for the moment 
prefer, but if the human will is in accord with the 
Divine will prayer sets a spiritual force in action. But 
co-operation is not merely submission to a resistless 
will against which reason teaches us it is useless to 
rebel, but the actual lifting up of our wills into God's. 
This is what ' godly fear ' enables us to do, and there
fore without it we cannot pray. It is the completion of 
the sevenfold gift of the Holy Spirit (Isa. xi 2), and 
balances the 'filial outspokenness' of iii. 6 and iv. 16. 

8. though he was a Soo, i.e. Though He was the 
complete and perfect expression of the Father's nature 
and character. As in I. i. there is no article : the 
stress is laid on ideal Sonship as being that which alone 
can represent and reveal God. ' Son ' therefore is used 
of the Di vine nature, and this accoun_ts for the emphatic 
'though•-' though He was God's Son sharing the 
Divine essence or substance, yet, etc.' 

yet learned obedience by the things whlc:h he suffered. 
The Greek means ' the obedience.' This does not 
mean that He learned to be obedient, as we learn 
gradually after much disobedience, but that He leamod 
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yet learned obedience by the things which he 
suffered; and having been made perfect, he 9 

the fullness of what obedience meant and comprised ; it 
was only the experience of suffering that could teach 
Him that. So a soldier may take the oath of obedience, 
but lt is only in arduous campaigns that he learns ,vhat 
obedience entails, Before his baptism the candidate 
promises obedience, but it is only in the course of 
Christian life and struggle that he learns how much his 
promise means. CHRIST as man learned stage by 
stage His lesson perfectly: the-final stage was when 
He learned what obedience meant by ' becoming 
obedient even unto death.' (Cp. Rom. v. 19.) 

Having thus shewn that the two requirements of a 
high priest, Divine appointment and human sympathy 
based on experience of human weakness, have been 
ideally fulfilled in CHRIST, the writer goes on to de~lare 
that His priesthood is being exercised. 

9. having been made perfect. See note on ii. 10. 
Here the word covers the effect of all the experience of 
CHRIST' in the days of His flesh', of His passing into 
the state of death, of His being sayed out of death in 
the Resurrection, of His exaltation ,in His human 
nature to the glory of the Father. Stage by stage all 
was enacted which enabled Him to satisfy the requ.iff
ments of a perfect high .priest sympathetic and powerful, 
and made ready for consecration by the Father to that 
office to which He had been fore-ordained before time 
was. 

It must not be forgotten that the word for ' to make 
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became unto all them that obey 
him the 2 author of eternal salvation ; 

V. 9 

I Gr. COUSII. 

perfect • is the regular word in the Levitical books of 
the Old Testament for consecration to the priesthood, 
and to Hebrews the use of the word in this connexion 
must necessarily carry with it something of that idea. 

be became not ' He will become,' i.e. to many in the 
future, nor' He has become,' i.e. to those who accepted 
Him in the past. The thought of time is excluded ; 
the writer sees the consummation in eternity. 

unto all them. Here is the note of cathoiicity : there 
is no lonter one privileged people, for all peoples may 
be privileged. 

tliat obey Dim. He who has ' learned obedience ' is 
the supreme object of obedience. Only the man who 
bas learned to obey is really fitted to rule. Thus the 
meek are to inherit the earth (St. Matt. v. 5 ; Ps. x.txvii. 
11). Moreover the obedience CHRIST requires is to be 
as perfect as that which He gave: it reaches to the 
inmost recesses of the hidden man and claims the secret 
thoaght (2 Cor. x. 5). 

the aatbor, i.e. He who causes or originates. The 
word is appropriately used of Divine action : thus 
Josephus uses it-Aaron and his family praise God as 
the cause of their salvation. 

of eteraal salvation. See notes on i. 14. The phrase 
is taken frQPl Isa. xlv. 17. The salvation then promised 
is now offered. It is. not like that of Moses, temporary 
and concerned with earthly welfare, nor even like that 
which Aaron could mediate giving ceremonial cleansing 
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named of God a high priest after the order of I O 
Melchizedek. 

from sins not wilful, but it is the gift of eternal life 
especially as viewed in its contrast with that alienation 
from the life of God which ignorance and sin entail, 
See additional note on the meaning of ' eternal' in the 
Epistle. 

10, named of God, etc. Better' addressed' or 'salut
ed.' This is the solemn declaration of the exalted office 
for which He has been prepared, and to which He has 
been designated and consecrated. The significance of 
the order of Melchizedek is now to be expounded; but 
before the exposition there is another digression of grave 
rebuke and warning. 

For the second time when the subject of the priestly 
work of CHRIST is approached the writer pauses; he 
would still more deeply prepare the minds of those who 
are to meditate upon truths so profound. The warning 
of Israel's apostasy has been driven home ; now they 
are sharply reminded of their want of progress, and its 
result in the weakening of the faculty of spiritual 
apprehension. 

11-14. Progress is essential to Christian life and 
knowledge; without it there must be falling back. 
Alike in natural and spiritual things each stage 
of life has its corresponding food, but those who 
physically are adults may spiritually be infants. 
The writer's difficulty in approaching an exalted 
but difficult theme lies in the lack of progress in 
the Hebrew Church, 
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Of 3 whom we have many things 
11 to say, and hard of interpretation, 

V. 11 

3 Or, which 

11. Of whom. It may be translated 'of which'; in 
this case it refers to the whole subject of the high 
priesthood and work of Christ in the heavenly sphere. 
This reference seems more likely than the restriction of 
the difficulty to the interpretation of Melchizedek's 
typical character. 

we have many things to say. Though the minds are 
ill prepared for the teaching, yet it must be given 
because they ought to have been ready for it; an.d there 
is much of it. The words literally are 'Much is the 
discourse.' ' We' seems to point to the representative 
character of the writer. 

bard of io.terpretatlon, seeing ye are become, etc. 
' Seeing ye are become ' is n~t to be connected with 
'we have many things to say.' The dullness of the 
hearer causes the difficult,y of interpretation but not its 
length. The theme of tbe glories of the priesthood of 
CHRIST will necessarily take much exposition. 

doll of hearing. This may be compared with our 
Lord's complaint in the adopted words of Isaiah : ·' their 
ears are dull of hearing ' (St. Matt. xiii. 15). The sting 
of the reproach in both cases is that the dullness was self
induced and need not have been. The same word is 
used in vi. 12; it denotes a kind of languid indolence 
of mind and body. To this kind of spiritual inertness, 
which is loth to raise itself to effort, the conditions 
of tropical countries seem to create a special tem
ptation. 
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seeing ye are become dull of hearing. 
For when by reason of the time ye 
ought to be teachers, ye have need 
again 4 that some one teach you the 
rudiments of the 5 first principles of 
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' Or, that 
one teach you 12 
which be the 
rudiments. 

5 Gr. begin• 
ning, 

1.2. This dullness makes it necessary for them to 
receive elementary instruction when judging by the 
length of time they have been Christians they ought to 
be giving it. 

that some one teach you. The word translated ' some 
one ' is ambiguous. The sentence might be rendered 
'teach what are the rudiments•, as in the A.V. and the 
margin. But this is hardly likely : such depths of 
ignorance must have been impossible so soon in the 
case of Hebrew Christians. A man may know what 
the elements of the faith are without truly knowing 
them in their bearing on life and action. To be able to 
say the creed is not to know the creed. 

the ,rudiments of the first prlnc:lples of the oracles of 
God, The word translated ' rudiments' is used of the 
atoms.of the universe; it means the simplest elements 
into which anything can be analyzed. Simple as ele
mentary Christian faith is, it is complex in the sense 
that it has, as it were, its alphabet. Primary truths 
duly co-ordinated make a first principle, as the letters 
of the alphabet make a word. All is to be found in the 
revelation gh·er, in CHRIST. The logia or oracles 
might possibly refer to the Hebrew Scriptures, but as 
he word 'first principles' is used immediately after-
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the oracles of God : and are become such as have 
13 need of milk, and not of solid food. For every 

one that partaketh of milk is without experience 

wards of the first principles of CHRIST (vi. 1) it seems 
more likely to mean the same here also. 

sueb as have need of milk. The rebuke is scathingly 
severe. It is not enough to say that they do not know 
their alphabet, he insists that they must be fed with 
milk. If it be asked what truths correspond w;th milk 
the answer is given in vi. 1-2. Cp. St. Paul's rebuke 
of the Corinthian Christians (1 Cor. iii. 1-2). 

13. without experience. Age does not necessarily 
bring ripeness ; years may pass without experience : 
all do not ' bring forth more fruit. in their age ; ' the 
young may be more mature than the old. 

the word of righteousness. The phrase is ambiguous 
and probably intentionally so. It may mean doctrine 
which deals with that righteousness which is in CHRIST, 
or it may mean that they are without experience as 
teachers in expounding Christian truth, in which case 
'word' means, as often in the New Testament, the faculty 
of speaking: our Lord is said to have been 'powerful in 
word• (St. Luke xxiv. 19). The force of the sarcasm it 
a little softened by the order of the words: it would 
have been more logical if he had written: 'for every 
one that is without experience. . . partaketh of milk,' 
when the rebuke would have lain upon them all. But 
he leaves a loophole of escape: perhaps after all it may 
be found that there are some who will not need to 
partake of milk; already he begins to 'bear gently.' 
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of the word of righteousness ; for he is a 
babe. But solid food is for e fullgrown e Or, perfect 14 

14, for ftill grown men literally ' perfect.' The 
word contains one of the characteristic ideas of the 
Epistle, and occurs in one form or another a dozen 
times. A perfect man in the New Testament is one 
who having been initiated into the mysteries, and 
entrusted with the endowments, of the Christian Faith, 
actively corresponds with his vocation; he fulfills his 
end and so attains to spiritual maturity. Our Lord 
said to the rich young man 'If thou wouldst be perfect,' 
or full ~rown (St. Matt. xix. 21), and then laid down 
what were in his case the conditions of reaching 
spiritual maturity. (Cp. i. Cor. ii. 6; xiv. 20; Phil. iii. 
15; Col. i. 28; iv. 12; James i. 4.) Here the word 
includes both the natural and spiritual sense : in the 
case of Christians physical full growth ought to carry 
with it a corresponding spiritual maturity. 

by reason of use. The word generally means 'habit'; 
here it signifies the result of a process of meditation 
and its equivalent action. Christian life is not merely 
passive; men grow by using their spiritual sustenance. 

have their senses exercised. The senses are the 
organs of spiritual perception. ' Exercised ' literally 
means 'in a state of having been developed through 
exercise.' (Cp. xii. 2; 1 Tim. iv. 7; I Peter ii. 14.) 

to discern good and evil. Amongst the Hebrews one 
of the marks of childishness was considered to be the 
inability to distinguish between good food and bad. 
(Cp. Deut. i. 39; Isa. vi-i. 16). The discernment here is 
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men, even those who by reason of use have 

apparently not the moral discrimination of a conscience 
sensitive to evil, but the recognitiort of the right kind of 
food for spiritual health. The undeveloped Christian 
might reject doctrines· which would contribute largely 
to his growth and _stability. 

The teaching of this section v. 11-14 is of special 
value at a time when the doctrines of Theosophy,' New 
Theology ', Christian Science, etc., are corrupting the 
purity of the faith of a certain number of Christians. 
Only those who stage by stage in the orderly develop
ment of Christian life and knol_Vledge have meditated 
upon and incorporated and exercised themselves in 
Christian truth are capable of distinguishing the right 
kind of spiritual nourishment. The organs of spiritual 
perception are most delicate and in need of continual 
exercise if they are to remain sensitive to truth. 
Experience shows that those Christians who have been 
seduced by strange doctrines are those who though 
adults in age are babes in Christian understanding. 
Questioned and tested they are found to have the 
vaguest and most inaccurate conceptions of the elements 
of Christian doctrine, which they have rarely studied 
and never meditated upon. They reject truths which 
they have never tried to make their own. The practical 
outcome of the writer's warning is that meditation is 
essential to the due development of Christian life; it is 
thus that the senses are 'exercised to discern both good 
and evil ' ; without it men bec~me dull of hearing .. 
Concentrated meditation has ever been one of the most 
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their senses exercised to discern good and evil. 

admired practices of India. It may prove to be one 
of the special vocations of Indian Christians to rescue 
this work of meditation from the contemplation of the 
quality-less Absolute, i.e. the contemplation of what 
amounts to nothing, and make it a rich and fruitful 
ex.ercise for the apprehension of truth and the reception 
of spiritual nutriment. 



ADDITIONAL NOTE ON IGNORANCE 

In v. 2 the ignorance with which the sympathetic priest deals 
gently is almost certai~ly ignorance of the intricate details of the 
Levitical law, leading to the involuntary violation of some of its 
many inJunctions. On the one hand there was a people largely 
kept in ignorance of the law, on the other band there was an 
elaborate code full of minute prescriptions. On the one hand 
there was the spirit of contempt : ' This multitude which knoweth 
not the law is accursed ; ' on the other hand there was Christ's 
defence of the ignorant, 'Ye took away the key of knowledge:' 
' ye entered not in yourselves, and them that were entering in ye 
hindered.' A merciful high priest, then, will deal gently with 
those who in this sense are ignorant. 

But in the case of the Hebrew people, there is another sense in 
which ignorance is used in the New Testament, viz.: ignorance 
of the nature and office of Him who took the name of JESUS. 

With this ignorance, even in its gravest aspect as being the cause 
of the crucifixion of the Messiah, the Apostles deal with extra
ordinary gentleness. St. Peter, when the actual tragedy was 
only a few months distant,_1ound it possible to say, 'And now, 
brethren, I wot that in ignorance ye did it, as did also your 
rulers ' (Acts iii. 17). St. Paul too ascribes the crime to ignorance, 
though he hints that the ignorance was culpable. 'Because they 
knew him not, nor the voices of the prophets which are read every 
Sabbath, fulfilled them by condemning him' (Acts xiii. 27). He 
feels that he himself is in\"olved in this condemnation of culpable 
ignorance. ' Howbeit I obtained mercy, because I did it 
ignorantly in unbelief' (1 Tim. i. 13). Again in speaking of his 
own people he acknowledges that they have a zeal for God, but 
it is a zeal combined with an ignorance which led them to fashion 
methods of righteousness of their own instead of accepting God'1; 

(Rom. x. 3). 
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So too in dealing with what is called sometimes ' heathen 
ignorance,' by which is meant the ignorance of those who having 
unworthy conceptions of God strive to represent Him in images 
of their own invention and making, and thus invariably are 
polytheists, St. Paul on one occasion at any rate is reported as 
exhibiting gentleness : ' The times of ignorance, therefore, God 
overlooked, ' so he declared to the Athenians to whom he also 
preached repentance in view of the appointed day of judgement. 
(Acts xviii. 30-3li. 

Ignorance then is the fitting object of that gentle dealing which 
found its supreme example and consummation in the intercession 
of CHRIST for the ignorant agents of the Passion ' Father forgive 
them; for they know not what they do.' 

But gentleness towards ignorance of this kind must not blind 
us to the fact that St. Paul gives prominence to quite another 
point of view. There is a kind of 'Gentile' ignorance which he 
ascribes to the darkening or the understanding and the hardening 
of the heart. It leads to alienation from the life of God and its 
fruit is moral ruin. (Eph. iv. 18). He distinctly teaches that 
there are those who are ignorant because ' they refused to have 
God in their knowledge ' and because ' they have changed the 
troth of God for a lie.' The passage in Romans I i~ the 
weightiest indictment in the New Testament of a voluntary 
ignorance with its fruit of idolatry and its accompaniment of 
spiritual degradation and moral corruption. 

There are thus two kinds of ignorance issuing in idolatry ; the 
ignorance which for a time· God 'overlooks', because there is in 
it some measure of sincerity, the ignorant ·not being responsible for 
their ignorance ; and the ignorance which being due to moral 
corruption comes under the terrible wrath of God revealed against 
all who ' hold down the truth in unrighteousness. ' That both 
these two kinds of ignorance are to be found in India it is hardly 
possible to doubt, the one leading to idolatry in which there is 
sihcerity, and the other to idolatry which refuses to have God in 
its knowledge. What is the right attitude of Christianity towards 
them? Since there is the kind of ignorance which God overlooks 
for a time as being sincere, it is better to hope that all the 
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ignorance with which Christian -teaching comes in contact is of 
that better kind until it is decisively demonstrated to be not so ; 
to meet it, that is, with faithfulness but also with the love that 
hopeth all things. Nor must we exclude from this loving hope 
the ignorance which rejects CHRIST when He is presented as the 
true object of knowledge. There are, unquestionably, certain 
moral standards which may be confidently appealed to in India. 
Should forms of idolatry be obviously connected with conduct 
which violates these standards, this kind of ignorance must be 
stigmatized as voluntary and :vicious ; it must be -denounced as 
St. Paul denounced it, and menaced as he menaces it with the 
wrath of God. That idolatry does take such forms in ·India the legal 
code of India bears unmistakable witness when it excludes from 
legal punishment certain kinds of obscenity should they be con
nected with Hindu religious worship and literature, whilst it 
penalizes them in common life. With this ignorance, actoally to 
be found for instance in the idolatrous worship of Puri and 
Benares and abominable indeed to many a Hindu, love. cannot 
deal gently without cel!,Sing to be love and becoming indifference, 
for this is sur_ely the ignorance of those • who have refased to have 
God in their knowledge.' 

Ignorance In the Upanishads, The conception of ignorance 
has a place in the teachings of Hind11 religious philosophy as well 
as in those of Christianity. There is one respect in which its use 
in the Upanishads has a very real affinity with the Christian 
conception of it as the absence of true knowledge. 

The Chhandogya UJ>anishad teaches thafllll learning is to be 
regarded as ignorance so long as it is confined to the objects of 
experimental knowledge; that is to say, a man may be deeply 
versed in the sciences and yet be ignorant ; and not only eo, b11t 
even knowledge of the shastras and of theology; may leave ltlm 
ignorant (Chhantl 7.1.) The only knowledge which may be truly 
termed knowledge is the knowledge of Brahman. In Chi:istianity 
too there is a supreme knowledge which transcends all other 
kinds, and without it man however learned is ignorant. Thie 
knowledge is the knowledge of God: • This is life eternal that 
they might know Thee, the only tnie God• (St. John xvii. 3.) All 
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other knowledge is necessarily temporal and destined to pass. 
'Whether there be knowledge, it shall vanish away' (1 Cor. xiii. 
8.) No doubt when we come to compate what the Upanishads 
mean by the knowledge of Brahman with what Christianity means 
by the knowledge of God there is a profound contrast, but they 
are alike in insisting on the transcendent value of the one know-
1 ed_.ge in comparison of which all other kinds of knowleclge are 
ignorance. Probably also the knowledge of Brahman may be 
said to be attained intellectually and once attained leads to 
emancipation from individuality and personal subsistence; through 
knowledge the individual atman. becomes the one universal atman, 
and atman is Brahman. ln Christianity the knowledge of God 
is attained not so much by rational processes but by personal 
intercourse·; not by intellect but by love. Love is the indispens
able key to this transcendent knowledge. ' Every one that 
lovetb ... knowetb God.' Ignorance is the want of love : ' be 
that loveth not, knoweth not God, for Goel is love' (1 St. John iv. 
7-8). Such knowledge of coerse cloes not annul the distinction 
of subject and object, for love implies the distinction of the lover 
from the loved; it also implies their unity, for the bond of union 
between persons is love. 

V. 7 THE AGONY IN ITS RELATION TO THE 

PERFECTION OF CHRIST'S CHARACTER 

Even those who have refused to acknowledge JESUS CHRIST as 
• the very Image o• the substance of God ' and the Son • by whom 
all things were made ' have almost without exception rendered 
fall homage to the spotlessness and perfection of His human 
character. All the resources of language have been employed 
without stint by non-Christians as well as Christians in the 
attempt to depict the moral beauty of the Poor Man of Nazareth. 
A French unbeliever, Voltaire, bas however pointed to the 
struggle in Gethsemane as a manifestation not only of human 
weakness but of human weakness so yielded to as to be positively 
culpable. He finds in it a blot on a character otherwise admir
able, and compares this shrinking and shuddering fear at the 
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prospect of pain and death with the calm fearless aspect with 
which many a heroic martyr has met his end. Amongst Indians, 
too, the highest admiration is reserved for those who amidst 
bodily and mental sufferings maintain a demeanour calm and 
unmoved. The Hindu reader of the Gospels acknowledges and 
appreciates the love and humility of CHRIST which he traces there, 
but in the agony in Gethsemane and in the cry of dereliction on 
the Cross it appears to him that the spiritual level is lower than 
would have been exhibited had the Sufferer borne His afflictions 
in unbroken silence and with unruffled serenity. 

It is remarkable in view of such criticism that this episode of 
His life ' in the days of His flesh' should have been specially 
selected by the writer of the Epistle to illustrate the reality of the 
human experience by which CHRIST gained the power of human 
sympathy. There were so many other incidents in the Gospels 
in which our Lord displayed the sympathy of a man with the 
poor, the afflicted and the ignorant, and made their sorrows His 
own, that it would have been easy for him to have shewn that 
our Lord fulfilled the condition of humaneness by narrating some 
of these. But the writer who has just insisted upon the perfection 
of the human character of CHRIST and reminded his readers that 
the one limit to our Lord's human experience was that which His 
&inlessness postulated, selects the experience of Gethsemane as 
gathering into one focus the proofs of CHRIST'S knowledge of 
what human weakness entails. 

A closer consideration of the episode makes it clear why it was 
selected for this purpose. Two things come out most prominently ; 
(1) CHRIST'S horrible dread of the impending calamity and (2) His 
complete acquiescence in His Father's Will. It is the two things 
brought into the sharpest possible contrast that unmistakably dis
close the perfection of CHRIST'S character. Obedience is a sacri
fice only when it is really costly. It is here represented as costing 
the uttermost of which human nature is capable. Moreover, the 
human nature which can offer this costly obedience must be true 
to type in every respect. Now typical human nature shrinks from 
death, for physical death as we know it seems to violate human • 
instincts, and is thus far unnatural to man. CHRIST revealed 
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Himself as true to type as man, even if His shrinking were only 
from the event of physical death in excruciating pain. But plainly 
it was from much more than this that He shrank. His death was 
different from the death of some martyr who may have died for 
others, because CHRIST'S act of dying was inextricably bound op 
with the sin of mankind. To use the astounding phrase of St. Paul, 
it was the death of one ' who was made sin for as'. His abhor
renee of it, therefore, was necessarily immeasurably greater than 
the shrinking from ordinary death such as is the common lot of 
man. Had He not thus shrunk from it, or had He met it with in
difference He would not have been sinless. It follows that His 
surrender to His Father's will was an obedience of ideal perfection, 
whilst His experience of the depths of woe into which humanity 
may be plunged rendered His sympathy capable of embracing 
every conceivable sorrow. 

One more consideration remains. Voltaire wrote mockingly to 
Rousseau, ' Look at Him in the Garden of Gethsmane an:i you see 
Him prostrate with fear'. Even the Hindu who reverences Him 
thinks that He would have presented a nobler example to men had 
He retained His calmness unshaken. But we must remember that 
no human eye saw that sweat of agony which ' was as it were 
great drops of blood '. Of this horrible dread there was no human 
witness. No human ears heard His ' prayers and supplications ' 
He was withdrawn from them about a stone's cast, and· we know 
indeed that they slept. He was neither seen nor heard. Man• 
kind would never have known of it had not He Himself told it, 
and He can only have told it, as He told of His temptation, in 
order that men might be convinced that He who was to save them 
to the uttermost had Himself experienced the· uttermost from 
which they were to be saved. Fear in public He never shewed. 
A little later when He met the armed ruffians sent to seize Him 
there was not the slightest trace of alarm ; there was only the 
quiet fearless word ' Whom seek ye ? ' His captors fell back in 
panic before a courage so serene, and the only one who shewed no 
fear then was the One who was going to the scoarging and the 
cross. Without a sense of fear there caa be no true courage, and 
courage reaches its highest when the fear which is overcome is 

15 
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greatest. In selecting this episode of Gethsemane the author of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews not only testifies to the fullness of 
CHRIST'S human experience and the consequent richness of His 
sympathy, but He also exhibits to those who are tempted to faint
heartedness an ideal example of human courage. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON 'ABLE TO SAVE HIM 

FROM DEATH' 

This verse is the stock passage with Muhammadan controversia
list,; to prove that CHRIST did not die upon the cross. ' He 
prayed to Him ', so the argument runs, ' who was able to save 
Him from death and was heard ' ; and being heard was saved from 
death. The Qur'an teaches that He did not actually die but that 
an eidolon or ' similitude ' was crucified in His place. '. For their 
saYj_ng "Verily, we have killed the Messiah, JESUS the Son of 
Mary, the apostle of God," but they did not kill Him, but a simili
tude was made for them. And verily, those who differ about Him 
are in doubt concerning Him ; they have no knowledge concern
ing Him, but only follow an opinion. They did not kill Him, for 
sure ' nay God raised Him np unto Himself ; for God is mighty 
and wise.' (Snratn'r Nisa 155). The Qur'an itself, however, is not 
consistent, for in another passage His death seems to be admitted 
'When God said, " 0 JESUS " I will make Thee die and take Thee 
up again to me, and will clear Thee of those who misbelieve, and 
will make those who follow Thee above those who misbelieve •. 
(Suratu Ali 'Imran 45). The obvious answer to the Muhammadan 
who interprets • from death ' as equivaleut to ' from dying ' and 
argues that the Qur'an is snpported by the Epistle to the Hebrews 
in its teaching that CHRIST did not die is to point to the passages 
in the Epistle in which the reality of CHRIST'S death is stated in 
explicit langnage which can admit of only one interpretation. In 
the second chapter we are taught that CHRIST was crowned with 
glory and honour in order that He might taste death for every 
man (ii. 9) and it was through death that He robbed the devil of 
his power and delivered men (ii. 14). These two passages are 
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entirely free from ambiguity. At the end of the Epistle the writer 
invokes the God of peace who brought again from the dead the 
great Shepherd of the sheep, where the meaning is clearly that 
the Shepherd had Himself been numbered among the dead. But 
besides these passages there are others in which the use of the 
phrase 'The Blood of Christ ' implicitly conveys to the reader the 
certainty and reality of His death. It was 'through His own 
Blood ' and not the blood of goats and calves that He ' entered in 
once for all into the holy place' (ix. 12). It is the Blood of CHRIST 
which cleanses the conscience from dead works (ix. 14). It is the 
Blood of JESUS which gives us boldness to enter into the holy 
place (x. 19), whilst wilful apostatP.s count this Blood 'the Blood 
of sprinkling' (xii. 24) with which they were consecrated as mem
bers of the priestly race (xiii. 12) as though it were some common 
thing (x. 29). The passages- which speak of CHRIST offering 
Himself once for all (vii. :27), as putting away sin by the sa.cri.fice 
of Himself (ix. 26), as enduring the Cross (xii. 2), as offering Hi.s 
Body (x. 10), have no meaning apart from the fact of His death. 

Thµs the whole teaching of the Epistle confirms the interpreta
tion adopted in the note on the text. CHRIST was not saved from 
dying, but He was saved out of the state of death. Had it not 
been for the exigencies of Muhammadan controversy it would never 
have occurred to a.Jly one that the words taken in their context and 
in harmony with the rest of the Epistle could mean anything else. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON ' ETERNAL' 

The theme of this Epistle necessarily gives prominence to the 
conception of the eternal, for its main subject is the High Priest 
who ministers by one eternal act in an eternal sphere, one who is 
' a priest for ever ', ' who ever liveth ', and is the author of ' an 
eternal salvation '. T.he words used to express the idea of eternity 
are not peculiar to this Epistle : it adopts those employed b:,: om 
L~rd who formulated the conception, though He Himself adopted 
the phrases of the Old Testament whilst endowing them with a 
new significance. There can be little doubt as to the general 
meaning of the idea, impossible of course as it is to define it. It 
was necessary to find terms to signify the quality of that which 
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transcends the conditions of earthly existence, which is superior to 
time and space, the heavenliness of that which being in union with 
God is independent of all created limitations. The terms adopted 
were necessarily those which originally had had a temporal or spa
tial significance, and the aim ia tbeir new use was to empty them of 
all that was temporal and c·onditional and to fill them with the 
heavenly. The term 'eternal' does not describe an endle~s succes
sion of moments, or leagues of space indefinitely extended, but that 
with which time and space have no necessary concern at all. 

The word 'aeon ' (age) and its adjective ' aionios ' occur again 
and again in the Old Testament. In the singular 'aeon' often 
means this present world, and in the plural those cosmic systems 
which have their existence in tWlle and were created through the 
Son (i. 2). But underlying them there is that of which they are 
the temporal manifestation, that uncreated aeon which is called 
' the aeon of the aeons ', the real which is within the phenomenal, 
and' may be contrasted with it ; the absolute as contrasted with 
the conditional. And so our Lord made use of this phrase of the 
inward transcendent aeon and the .derived adjective to describe 
that which we have in virtue of our union with God, and forfeit 
when we ar~ separated from Him. He spoke of 'eternal inheri
tance ', ' eternal life ' ' eternal tabernacles '. When sin is of such 
a character that it robs us irretrievably of these eternal realities 
He described it as ' eternal sin ' ; the loss of the eternal is an 
' eternal pnnishment ', or ' eternal fire '. 

In this Epistle we find the phrases 'eternal salvation ', 'eternal 
redemption ', ' eternal inheritance ', ' eternal covenant ', and once 
we have ' eternal judgement '. It is the exact repetition of oar 
Lord's teaching in the Gospels. He is the High Priest' unto the 
eternal ', He came to mediate the eternal unto men ; to save them 
&om what was transitory and imperfect, or rather to teach them 
to nse the transitory as the sacrament of the eternal ; to redeem 
them from what was false and evil ; to translate them into that 
rest of God for which they were created, which was pledged to 
them by a covenant which dealt only with the eternal, and secured 
to them in the Divine faithfulness was finally to be irrevocably 
theirs by the unerring judgement of God. 



CHAPTER VI 

WHEREFORE let us 1 cease to speak 

1 Gr. lea,,• 
the word of I 
the beginn
ing of Christ. 

1-3. Exhortation to renewed spiritual efforta 
which may lead to perfection or:full growth, and 
an enumeration of the rudiments of the first 
principles. 

I, Wherefore. This word strikes a hopeful note, 
and confines the thought to v. 14. There is hope that 
there are some after all who are of full age and 
exercised. 

let us cease literally as in A.V. 'leaving.' It is the 
ordinary word used by orators when they are going to 
pass by one subject to go on to another, Westcott sees 
in it more than this. As regards the writer it may 
mean only this, but as regards those who are addr~siied 
it includes the thought of ' giving up ' as a necessary 
condition of progress. 

the first principles of Christ literally 'the account of 
the beginning of the CHRIST,' i.e. the primary instruc
tion regarding the CHRIST which teachers of the Gospel 
were in the habit of giving to Hebrew catechumens 
and others. No doubt it included the exposition of the 
fulfilment in JESUS, of the Messianic predictions but it 
was not confined to this, as verse 2 shew8. In v. 12 
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of the first principles of Christ, and press on 

this instruction is called 'the first principles of the 
oracles of God', here it is 'the first principles of 
CHRIST', 'for the testimony of JESUS is the spirit of 
prophecy.' (Rev. xix. 10.} 

press on unto perfection.- The translation 'press on • 
misses the point. It should rather be 'let us be 
carried on ' or 'upheld.' The thought is that He who 
is' upholding '-the same word is used here-' all things 
by the word of His power' (i. 3) will uphold these weak 
Christians if only they will surrender themselves to His 
guidance. Thus they will grow, for growth is due to 
Diviue action, whilst man's part is to use what God 
provides. The verb is in the present tense and signifies 
that as the guiding and upholding are continuous, so the 
Christian's co-operation must be continuous also. 

The ' perfection ' or ' full growth ' is maturity of 
spiritual knowledge with its resultant Christlike 
character. 

not laying again a foundation. These words at first 
sight present a difficulty, for the writer has just been 
urging the need of the renewal of the foundation v. 12. 
This apparent difficulty led to the Latin versions trans
lating by a word meaning ' throwing down ' or ' de
stroying•-' at the same time as you advance, do not 
destroy your foundation-take care that it is secure.' 
But the middle voice of the verb never otcurs in this 
sense. The solution is found in this, that ' laying a 
foundation ' was a current phrase to describe the method 
of preliminary instruction. All the writer says ·is that 
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I Or, full 
growth 

he is not going to do that work, but he does not in any 
way dispense his readers from doing it for themselves. 
Indeed it is ever the duty of Christians, however 'full 
grown,' to be constantly securing the foundation. 

The fundamentals are in three pairs. The first pair 
has to do with that which in this life has to be given by 
man to God ; the second with that which in this life is 
given by God to man; the third with man's eternal 
state. The first pair implies a man's individual respon
sibility in his relation to God; religion must begin with 
a man's inmost self, his ego, and unite him to God. The 
second pair implies that he is a social being, and has a 
relation to an organized body which is the channel of 
divine gifts; religion must unite a man to his fellow
men. The third implies his relation to the unseen 
world for which all here is a preparation; religion must 
lift the veil of the future. 

of repentance from dead works. This was the order 
of our Lord's teaching (St. Mark i. 15) of St. John 
Baptist's (St. Matt. iii. 1) and of the Apostles'. The 
call to repentance was part of the apostolic commission 
both before and after the Resurrection. (St. ·Mark vi. 
12; St. Luke xxiv. 47.) So St. Peter taught (Acts ii. 38) 
and St. Paul (Acts xvii. 31). Repentance has the first 
place because the great hindrance to fellowship with 
God is sin. (Cp. I St. John i.) There must be a radical 
change of attitude, a complete revolution of mind, 
as regards sin, before a man can come to God through 
CHRIST. As an indispensable preliminary to the pro-
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foundation of repentance from dead works, and 

clamation of the Gospel comes the stern exhortation to 
repent. The taking away of sin is declared at the 
beginning of this Epistle to be CHRIST'S characteristic 
work : ' Making purification of sins He sat down ' i. 3. 
He upholds the univ_erse and has provided for the 
purification of sins. Nothing else of His work is men
tioned : this one thing stands <ilUt by itself. So, too, it 
stands in St. John Baptist's message (St. John i. 29). 
No people with an inadequate recognition of the malig
nancy and guilt of sin will ever feel the need of that 
salvation from sin which CHRIST offers in Himself. 
Thus the writer in harmony with the teaching of the 
whole of the New T.estament puts repentance as the 
first fundamental. 'Dead works' (see ix. 14). That 
which is dead bas lost the principle of life and has itself 
become a source of corruption and death ; death leads to 
death. Included in the term, doubtless; are the external 
observances of the Levitical ritual and worship when 
devoid of the inner spirit of devotion to God and the 
desire to do His will (Cp. Isa. i. 11-15). Formalism in 
worship is almost invariably accompanied by moral 
degeneration. Religiousness without religion issues in 
corruption of life and character. But plainly the term 
is used here with the widest possible significance: a 
'dead work ' is not only an act of devitalized worship ; 
it is a breach of the law of righteousness, which originat
ing in a will perverted and separated from the source 
of life in God, results, if not repented of, in final alie
nation which is eternal death. 
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faith toward God. Faith is put after repentance, 
not because it comes after it in the temporal order of 
spiritual progress but because of the primary necessity 
of laying the greatest stress on the need of repentance. 
Compare St. Paul's description of his own teaching in 
Acts xx. 21, where he puts repentance first and descri
bes it as ' towards God.' The two are contemporary 
and may almost be described as the negative and 
positi\·e aspects of our union with God-the turning 
away from and renunciation of all that is contrary to 
God's will so as to rest in Him as the sole source of life 
and holiness. Faith in God in the teaching of a cate
chumen necessarily includes faith in Jesus Christ. 
(Cp. St. John xiv. 1 and Acts xx. 21.) The phrase 
'faith towards God' is unique in the New Testament, 
but the meaning is clear from other passages in which 
the same preposition is used with the verb ' believe' 
(St. Matt. xxvii. 42; Acts ix. 42; xi, 17; xvi. 31; xxii. 
19; Rom. iv. 5, 24). In almost every case it is used of 
those who have turned away from the old to the new, 
from the old life of unbelief and sin to the new depen
dence on God. 

The next two pairs of fundamentals are shewn to be 
closely connected with the first by the omission of any 
conjunction: though the foundation is composed of 
different parts it is one. The fundamental instruction 
of a candidate for baptism reaches from the first turning 
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'Or, wash- of 'baptisms, and of laying on of 
ings 

from sin to God and the admission into the Kingdom 
up to the final scene of the Judgement. 

of the teaching of baptisms, and of laying 0:1 of hands. 
There is a reading which might be translated, either, 
'of baptisms, of teaching, and of laying on of hands ' 
or ' of baptisms into teaching and of laying on of hands.' 
But the translation in the text gives the simplest and 
most intelligible sense. Repentance and faith are the 
preparation for Christian baptism: they do not convey 
life, but they render the convert capable of appropriat
ing the life when in the one Spirit he is baptized into 
the one Body (1 Cor. xii. 13). The plural 'baptisms' 
is used because a Hebrew convert being familiar with 
religious uses of water in initiation would have to be 
carefully instructed in the difference between, for 
instance, the baptism of St. John Baptist and Christian 
baptism; the former is a sign and a sign only and the 
latter actually conveys that which it signifies : the one is 
a baptism with water only and the other a baptism with 
water and the Spirit. So St. John Baptist himself con
trasted them, and each evangelist carefully records 
the contrast as made by him. (St. Matt. iii. 11 ; St. 
Mark i. 8; St. Luke iii. 16; St. John i. 33.) We have an 
actual instance of this ' teaching of baptisms ' in Acts 
xix. 1-7 where different baptisms had to be carefully 
distinguished from one another by St. Paul. Some 
have thought that the plural is used because of the 
ancient practice of trine immersion in baptizing, or 
because the writer is contemplating the baptism of 
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many candidates, each to be separately and individually 
baptized. But neither of these explanations is as 
simple and natural as that which the Acts teaches us to 
have been the practice of St. Paul. In India where 
water is constantly used religiously there has to be the 
same careful 'teaching of baptisms' in order that there 
may be no confusion between the Christian use of water 
as the ontward sign of the Sacrament of the baptism of 
the Spirit, and the Hindu ceremonial use; there is, for 
instance, a festival in Bengal and elsewhere, called the 
Ardhodaya-jog, in which it is believed that those who 
bathe in the Ganges at the moment of a particular con
junction of stars obtain remission of sins for themselves 
and their ancestors. Such baptisms and the need to 
which they testify may indeed be used by the Christian 
teacher as signs pointing to that baptism of water and 
the Spirit which is to be prepared for by repentance and 
faith toward God. 

• laying on of hands.' From the Acts we learn that a 
solemn blessing by the laying on of hands was the 
means by which the newly baptized received the fullness 
of the gift of the Spirit. (Acts viii. 17 ; xix. 6.) 
The laying on of hands was not a separate and 
distinct rite, but the completion of baptism, which was 
regarded as incomplete without it. (Acts xix. 2-3.) 
This laying on of hands as recorded in the Acts was 
only performed by one who had the Apostolic commis
sion. At Samaria St. Philip the Deacon administered 
the water of baptism, but two Apostles came afterwards 
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to the city with the special object of completing the 
baptism by the laying on of hands. (Acts viii. 12, 
14-18.) 

The Christian Church was naturally led to adopt a 
-symbol familiar to the Hebrews (Deut .. xxxiv. 9). It 
b • .i been frequently used by our Lord (St. Matt. xix. 13; 
St. Mark vi. 5; viii. 23; St. Luke iv. 40; xiii. 13) the 
people expected Him to use it (St. Matt. ix. 18; St. 
Mark v. 23 ; vii. 32). As used by the Apostles it effec
tively expressed the handing on of a gift, th.e distribu
tion of the Spirit to individual believers by those who 
bad themselves previously received it. It seems clear 
that by bis connecting it thus closely with baptism the 
writer has here chiefly in mind, if not solely, the distri
bution of the Spirit which was made to all Christians 
alike in ' Confirmation ' (to use the common western 
term), but the same outward sign was used in the 
-ordination of the Christian ministry and in the commis-
-sion for special work (Acts vi. 6; xiii. 3; 1 Tim. iv. 14; 
v. 22; 2 Tim. i. 6). Here where he is recalling the main 
outlines of such instruction as was given to Christian 
catechumens it would have been as unnatural to speak 
of ordination to the Christian ministry as of the mystery 
of the Eucharist and the high priesthood of CHRIST to 
those who were as yet only on the threshold of the 
Church. 

of resurrection of the dead, and of eternal judge
ment. The phrase used here of the resurrection is that 
which broadly signifies the doctrine that men, both just 
and unjust, rise froip. the dead. Acts xxxiv. 15: it is 
so used in Acts xvii. 32; xxiii. 6; xxiv. 21 ; and several 
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times in 1 Cor. xv. There are other phrases in the 
New Testament which signify more thar this, such as 
that used by our Lord in St. Luke xx. 35, ' the resur
rection out of the dead' : this is applied to the faithful 
only; to our Lord Himself in Acts x. 41; 1 St. Peter i. 
3 ; and to the Christian's resurrection in Phil. iii. 11. 
The foundation, however, on which is built the Chris
tian doctrine of the resurrection, viz.: ' CHRIST the first 
fruits, then they that are CHRIST'S at His coming,' is 
to be found in the doctrine of the general resurrection. 

The word 'teaching ' covers all the last four points 
of doctrine and in some measure unites them. Even by 
creation man has a destiny which stretches beyond the 
limits of this present life-the just and unjust alike must 
stand before the great white Throne-but in the case of 
the Christian baptism and confirmation prepare his 
human nature for that final glorification to which the 
resurrection introduces him and which the eternal judge
ment makes for ever secure. Those who have already 
been made the temple of the Holy Spirit rise not only 
from the de;td, but out from among the dead. 

The 'eternal judgement' is to be pronounced by the 
risen Saviour. (Acts xvii. 31.) 

3. And this will we do, i.e. ' press on unto perfection.' 
The writer is resolute, but he knows that there are 
things which human resolution cannot touch, so he 
begins to strike the note of profoundest warning. 

If God permit. The words do more than m,'rely as
cribe to God the supreme oversight of human affairs. 
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4 permit. For as touching those who were once 

There is a fall from which no recovery is possible, an 
apostasy so extrem@ that there can be nothing for it but 
rejection. So the writer goes on • For.' 

4-8. The hopelessness of apostasy in the case of 
those who have been fully initiated into the Chris
tian mysteries and experienced their power, 

4. For as touching those, etc. Though this order of 
the words avoids the long separation of 'it is impos
sible' from ' to renew' as in A.V. yet it reduces the 
tremendous emphasis of the word' impossible', which in 
th~ Greek is the first word in the sentence. ' Impos
sible is it ' says the writer : there is a limitation to the 
work of men which has been set by the wilfulness of 
men. It may be that he has in mind the words of our 
Lord ' With men this is impossible ; but with God all 
things are possible.' (St. Matt. xix. 26.) 

who were once enlightened, i.e. ' once and once for all 
enlightened.' They are pointed back to a definite time 
which is known, and to a definite act which is complete ; 
to a time which can never recur and to an act which 
can never be repeated. As natural birth has its definite 
time, and cannot be repeated (St. John iii. 4), so is it 
with the spiritual birth into life and light; it is once, 
and once for all ; there is no second baptism. The 
convert has been made a partaker of the new life by his 
birth into the Body of CHRIST, he has received -the 
capacity of interior illumination by initiation into Him 
who is the true light (St. ,John i. 9; cp. Heh. x. 32). 
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In men life is light: natural. life carries with it self
consciousness: spiritual life carries with it God-con
sciousness : In him was life and the life was the light 
of men' (St. John i. 4). Enlightenment is the common 
term used of baptism by the Apostolic Fathers. 
Eusebius (Hist. iii. 23) quotes from Clement of Alexan
dria to illustrat~ the distinction between 'enlighten' 
as used of baptism and ' seal ' as used of confirmation. 
CHRIST !?POke of Himself as the light (St. John viii. 
12; xii. 46) and of men being 'full of light' or 'full of 
darkness' (St. Luke xi. 34) and light became a favourite 
term for the description of the Christian state, e.g. 
Eph. v. 8; 1 Thes. v. 5, 

and tasted of the heavenly gift. From spiritual capa. 
city he goes on to spiritual experience. By enlighten
ment or baptism made capable of it, they have actually 
and consciously enjoyed the heavenly gift, which is 
CHRIST Himself who came down from heaven and is 
giving life to the world (St. John vi. 33, 51), life 
which is light (cp. St. John iv. 10). CHRIST is the 
Father's gift to the world, a.nd the Holy Spirit is the 
gift of the Father and the Son (St. John xiv. 26; xv. 
26) ; thus this same word ' Gift ' is frequently applied 
to the·Spirit as well as to the Son. (Acts ii. 38; viii. 
20; x. 45; xi. 17.) 

The genitive case after 'tasted' implies that the 
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Holy Ghost, and 6 tasted the good 
word of God, and the powers of the 

fullness of the gift has not been exhausted-that cannot 
be in this life or ever-though a real beginning has 
been made_ 

made partakers of the ftoly Ghost. Baptism into 
CHRIST has been completed by their becoming par
takers of the Holy Ghost. The order of the funda
mentals as given in verse 2 is being followed. The 
word 'partakers' means more than the verb 'partak
ing': it is not merely a process, but it is a fact accom
plished: they have actually been made the temple of 
the Spirit; they have become partners in the possession 
of Hirn. St. Luke uses the word of partners in fishing 
(St. Luke v. 7), and besides this place in the Epistle it 
is used of partnership in a common possession in iii. 1 
and iii. 14 and in a related sense in i. 9 and xii. 8. 

5. and tasted the good word of God. 'Word' here 
means 'utterance'. It is not the Word of God of iv. 12, 
but some particular truth or promise uttered by or 
contained in that Word. The whole sentence might be 
more closely translated 'and tasted an utterance of God 
that it is good.' All the emphasis is thrown on the 
goodness or beauty of that saying, as the word 'good' 
comes first (Cp. 1 St. Peter ii. 3). The word 'tasted' 
is no doubt purposely repeated to set forth more vividly 
the reality of the individual experience, but by changing 
the case that follows it from genitive to accusative, 
the writer wishes to imply that the experience was a 
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age to come, and then fell away, it is impossible to 6 

complete one ; they had already completely experienced 
the truth of some of CHRIST'S promises or words. 

and the powers of the age to come. They had ex -
perienced even more than the truth of CHRIST'S 
teaching, they had actually seen the forces of the unseen 
world at work among men. The reference must surely 
be to those ' manifold powers ' by which God had borne 
witness, confirming the truth of the great salvation, 
ii. 4. They are the works of healing and conversion 
which CHRIST wrought, not by the use of natural forces, 
but by spiritual. 

'The age' is described as' to come', because it is 
not yet fully manifested ; it is already present hidden 
beneath the world of sense, and fw"1 time to time 
breaking through it as its forces are wielded by those 
who are in union with its supreme Lord. (St. John xiv. 
12). A state, rich and glorious in its endowments, has 
been described : now with startling suddenness· comes 
the word that denotes apostasy. 

6. and then fell away. It is not a relapse into the 
previous state before conversion and baptism; as one 
who slips in climbing may fall back to his former posi
tion, but it is a falling aside, as one who falls from a 
path of security over a precipice. An apostate Chris
tian can never be again what he was before he ' tasted 
of the heavenly gift'; he becomes something deplorably 
worse: compare CHRIST'S words: 'the last state of 
that man becometh worse than the first.' (St. Luke xi. 
26). 

Hi 
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renew them again unto repentance; 
7 seeing they crucify to themselves the 

it is impossible. See note on v. 4. Not 'it is un
likP-ly ' nor 'it is difficult', but ' it is impossible.' 

to renew them again unto repentance. It is only 
human agency that is here excluded ; in such a case men 
can do nothing ; the apostate must be left to God. The 
verb is in the present tense, and might be translated 'to 
keep renewing again'. The writer goes back again to 
the fundamentals, and selects the first on his list as be
ing the most essential. Repentance is so great a thing, 
carrying with it so complete a revolution of the whole 
self in its attitude towards God and man, that it cannot 
take place again and again. It can be deepened and 
made more thorough, but the very constitution of human 
nature prohibits its continual recurrence. See additiopal 
note. 

seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh. 
The Greek verb does not necessarily mean 'crucify 
i1gain ', Here we have the reason of the impossibility 
of the renewal. The apostate is crucifying CHRIST, 

and exposing Him crucified to the scorn of the world. 
CHRIST has come to him, and put Himself in his 
power, and like those in Jerusalem, he rejects and 
crucifies Him. But there is this dread difference. 
Many of those who bore the guilt of the historical 
crucifixion did it in ignorance, they knew not whom they 
were crucifying (Acts iii. 17), but the apostate has heard 
CHRIST knocking, has opened the door and has wel-
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Son of God afresh, and put him to an open shame. 
For the land which bath drunk the rain that 7 
cometh oft upon it, and bringeth forth herbs 

corned Him within, and when he has Him within he 
crucifies Him, See introduction and additional note. 

and put him to an open shame. The crucifixion, in
deed, is in the mystic processes of the human spirit, and 
unseen, it is 'to themselves', but in its outward aspect 
it is the holding up of CHRIST to public derision. 'Fell 
away' is in the past tense, but 'crucify' and 'put 
Him to an open shame' are in the present tense. The 
fall is complete, but the effects of the fall are continuous: 
the apostate continues crucifying CHRIST and exposing 
Him to shame. 

7-8. The warning is driven home by an analogy 
from the natural world. The readers are left to 
interpret it for themselves. The soul of man and 
the soil oi earth are alike Ood's work, and into 
either He pours His gifts. From both alike good 
fruit is expected, each after its kind. Of such land 
as only brings forth various weeds, the inevitable 
end is to be set on fire: what other end can be 
expected of the soul that brings forth e"il character? 

7. For the land which bath drunk, etc. Compare the 
parable of Isa. v. 1-7. No analogy is commoner than 
that between the processes of moral and spiritual train
ing and those of agriculture : our Lord several times 
used it. Here the first point of comparison is that the 
gift has been received, and received in abundance. 
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meet for them for whose sake it is also tilled. 
I receiveth blessing from God ; but if it beareth thorns 

and thistles, it is rej.ected and r;iigh unto a curse; 
whose end is to be burned. 

for whose sake it Is also tilled. There is a hint here 
of the human ministry through which God works among 
men. God gives the life, but men prepare others for 
its reception, and help to provide the conditions of its 
growth (1 Cor. iii. 5-9). Yet the labourer works not 
for himself, but for the community ; the spiritual 
labourer also works not for himself but for God. 

receiveth blessing from God. As the gifts received 
are f,rom God, so also is the fruitfulness. The ' bless
ing ' may be both in the bringing of the young shoots to 
perfection (Phil. i. 6) and according to the laws of 
fertility laid down in St. Matt. xiii. 12 and St. John 
xv. 2. 

8. but If it beareth thorns and thistles. The condi
tions are the same in each case : the same gifts and 
the same labour, and there is the same expectation of 
fruit. The word is changed· ' bringeth forth herbs '
' beareth thorns.' In the Greek the first is the word for 
what naturally ought to ensue, the second seems to 
imply that the result is unexpected and ·unnatural. 

It ls rejected, that i~, it is tested and found wanting. 
This is a favourite word with St. Paul, who uses it 
-seven times; e.g. 1 Cor. ix. 27 ; 2 Tim. iii. 8. 

nigh unto a c:une. There is just a glimme_r of hope 
here; he only says' nigh'. Men may be on the brink 
of ruin and yet be pulled back. 
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But, beloved, we are persuaded better things of 9 

whose end Is to be burned. Two meanings are in the 
word ' end '; land which produces only thorns has no 
other function or ' end ' to fulfil! than that of being set 
on fire, and this therefore must be its fate at the 'end'. 

The condemnation is gradual : it is as though the 
farmer looked at the land, examined it and found it 
worthless; he is on the point of giving his verdict, and 
that verdict if given would be that it must be set on 
fire, for it has no other ' end '. 

9-12. The writer is himself a conspicuous illus
tration of one who 'can bear gently' (v, 2) i.e. who 
c:an find the right mean between the extremes of 
excessive severity and undue leniency. Though he 
has drawn a dark and terrible picture of what 
apostasy means, he has left a loophole of escape: 
men may be on the edge of a precipice, and yet not 
have fallen over. He has spoken with chilling 
sternness, now he speaks with warm tenderness 
and love, and encourages and inspirits those who 
must have been cast down by his severity. He 
recafls their loving ministrations, and he builds his 
hope for the future on them. 

9. beloved. The only place in the Epistle in which 
they are thus tenderly addre~sed. The writer has 
spoken sternly, but it has been with the severity 
which springs from love. Compare the ascended 
Lord's message: 'as many as I love, I reprove and 
chasten ' (Rev. iii. I 9). In His ministry on earth it is 
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you, and things that 8 accompany salvation, though 

10 a Or, are we thus speak: for God is not unright
near to eou.s to forget your work and the love 

noticeable that when our Lord has been speaking 
truths which seemed hard to His disciples, immediately 
He speaks to them in terms of exceptional endearment, 
e.g. St. Mark x. 24; St. John xiii. 33. 

we are persuaded better things of you. He has indeed 
described the fate of the unfaithful field, but not because 
he wished to imply that they are already in that un
happy state: on the contrary he is convinced that they 
are even now producing better fruits than those signi
fied by 'thorns and thistles.' 

and things that accompany salvation. Literally 
' things that hold on to salvation ' the phrase is pro
bably purposely vague. These 'better things', which 
he afterwards mentions, are fruits of that state of salva
tion into which the Hebrews have been brought, and 
they also act as bonds which tend to secure them to 
that state. 

though we thus speak. 'Thus', i.e. warning of a 
grave danger which is not remote. 

10. for God Is not unrighteous to forget. There is 
no idea here of storing up merit through good works, 
but the thought is that when the Master surveys His 
field, He overlooks neither good nor evil, and His 
judgement concerning it is just: His righteousness or 
justice can be absolutely relied upon. He does not 
treat as ' thorns and thistles ' what are manifestly good 
fruits. Judgement is not necessarily condemnation: 
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which ye shewed toward his name, m that ye 
ministered unto the saints, and still do minister. 

God exercises the attribute of righteousness when He 
says, 'Well dor.e, thou good and faithful servant' as 
when He say~, 'Thou wicked and slothful servant.' 
Moreover this ;,rocess of discernment is ever g_oing on 
(St. John xii. 31) though its final result only becomes 
irrevocable at the ' Last day' (See additional note). 

your work, i.e. vour moral conduct generally. 
and the love which ye shewed. The characteristic 

mark of this conduct is active love. In verses 11 and 12 
he speaks of hope and faith, but first 'he lays hold of 
their love as an occasion of sharpening their faith and 
hope' (Benge). The man whose love is living will ne\'er 
permanently lose faith and hope. 

towards ffis name. God's name is in CHRIST who 
wholly reveals and represents Him; to shew love into or 
towards th~t name is to shew love to CHRIST and all who 
bear His rame. The love described here is, that whkh 
is exercis~d within the Christian community towards 
Christians as such. This love serves as a testimony to 
the worl<i, 'see how these Christians love one another', 
and as al invitation to those outside the Chui:ch to come 
into the :ellowship of this love. The love of Christian 
to Chriscian is not that of caste-fellow to caste-fellow, 
for the :aste is rigidly exclusi\'e, whilst the Christian 
community opens its arms to all and welcomes all to 
its love. 

In India it is pre-eminently true that the love in the 
Christian community which proves itself able to break 
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11 And we desire that each one of you may shew the 

down the barriers of race and caste will be the main 
attractive force to draw men to CHRIST, whilst betrayal 
of that love by the assumption of racial superiority or the 
retention of caste prejudice will be actua'. apostasy from 
CHRIST. 

In that ye ministered unto the saints. xiii. 24. For 
the use of the term ' saints • in the New Testament see 
note on iii. 1. The ministrations here signified are acts 
of practical beneficence, such as are <'.escribed in Acts 
ii. 45; iv. 35 ; vi. 1. 

and stlll do minister. The writer's confidence is not 
based merely on the past. No one's present condition 
can be gauged by his past alone : actions ½.owever good 
do not store up merit, though the motives which prompt
ed them pass into character. Present character must 
be discerned by present fruits. 

11. And we desire. The word expresses passionate 
yearning. It is the same as that used by our Lord in 
St. Luke xxii. 15, where its use as applied to Him is 
unique in the Gospels. 

each one of you. His passionate longing is not only 
that the Church as a whole should be faithful, but that 
there should not be a single member of it lost. It is the 
individual love of the true pastor as set forth by the 
Good Shepherd Himself in St. Luke xv. 3-10. 

may shew the same diligence. Christian life is many 
sided, and should be cultivated on every side. In. the 
case of the Hebrews, on one side-that o: loving 
service-there is moral earnestness which deserves 
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same diligence unto the 9 fulness of 

hope even to the end : that ye be not 
sluggish, but imitators of them who 

241) 

9 Or, fuu 12 
assurance 

commendation, but similar earnestness must be applied 
to the other sides of the Christian profession. 

unto the fullness of hope. Without hope as the in
spiration and support of love Christian life is in danger. 
The writer is preparing to set before them the supreme 
object of Christian hope in the ascended Lord as high 
priest, that they may have hope growing in them until 
it attains its fullest measure. The virtue of hope is 
especially exercised with respect to the Lord in Glory. 
It is remarkable that our Lord Himself in His teaching 
as recorded in the Gospels never spoke of hope or 
exhorted men to hope: what He did was to set .be.fore 
them the great motive which after His ascension 
created Christian hope. In every Epistle of St. Paul 
with the exception of '.:! Timothy and Philemon we find 
hope, as well as in 1 St. John and 1 St. Peter. In this 
Epistle it is one of the dominant thoughts see iii. 6 ; 
vi. 18; vii. 19; x. 23. 

even to the end. It is the Yivid anticipation of spiri
tual attainment in CHRIST which inspires men with 
courage to persevere unto the end. 

12. that ye be not sluggish. The word is the same 
as in v. 11 'dull'. In one respect, that of appropriat
ing Divine truths, he has been unable to acquit them of 
3luggishness, but he is anxious that this sluggishness 
should not spread over all their spiritual energies. 
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through faith and patience inherit the promises. 

Sluggish in meditation they may become sluggish in 
everything. 

but imitators of them. Not merely admiring pupils 
but men who actually live the same life inf.pired with 
the same hope. Only St. Paul uses the word elsewhere 
in the New Testament. 1 Cor. fr. 16; xi. 1; Eph. v. 1; 
1 Thess. i. 6; ii. 14. 

who through faith and JJ!ltience inherit the promises. 
They have as objects of imitation not only the patriarchs 
who have already inherited much of what was promised 
them, but also fellow-Christians who even now realize 
the promises in CHRIST: attainment is not only in the 
future. It seems impossible to exclude the patriarchs 
from the author's meaning, as Abraham is almost 
immediately given as an example. For the apparent 
contradiction with xi. 13-39 see the notes in those places. 

Faith and patience are also put side by side in 2 
Tim. iii. 10. Faith opens the eyes and gives the 
vision, and patience makes it an abiding power. In this 
Epistle we have two different words both translated 
patience in the R.V. The word used here means 
perseverance in spite of trials; that in x. 36 and xii. I 
bearing up under a heavy load. One sets forth the 
glory of going on to the en<l, the other the strength of 
endurance. Both are ascribed to 'love' in l Cor. 
xiii. 4 and 7. ' Love snffereth long' ' LO\·e endureth 
all things . .' 

13-15. The lesson that faith and patience will 
surely attain is supported by the illustration of 
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For when God made promise to Abraham, sinc.e he 13 
could swear by none greater, he sware by himself, 

Abraham, whose faith and patience were based 
upon Ood's promise rendered secure by an oath. 

13. When God made promise . . . he sware by 
Himself. Four times at least we read that God had 
promised Abraham that he should have an inheritance, 
be the founder of a numerous people, and the channel 
of blessing to all mankind (Gen. xii. 3, 7; xiii. 15-
16; xv. 5 ; xvii, 6-8). After the supreme crisis on 
Mount Moriah when his faith had been put to the 
sorest test and had not failed, the promise was repeated, 
and this time in a form even more assuring. God 
condescended to human forms of speech due to human 
frailty and confirmed his promise by an oath. Faith 
needed reassurance, for much of what was promised 
coul<l only be realized in the far future. 

since he could swear by none greater. In the case 
of men an oath is an appeal made to the highest con
ceivable authority to act as witness and as judge. It is 
an assertion before other men that God is recognized as 
present, as om:iiscient, and as judge with power to 
condemn him who speaks falsely. Strictly speaking 
an oath can only be taken by the invocation of a Per
sonal Being: men can only swear by a thing in so far 
as it represents a person. In a society of entirely truth
ful people oaths would be unnecessary. Thus among 
Christians CHRIST forbade them : the absolute truthful
ness of every faithful Christian is assured : he knows 
that he is living in the presence of God; to appeal to 
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14 saying, Surely blessing I will bless thee, and 
IS multiplying I will multiply thee. And thus, having 

that presence as a sign that he was speaking the truth 
would be a tacit acknowledgement that under other 
circumstances he might lie, which is impossible with 
one whose ' yea ' -is ' yea' and whose ' nay ' is ' nay ' 
(St. Matt. v. 37). 

sware by himself, i.e. He reminded Abraham of His 
essential nature with its necessary attributes of faith
fulness and truth : if God were not faithful and true 
He would not be God. That this 'oath ' was actually 
a source of comfort to Israel we know from Ps. cv. 
8-9 and from the song of Zacharias. (St. Luke i. 72-
3). 

14. I will multiply thee. In the Hebrew 1t is 'thy 
seed ' instead of ' thee '. Abraham is so identified with 
his seed that the emphasis is laid upon the personal 
promise. Abraham apparently lived to see Isaac's 
children, i.e. the multiplication of his seed. 

15. And thus, i.e. depending on the divine pledge. 
having patiently endured, he obtained the promise. 

No time had been fixed. Twenty-five years had elapsed 
since the time the promise was first given. It was 
while he was patiently enduring t:iat Isaac was born. 
Such appears to be the force of the two verbs both in 
the same tense. The period of patient endurance was 
not over but during it the first instalment of the promise 
was paid. A large part still remaining unfulfilled, 
Abraham's faith and patience were further supported 
by the addition of the oath. 
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patiently endured, he obtained the promise. For 16 
men swear by the greater : and in every dispute of 
theirs the oath is final for confirmation. Wherein 17 
God, being minded to shew more abundantly unto 
the heirs of the promise the immutability of his 

16-18. As the promise was doubly assured to 
Abraham so is it to those who have inherited the 
promise. This is to be their encouragement. 

16. The explanation of the meaning and effect of an 
oath among men : it closes disputes and confirms the 
truth. 

17. Wherein, such being the effect of an oath. 
being minded to shew more abundantly, 'more abun

dantly ' comes first in the Greek and is the emphatic 
thought. God's purpose was to afford such confirma
tion that all doubt must be absolutely excluded. 

unto the heirs of the promise, i.e. all who can be 
brought within its terms. 'All the nations of the earth' 
was the only limit set to the sphere in which should 
operate the blessing which should be through Abraham's 
seed. The unity of mankind demands a unity of faith 
and hope. 

the Immutability of His counsel. God's will is neces
sarily and inherently unchangeable, but what is here 
promised is that His counsel, which is one particular 
method of carrying out that will, shall be unchangeable 
also. 

When we speak of the immutability of God and of 
His will we mean that He is changeless, not because 
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18 counsel, 10 interposed with an oath : that by two 
10 Gr. med- immutable things, in which it is impos

iated. sible for God to lie, we may have a 

He is without quality but because He is the extremity 
of all possible perfection. The will of God is perfect, 
and being perfect any change would imply deterioration. 

interposed with an oath. The verb literally means 
'acted as mediator'. It is a vivid way of describing 
God's condescension to human nature, and contains a 
hint of the truth that only He who is God can be the 
mediator between God and man. 

I&. by two immutable things. The two things which 
as the result of the Divine Will are unchangeable are 
the promise and the oath : either is equally immutable. 

in which it is impossible for God to lle. In the Greek 
there is no article before ' God '. This means that all 
the stress here is laid upon the Divine nature ' it is 
impossible for one whose nature is Divine, etc.:' 

God's omnipotence does not include the power to sin; 
it consists in His being able to do whatever He· wills to 
do, but being essentially holy He cannot will to sin: if 
He could will to sin, He would not be God. 

The defence commonly made by Hindu apologists for 
violations of moral law by (l'()atars, such as are de
scribed in the Puranas, is that what is sin in a man is not 
sin in one who is a god ; that if a god adopts a human 
form, being a god he is free to do what he wills. Pro
bably at the root of this reasoning is that conception of 
deity in which any ascription to him of moral quality is 
regarded as denying his absoluteness, To meet the 
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strong encouragement, who have fled for refuge to 

popular mind revolting against this inaccessibility of 
God, tbe doctrine of avatars has been formed ; but there 
has still been retained the idea that right and wrong can 
have nothing to do with deity. 

we may ha~e a strong encouragement. Again the 
writer associates himself with those whom he exhorts 
and warns ; their need is his. So great is the contrast 
between that which appears to be and that which really 
is, between the straifness of their present state and the 
dchness of the pledged inheritance, that all Christians 
nee_d ' strong encouragement ' ; 1 Cor. xv. 19. 

who have fled for refuge. The tense points to a defi
nite time when they fled and found a refuge. This 
particular crisis was the time of their baptism into the 
body of CHRIST. 

to lay hold of the hope set before us. See note on 
iv. 14. As a man in danger flees to a place of refuge 
and lays hold of the object which is the pledge of bis 
security, e.g. the horns of the altar (1 Kings i. 50 ; ii. 28), 
so the Christian firmly grasps the hope. The idea is 
twofold, that of laying hold and keeping hold. Trusting 
to the promise men have fled to lay hold of the hope; 
stimulated by the oath they have strong encouragement 
to kee_p bold of the hope. The ' hope set before us ' is 
primarily CHRIST Himself and all that is implied in His 
high priestly work for men. To 1:iold tight to CHRIST 
who is the hope is. the only way to create and strengthen 
the inner virtue of hope, which is included in that which 
must not be lost. Hope being the virtue especially 
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19 lay hold of the hope set before us; which we have as 
an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and stedfast 

directed towards CHRIST as ascended (see note on vi. 11) 
the writer at once recalls His exaltation as high priest. 

19-20. As He who is our hope has assumed His 
full prerogatives within the veil, so our hope follows 
Him there and renders us secure. 

19. which we have as an anchor of the soul. This is 
the only place in the Bible where hope is likened to an 
anchor, but the symbol was common in classical writers, 
and the anchor has become universally adopted as the 
Christian emblem 0f hope. It is frequently found in the 
most ancient inscriptions in the catacombs at Rome, and 
this points to a very early knowledge of this Epistle 
among Roman Christians. 

both sure and stedfast. The two adjectives cover the 
double sense of hope. The hope which is the Christian's 
anchor is subjectively sure ; i.e. he is inwardly confident 
because he has the security of God's promise and oath: 
the hope is objectively stedfast, because he is united to 
Him who cannot fail, CHRIST the high priest. 

entering Into that which ls within the veil, i.e. the 
immediate unveiled presence of God, symbolized by the 
Holy of Holies, the innermost sanctuary before which 
the second veil bung ; ix. 3. 

As a ship in danger casts forth her anchor through the 
covering waters, and secures herself to the invisible 
stedfast ground, thus saving herself from being carried 
out of her course and wrecke'd, so the soul reaches forth 
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and entering into that which is within the veil ; 
whither as a forerunner Jesus entered for us, having 20 

through the veil to attach h~rself by the virtue of hope 
to the unseen CHRIST, and so is saved from being 
carried away and lost. 

20. Whither as a forerunner. The word is intensely 
significant. The Levitical high priest went alone into 
the Holy of holies, and was never followed by the 
people, but ' forerunner ' necessarily implies that there 
are those that follow. In like manner CHRIST is called 
the ' first fruits ' and ' the first begotten from the dead.' 

Jesus entered for us. The order of the English words 
does not render the emphasis of the order of the Greek : 
' Whither as a forerunner for us entered JES us ' ; i.e. 
there entered the very same as He who on earth lived 
and suffered, died and rose again, who still and for ever 
retains that human nature which He has lifted into the 
Godhead. All this is implied in the use of the human 
name alone and its emphatic position at the end. He 
entered ' for us ', and not as the high priest ' instead of 
us.' 'I go to prepare a place for you . , • that where 
I ,11,m there ye may be also.' (St. John xiv. 2-3). 

having become a high priest. The Greek might 
possibly mean that He entered because He had become 
a high priest: after His entry He fulfills His high 
priestly ministry. All things that bad befallen on earth, 
His dt!ath and resurrection, were to make His work as 
high priest possible. The more likely translation is 
'Whither as forerunner has entered in for us JEsus 
and become for evermore high priest.' By essential 

17 
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become a high priest for ever after the order of 
Melchizedek. 

nature He was high priest from the moment of His 
birth ; He became high priest in action from the 
moment of His entry into heaven. (See note on ix. 11.) 
See also introduction, explanatory note. We have an 
exact parallel in language in Phil. ii. 8 translated in the 
A.V. 'He humbled himself and became obedient unto 
death.' 

for ever after the order of Melcblzedek. But it is not 
the old temporary order of priesthood with its strictly 
limited and imperfect powers to which He belongs, but 
the new and glorious and eternal order. 

Thus again, and for the third time, the writer finds 
himself face to face with his great theme, and he now 
proceeds to unfold the meaning of the high priesthood 
of CHRIST and His heavenly ministry. 



ADDITIONAL NOTE ON vi. 6 

In no place in the Epistles of the New Testament, except the 
similar passage of this Epis. x. 26-31, is there a passage reguding 
human failure so stern and apparently so hopeless as this. The 
only other passages with which these may be compared are those 
in which our Lord speaks of the sin against the Holy Ghost which 
• bath never forgiveness'. (St. Matt. xii. 31; St, Mark. iii. 29; St. 
Luke xii. 8-10). Nor can we weaken the force of the words by 
translating--as indeed the actual Greek would allow-' it is impossi
ble to renew them again unto repentance while (or, so long as) 
they are crucifying to themselves the Son of God, etc. It is 
sufficiently obvious to a Christian, however poorly instructed, that 
as long as a man persists in living in flagrant and deadly sin be 
cannot be renewed unto repentance : unquestionably the writer 
did not mean merely to say that men could not both crucify 
CHRIST and be repentant at one and the same time. The words 
express a warning immeasurably graver than that contained in so 
obvious a truism. 

And yet it is clel!l' that • fell away '. cannot include every fall 
into mortal sin. To say that a man once converted and received 
into full membership of CHRIST'S body must be Jost eternally or 
even permanently excluded from the fellowship of the Church, 
should he ever afterwards commit a deadly sin, wo11ld be to con
tradict the whole Gospel of the love of God. The sheep that was 
both lost and found again had previously been safe within the 
fold; the son who wasted his substance in a far country but after• 
wards repented himself had before experienced the secnrity of the 
father's home. The fallen Christian is plainly , . .:>t outside the 
operation of the mercy of God. • Fell away ' in the passage 
must, therefore, signify an apostasy of so heinous and deliberate a 
kind that it deprives men of the capacity of accepting grace to 
repent. A bodily organ may be injured or it may be destroyed ; 
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the eye, for instance, may suffer from a disease which for a time 
either partially or entirely excludes participation in the light. But 
restoration is possible: the !blind may see again. Let, however, 
the optic nerve be destroyed, there is no more hope: restoration 
is impossible ; it is no longer • blindness in part ', but the -loss of 
sight is total and irreparable. 

The author of this Epistle follows CHRIST in teaching that there 
may be such a catastrophe as the destruction of the spiritual organ 
so entire that it carries with it the impossibility of restoration. It 
is by examination of our Lord's statements concerning the sin 
against the Holy Ghost in relation to the special circumstances 
under which they were spoken that light is thrown upon the 
meaning of this impossibility of renewal to repentance- as laid 
down in Hebrews vi. It appears that He twice warned men of the 
danger of sinning against the Holy Ghost, and on both occasions 
those to whom He spoke were men with special opportunities and 
privileges. On one occasion He warned Scribes and Pharisees and 
on the other His own disciples. In the former case it is abwtdant
ly clear that the Scribes and Pharisees sinned against light. They 
had witnessed the manifested power of God, and seen it rescue 
men from the domination of evil ; yet to the people they described 
this redeeming energy as due to diabolical agency, and they must 
have known that they were speaking falsely. Men may speak a 
word against the Son of Man from ignorance or folly : their mental 
atmosphere or :intellectual training or inherited prejudices may 
have disposed them to find difficulties that seem insuperable in 
the doctrine of the Incarnation: the cross may be a stumbling 
block and the Resurrection appear to lack conclusive evidence: all 
this may :influence those who 'speak '.a word against the Son of 
Man', But blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is to know truth 
to be truth and to reject it ; it is to be illuminated and yet sin 
agatnst light: it is to recognize the good and deliberately to choose 
the evil. The eventual and inevitable effect of such a course is the 
destruction of spiritual capaciiy : he who sins against the Holy 
Ghost is a spiritual suicide ; such a one cannot be forgiven, or 
rather ' bath never forgiveness •, not because God wills not to 
forgive, but because he has by his own action rendered hims~lf 
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unforgiveable : io other words, he has lost the power of accepting 
the grace of God. 

The Scribes and Pharisees were privileged, but those to whom 
our Lord spoke oo the second occasion in which He warned a
gainst sinning against the Holy Spirit were still more privileged : 
for they were His owo disciples. There is a closer parallel between 
them and those to whom this letter was addressed than was the 
case with the Pharisees. A non-Christian may indeed be guilty 
of the sin against the Holy Spirit; he may wilfully and persistently 
reject the truth that he recognizes through the illumination of the 
Spirit to be the truth, but those who are most liable to temptation 
to this blasphemy are ' those who were once enlightened and 
tasted of the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy 
Ghost, and tasted the good word of God, aod the powers of the 
age to come. There is a further point af likeness between the 
disciples whom CHRIST addressed (St. Luke xii. 4-12) and these 
Hebrew disciples of the second generation. They both are in 
danger of savage persecution which will bring the peril of apostasy 
very close to them. It is in view of the coming persecution that 
CHRIS'J. warns His disciples : it is because his readers '' have oot 
yet resisted unto blood, ' and they may have to resist unto blood 
that the author of the Hebrews wrote this passage to those whom 
he feared were ill prepared for the struggle. The disciple who 
denies CHRIST before men, who forgets that they are powerless 
really to hurt him, who fears when there is no need to fear (v, 
4) shall io turn be denied before the convocation of angels ; 
CHRIST cannot recognize as His own one who has deliberately 
and persistently repudiated Him. Then there comes the warning 
as to the sin against the Holy Ghost. Others, o:itsiders, may 
speak against the Son of Man ; they may be ignorant or prejudiced, 
but the disciple knows ; he has experienced : he has tasted the good 
word of God : for him to apostatize, however great his dread of 
torture and death, is to sin against grace and truth; he may destroy 
even the capacity of receiving grace and truth, and so the sin 
• shall not be forkiven ', because the alieoatioo from God is com
plete. It is this latter case which is contemplated in the Epistle 
to the Hebrews: 'as touching those who were once enlightened, 
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etc. . .it is impossible '-not that they will have offended God 
beyond the limit of His forgiveness-for that is illimitable-but 
they will have rendered themselves incapable of a.c:cepting it, "it 
is impossible to Nlnew them again unto repentance.", 

The writer does not say that such a thing has happened : indeed 
he cuefolly implies that it has not happened ; but he does not 
shrink from saying that it may happen. He exactly follows the 
teaching of CHRIST who does not say that men have sinned against 
the Holy Ghost. He did not even say it of the Scribes and 
Pharisees ; but He waml them that they may : for these men were 
unqueation11,Wy on that perilous road which leads to the utter loss 
of spiritual capac:itr, 

If our Lord warned thus gravely those whom He knew would 
have to face the peril of torture and death for His sake, if. the 
writer of this Epistle flatly tells the Hebrew Christians that it is 
impossible to restore the deliberate apostate to repentance. bow 
searching and terrible should such warnings be to those who hav• 
ing become Christians threaten to apostatize from Christianity for 
reasons so contemptibly \'ile a.s personal pique or sordid gain. To 
those who have actually done so it is difficult to give apy other 
message than there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins, but a 
certain {earful expectation of judgement• (x. 26-7). Probably the 
sterner aspects of Gospel teaching need especially to be emphasized 
at this time in India a.s in the rest of the world, whilst all Indian 
Christians subject to persecution for their faith may be encouraged 
by remembering that inscribed on the roll of martyrs and 
confessors are the names of many Indians who in spite of the, peril 
of torture and death have confessed CHRIST before mep. 1 

t For examples see life of Dr. Duff, vol. ii. pp. 340-350. In 
the Visitation Charge 1916of Bishop Durrant of Lahore occurs the 
.following passage:-' Dr. Mehr Khan, holdiog the fort at the 
londy frontier outpost of Thal, won the martyr's crown. When 
the raiders invaded the Mission Hospital there, they gave him the 
option of reciting the Kalima or death, and he proved yet another 
of those who in t.his land have been faithful unto death and 
received the crown of life. 
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In the lint centuries of the Church these passages of the 
EJistk to the Hebrews were used by the followers of Montanus 
and Novatian, whose attempts to enforce a too vigorous and 
unmerciful discipline led them into schism, to base their contention 
1hat a Christian who was guilty of apostasy or grievous sin mast 
be excluded from the Church for the whole of his life : they 
denied that it was within the power of the Church ever to readmit 
to communion in such cases. Besides this contention of those 
who were schismatics even in some parts of the Church at certain 
periods the discipline was so stern that reconciliation was 
forbidden to those who had been guilty of particular forms of 
uncleanness, of idolatry, or'of bloodshed. By the canons of the 
Council of Eliberis such offenders were utterly debarred from 
communion to the end of their lives. But generally speaking, 
severe as was the discipline of the earlier ·centuries of the Church, 
Hebrews vi. 6 was not interpreted as justifying such severity; 
most writers regarded it as prohibiting a second baptism or as 
implying that no more than one solemn penance and reconciliation 
was possible after baptism for the man who had fallen into gross 
sin. Such an interpretation does not, indeed, appear to fall with
in the author's meaning : he is not here dealing with the limits of 
ecclesiastical authority, but rather enunciating the terrible fact that 
there is such a thing as a moral and spiritual impossibility : he who 
flings himself out of the Ark of Salvation may find it impossible to 
return, not because those in the Ark reject him, but because he 
has lost alike the desire and the power to return. But the sterner 
interpretations of this passage in earlier days should testify to us 
in this lax age, when the power of discipline has largely been lost, 
that a young Church must above all bear witness by. its holiness ; 
that its power of attraction will be in proportion to its purity. In 
India where• the Church, comparatively tiny in numbers, is 
confronted by the millions upon millions of Hinduism and Islam. 
real and permanent progress can only be made by its obviously and 
conspfcuously raising before men the standard of simple truth and 
goodness. There is no mistaking the taste of salt-but if the salt 
have lost its savour I Moreover _the purity of a Church can only 
be preserved by the faithful application of discipline. To the 
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early Church the sin of a Christian was a horrible thing, only ro 
be d~lt with by a process of penance long drawn out and utterly 
humiliating. To give one illustration of the difference between 
the severity of the first centuries and the laxity of to-day, S. Basil 
who lived in the middle of the fourth century describes the 

stations of penance' which in his time were in use as the estab
lished rules of penitential discipline. As regards one particular 
sin he says, • such as offended by incontinence were for the first 
year to be excluded entirely from the whole service, and to stand 
weeping at the Church door, which was the station of moi,rners ; 
in the year following, they were admitted to that'of hearers; in the 
third, to that of tbe Jrostrate. called by way of eminence, the 
penance ; in the fourth they were permitted to stand with the 
faithful whilst they communicated, but might not themselves 
partake with them. And this I have termed that station of con
sistentes or bystanders, and thus, at last they were restored in 
foll to all their privileges, and were allowed to communicate.' 1 

A five years process of public humiliation before the Church 
would allow herself to be convinced of the reality of the penitence ! 
It may well remind the Church in India of the duty laid upon her 
of preserving at all costs the reality of her discipline : the 
Epistle to the Hebrews bears special witness to the truth that 
in fervent love of souls there must be an element of zealous 
severity. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON vi. 6. ' SEEING THEY CRUCIFY 

TO THEMSELVES THE SON OF GOD 

Historically speaking, jt is true of course, that the event of the 
Crucifixion happened once and once for all at a definite point of 
time on a definite -spot of the surface of the earth, But historical 
events such as the Passion, Crucifixion and Resurrection are 
outward manifestations of inward realities which are continuous: 
the external occurrence has its counterpart in the inner life; or, 
perhaps it would be better to say that what we describe as the 

1 Basil in Epistle Canonic Ad. Amphilochium Can. 22. 
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<:ounterpart is the real and that the outward historical events are 
the visualizing or externalizing to mankind of that which is enacted 
invisibly within the secret sphere of the spirit. Even before the 
historic Incarnation there was a presence of the Word of God in 
men though they were too ignorant to recognize it and mistakenly 
imagined its inspirations to he due to their own natural powers . 
before the historic Crucifixion men fought against goodness and 
love and truth to wl)ich the Word was prompting them and so 
were crucifying the Word : even before the historic Resurrection 
conscience reasserted itself by the power of the Spirit and the 
soul of the sinner rose to newness of life. But in the historic 
Incarnation this presence of the Eternal Word went outside men 
and clothed itself in flesh and blood like theirs, apart from sin, 
and taught them face to face, living visibly upon earth that same 
life which invisibly He had lived in man's inner being. Then too 
of hecessity, the Passion and Resurrection were externalized, 
and it was brought home to the senses what men do when 
they resist conscience and rebel against the will of God. Only 
historically speaking is the Passion of CHRIST entirely in the past ; 
mystically it is in the present; mystically it takes place in the core 
-0f human being: mystically but not the less actually CHRIST 

is continually betrayed, forsaken, denied, crucified, buried, for
gotten. 

And this can be stated with greater emphasis since the Word 
was united to human nature for now He dwells in the baptized 
in a more intimate way, brini,:ing to them the new nature which 
He has for ever made His own ; the \Vord thade flesh bas made 
His abode in men. This is the truth taught by the Ef,istle to the 
Hebrew.~. It uses the language of mysticism, but it is the language 
-0f actuality : the sinner crucifies CHRIST now, puts Him to an open 
shame, and treads under foot the Son of God. It is not merely 
the language of allegocy or parable that is employed ; the inward 
reality of crucifixion, of treading under foot, is being enacted : 
5uch are the actual crimes which apostates commit. 

It is by setting forth this truth of the indwe11ing of the Word in 
men before the historic Incarnation and still more intimately in 
those baptized into His Body after the Incarnation that the very 
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real difficulty of the lateness of the coming of Christianity is met. 
Hindus not unnaturally ask, if CHRIST be the Saviour of all man• 
kind, why did He appear so late in history ? How can He be the 
Saviour of those countless millions who lived before His birth, or 
of those other countless millions who living since have died without 
opportunity of hearini;: of Him ) The solution of the difficulty is 
found in the doctrine of the Eternal Word through whom all 
things were made, who was the inner light of all men before the 
historic Incarnation. who must have endured suffering when neg
lected and disobe~•ed; it was this Eternal Word whose presence 
was externalized in the Incarnafion, whose rejection was visibly 
actualized in the Crucifixion. But the facts which these historic 
events openly manifested were as old as humanity since the fall, 
and will continue as long as God descends to man and man rejects 
God's will. Long before the Incarnation Moses, so the writer of 
this Epistle declares, bore' the reproach of CHR·IsT. 

Further, this truth of the mystic indwelling of CHRIST exactly 
meets the aspirations of those who hold the doctrine of the iden
tity of God and the soul which is the characteristic dogma of the 
pure Vedanta. Tile outcome of this dogma in practice has been 
the attempt to effect the destruction of de;ire and the dispelling of 
the supposed illusion of a manifold universe. To do this is the 
function of what is called yoga: he who practises yoga aims at 
dissolving the ties by which he is bound to an illusory world that 
only seems to be and is not, that thus he may know that he is 
Brahman. Christianity teaches that human personality is not an 
illusion to be dissoh-ed, but that the true goal of man is that his 
personality shall be brought into the most intimate relationship, 
with the Divine, that it shall be surrendered to and so dominated 
by the Divine Personality that perfect union or true yoga is

~-ttainerl. 
CHRIST Himself points out the way of true yoga and lays down 

its indispensable condition. Individual personality must not be 
set up in independence; it can only realize it!lelf by surrendering 
itself utterly into the hold of the Supreme. ' If any man will 
come after Me let him deny himself'. At first sight apparently 
this is what the Vedanta prescribes', the denial of the self in order-
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lo find the Supreme Self. But CHRIST does not call upon men to
deny that they exist except in illusion, but to deny the self as an 
independent entity with the right to choose its own will. He goes 
on, • and take up his cross daily and follow Me.' This following 
under conditions of possible pain and persecution even up to death 
is the work of one who still has a will to choose even though he 
has denied the self. St. Paul in speaking of his ' self-denial ' and 
his following of CHRlllT says: 'I am crucified with CHRIST; 
nevertheless I liv'; yet not I but CHRIST liveth in me ' (Gal. 
ii. 20). Here is the true yoga : it is ' I ' and yet • not I '. 
The self is so denied that all its independence is gone, but the 
personality continues consciously and deliberately choosing to live 
by faith in the Son of God. Again, CHRIST describes under a 
figure the true relation of man to God : man is to ha\'e no inde
pendent life, but he is to draw his life from union: he is to be a 
living part of the One ; ' I am the Vine, ye are the branches.' 
At the same time this union in part depends upon the surrender 
of the will of man, for CHRIST commands ' Abide in Me' ; He 
calls for the exercise of conscious choice: man's fellowship in the 
life of God is to depend in part on his own will. 

The doctrine of the Vedlinta aims at logical completeness. 
Christianity satisfies a deeper need of man than the provision only 
of an intellectual system: it offers a fellowship in the Divine life 
as well, in which the human spirit by a willing surrender is enfolded 
and dominated by CHRIST: he is in CHRIST and CHRIST is in him. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON vi. 10. 'GOD IS NOT 
UNRIGHTEOUS TO 'FORGET YOUlt WORK 

It has already been pointed out (see additional note on ii. 2) 
that belief in the law of karma, though it does produce a kind of 
patient submission by which men endure uncomplainingly the 
evils which they attribute to themseh-es, yet it fails to act as an 
effective incentive to \'irtue or as a powerful deterrent from vice, 
because no conscience can bear the burden of the actions of innum
erable past lives. But the doctrine of karma does at any rate 
represent man as living in a moral uni\·erse and his actions as poss
essing moral values, To believe that such a system has been set 
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in force by God is to believe also that God is not unrighteous and 
therefore forgets neither good works nor evil. But whilst it must 
be recognized that belief in karma carries with it these ideas, yet 
the meaning of the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews in vi. 
10 is not that which is implied in this law. For the law of karma 
implies that what a man suffers or enjoys in the present life is the 
direct and necessary fruit of what he did in his past lives; that 
what he will suffer or enjoy in the next life will be the consequence 
of his action in this ; the present i!' the requital of the past, the 
future will be the requital of the present, and so on until all action 
cea.<;es. Such a belief makes retributive justice, the inflicting of 
penalties or rewards, the one supreme purpose of the moral order, 
the one great process of the universe. In Christianity judgement 
is secondary : men do not live in order they may be judged : the 
events of_ life are not retribution fot the past, but rather opportu
nities for the formation and discipline of character. Again, as 
character is known by its fruits, the just judge who ' will judge 
the world in righteousness ' can no more overlook the work and 
the love of men than He can o~erlook their evil deeds (cp. Gal. 
vi. 7-10). 



CHAPTER Vil 

FOR this Melchizedek, king of Salem, priest of God I 

1-25. The meaning :of high priesthood after the 
order of Melchizedek, The author of the ' Hebrews,' 
adopting the Psalmist's words in Psalm ex. 4, has 
found in the Old Testament a mystic figure which 
will enable him to depict more vividly the charac
teristics of the absolute high priesthood of CHRIST. 
In verses 1-3 he sums up all that is historically 
known of Melchizedek and all that can mystically be 
inferred from the silence of Scripture concerning 
him, and then (4-10) proceeds to Interpret the facts 
and the significant silence; and (11-12) to draw the 
inference of the insufficiency of both the Levitical 
priesthood and of the law under which it ministered; 
and in consequence that a change was to be 
expected; in (13-25) he makes manifest the utter 
superiority ot the high priest divinely appointed 
after the order of Melchizedek whos·e ministry being 
unchangeable is absolutely effectual. 

1-3. What the Old Testament relates as to Melchi:r;edek . 
. (See Gen. xiv. 17-20.) 

I. For this Melchizedek. The main proposition is 
' For this Melchizedek abideth a priest continually.' 
The last words of Chapter VI state that Jesus is a high 
priest for ever after the order of Melchizedek, and as the 
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Most High, who met Abraham returning from the 

first point to insist on i•s the unbroken and unending 
continuity of CHRIST'S priesthood he explains' for this 
Melchizedek abi.deth a priest continually ' 

The author's purpose is not to show that an Old 
Testament type has been fulfilled, but to find Scripture 
terms in which to delineate the absolute superiority of 
CHRIST'S priesthood. The historical character of Mel
chizedek only concerns him so far as the historical facts 
admit of mystical interpretation. Teaching as to type 
and antitype is only found once (Rom. v. 14) in the 
New Testament, though it is found frequently in the 
Fathers. See note on ix. 24. 

King of Salem. The geographical position or extent of 
Salem are of no account: the point is that the word 

' . means peace . 
• priest of God Most fllgh. The A.V. translates 'priest 

of the most high God' which in a polytheistic land might 
be taken to imply that there were lesser deities with one 
supreme God over them. In a country where mono
theism obtained there was no possibility of such a 
misconception, but in any case it is better to translate 
• priest of God Most High ' which makes it evident that 
'Most High' is an ascription of glory meaning that He 
transcends all creaturely existence. See St. Mark v. 7 ; 
St. Luke i. 32, 35, 76; vi. 35; viii. 28; Acts vii. 48; 
xvi. 17. 

who met Abraham returning, etc., i.e. at the time when 
be was at the summit of his earthly prosperity and 
power. 
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slaughter of the kings, and blessed him, to whom z 
also Abraham divided a tenth part of all (being first, 

ancl bleuecl him. The incident related in Gen.sis of 
Melchizedek bringing forth bread and wine is omitted 
here. The reason of the omission may be that the one 
great point upon which the author wishes to lay stress is 
the superiority of Melchizedek, and to do this it is 

amply sufficient to recall that which most vividly 
manifested it, viz. the priestly act of blessing. For one 
man to bless another implies that he is in a position of 
superiority and can convey to the other some gift of 
God v. 7. 

2. to whom also Abraham divided a tenth part, etc. 
The presentation of tithe was an acknowledgement on 
Abraham's part of the higher dignity of Melchizedek. 

Thus far historical facts have been stated: now comes 
the unfolding of the mystic meaning both of what 
Scripture says and of what it does not say. 

being flnt by interpretation, King of righteousness. 
'Melchizedek' means 'My King is righteous.' A deep 
significance is attached to names in Holy Scripture. 
They are not merely collections of letters or sounds by 
which persons or places may be conveniently distinguish
ed from one another, but they reveal office or character 
or destiny. Thus the names of God are a revelation of 
the being and character of God. (Cp. Gen. xxviii. 19; 
xxxii. 29; 1 Sam. iv. 21; Isa. viii. 3-4; St. Matt. i. 
21-3; St. Luke i. 13.) 

then also King of Salem, which Is, King of peace. 
Peace is shelam in Hebrew, salam in Arabic ; 
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by interpretation, King of righteousness, and then 

introduced into India it is the. commonest and most 
beautiful of greetings. It was the greeting of the Risen 
Lord to His disciples (St. Luke xxiv. 36; St. John xx. 
19-21). It was evidently the greeting which He 
instructed them to give to others. (S. Matt. x.. 12-13.) 
At its root it means the summit of a thing, and so 
completeness of attainment, and so peace. 

The first mark of a priesthood of absolute perfection 
is that it shall be combined with kingship. • He who is 
in closest fellowship with God and is the channel of 
divine grace is he who alone can fitly gnide and control 
the lives of men. Ideally the priest is king ; ideally 
Church and State are one. In earthly priesthoods and 
societies this has proved impossible because of human 
weakness and sin : thus the divine ideal of a State-Church 
or Church-State has not been realized. But the ideal is 
satisfied in CHRIST. When He is said to be priest after 
the order of Melchizedek it means thatwe have a King
Priest or Priest-King. Such a King of course rules in 
righteousness(Isa.xxxii. I). He Himself is righteous,and 
He makes righteousness the atmosphere of His Kingdom. 
'The righteous Lord loveth righteousness• (Ps. xi. 7). 
Religion without goodness, worship without moral purity, 
are conceptions of blasphemy. So righteousness neces
sarily comes first;' being first•. But 'then also' peace: 
righteousness is the essential condition of peace, and 
peace is the unfailing fruit of righteousness. ' The work 
of righteousness shall be peace' (Isa. xxxii. 17). Peace 
comes from the attainment of right relationships with 
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also King of Salem, which is, King of peace_; with- 3 
out father, without mother, without genealogy, hav
ing neither beginning of days nor end of life, but 

God, man and self. So in the kingdom of God ' Righte
ousness and Peace have kissed each other' (Ps. lxxxv. 
10; cp. Rom. xiv. 17). CHRIST is called ' our 
Righteousness' (Jer. xxiii. 6), and 'our Peace' (Eph. 
ii. 14.) 

3. without father, without mother, without geuealog:s, 
There follows the mystic meaning of the silence of 
Scripture. Genesis says nothing of his parents or his 
lineage. Scripturally he is isolated and stands alone : 
hence his priesthood is neither inherited nor derived; it 
is a personal dignity entirely and peculiarly his own. 

having neither beginning of dayii nor end of life. The 
death of Aaron is carefully recorded, but nothing is said 
either of the birth of Melchizedek or of the close of 
his priesthood. As regards the Scriptural record of him, 
therefore, he fittingly illustrates the eternal character of 
the absolute high priest. There are no days in eternity. 
As the Eternal, the Son has no ' beginning of days ' : 
baving taken human nature, He retains it for ever and 
has no' end of life'. The temporary ~eparahon of His 
spirit from His body through death did not mark the 
end of His human life, but was the gate of its fuller 
realization. 

This method of mystically interpreting the silence of 
Scripture is not found elsewhere in the New Testament, 
but it was familiar to the Hebrews. 

made like unto the sou of God. Not ' JESUS· nor 
18 
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made like unto the Son of God), abideth a priest 
continually. 

4 Now consider how great this man was, unto 
whom Abraham, the patriarch, gave a tenth out of 

'CHRIST' but• the Son of God', the designation in which 
the idea of eternity is necessarily implied; see note on 
i. 2. Emphasis is laid on 'made like': this mystic 
silence- has made him like. The Son is not compared 
with the portrait of Melchizedek, but this potrait has 
been made a means of vividly inculcating the truth of 
the eternity of the Son who is high priest. 

abldetb a priest continually. The term is not, as in 
the case of the true high priest 'for ever', but 'conti
nually '. There is no record of any predecessor or of 
any successor, and so this continuousness mystically 
illustrates that high priesthood which is' for ever'. The 
same term is used, however, of CHRIST's presentation of 
His sacrifice and His session in heaven. (See note 
on x. 12). 

4-10. The significance of the facts and silence. 

4. Now consider. (Cp. iii. 1 ; x. 24; xii. 3 ; xiii. 7). 
Different words are used in the Greek, but ' consider ' is 
the rendering in each case. Here the word means 
' take a. thoughtful look at ' ; in iii. 1 ; and x. 24 it is 
' concentrate the powers of the mind on ' ; in xii. 3 
'meditate, considering each detail,' i.e. in regard to CHRIST 
and His Passion; in xiii. 7. 'look again and again•. 
Christian life is to be contemplative and meditative if it 
is to be progressive and fruitful. Truth cannot merely 
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the chief spoils. And they indeed of the sons of 5 
Levi that receive the priest's office have command
ment to take tithes of the people according to the 

be passively received: it has to be made one's own 
through mental and spiritual effort. See note on v. 14. 

onto whom Abraham, the patriarch. In the Greek 
• the patriarch ' comes at the very end of the sentenc.e : 
• unto whom Abraham gave a tenth .... and he the 
head and founder of the race-'. It was a spontaneous 
act of voluntary homage indicating unmistakably the 
superior dignity of Melchizedek. 

a tenth out of the chief spoils. Every circumstance 
added to the significance of the gift. The tithes given 
were composed of the pick of the spoils generally re
served as an offering to deity. 

Now comes the application of the incident to the 
Levitical priesthood. What Abraham did the priesthood 
did, for in him it potentially existed. 

5. They Indeed of the sons of Levi that receive the 
priest's office. The words apparently imply that only 
such members of the tribe of Levi as were priests 
receivlld tithes; but this was not so: the whole tribe 
received tithes from the other tribes, and these offerings 
were tithed again for the benefit of tqe priests. The 
point, however, is that what they, the priests, received
and the writer is thinking only of the priests as priests
had been derived originally from 'the people ... their 
brethren.' 

Moreover he thinks of the priests as engaged in the 
activity of service to their brethren. The word trans-
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6 law, that is, of their brethren, though these have 
come out of the loins of Abraham: but he whose 
genealogy is not counted from them bath taken 

7 tithes of Abraham and bath blessed him that bath 

lated 'priest's office ' signifies not merely the priestly 
order, as does the word translated' priesthood' in verse 
11, but the actual service they perform. A priest is not 
merely one who has been exalted to a high dignity, but 
one who is put into a position to serve his fellowmen in 
a way which precludes him from earning his own sup
port. They support him, therefore, not because he 
belongs to a priestly order but because he renders priestly 
service. The same is true of the Christian ministry: 
the nature of their service to men is a bar to their 
engaging in secular pursuits, but this makes it all the 
more imperative that they shall not eat the bread of 
idleness : they too are supported not because they hold 
an office but because they render' spiritual and indispens
able service. 

according to the law. The payment of tithes was in 
obedience to a law which could be enforced; Abraham's 
tribute to Melchizedek was given of his own free will. 

6~ though these have come out of the loins of 
Abraham, i.e. the superiority of the Levitical priesthood 
over their brethren was simply one of order: all were 
equally children of Abraham ; but Melchizedek was 
inherently of his own nature superior. 

7. bath blessed him that bath the promises. That 
Abraham should voluntarily pay tithes to Melchizedek 
was a sign that the patriarch recognized Melchizedek's 
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the promises. But without any dispute the less is 
blessed of the better. And here men that die receive 8 
tithes; but there one, of v.hom it is witnessed that 
he liveth. And, so to say, through Abraham even 9 

superiority : that Melchizedek should bless one already 
highly favoured by God was a sign that he claimed a 
position of pre-eminent dignity. 

Now comes the application of the truth drawn from 
the mystic silence of Scripture. 

8. here men that die receive tithes. ' Here·, i.e. in 
the Levitical system, dying men, who exercise their 
priesthood for a little and then transmit it to others, 
receive tithes. 

but there. ' There•, i.e. in the case of Melchizedek, 
priesthood is neither transmitted nor derived. 

It Is witnessed tha,t he llveth, i.e. by mystically inter
preting the silence of Scripture, which records neither 
his birth nor death. 

9. And, so to say. No illustration should be pressed 
in every direction : throughout the writer is using the 
story of Melchizedek as a kind of parable. All that 
has preceded has served as a vivid and picturesque 
method of delineating the characteristics of the abso
lute high priest. 

through Abraham even Levi, etc. If an objector retorts 
that the Levitical priesthood was not instituted in the 
life-time of Abraham, the answer is ready : the priest
hood was potentially in Abraham both as a fact of 
nature and as a gift of grace. As a fact Levi sprang 
naturally from Abraham, and the priesthood sprang 
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I O Levi, who receiveth tithes, hath paid tithes ; for he 
was yet in the loins of his father, when Melchizedek 
met him. 

11 Now if there was perfection through the Levitical 
priesthood (for under it hath the people received the 
law), what further need u,as there that an other 
priest should arise after the order of Melchizedek, 

from the beginning of the fulfilment of that blessing 
which had been inseparably attached to Abraham's 
personality. The conception of the unity of a family 
in its head is much more an Eastern way of regarding 
human life than a Western. 

Again, if an objector were to argue that this proves 
too much, for CHRIST Himself as regards His humanity 
was descended from Abraham, the answer is that it is 
not meant to f,rOfJe anything but is 'so to say.' (See 
additional note). 

11-12. Tbe inference ls drawn that the Levltlcal 
priesthood with the law under which it ministered 
was Imperfect, and consequently a change was to 
be expected. 

11. Now If there was perfec:tfon through the Levltlcal 
priesthood, i.e. if the priesthood had answered the 
purpose for which a priesthood ideally exists. That 
purpose is ' perfection ', the process of bringing human 
nature to the end for whi1=h it was created, viz. union 
with God. Men being sinful, this process necessarily 
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and not be reckoned after the order of Aaron? For 12 
the priesthood being changed, there is made of 

includes the taking away of sin and the restoration to 
holiness. 

under It bath the people received the law. The con
stitution of the commonwealth of Israel with all its 
ordinances of life and worship had the priesthood as its 
centre. 

what further need was there that another priest should 
arise. Another order of priesthood had been distinctly 
foreshadowed in Ps. ex. and its transcendent charac
teristics mystically depicted in Gen .. xiv. 17-20. 

another. The Greek word here used signifies a 
different kind of priest, and not merely a superior priest 
of the same order, as Aaron was the \:hief priest of the 
Levitical order. 

12. For the priesthood being changed . . also 
of the law. The 'change• signified here includes both 
' transference ' and ' transformation'. The priesthood 
being vital to the constitution of Israel, its ' change ' 
necessitated the ' change• of the whole religious cons!itu
tion under which the people lived. The priesthood was 
transferred t6 another line, and it was transformed into 
absolute perfection: the law was transferred by becoming 
catholic, and it was transformed by becoming a system 
of grace and truth. 

1j-15. The utter superiority of the high priest 
divinely appointed after the order of Melchizedek. 
ministering under a better covenant whose minist
ry being unchangeable is absolutely effectual. 
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necessity a change also I of the law. 
13 For he of whom these things are said 

' belongeth to another tribe, from 
which no man bath given attendance at 

VII. 13 

1 Or, of law 
9 Gr. ha th 

:J,artaken of 
See eh. ii. 14. 

1,4 the altar. For it is evident that our Lord bath 
sprung out of Judah ; as to which tribe Moses spake 

13. For be of whom these things are said. ' These 
things ' are the words of Ps. ex. There is no doubt in 
the minds of these Jewish Christians that JESUS is the 
Messiah and that the words refer to Him. 

belongetb to another tribe. The translation ' belongeth 
to' does not give the force of the Greek verb which 
emphatically expresses the voluntariness of the incar
nation. He, the Eternal Son, has partaken of human 
nature in another tribe. The same word is used with 
the same meaning in ii. 14 where see note. 

from which no man ... altar. There is no record 
in the history of Israel of any member of the tribe of 
Judah having performed duties which appertained strict
ly to the priest's office. 

14. For It Is evident. The fact was too well known 
and attested to be disputed. 

that oar Lord bath sprang out of Juda. (Rom. i. 3; 2 
Tim. ii. 8; Acts ii. -30; Rev. v. 5 ). Technically our 
Lord's connexion with the tribe of Judah was through 
His foster-father Joseph (a mother's genealogy was not 
counted) but actually it must have been through the 
Blessed Virgin Mary, though it is not expressly stated 
so in the New Testament. In primitive days it wa.<; 
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nothing concerning priests. And what we say is 15 

believed that she was of David's line, and such evidence 
as there is points to her being first cousin to Joseph. 
The fact that she was a kinswoman of Elizabeth, who 
was ' of the daughters of Aaron, ' is no indication that 
she was not of the tribe of Juda, for the tribes were not 
<:astes and there was free intermarriage between them, 
the only restriction being that a woman who inherited 
land might not marry out of her own tribe (Num. 
xxxvi. 5-9) but this was merely to prevent the alienation 
of the land assigned to a tribe. 

Our Lord. This is the second time He has been so 
designated in this Epistle. At a time when His human 
nature is • being emphasized it is important to recall His 
Divine Soveniignty over us, In ii. 3 it is 'the Lord'; 
here it is' our Lord'; in xiii. 20 'our Lord JESUS'. 
Whenever 'Lord' by itself occurs in this Epistle it 

means Jehovah. 
bath sprung. The Greek word is rich with meaning. 

It is used of a shoot or branch springing out of a root. 
(See Isa. xi. 1 ; Jer. xxiii. 5; xxxiii. 15 ;. Zech. iii. 8; 
vi. 12) where this figure is applied to the Messiah. It is 
also used of the rising of the sun or of a star, aqd this 
is also used as a figure of the Messiah's appearance. 
(See Num. xxiv. 17; Isa. Ix. 1; Mai. iv. 2). The two 
images are combined in Rev. xxii. 16. Strangely enough 
the substantive (c:ivaTo>..11) has been translated both 
' Branch' and 'Sunrise'. 

as to which tribe Moses, etc. See Exod, xxix. 44. 
15. And what we say Is yet mon abundantly evident, 
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yet more abundantly evident, if after the likeness of 
16 Melchizedek there ariseth another priest, who hath 

,. e. the change of the priesthood which carries with it 
the change of the law. 

if after the likeness of Melchlzedek there arlseth another 
priest. The Greek means 'if there ariseth, as indeed 
has actually happened, another priest, etc. ' CHRIST 

Himself is the supreme and incontestable evidence of 
the change of priesthood. 

after the likeness. The word ' order ' is changed to 
'likeness'. The absolute priesthood is distinguished 
from the Levitical not merely by difference of descent, 
but by the fact that this priesthood, like Melchizedek's, 
is personal and not tribal. CHRIST is priest not by arbi
trary enactment but in virtue of His own consummated 
humanity in union with the Divine Nature. 

16. Who bath been made literally 'bath become ' ; 
•priest' is understood. CHRIST has become priest by 
becoming man : He became merciful and faithful through 
experience of human life with its temptations and 
sorrows (iii. 17-18). All this is now an accomplished 
and eternally abiding fact-such is the force of the per
fect tense. 

not after the law of a carnal commandment. The law 
hy which the Levitical priesthood was constituted was 
that of 'a carnal commandment'. It is not 'carnal' in 
the bad sense of the word, but carnal is used here of 
that which is mortal and transitory and so necessarily 
imperfect. The commandment was 'carnal' because 
the priests were selected from mortal and imperfect 
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been made, not after the law of a carnal command-

men, whose qualifications were of natural birth and not 
of the moral and spiritual order. There was not 
necessarily any special moral excellence in the tribe of 
Levi or the descendants of Aaron. This being so, the 
priesthood chiefly dealt with outward requirements, 
with ceremonial purity rather than inward qoliness. 
Such a priesthood could only he the channel of limited 
blessings. Whatever may have been the origin of the 
Brahman priesthood in India, the epithet ' carnal ' in 
the sense explained above exactly fits it. Succession in 
the priesthood is hereditary, and it deals almost entirely 
with a ceremonial law which i~ of bewildering com
plexity. In Israel the priesthood was supplemented by 
the work of the prophets whose appeal was entirely to 
the moral and spiritual side of men. In India too there 
have arisen reformers and teachers, whilst philosophy 
bas aimed at releasing men from the bondage of the 
'carnal commandment ', but the work of prophet as well 
as of priest, of philosopher as well as of reformer, was 
clearly provisional and preparatory, and bore witness to
a need which it did not satisfy. 

bat after the power of an endless llte. The meaning 
is that the life is not merely endless in fact but of its 
es§ential nature indissoluble. Each word descriptiYe of 
the temporary and provisional system finds its contrast: 
law is contrasted with f,ower, carnal with endless, co,11-
"'Gndment with life. The perfect priest is priest, not 
by arbitrary selection, hut in virtue of what he essenti
ally is ; his power is inherent in a life which being 
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ment, but after the power of an 3 end- 3 Gr. in,lis-
17 Iess life : for it is witnessed of him, salub~. 

Thou art a priest for ever 
After the order of Melchizedek. 

t8 For there is a disannulling of a foregoing command
ment because of its weakness and unprofitableness 

indissoluble carries with it necessarily the prerogative 
of conferring indissoluble blessings. The question 
arises, is this life the life of His humanity or His life 
as Eternal Son ? The answer seems to be that it is the 
life of His humanity rendered indissoluble by its union 
with the Godhead : the death on the Cross did not 
dissolve this life, which was manifested as indissoluble 
.at the Resurrection (cp. Rom. i. 4). It is the Man
hood in union with the Deity which constitutes Him 
in power and life as the absolute and perfect priest. 

17. for it is witnessed of Him. The quotation attests 
the -indissolubility and transcendence of the priesthood 
-of CHRIST. 

18. For. The fact that an absolute priest has been 
made has necessarily a two-fold effect: (1) the abrogation 
of the old system ; (2) the introduction in its place of 
' a better hope.' 

there is a dlsannulllng of a foregoing -commandment. 
The old has done its work and must now be disannulled. 
The word is a strong one, used of the utter rejection of 
a thing so that it no longer has any effectiveness, and so 
cannot be a hindrance to advance : it is used of the 
putting away of sin by CHRIST (ix. 26). ' Foregoing' 
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(for the law made nothing perfect), and a bringing 19 
in thereupon of a better hope, through which we 

might be translated 'leading forward'; the writer selects 
a word which skilfully conveys the idea not only that 
the system was prior in time, but that it was prepa
ratory, leading forward to something beyond and better 
than itself. 

because of Its weakness and unprofltableness. Not 
because of its burdensomeness or inherent wrongness 
1s the commandment disannulled, but because that 
which at a certain stage of development is useful be
comes unprofitable at a later stage. The crutch upon 
which an injured man leans becomes a source of weak
ness if it be not rejected at a certain stage of his 
reco\7ery : for a man to continue to use the books of 
childhood is to check and injure mental progress. 
Moreover, a commandment of its very nature can only 
discipline and restrain, it can impart no power; it is 
weak in the sense that it cannot endow any one with 
strength to obey. 

19. tor the law made nothing perfect, i.e. it did not 
bring men to the end for which they were created. 
Moral law, however high the ideals to which it may point, 
is a thing external which leaves the human will unem
powered. Even the precepts of the Sermon on the 
Mount are law, and by themselves might prove weak and 
unprofitable to men. A plumb line may shew the wall 
to be out of the perpendicular, but a plumb line would 
prove a weak and unprofitable thing if it were the only 
instrument the workman had for repairing the wall. 
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20 draw nigh unto God. And inasmuch as it is not 

If this be true of moral law, much more is it true of 
ceremonial : sacrifices pointed to an end which they 
were powerless to attain, and wilful sin remained still 
unforgiven (cp. Rom. vii. 5-16). 

and a bringing. In therefore of a better hope. To 
abolish the old without substituting something better 
may be retrogression and not advance : e.g. for a 
Hindu to reject the restrictions of his caste and society 
without ' the bringing in thereupon of a better hope ' 
is to be 'empty' without even being' swept and gar
nished' (St. Matt. xii, 44). 

The 'better hope' is in CHRIST, the high priest, 

already described as our Hope in vi. 18, through whom
we become partakers of the new life. 

Does it mean a hope better than the commandment, 
or a hope better thao the hope which the commandment 
held out ? Probably the latter; for the hope held out by 
the commandment was that of temporal prosperity (see 
Deut. xi. 13-15) whilst the commandment itself may 
be said to have pointed mystically to the true high 
priest and His sufficient sacrifice. 

through which we draw nigh unto Qod, The approach 
to God is no longer restricted to members of one tribe 
who approach instead of those they represent, but 
approach in CHRIST, the high priest. 

20. And Inasmuch as. The 'and ' introduces an 
additional consideration by which the superiority of 
CHRIST'S priesthood may be seen. 

It Is not without the taking of an oath, i.e. the bring-
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without the taking of an oath (for the:y indeed have 21 
been made priests without an oath ; but , or, through 

he with an oath 'by him that saith 5 of ~ Or, unto 

him, 

The Lord sware and will not repent himself, 
Thou art a priest for ever) ; 

by so much also bath Jesus become the surety of a 22 

ing in of the better hope in the perfect priest is not 
without, etc. The new consideration is that the perfect 
priesthood is rooted in the faithfulness of God's promise : 
this faithfulness has been assured to man by His con
descension to human methods of speech, as explained in 
vi. 16-18. 

21. for they Indeed have been made priests, etc. The 
Levitical priesthood was constituted by a law to which 
obedience must be rendered : the true priesthood was a 
promised gift to mankind to be gladly welcomed and 
gratefully accepted_. It was something almost too good 
to be true ; so God made assurance doubly sure. ' The 
Lord sware, etc.' 

22. by so much also bath JESUS become the surety of 
a better covenant. As the Levitical priesthood was the 
centre of the old system, so' JESUS' is the 'surety' of 
the new. As the ineffectiveness of the old priesthood 
was the measure of the inadequacy of the old covenant, 
so the perfection of ' JESUS' is the ' surety ' of the 
adequacy of the 'better covenant'. It is 'JESUS' who 
' bath become ' ; He who took human nature at the 
Nativity, and passed through the experience of pain and 
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23 better e covenant. And they indeed 
have been made priests many in num-

VII. 23 

6 Or, testa
ment 

death, has exalted that same human nature into the 
heavenly sanctuary (vi. 20). The word 'surety• is not 
found elsewhere in the New Testament. This heavenly 
'surety ' is the pledge to men of something that now is 
and of something that shall be ; potentially men are 
already in 'heavenly places', being in CHRIST who is 
in Heaven; actually the consummation of their blessed
ness is in the future (cp. Eph. i. 20 and ii. 6 with 
St. John xiv. 2-3; 1 Thess. iv. 14-17 and Col. iii. 4). 

a better covenant. The Greek word translated ' cove
nant' or 'testament' in the R.V. literally means a 
'disposition• or' appointment•, and it was used of that
be it a deed or a constitution or a book-which could be, 
as it were, laid up and appealed to as containing the 
terms of the 'disposition '. In secular affairs it has to 
do with dispositions of property, as in a will, or with ar
rangements made between two parties, as in a contract ; 
in the relation of God to man S:nd the revelation of His 
will it is used of tho$e Divine orderings of human life by 
which men are taught to respond to the purpose for 
which they were created. It is because God has led the 
human race gradually from stage to stage of knowledge 
and privilege that it is possible to speak of • a better 
covenant.• (See additional note.) 

23. And they indeed have been made priests many 111 
number. A further proof of the preeminent superiority 
of the absolute priest. Under the Levitical system 
many priests have to be made, either at one time or one 
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her, because that by death they are 
hindered from continuing : but he, 
because he abideth for ever, 7 hath his 
priesthood 8 unchangeable. Wherefore 
also he is able to save 9 to the utter
most them that draw near unto God 

289 

7 Or, hath a 
priesthootJ 24 
that tJoth not 
pan to a,i-

other 25 
1 Or, i,iviol-

able 
• Gr. com

pkteiy. 

after another; why ? in order to secure continuity of 
service. Death prevents them from retaining their 
priestly office and fulfilling its functions. 

24. but he, because be abldetb for ever. Here is the 
sharp contrast, He has made His humanity eternal by 
its union with the Divine nature, and the human nature 
being ' for ever ' the priesthood is also ' for ever ' 
(Cp. St. John viii. 35; xii. 34). 

bath bis priesthood unchangeable. The Greek word 
translated ' unchangeable ' in the text means literally 
' not to be transgressed ' and either ' uninvadable' or 
' unalterable •. Probably it carries the sense of the word 
'absolute'. CHRIST'S priesthood is unique: it cannot 
be' invaded by others, for no others can fulfill its func
tions; jt cannot be altered, for it is eternally unending. 

25. Wherefore also, i.e. in virtue of the absolute 
character of His priesthood. 

he is able to save to the uttermost. The word 'save' 
recalls the emphatic use of the name 'JESUS' in verse 
22 (St, Matt. i. 21) and implies the ueed of redemp 
tion. Humanity unfallen would need to be brought to 
the perfection of the end for which it was created; it 
would need perfecting. But humanity fallen needs 

19 
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through him, seeing he ever liveth to make inter
cession for them. 

more than this; it needs saving before it can be perfect
ed. It is out of sin that men are to be saved and so 
brought to the end. This 'saving' is a continuous 
process; the tense is present. Further, it covers the 
fullness of man's nature and being; it is 'unto the all
completeness,' so that in every respect man's spirit, 
soul and body are preserved entire (1 Thess. v. 23-4). 

' He is able ' and He alone is able : there cannot be 
two absolute priests any more than there can be two 
Gods. Strictly speaking it is only of the Divine Being 
that it can be said' He is able': when we assert of men 
that they are able, behind the assertion must be the 
consciousness that the sufficiency is of God: 1 Cor. 
iv. 7 ; 2. Cor. iii. 5. 

them that draw near onto God through him. The sole 
limit to the all-saving power of the absolute priest is set 
by men ; to be saved they must co-operate with Him; He 
an only save those that are drawing near; He cannot 
save men against their own wills. Yet even in drawing 
near He ' prevents ' or goes before them : the impulse 
and power to approach are' through Him'. See note on 

iv. 16. 
seeing be ever livetb to make intercession for them. 

'With Him it is evermore "Atonement Day".' The 
power to save is intrinsically inherent in the eternally
human and divine life, the infinite energy of which goes 
forth in perpetual intercession for those who are approa
ching. The word translated ' to make intercession ' is 
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For such a high priest became us, holy, guileless, 26 

also used of making a suit against; see Acts xxv. 24. 
Romans xi. 2. He who had been so ill used of men 
(S. John i. 10-11) and is still so ill used (vi. 6.) might 
have pleaded against men to the Father (see S. John 
v. 45), but for Him to live is to love, and to say that 
' He ever liveth ' is to say that He ever loveth ; and to 
say that He loves is to say that He intercedes. Compare 
Rom. viii. 34 where CHRIST'S intercession-the same 
wor<i is used-is connected with His Resurrection and 
Ascension, i.e. with His inviolable and glorified human 
life. The basis, mode, motive and fruit of this interces
sion are unfolded in the following chapters. 

26-28. A priest, eternal and transcendent, infini
tely exalted yet good with human goodness, presen
ting sacrifice yet presenting only one all-sufficient 
sacrifice, of His own nature Son yet consecrated 
priest by divine decree, such an one, and not sinful 
priests who come and go, exactly meets and satis
fies human needs. 

26. For such a high priest became us. More litera1ly 
the translation is: 'For such became us as high priest'. 
The ' such ' gathers up the marks enumeratecl above of 
eternity, transcendence, absoluteness. He 'became us', 
because He exactly meets and satisfies our necessities; 
e.g. our need of salvation, our need of present communion, 
and our need of the consummation of our nature. See 
note on ii. 10. In saying 'us' the writer contemplates 
only the Christian society, not in the spirit of exclusive
ness, but because his effort is concentrated on the 
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\Uldefiled, separated from sinners, and made higher 

edification of those who are already in the Body, and 
because all men may become of' us' and share the high 
priest! y ministry. 

holy. guileless, undefiled. His goodness is that of 
ideal human excellence, of one who has passed through 
human life with its searching trials and temptations, and 
is 'holy, guileless, undefiled.' The goodness· is de• 
sccibed both positively and negatively. Positively He 
is 'holy': the word used here is only found in the New 
l'estament of the holiness of one who is human, 
measured by a divine standard. Even Rev. xv. 4 is 
no exception, for though the victorious saints are chant
ing to the ' Lord God Almighty ' they are singing the 
Song of the Lamb. Negatively, He is' guileless,' i.e. 
without malice ; He knows no thought towards man 
save that of love. And He is 'undefiled'; notwith
standing His passage through the world and His adop
tion of a human body and soul, nothing ever polluted 
His purity of motive and action. 

separated from sinners. There are four ways in which 
this phrase may be interpreted, none of them mutually 
exclusive. (1) It may denote the final and eternally
abiding issue of His life under earthly conditions: by 
his victory over temptation in the wilderness and over 
all subsequent temptation He is one who is in a state of 
having been' separated from sinners.' (2) On earth He 
was numbered with the transgressors: (St. Mark xv. 
28; St. Luke xxii. 37}. At His baptism He appeared 
to men as a sinner seeking cleansing, at His Crucifixion 
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than the heavens; who needeth not daily, like those 27 
high priests, to offer up sacrifices, first for his own 

as a criminal enduring the penalty of His crime. Now 
by His Ascension He is for ever vindicated and' sepa
rated from sinners.' (3) ' He did not contain in Himself 
the sinful principle of sympathy with sin.' (Liddon) 
compare. iv. 15' without sin', and St. John xiv. 30. 
(4) Sinners no longer have power to hurt Him: He is 
utterly xemoved from their hands in fulfilment of Isa. 
}iii. 8. ' From oppression and judgement he has taken 
away.' (Cp. St. John vii. 34-6). Nor is this inconsis
tent with the mystical life in which CHRIST still per
mits himself to be crucified by those in whom He 
dwells : see vi. 6. 

and made higher than the heavens. Here is the ex
pected consummation. The Greek is ' having become 
higher, etc.' He has 'become' by attaining stage by 
stage to holiness, in each stage compassing the perfec
t10n possible in that stage, until at the final ' it is finish
ed' He is ready as man for inconceivable exaltation 
above the created universe into the uncreated glory of 
God. See note on iv. 14, and additional note on the 
use of' heavens' and' heaven' in this E'pistle. 

~7-28. Imperfect priests imply a continual offer
ing of sacrifice after sacrifice, each incomplete: 
on~ Perfect Priest implies the offering of one 
Perfect Sacrifice which is effective for all time, 

27. who needeth not dally, like those high priests, etc. 
The Greek is ' who bath not daily need.' The higli. 
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sins, and then for the sins of the people : for this 
he did once for all, when he offered up himself. 

priests under the Levitical system had daily need 
bee.a.use of their daily sins. The high priest did not 
necessarily offer daily sacrifice (unless the 'meat-offer
ing' of Lev. vi. 20-3, be included in the offering of 
sacrifice), though apparently he might do so if he chose. 
But if as seems natural, the idea of ' daily ' be car
ried on from the need to the offering of sacrifice, it 
may reasonably be said that as the day of Atonement 
recurred each year the sacrifice there offered gathered 
into itself those sacrifices which had been daily offered. 

to offer up sacrifices. The literal meaning of the 
Greek verb is ' to bring up to.' The offerer who was 
about to have a sacrifice presented brought it up to the 
temple and to the priest. The word here is not the 
same as that in v. I, 3, 7 (where see notes) which is 
also translated 'offer.' In this Epistle there appears to 
be some distinction in the use of the words. Those 
who needed cleansing-and in this passage the priests 
are induded-·brought up the sacrifice, and after certain 
ritual acts by the offerer, amongst which the actual 
slaying was included, the priest carried it to God. In 
the whole action of sacrifice there were six parts, of 
which the first three were done by the offerer, whether 
be were layman or priest ; the last three were done by 
the priest. The first three were of the nature of the 
absolute surrender of the victim and the identification 
of the offerer with it ; of this action the word in this 
verse (aJ1at/>ip"') is used; the last three are of the 
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For the law appointeth men high priests, having in- zg 

nature of the presentation to God of that which has 
been completely dedicated and surrendered ; of this 
action the word in v. 1. and in, eighteen other places of 
the Epistle (1rpou,j,ip"') is used. 

tills Be did once for all whea Be offered ap Himself. 
There are two readings, one of which gives the first 
word for ' offer ', and the other the second. If we 
adopt the first, it signifies that CHRIST'S surrender or 
dedication or offering up of Himself was in His birth. 
life and death; it was thus that He was led up as 
victim, and the first three actions of sacrifice were 
performed; in this there was not necessarily any priest
ly action, which began with the entrance into the Holy 
of Holies in the Ascension. If the other reading is 
adopted, the whole action of CHRIST is here described, 
not only the surrender of Himself in the Incarnation 
and Passion, but also His presentation of Himself be
fore .God. To the surrender and to the presentation 
nothing can be added : it is 'once for all ' eternally 
effective. 

This is tlie first time in this Epistle that CHRIST is 
described as the Sacrifice as well as the 'High Priest. 
(See Introduction on Priesthood and Sacrifice). 

Finally, we have a terse summary of the essential 
difference between the priesthoods. 

ZS: For the law appoloteth meo high priests. It is 
' men ' or human beings in the plural who are appointed 
under the Levitical system ; there have to be many of 
them, because they do not continue. It is a Son, one 
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firmity ; but the word of the oath, which was after 
the law, aJ,poitrJeth a Son, perfected for evermore. 

and one only, who is appointed under the new dispensa
tion : He too is human, but His humanity is united 
with the divine nature. 

having lnftrmlty, i.e. with human limitations. As 
long as the Levitical high priest lives and serves he has 
infirmity. In v. 1-8 great stress has been laid upon the 
truth that He who has become our high priest was also 
once compassed with infirmity, i.e. He voluntarily sub
mitted to the limitations of a human nature. But now 
the point is that still being man He has passed out of 
these limitations, carrying indeed the sympathy gained 
by the experience of them, and is 'perfected for ever 
more.' 

perfe<:ted for ever more, i.e. His humanity is consum
mated, infirmity is gone, and He is perfect man eter
nally. At the same time the ide·a of priestly consecra
tion cannot be entirely excluded from the meaning of 
• perfected.' The consummation of His humanity was 
essential to His consecration as high pdest. (See notes 
on ii. 10 and v. 9). 



ADDITIONAL NOTE ON THE AUTHOR'S USE OF 

MELCHIZEDEK AND ITS PRESENT DAY LESSONS 

In two places only does the name of Melchizedek occur in the 
·Old Testament, and both of them are cited in Helw.ews and 
nowhere else in the New Testament. No Jewish commentator 
has been found who used Melchizedek as a type of the Messiah, 
and it does not appear to be the aim of the author of Hebrews to 
shew that he was in a strict sense such a type, or to point out 
detail by detail how the type has been fulfilled in the antitype. 
Nor is his object to teach that the Old Testament has been ful
filled in the sense that now the New can be seen to lie hidden in 
the Old. He seems rather to use the Scripture record of Melchi
zedek as a kind of parable or allegory, He does not take 
Melchizedek himself as a historical character ; historically of 
course he was born of human parents as any other man : but 
taking the Scripture record he interprets what is said and what is 
not !laid as. though it were a parable of which the mystic meaning 
may be used in order to delineate the characteristics of the ideal 
and unique priesthood of CHRIST. The office of Melchizedek, 
which as a matter of historic fact was quite another thing, is 
transformed into something unearthly and becomes 'a heavenly 
abstraction.' Everything is made. subservient to the one object of 
setting forth in the most picturesque and vivid terms the transcen
dence and supremacy of the priesthood of CHRIST. It is not 
CHRIST that is compared with Melchizedek, but Melchizedek 
.that is compared with CHRIST. The Aaronic high priest was 
actually and historically a type of CHRIST, but Melchizedek was 
not, save in so far as all priests of whatever system have pointed 
forward to the one true priest. 

There are certain outstanding lessons to be drawn from the 
·writer's use of the mystic figure of Melchi2edek, and the elaborate 
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comparison between his priesthood as inferred from the Scriptural 
record aud the Levitical priesthood. The Hebrew people them
selves were taught that, though blessed with peculiar privileges, 
true knowledge and service of God were not limited to their race. 
Staring them in the face in the pages of their own sacred litera
ture was the fact that there was one who was described as 'priest 
of God most high ' ; that he was not of Abraham's seed, that 
Abraham regarded him as superior to himself : The Levitical 
priesthood then was not the only one among mankind whose 
foundation could be attributed to divine instigation. The thought 
may be transferred to the origination of other priesthoods, which, 
however corrupt they may have become in the course of the ages, 
may be regarded as owing their inception to a true inspiration of 
God. Man's passionate desire for a priest divinely appointed 
cannot be regarded otherwise than as an instinct implanted by 
God. The record of Melchizedek is an illustration of the truth of 
the words that • in every nation he that feareth Him, and worketh 
righteousness, is acceptable to Him' (Acts x. 35). But it also 
follows from the teaching of Hebrews vii. that priesthoods al
though of divine initiation are necessarily temporary and provi
sional, and that they were only instituted to prepare men for the 
ministry of a perfect priest : and that unless this be frankly 
recognized they become obstacles to spiritual progress. There 
is nothing more injurious to the loftiest interests of men than a 
slavish bondage to the past. If this can be laid down with such 
emphatic certainty by a Hebrew writer in dealing with a system. 
consecrated by sanctions so solemn as the Levitical system, with 
stil.l greater emphasis must it be said of all other sacrificial systems 
in the world. It was natural that the Hebrews should still cling 
to their temple and their priesthood and sacrifices ; they were 
intimately connected with glorious memories of saintly men, and 
with a history in which for sixteen hundred years the bitterest 
sorrows had been mingled with the richest joys. Yet to continue 
to cling to the Levitical system meant the rejection of the dispen
sation of life, It is natural also that Hindus should cling with 
passionate devotion to the Brahmanical system of priesthood and 
sacrifice which has been intertwined into the history of the 
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Indian peoples and closely fused into almost every function of 
their social life, yet to continue to cling to it must mean the 
spiritual degradation or a continent. But the Christian teacher 
may learn a lesson in method from the laborious care with which 
the author of Hebrews examines the details of a system which be 
declares to be effete, in order that he may shew not only the 
superiority of the new and absolute, but also the witness to be 
found in the old system to human neetls which can only be satis
fied with the new.- It is not enough to shew that the old is
obsolete : it must also be shewn that the old itself is the best 
attestation of the new. So too the Christian teacher in India 
must examine the Brahmanical system of priesthood and sacrifice, 
and shew how it bears witness to the need or a perfect priest and 
of a final sacrifice. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON THE USE OF THE WORD 

DIATHEKE {COVENANT OR TESTAMENT) 

In vii. 22 occurs for the first time one of the key words of the 
Epistle, a word the Hebrew original of which is consistently transla
ted 'covenant· in the English versions of the Old Testament. 
The R. V. or the New Testament is not consistent in its translation : 
it generally renders it ' covenant ', and sometimes but not al ways 
puts 'testament ' in the margin : as an illustration of inconsistency 
in this respect it puts •testament' in the mar11:in in Rev. xi. 19 
but not in Heb. ix. 4 though the phrase is the same in either 
case: • the ark of the covenant'. In one place only in the R.V. 
'testament• is put in the text, viz. Heb. ix. 16. 

The question as to whether covenant is the best rendering of 
8ui8171e71 is governed of course by the meanings which may be 
attac"hed to the word • covenant '. If it be regarded as merely the 
equivalent of contract or mutual agreement, it is doubtful 
whether such a word can ever be fitly used of God's dealings with 
men or of men's relationship to God ; all things come of God and 
we owe Him all that we are and have. Men indeed can respond 
to and co-operate with God's will, but they only do this because 
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He has endowed them with the power. There can be no •such 
thing as a bargain between Creator and creature, Judge and sinner, 
Father and child. Moreover, had this conception exclusively lain 
in the Hebrew word, the Greek translators had another word at 
hand which exactly signifies contract, but they never used it of 
G- "s covenant. It was probably because we cannot conceive of 
God dealing with men on the basis of a mutual agreement that 
this word (avv9~,c71} was intentionally avoided. At the same 
time it must be remarked that in a few instances in the Old Testa
ment the other word oui01J1'7] is used of what may be described 
as a kind of treaty or bargain between man and man, e.g. between 
David a.nd Jonathan. 

The ordinary meaning of StaO~,c71 in classical Greek is will in 
the sense of a disposition of property to take place after the death 
-0f it.s possessor. It has now been established by the papyri 
discovered in Egypt that this was the common significance of the 
word at the time when this Epistle was written ; indeed it is never 
found in any other sense. It has, however, been pointed out that 
bequeathing of property by will was unknown to the Hebrew 
people until the time of th~ Herods. This fact has some weight in 
determining what meaning they would be likely to attach to a 
word which was very familiar to them through its occurrence in 
the. Septuagint. At the same time it is to be remarked that 
Josephus, the Jewish historian, uses the word in the sense of will. 

The most literal rendering into English is the word disposition : 
God has disposed the course of human affairs and the course of 
His revelation in certain ways, and man has to respond in 
.obedience. He has not only disposed or arranged that His revela
tion to man shall come in certain ways but He has deigned to meet 
the weakness of their faith by giving them pledges or security that 
it shall be so. So the writer to the Hebrews dwells much upon 
God's oath as something to which appeal can be made to streng
then the faith of men. ' The Levitical system with its order of 
priesthoo~d worship was a sign that God had disposed the aftairs 
of Israel and that they had something definite and tangible to confirm 
them in the knowledge of this disposition. This seems to be the 
general meaning of the word : it is· not a contract, but God having 
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arranged to give, man has to respond faithfully in order to render 
himself capable of receiving what God has pledged Himself to give. 

The question now arises whether covenant is the best word to
express these ideas, or whether its use will introduce others which 

are foreign to the word o,a0~"11· In modem English undoubtedly 

the word 'covenant' mainly conveys the thought of a mutual agree
ment between two parties, and it is important that this conception 
should not be prominent in the religious use. The word is indeed 
used as equivalent to pledge or security (e.g. in Milton's Areop; 
'covenant of fidelity'). but this is a rare use. ' Testament' in it!l
wider sense of that which bears witness to something, and can he 
appealed to as bearing that witness, seems on the whole to be the 
most suitable word, though it fails to convey the thought of the 
need of response to what God has disposed. It has the further 
advantage that the same word can be used throughout, and yet 
hardly anything will have been lost of the manifold ideas which 
the word must have called up. It is impossible, for instance, in 
the one passage (ix. 15-20) in which 'testam«nt' is put in the text 
of the R.V. that the word can be used in different senses from 
verse to verse, though of the several kindred ideas contained in the 
word one may be more prominent at one time and another at 
another. It is difficult to suppose that any one who knew that 
o,af}~,c71 commonly meant will could entirely exclude from his 

mind the thought of a will in reading ix. 16. ' Testament' may 
be used of a written document, of a will, of a dispensation, 
because the root idea throughout is that of something arranged 
which can be appealed tu, and therefore gives confidence of 
security. 

The use of any word commonly employed in human affairs and 
in the disposition of worldly goods, to signify God's dealings with 
men, is in itself a kind of parable, and no parable should be too 
closely interpreted or it loses its force. It was constantly our Lord's 
practice in His parables to infer from men's dealings with men 
how we might expect God to deal with us, but such parables can 
never be pressed so as to yield analogies exact in every particular. 

To speak of God making a o,a9~,c71 with men is a forciule allegory 
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<lenoting that He disposes of what is His alone and gives us the 
inheritance of sons ; that the gift of this inheritance was at the cost 
of life, a truth faintly and imperfectly shadowed in the death of a 
testator who has made a will ; tha~ men have always something to 
appeal to as their security-the oath, or the law, or CHRIST 

Himself-all this and much more is allegorically expressed in the 
use of a familiar word. At one time one idea may be the more 
prominent, and anotl:ier at another. Compare the use of• covenant• 
in Isa. xiii. 6 and xlix. 8. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON THE USE OF 'HEAVEN 

AND ' HEAVENS' IN THIS EPISTLE 

The word • heaven ' or • heavens ' or.curs ten times in this 
Epistle. Roughly speaking, the use of the singular signifies 
-something specific and definite, whil.st the plural is used more 
widely of the whole order either in nature or spirit. In two 
passages, i. 10 and xi. 12 the word has the simple natural sense 
of the visible firmament with all that it contains; and in xii. 26 the 
meaning is probably the same, tho·:gh it may be used of the 
inhabitants of the spiritual order In tl--e other passages the term 
is used of that which is not apprehensible by the natnral senses to 
represent a state of transcendence of every possible limitation and 
imperfection. It becomes, what it generally is in both the Old 
.and New Testaments, a spiritual instead of a literal term. Spiritual 
truths can for the most part only be represented by terms which 
originally and ordinarily are employed of temporal and spatial 
things. Earth is contrasted with heaven, not .as one part of the 
created universe may be compared with another, but as the 
temporal and limited and imperfect may be contrasted with the 
<eternal and infinite and absolute. No more fitting symbol of the 
transcendent could be fonnd than the heavens which no man could 
measure or comprehend. 

In this Epistle there are three expressions used to describe our 
Lord's exaltation. In iv. 14 He is said to have• passed through 
the heavens• ; in vii. 26 He is said to have been 'made higher 
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than the heavens ' ; in ix. 24 He is said to have 'entered into heaven 
itself.' It is clear of course, that spatial localities are excluded 
from the conception, though in the first passage (see note on text) 
it is possible that the visible heavens may be taken as a pictured 
equivalent of that veil which hung before the Holy of holies in 
the tabernacle: as the high priest passed through the curtain and 
became invisible, so the passage into the transcendent world is 
pictured by the passage through the visible heavens. But the main 
thought to be derived from the three expressions is that of a 
spiritual progress: He passes out of the vision of earthly eyes into 
the order entirely spiritual. In that order He is exalted above all 
its inhabitants; angels and archangels, cherubim and seraphim 
own Him as supreme Lord : He is made ' higher than the heavens.' 
The final stage is His entrance into the absolute, eternal, uncreated 
glory of God: He has 'entered into heaven itself.' 

The three phrases indicate that Ascension may be represented 
as a spiritual progress: it is ' through ', 'above ', and finally ' in.' 
It is a hint that for man after the resurrection there are stages in 
heavenliness. 

In ix. 23 where there is mention made of 'the things in the 
heavens ' of which there were 'copies ' in the worship on earth, 
it seems that the word is also used of that state of blessedness in 
which He manifests Himself to the holy, and is alike the 
Leader and Object of their worship. See also xii. 23, 'Church of 
the first born who are enrolled in heaven.' 



1 Or, Now 
lo sum ul, 
what we are 
st,ying: We 
h,n,e, etc. 

1 Gr. upon. 

CHAPTER VIII 

1 Now I in the things which we are 
saying the chief point is this: We have 
such a high priest, who sat down on 
the right hand of the throne of the 

Chapter VIII begins the exposition of the ritual 
of the high priesthood of CHRIST, which is continued 
to x. 18. We have a royal high priest; where and how 
does He fulfill His liturgical ministry ? 

1-4. The royal high priest dischar&'es His priest
ly office in the archetypal shrine and offers sacri
fice. 

I. Now in the things which we are saying ... is 
this. The preeminent truth urged throughout the 
whole instruction is the actuality of the royal priesthood 
of CHRIST. In the margin and in the A.V. is another 
possible rendering, ' to sum up ' ; but as new matter is 
at once introduced, the meaning • chief point ' is pre
ferable. 

We have such a high priest. See note on iv. 14. He 
is • such ' as has already been described, with a priest
hood sympathetic, underived, indissoluble, perfect. 

wbo sat down. It is the fact of the enthronement as 
King which is here expressed; there is no reference to 
any particular time. 
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Majesty m the heavens. A minister 
of 3 the sanctuary, and of the true 
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~or, ho~% 
thing,. 

on the right hand of the throne of the Majesty In the 
heavens. Cp. i. 3. Here the phrase is made still more 
dignified by the addition of ' throne.' Humanity is 
exalted to power and dominion and authority inconcei
vable. The exaltation of CHRIST involves that of His 
members, though this thought is not to the front here: 
but see Rev. i. 6; iii. 21 ; St. John xiv. 3. ' Heavens• 
is here used in the widest sense of the transcendent 
regions. 

Z. a minister or the sanctuary. Enthr6ned as King 
though He • be, He yet discharges His liturgical 
ministry. Symbolically He is represented both as sit
ting as King and standing as Priest. This is the only 
place in the New Testament where CHRIST is called a 
liturgical minister, and the word is ui,ed not of that 
wider service of which He speaks in St. Mark x. 45, 
but its connexion with ' sanctuary• shows that it has 
the restricted meaning commonly found in the Septua
gint of one wlio discharges priestly functions in the 
holy place. The word translated ' sanctuary ' is literally 
either 'holy persons ' or ' holy things ' : eithec it means 
that CHRIST as their Head and Rep~sentative offers 
the worship of His consecrated ones, or that He per
forms the perfect act of· ritual offering in the true 
sanctuary. 

and of the true tabernacle. The true tabernacle is the 
place of the manifested Presence of God, immediately 
and directly revealed to His faithful for their. ado~tion. 

20 
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3 tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, not man. For 
every high priest is appointed to offer both gifts and 
sacrifices: wherefore it is necessary that this high 

4 j,Nest also have somewhat to offer. Now if he were 
on earth, he would not be a priest at all, seeing 

The word translated 'true' describes a thing as being 
of its own nature and essence the real and absolute of 
which all others bearing the same name are but copies 
or symbols: that which is true is both ideal and real. 

which the Lord pitched. not man. The manifested 
Presence is God's act: man has not attained to it by 
his own efforts. 

3. For every high priest, etc. See note on v. I. 
Two things are required for a priest, a sanctuary and a 
sacrifice; somewhat to offer and somewhere to offer it. 

wherefore It ls necessary, etc. If there be any mean
ing in calling CHRIST high priest, He must not only 
have a place of sacrifice, but He must also have a 
sa.crifice to offer, and this sacrifice must be commen
surate with the dignity of His priesthood. The ' some
what to offer• is the completed sacrifice which is sum
med up in His Blood (cp. ix. 7), To present His 
Blood is to present Himself as one who has been slain. 
So St. John saw Him in his vision: 'A'lamb standing, as 
though it had been sla.in' (Rev. v. 6). As long as He 
is discharging the function of priest He is presenting 
continuously the one perfect sacrifice. 

4. Now If Be were on earth, etc. This is stated to 
prove that the scene of the liturgical ministry of 
CHRIST is necessarily heaven. The argument may be 
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there are those who offer the gifts according to the 
law; who serve that which is a copy and shadow of 5 
the heavenly things, even as Moses is -warned of 
God when he is about to ' make the 

h h 'Or, com-
tabernacle: for, See, saith he, t at t ou J>kte. 

make all things according to the pattern 

paraphrased as follows : • Had He stayed on earth and 
claimed to officiate in the Temple services He would not 
have been admitted: already there was a divinely 
instituted order of priests whose duty was legally 
prescribed.• He could not have been a Levitical priest, 
and He could not officiate in the earthly sanctuary. 
There cannot be two legitimate divinely instituted 
priesthoods on earth. It follows then, that CHRIST 

being a priest and therefore bound to offer sacrifice, He 
must officiate in another and transcendent tabernacle.' 
Earth is the outer court, the real place of sacrifice is 
Heaven. 

5-13. If there be a hirh priest discbarrinr a 
sacrificial ministry in the heavenly sanctuary, what 
is the. function of the Levltlcal priesthood ? If there 
be a new priesthood, must there not also. be a new 
covenant? 

5. Who serve. More exactly • who are of such sort 
that they serve '. Again the word for ' serve ' denotes 
the ministry of the sanctuary. 

that which Is a copy and shadow of the heavenly things. 
The sphere or scene of their ministry i~ a sanctuary 
containing faint representations of the t:ue, which are 
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, that was shewed thee in the mount. But now 

'the heavenly things •. A copy can help us to realize 
something of what the original is' like ; a shadow can 
give a dim idea of that which causes it; but the copy 
and the shadow are not the thing itself ; their function 
is to impress upon men that the real true thing exists. 
This was what the Levitical priesthood and tabernacle 
did: they witnessed to the fact of the t&ue. (See note 
on x. 1.) 

even as Moses is warned of God. Exod. xxv. 9-40; 
xxvi. 30. The word for 'warned ' is commonly used o( 

divine direction. 
See, salth he, ... in the mouot. St. Stephen re

minded his bearers of the same truth. (Acts vii. 44.) 
The fact that the pattern was shewed him does not 
imply that Moses had the power to apprehend fully the 
heavenly glories. We know that this was not so (see 
Exod. xxxiii. 18-23); but he could apprehend enough 
of the vision of the heavenly · temple and its worship to 
be able to represent it truly, however imperfectly and 
inadequately, in copy and shadow. The pattern, of 
course, was not an architect's plan, but it was the order 
of spiritual transactions and relationships. 

Probably the whole universe represents in copy or 
shadow form realities of the heavenly world. 

It is important to notice that the system and mode of 
worship was not devised below, but it was divinely 
revealed . from above. Israel did not worship as they 
thought best but as Goo directed. 

(i. Bat •w. i.e. it being impossible that He should 
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bath he obtained a ministry the more excellent, by 
how much also he is the mediator 
of a better Ii covenant, which bath ~ Or, testa-ment. 
been enacted upon better promises. 

be a Levitical priest, or that two divinely appointed 
priesthoods should exist side by side on earth. 

bath Be obtained a ministry the more enellent. It is 
implied in the Greek word that the ritual ministry of 
the Levitical priesthood was good, but that, that which 
is exercised in heaven must be super-excellept. 

by how much also He Is the mediator of a better 
covenant. There follows an inevitable result : a new 
and superior covenant is necessarily inherent in a new 
superior priesthood, and the superiority of the new 
priesthood is, the measure of the superiority of the new 
covenant. Aaron was the high priest of the old covenant 
and Moses its mediator, but in CHRIST both offices 
meet: the high priest of the new covenant is also its 
mediator. In vii. 22, where the ineffectiveness - of 
the old priesthood and therefore of the old covenant 
is insis,ted on, He is called ' the surety pf a better 
covenant.' 

which bath been enacted upon better promises. The 
new covenant is not vague and indefinite, but it is based 
upon a constitution divinely founded. Even the• Gospel' 
must be a system of law, but it is a law of liberty. The 
covenant being better, its promises are better. As 
a man changes bis will to make richer bequests, so God 
changes what He has of old disposed in order to give 
man more. 
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7 For if that first cov•tiant had been faultless, then 
8 would no place have been sought for a second. For 

finding fault with them, he saith. 

7. For if that first covenant had been faultless, i.e. if 
it had fully answered men's needs and so had satisfied 
them. 

Then would no place have been sought for a second. 
Men sought not a new co\'enant, but a place for it. 
They could not ha,·e sought for the covenant, because 
they could not have conceived beforehand how 
surpassingly rich God's mercy would be: (cp. 1. Cor. 
ii. 9-10). But conscious that the old did not satisfy 
them, the faithful searched the Scriotures to find if 
there were any room left for a new : nor did they 
search in vain. This is the attitude of the true seeker 
after God. Does the religion of my fathers-be it 
Islam or Buddhism or Brabmamsm-answer the highest 
needs of my nature, or does it leave room for the 
fulfilment of all that is shadowed in it ? 

8, For finding fault with them, he salth, There is 
another reading' finding fault he saith to them', which 
fits in well with the context and argument. ' If that 
first covenant had been faultless,' but it was not : and so 
God Himself reveals its inadequacy. 

Behold the days come, salth the Lord. When the 
Scriptures are searched room or place is found for a 
new covenant (Jer. xxxi. 31-4). The words gain 
special force when spoken to men who . are face to face 
with an impending disaster, because they were originally 
spoken when the people seemed overwhelmed in ruin. 
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Behold, the days come saith the Lord, 
That I will 8 make a new 7 covenant 

with the house of Israel and with 
the house of Judah ; 

Not according to the 7 covenant that 
I made with their fathers 

In the day that I took them by the 
hand to lead them forth out of the 
land of Egypt ; 

For they continued not in my 7 cove
nant, 

And I regarded them not, saith the 
Lord. 

311 

•Gr. ac-9 
compli$h. 

70r, testa
ment. 

The new covenant was promised at a time when national 
hopes seemed hopelessly wrecked, but they are taught 
tha.t out of the ruins of the old there shall rise a new 
and purified people. 

I will make a new covenant. The writer does not 
quote the Septuagint word for word, but uses in part 
his own language to express the prophet's meaning. He 
alters the word here translated 'make' and in the 
margin 'accomplish '. A better translation would be 
' consummate '. Probably the word was deliberately 
selected to indicate the continuity of the old with the 
new. CHRIST came primarily not to destroy but to 
fulfill or consummate. The Greek word for ' new ' 
means here not merely new in time but new in kind. 

with the house of Israel and with the house of Judall. 
Among the fruits of the new covenant shall be the heal
ing of the schism and the reunion of the separated. 

9. Not according to the covenant that I made. 
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1 Or, testa• 

I O 1'Jt'ftt. 
1 Gr. I VJiU 

c~. 
For this is the 8 covenant that O I 

will make with the house of Israel 

After those days saith the Lord; I will put my laws 
into their mind, 

And on their heart also will I write them : 
And I will be to them a God, 
And they shall be to me a people : 

Though it consummates, yet it does not resemble the 
old. The fruit does not resemble the flower from which 
it sprang. 

For they continued not lo my covenant. Faithless to 
the old covenant they had not profited by it as they 
might have done. Even Nicodemus was reproached by 
our Lord for his failure to rise to his opportunities 
(St. John iii. 10); • and understandest not these things.' 
The point was that he might and ought to have under
stood them. 

and I regarded them not. Unfaithfulness met with 
its necessary rew~d. They turned from God, and He 
turned from them. Yet His gracious purpose was not 
to fail. The English versions of the Old Testament 
translate, 'although I was a husband unto them,' which 
fits well with the thought in ' I took them by the hand.' 
The picture is of the·tender gentleness of God who led 
His people by the hand as a loving husband guides his 
wife. 

10. For this la the eoveoant that I will make. Now 
come the four positive marks of the new covenant, 
which are all realized in the Incarnation. 
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And they shall not teach every man his fellow- 11 
citizen, 

And every man his brother, saying, Know the Lord: 
For all shall know me, 
From the least to the greatest of them. 

I will put my laws iuto their mind, etc. Firstly the 
law shall no longer be an external code correcting and 
prohibiting, but being itself within the mind and heart 
shall be obeyed from reason an:d love (cp. Ps. xxxvii. 
32). This makes it a 'law of liberty' (see St. James 
i. 25; ii. 12). As an illustration of a 'law of liberty'; 
a mother may be prohibited by law from injuring her 
child's health by neglect, and may be punished should 
she do so; but she tends her child because she loves it, 
and not because she looks to the external law: the law 
she obeys is in her heart, and is a ' law of liberty.' 

I will be to them a God, etc. The true relationship 
between God and man shall be finally established. This 
is the second mark. 

11. And they shall not teach every man bis fellow 
citizen, etc. The third mark of the new covenant is that 
there shall be an inward Teacher to convey teaching to 
the soul, and to convince of its truth (cp. St. John vi. 
45 ;· xiv. 16-17, 26; xvi. 13; 1 St. John ii. 20-27). 
This promise. has indeed been distorted (e.g. by the 
Quakers) so as to lead men to dispense with outward 
agencies of Church and ministry and sacraments, but 
this is not CHRIST'S teaching. The feature of the new 

• covenant is that beneath and within all the outward 
.agencies ordained by God there shall be the Spirit 
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12 For I will be merciful to their iniquities, 
And their sins will I remember no more. 

VIII. 1% 

13 In that he saith, A new covenant, he bath made 

infusing within the individual soul a conviction of the 
truth. 

From the least to the greatest of them. There is to be 
no privileged caste or class: there is no birth incapa
city of apprehending divine truth; all may be admitted 
to the fullness of knowledge and fellowship. Some
times ' the least,' e\·en children or illiterate folk, are 
di5tinguished by their spiritual insight. 

12. For I will be merciful to their iniquities. Under 
the old covenant there was no promise of forgiveness of 
wilful breaches of the law, but now assurance of real 
forgiveness is granted to the penitent. This is the 
fourth mark of the new covenant. The Epistle goes on 
to expound the grounds of this forgiveness. 

And their sins will I remember no more. Christians 
have speculated as to whether they will be able to recall 
their old sins when in heaven, and whether the perfec
tion of their bliss would not be marred by such 
memories. Though the recollection of sin may deepen 
the sense of divine mercy, it may be asked, can man 
remember what God wills to forget ? 

13. In that he said ... he bath made, etc. God's 
word is God's act. ' God said . . . and there was.' 
Gen. i. ' He spake and it was• (Ps. xxxiii. 9). 

that which ls becoming old and waxeth aged. Yet 
God wills to act through prc>cesses. The transition is 
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the first old. But that which is becoming old and 
waxeth aged is nigh unto vanishing away. 

not sudden and abrupt. The word for 'old' signifies 
not merely old by continuance through duration of time, 
but old in the sense that it is not of the sort required 
for the present need: in common speech, it is equiva
lent to 'out of date '; it is the exact antithesis of. ' new' 
as explained in note on verse 8. 

'Waxeth old,' i.e. is lo!ling its ,·itality and energy. It 
is no longer the right kind, and even what was good in 
it is losing its force. The prophets themselves had long 
denounced the uselessness of animal sacrifices that were 
not prompted by the true spirit of devotion ; e.g. see 
Jer. vii. 21-3. 

nigh unto vanishing away, i.e. is ever drawing nearer 
to that time when the reason for its existence shall have 
disappeared. That time has come, such is the teaching 
of this Epistle. Men have to resist the temptation to 
say' the old is better' (St. Luke"· 39). 



CHAPTER IX 

I Now even the first covenant had ordinances of 
divine service, and its sanctuary, a sanctuary of this 

Christ's priestly ministry in the transcendent 
sanctuary is elucidated by a comparison with 
the ritual of the earthly tabernacle. A brief 
examination of the construction of the Mosaic 
tabernacle (1-5), and a description of the ministra
tions of its priests (6-7), with a view tc> seeing 
what is disclosed by its limitations as to Ood's 
purpose (8-10). 

I. Now even the first covenant. Though ' He hath 
made the first old ' yet even under this first covenant 
there was a divinely instituted provision for sacrificial 
worship. 

had ordinances of divine service. The ' had ' may 
look back to the original institution in the wilderness, 
or it may imply that the writer regarded the Levitical 
-system as abolished. The phrase ' ordinances of 
worship' includes all that was used in the ritua11-the 
prescribed furniture, as well as the minim:edal acts of 
-Offering. 

Its sanctuary, a sanctuary of this world. The scene 
of this worship was indeed a sanctuary but of its nature 
it was transitory and local; it was 'of this world' as 
contrasted with that which is transcendent. 
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world. For there was a tabernacle prepared, the z 

The Greek Fathers interpreted 'of this world' as 
signifying the catholic character of tlie worship of the 
sanctuary. Here, indicated by the court of the Gentiles, 
was the centre of the world's true worship. But this 
interpretation introduces an idea which is foreign to the 
argument. . The antithesis is between the absolute, 
eternal and the relative, local, temporal. 

2. For there was a tabernacle prepared. It is to the 
original scene of the Levitical ministrations that he goes 
for his description, and not to Solomon's temple. Gran
deur of construction or splendour of architecture could 
add nothing to the copy and shadow of the divine idea: 
all was in the tent of skins in the wilderness. So the 
mud Church of the village may be the sanctuary in 
which not the shadow or copy but the ' very image ' of 
the heavenly is given and received, as truly as the 
spacious and magnificent Cathedral. 

the first wherein, etc. Twelve chapters of Exodus 
are occupied with the plan and construction of the 
tabernacle (see Exod. xxv-xxxi, xxxv-xl), Its interior 
was divided by ' the second veil ' into two parts-' the 
Holy ' and ' the Holy of holies.' The latter was a 
perfect cube, ten cubits every way ; the former was of 
the same height and breadth but twice as long. 

the candlestick, aod the table, and the shewbread. In 
' the Holy ' were three things, the altar of incense, the 
table of sbew-bread and the golden candlestick (literally, 
lampstand: St. Matt. v. 15, etc). Of these the writer 
only mentions two, though he retains the appearance 
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first, wherein 1 were the candlestick, 
and the table, and II the shewbread; 

3 which is called the Holy place. And 

IX. 3 

1 Or, are 
11 G r t II• 

setting fortll 
a/ the leaves. 

of three by separating the shewbread from the table 
on which it was placed. The' candlestick or lamp
stand carried seven lamps. In the Hebrew the phrase 
translated 'shewbread ' means literally ' Bread of 
the Face,' i.e. the Face of God (Exod. xxv. 30). 
Here it is ' Bread of the ordering.' There were twelve 
loaves according to the number of the tribes, arranged 
in sets of six loaves each, and renewed every seven 
days. The candlestick and the shewbread were the 
copies of light and life, of the distribution of the Spirit, 
and the gift of the Bread of Heaven; the Spirit in His 
completeness and manifoldness of distribution, the Bread 
by which man is represented before the Face of God 
and receives the life of God. 

3. And after the second veil. The curtain through 
which ' the Holy ' was entered from the outer court was 
' the first veil ' ; it was of blue, scarlet, and purple, 
joined with the whiteness of fair linen. The cQJours 
were symbolical, blue of God, red of created life, of 
which man is the crown, and purple of the union between 
the two, which can only be in holiness: hence the 
significant white linen (see Rev. xix. 8). The second 
veil differed only from the first in having figures of 
Cherubim embroidered on it, probably representing that 
within was offered the worship of holy creatures. (See 
note on x. 20). It is not quite certain which of the 
two veils was rent at the moment of CHRIST'S death 
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after the second veil, the tabernacle which is 
called the Holy of holies; having a golden .,t 

(St. Matt. xxvii. 51) but the more probable opinion, 
held by both Origen and Jerome, is that it was the first, 
as being the veil which excluded the Gentiles and so 
divided humanity (c.p, Eph. ii. 13-15).· 

the tabernacle which is called the ffoly of holies. 
Literally 'a tent which is called.' The name which 
is given to the whole is given to each section. What 
'the Holy' is when compared with the outer court, so 
is 'the Holy of holies' in comparison with 'the Holy.' 

4, having a golden censer. Although the Greek 
word might indeed mean ' censer ' or anything that has 
to do with the offering of incense, it is most improbable 
that this is the meaning here. A censer was no part 
of the permanent furniture of the Holy of holies, but 
was only carried in on one occasion in the year. The 
writer has omitted, and without question purposely 
omitted, to mention the altar of incense in the Holy 
place, and this word in the text is used continually of 
the altar. He does not say as before 'wherein, etc.,' but 
' having.' Locally the altar of incense stood outside 
the Holy of holies, but he evidently desires specially to 
connect the altar of incense with the ritual performed in 
the Holy of holies. It is so connected in Exod. xxx. 6 
and xl. 5. There was the daily offering of mcense 
morning and evening ; but besides this there wa5 the 
annual solemn offering on the Day of Atonement by the 
high priest, and this formed an essential part of the 
ritual (Lev. xvi. 12-13). The cloud of the incense is 
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3 censer, and the ark of the covenant 
overlaid round about \Vith gold, where
in 'was a golden pot holding the 

IX. 4 

3Qr, altar 
of focense. 

'Or, is 

manna, and Aaron's rod that budded, and the tables 

to be within the veil, covering the Mercy Seat, ' that he 
die not.• Incense is the symbol of prayer which 
successfully intercedes (Rev. v. 8). As prescribed in 
the Levitical ritual it was a 'shadow ' which faintly 
pointed to that sweet and acceptable Love, which having 
became incarnate was to interpose for the sinner ' that 
he die not ' (cp. vii. 25). 

the ark of the covenant. In Exodus and Leviticus 
it is called exclusively 'the ark of the testimony.' In 
the later books it is generally called 'the ark of the 
covenant •, but also ' the ark of the Lord ' (Joshua iri. 13), 
'the ark of God' (1 Sam. iii. 3), 'the ark of the strength 
of the Lord ' (2 Chron. vi. 41), ' the holy ark.' (2 Chron. 
xxxv. 3). It was transferred to Solomon's temple, but 
in the second temple the Holy of holies was empty, 
save for a small slab of stone. What became of the 
ark at the capture of Jerusalem by the Chaldees is n9t 
known, ,though there is a legend about it in 2 Mace. 
ii. 4-8. It was a chest of wood, two cubits and a half 
in length and one cubit and a half in height and breadth, 
and it was cased in gold both inside and outside. 

wherein was a golden pot holding the manna. The 
manna was to be laid up before the Lord as a testimony 
of how God had fed His people in the wilderness (Exod, 
xvi. 32-4). He who reigns, feeds: the King of Israel 
is the Shepherd of Israel. He who was the support of 
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of the covenant; and above it cherubim of glory 5 
overshadowing 5 the mercy-seat ; of I G t. the 

which things we cannot now speak propitiatory 

His people on earth will be their eternal food (Rev. ii. 
17). 

Aaron's rod that budded. (Num. xvii. 10). This 
was God's testimony to the divinely instituted priest
hood, to the truth that a priest cannot be made by man 
but must be called of God (v. 4), 

the tables of the covenant. Finally comes that which 
was originally in the ark and from which it derived its 
name. In the temple the ark contained nothing else. 
It is noticeable that each thing laid up in the ark was a 
testimony to the longsufferin.g of God and the perversity 
of the people : there was the sign of the food of which 
they had complained ; the sign of the priesthood agaim;t 
which they had rebelled; the sign of the covenant which 
by idolatry they had broken. 

5. above it cherubim of glory overshadowing tbe 
mercy seat, Margin' the propitiatory' (see Exod. xxv. 
22). The Hebrew word in the Old Testament which is 
translated ' mercy seat ' literally means ' the c~ver '. 
This ' cover ' was interposed between the symbols of the 
pure glory of God and the demands of His law; sprink
led with the blood of the victim on the Day of Atone
ment it came to mean the ' Mercy Seat.' The ' Cherubim 
of the Glory' are the heavenly sentinels who guard the 
presence, and signify its unapproachableness by man 
who has fallen short of that glory through transgression 
of the law (Rom. iii. 23). The ark, and the symbols 

21 
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6 severally. Now these things having been thus pre
pared, the priests go in continually into the first 

that were above, about and within it, shadowed the 
truth that God was enthroned in the midst of His people, 
that though His glory was unapproachable yet He fed 
them, taught them, guided them and forgave them. 
The shadow of all this was in the tabernacle, but the 
'Very Image' is in the Incarnation. CHRIST is the 
ark of the covenant (Isa. xiii. 6, xlxix. 8). He is the 
'propitiatory' (1 St. John ii. 2). He is the 'hidden 
manna' (St. John vi. 49-50), and He rules with the rod of 
a royal priest (Rev. _xix. 15). No longer do the' Cheru
bim of the Glory' render Him unapproachable by frail 
men, but angelic beings direct men how to find Him 
(St. Luke xxiv. 4-7). 

of which things we cannot now speak severally, It is 
not that their symbolical importance is insignificant, but 
nothing must be allowed to distract attention from ' the 
chief point' (viii. 1) which is the high priesthood of 
CHRIST and the scene of His ministry. 

6-7. A brief description of the ministrations of 
the priests. 

6. Now these things having been thus prepared. 
'These things ' are the tabernacle with its divisions and 
furniture. After the description of the scene of the 
ministry comes the outline of its acts. 

the priests go In continually, By 'continually' is 
n:eant that there was no period of the week or month or 
year when entrance was prohibited. 
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tabernacle, accomplishing the services; but into the 7 
second the high priest alone, once in the year, not 

into the first tabernacle. Here man might worship: 
it was not the place of the presence, but the place from 
which he might worship towards the presence (Ps. v. 
7 ; cxxxviii. 2). 

accomplishing the services, such as dressing the lamps, 
offering the morning and evening incense, changing the 
shewbread at the appointed intervals. Under certain 
contingencies, such as a sin of ignorance, a priest's sin, 
or a sin of ignorance on the part of the whole congrega
tion, blood of the sacrifice was carried into the ' fir5t 
tabernacle' and put on the horns of the altar of incense 
and sprinkled before the curtain of the Holy of holies 
(Lev. iv. 6-7, 17-18). 

7. bot into the second. The second was not the 
place where man might worship ; it was the symbol of 
the very presence of God. 

the high priest alone, once In the year. True, it may 
be entered, but the marks of limitation and exclusion 
are immediately emphasized: out of all Israel, only one 
man , out of all the days of the year, on only one day. 

not without blood, Moreover, even he e1;1ters not in 
virtue of his own sanctity but in that of sacrifice. It 
was customary for the victim to be slain by him who 
had sinned. Killing was no. part of the priest's office. 
But on the Day of Atonement the high priest killed 
the offerings, a bullock for himself and a goat for the 
people: that is to say, he approached as a sinner and 
as one of a sinful people. 
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without blood, which he offereth for himself, and 
8 for the 8 errors of the people: the Holy 

•Gr. ignc-
,-ances. Ghost this signifying, that the way into 

which be offereth for himself. The application and 
presentation of the blood was the consummating act of 
the sacrifice to which all that happened before was pre
paratory. This consummating act on the Day of Atone
ment was performed in the Holy of holies itself. The 
first time the high priest entered he offered the blood 
of the bullock for himself ; he then went out and enter 
ed. a second time with the blood of the goat for the 
people. 

for the errors of the people. ' Errors ' is literally 
'ignorances.' See note and additional note on v. 2. 
Under the Levitical system there is no atonement for 
wilful and deliberate transgression of the law, but only 
for those ' errors' of human infirmity of which the 
sinner did not at the time recognize the guilt. The 
Israelites were taught that man may not regard himself 
as sinless because at the time of his 'error' his con
science neither warned nor reproached him. Sins of 
ignorance need penitence and the atoning blood. 

8-10. The teaching of the limitations of the 
tabernacle and its ritual. 

8. the Holy Ghost this signifying. Three times in 
this Epistle the personality of the Holy Ghost in His 
office as teacher is plainly indicated : besides this place 
see iii. 7; x. 15. Here He is said to teach not only in 
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the holy place bath .not yet been made manifest, 

the written or spc-1<en word but in the interpretation of 
the ritual. 

the way into the holy place bath not yet been made 
manifest. It is literally 'the way of the holies,' and it 
seems to mean the way into the transcendent sanctuary 
of heaven, the veritable 'holies' and not merely its 
symbol. As long as the people were excluded from the 
holy place, as long as the priests were excluded from the 
Holy of holies, as long as the high priest was excluded 
from the Holy of holies except on one occasion, as long 
as he himself was excluded unless he carried sacrificial 
blood, it was clear th~t men knew not yet the way to 
heaven. The worship of the tabernacle pointed to the 
Way, bore witness that there was a Y./ay, but was not 
itself the Way. 

while as yet the first tabernacle is yet standing. This 
might mean ' as long as there is a system of worship 
outside the place of the symbol of the manifested Pre
sence, a system in which the Presence is intentionally 
hidden from the worshipper.' In this case 'first taber
nacle ' is used in the same sense as in verses 2 and 6 as 
the first of the divisions of the tabernacle. At the same 
time ' first ' may have a temporal meaning, and may 
signify ' first' as contrasted with that which came after, 
as the old covenant is contrasted with the new. The 
latter seems to fit the course of reasoning better. The 
first tabernacle with its system of graded exclusions was 
evidence that heaven was not yet open to man. If it 
be urged that it is unlikely that the writer would so 
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9 while as the first tabernacle is yet standing; which 
is a parable for the time now present; according to 
which are offered both gifts and sacrifices that 

quickly use ' first tabernacle ' in a different sense from 
what he uses it in verses 2 and 6, it may be answered 
that he undoubtedly changes the meaning of ' Holy 
place' within a few verses (cp. verse 2 with verses 
8 and 12). He leaves it to the context to make the 
meaning clear. 

Is yet standing, i.e. while the system is yet established. 
It is not merely the existence of the building that is 
meant, but the remaining in force of the whole scheme 
of ritual and worship. 

9 wblc:b Is a parable. These words seem to confirm 
the interpretation of ' first tabernacle ' as meaning the 
whole system of Levitical worship, and not merely a 
particular part of the tent. It was not only ' the holy 
place' that was a parable : the ' gifts and sacrifices • 
and ' divers washings ' specified in verses 9 and 10 were 
not solely confined to that part of the tabernacle. It 
was the whole system that was a parable, speaking of 
!iOmething beyond itself. 

for the dme now present. This does not mean the 
time in which the author was writing, but the time 
which was present when the Levitical system had a 
true function to perform, the time, that is, for which it 
existed and for which it was designed to exist. This 
time is in the Epistle directly contrasted with 'the 
future age ' which is called ' future' because it is only 
in the future that its verities will be fully and openly 
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cannot, as touching the conscience, make the 

manifested. Already Christians taste these verities : 
spiritual realities are received and offered by them, but 
they_ are sacramentally veiled. In the time of the 
Levitical system there were but shadows or copies, a 
parable of the true and not its very image. See note 
on vi. 5. 

ac:c:ordlng to whlc:h are offered both gifts and sac:rific:es. 
See note on v. 1. Grammatically 'which' may refer 
either to 'first tabernacle ' or ' parable.' The former 
seems to give the simpler meaning : ' it is under the 
Levitical system that both gifts, etc.' 

that c:aooot, as touching the c:oosc:lenc:e, make the 
wonhlpper perfect. All that they professed to do was 
to remove ceremonial impurity, and thus to restore the 
offender to the privileges of the congregation. The 
true ideal, however, was not that of outward purity but 
of inward holiness (Ps. Ii. 10), and this no Levitical 
offering of itself could effect. As regards those deeper 
things of which conscience spoke and judged, there was 
no assurance of pardon and cleansing to be gained from 
' gifts and sacrifices.' The Hebrews at their best had 
already this conviction (see Ps. Ii. 6, l&-17). 

The word ' perfect ' here primarily conveys no 
thought of initiation, but describes one who attains at 
each stage of life that standard of goodness for which 
God made him, and is therefore at length able to enter 
into the true Holy of holies. In a secondary sense this 
perfection is initiation, for being ' pure in heart ' he 
sees God. ' The perfection in all good, after which 
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I O worshipper perfect, being only (with meats and 

every Christian should strive simply as a Christian, is 
infinite in its nature, like a heavenly ladder the steps of 
which constantly increase the higher we climb ; but woe 
to him who would make landings in it out of his own 
invention and on his own behalf.' (Ewald quoted by 
Dr. Hort in his Commentary on St. James). (Cp. St. 
Matt. v. 48). 

10. being only ... carnal ordinances. Literally' ordi
nances of flesh.' The meaning is that there was no 
spiritual virtue inherent in them : they were signs but 
not sacraments : there was nothing in them which 
of itself could effect more than a ceremonial clean
liness. 

with -ts and drinks and divers washings. One 
.kind of food might be eaten but not another: certain 
circumstances rendered drinking vessels unclean : there 
were various kinds of washing, e.g. see Exod. xxix. 
4; xxx. 19; i,ev. xi. 25; Num. viii. 7; cp. St. Mark 
vii. 4. Moreover in addition to the very numerous 
injunctions and restrictions of the law there grew up a 
traditional code in which such 'ordinances of flesh • 
were continually multiplied. For instance, stalks of 
various kinds of fruits, should they touch food, rendered 
it ' unclean ' and therefore uneatable : wine sold by a 
Samaritan, if it were in public, might not be drunk : the 
various baths after ceremonial defilement, prescribed 
by unwritten law, were very numerous. The tendency 
of such a system is to lead men to sub!:'titute a kind of 
fictitious purity for interior holiness, to make sin consist 
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drinks and divers washings) carnal ordinances, im

posed until a time of reformation. 

not in the violatia.n of moral law but in the infringement 
,of rules of diet, of regulations of bathing, etc. 

This tendency has worked itself out in a most exagge
rated form in Brahmanism in which caste rules have 
become of primary importance. A man will be ex
communicated from his caste for receiving water, even 
of the Ganges, from the hands of a panchama, whilst 
grave breaches of the moral law may be overlooked. 

Imposed until a time of reformation. Such a system 
is of its very nature temporary ; it was never meant to 
be permanent. It is useful for a time and serves a 
true purpose ; but if it is retained beyond this time it 
becomes destructive of religion. ' Imposed• is literally 
• laid upon ' the word speaks of the burdensomeness of 
• ordinances of flesh' which have no necessary moral 
·value. ' A time of reformation ' is more literally ' a 
season of making straight,' and so comes to mean 
' establishing permanently.' The transitory system is 
the prelude of the permanent. 

The limitations of the worship of the tabernacle and 
the Levitical system have been described. Now comes 
the contrast : shadow speaks of substance ; the transi • 
tory points to the permanent : the local is a figure of 
the transcendent ; the high priest with his limited 
,earthly sanctuary is a type of the true High Priest with 
His eternal heavenly sanctuary; ceremonial purity 
indicates the need of inward sanctity. 
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11 But Christ having come a high priest of 

r 1-28. Exposition of the atonement made by 
Christ; the necessity of its being by blood ; the 
eternal benefits it has procured, 

11. But Christ having come a high priest. Literally 
it is • having become near or alongside of.' The refer
ence is to the Incarnation by which He became Man 
among men. The same word is used in ' Think ye 
that I am come to give peace in the earth ? ' St. Luke 
xii. 51. By His essential nature as the 'Word made 
flesh/ He was high priest from the moment of His 
birth. He was called to the office by the Father, and 
fitted for it by His experience on earth (see notes on ii. 
17 ; v. 5 ; vi, 20), but He only began to exercise His 
high priestly ministry after the Ascension. 

of the good things to come. It is tempting to choose 
the reading in the margin adopted by Westcott and 
Hort; for it is not shadows or copies that the High 
Priest ministers, but the very things themselves. But 
it is the manner of the author to speak of these things 
as not yet openly manifested, and therefore in that 
sense ' to come.' Christians actually enjoy them now 
under 'the very image' (see xi. I). 

through the greater and more perled tabernacle. 
These words are to be taken with ' entered ', and not 
with ' having come.' What is 'the greater and more 
perfect tabernacle ' through which CHRIST entered 
into ' the holy place ? ' There are several interpreta
tions. It has been suggested 'that it is that lower region 
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7 the good things to come, through the 
greater and more perfect tabernacle, 

331 

7Some an
cient author
ities read 
the good 
things that 
are come. 

of divine communion in which He lived during the 
days of His 'self-emptying' (cp, Phil. ii. 7 with 
Heb. ii. 9). But this seems unsatisfying and to give 
no force to ' greater and more perfect.' The favourite 
interpretation of the Fathers is that 'the greater and 
more perfect tabernacle' is His own sinless humanity, 
that human nature which conceived by the Holy Ghost 
is indeed ' a new creation.' This interpretation is the 
more attractive because He Himself spoke of the temple 
of His Body (St. John ii. 21). In this case the mean
ing will be that it was in virtue of His sacred humanity 
and in virtue of His life poured out in sacrifice that He 
entered the Holy place. Another interpretation, which 
undoubtedly is more in harmony with the analogy of the 
Levitical high priest's passage through the Holy place 
into the Holy of holies, is that the greater and more 
perfect tabernacle is the abode of the blessed, the state 
of the beatific vision in which God manifests Himself 
to angels and men for· their worship. As the high priest 
passed through the Holy place and then entered the 
Holy of holies, so the true High Priest passed through 
this heavenly place at His Ascension carrying His man
hood into the glory of the infinite eternal Godhead. 
'The greater and more perfect tabernacle' is heaYen as 
commonly understood, and 'the holy place' is the self
manifested eternal Glory which existed before the 
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not made with hands, that is to say, not of this crea

worlds. But there is no veil between them: God's 
glory is manifested to ' the spirits of just men made 
perfect.' Yet another interpretation is that the two 
ph1ases, each preceded by 'through,' in itself in the 
Greek an ambiguous word, should be taken with' having 
come ' and describe the necessary accompaniments of 
CHRIST'S high priesthood. He needs a place of offer
ing, and it is not of this imperfect order, built of wood 
and stuffs and metal. He needs an offering, but it is 
not the blood of goats and bullocks that He carries but 
His own. In this case the preposition translated 
•through' has the same meaning in the two phrases, and 
the English word 'with' is perhaps the nearest we can 
get to it. 

This tabernacle, however it may be interpreted, is 
described as ' greater ' because . it was free from the 
limitations of a type or copy or shadow; it is described 
.as ' more perfect ' because the purpose which it fulfilled 
was higher than the end answered by the Levitical 
tabernacle. Strictly speaking one thing cannot be 
'more perfect' than another, for to be perfect is to have 
reached a pitch of excellence above which it is impos
sible to rise. But here the comparison intended is 
between the ends which the two tabernacles served: 
one was nobler than the other. 

not made with hands . . . this creation. Of both the 
glorified body and the heavenly temple it is said that 
they are 'not made with hands.' (See 2 Cor. V, 1 and 
Acts vii. 48 and also cp. St Mark xiv. 58). But it 
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tion, nor yet through the blood of goats and calves but I 2. 
through his own blood, entered in once for all into 

was necessary to point out not only that human agency 
had no part in the building of the ' greater and more 
perfect tabernacle,' but also that it belongs to an entirely 
different order: it is not of the visible creation at all. 

12. nor yet through the blood ·01 goats and calves. 
The Levitical high prie,;t entered the Holy of holies 
to present a sacrifice. Indeed it was only in virtue of 
that sacrifice which he had to present that he could 
enter at all : thus it was ' through the blood, etc.', that 
he entered. Moreover he must make a twofold presen
tation, the blood of the goat for the people, that of the 
bullock for himself. 

bot through bis own blood. The perfect high priest 
in virtue of. His own eternal Deity abides of right in the 
true Holy of holies, but when He took human nature 
then He must do so in virtue of a perfect sacrifice. 
For to His own perfect human nature He has united 
those who are partakers of a fallen human nature. He 
takes them in Him into the holy place, and He takes 
them through sacrifice. As the true ' holy place ' 
infinitely transcends its shadow upon earth, so the 
blood of CHRIST infinitely transcends the typical 
sacrifices, 

entered In once for all. The Levitical high priest not 
only entered twice in one day, but there was an annual 
repetition of these entrances. The true high priest 
effected all by one entrance, and humanity ever abides 
in the Divine Glory. 
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the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption. 

tht holy place. It is evident that ' holy place ' is not 
used in the same sense as in ix. 2. Here it describes 
the eternal counterpart of the Holy of holies of the 
tabernacle on earth, and not of its first division. See 
note on verse 8. _ 

having obtained eternal redemption. The Greek al
most certainly means that it was by His entrance that 
He obtained eternal redemption (' He entered in once 
for all and won ·redemption'), and not that it was 
after He had obtained it that He entered. Otherwise 
the whole figure is destroyed. See Explanatory Note, 
p. 64. The entrance into the ' holy place ' by the Ascen
sion is the final crowning of the work of redemption 
which was prepared for by the Incarnation, Passion and 
Resurrection. In the celebration of festivals that of 
the Ascension is given a disting1:ished place : St. Augus
tine is even inclined to attribute its appointment to an 
ordinance of the Apostles. In the word 'redemption' 
is the thought of deliverance effected at great cost and 
by mighty effort. For 'eternal' see additional note on 
v. 9. 

Four points of contrast have been given: (1) the 
heavenly tabernacle through which CHRIST passed is 
contrasted with the place made with hands; (2) the 
entirely efficacious sacrifice which He presents is con
trasted with the blood of animals; (3) the finality and 
uniqueness of His entrance within the Presence is con
trasted with the repeated entrances of high priests into 
the typical ' Holy of holies'; (4) the eternity of the 
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For if the blood of goats and bulls, and the ashes of 13 
a heifer sprinkling them· that have been defiled, 

redemption He has procured is contrasted with the 
temporary and external purification of Levitical sacri
fices. 

Now the writer proceeds to develop the truth of 
(2) and to add further considerations 13-28. The 
efficacy of Christ's blood to impart inward purifi
cation and to ratify the new covenant, is illustrated 
by the earthly law of inheritance (15-17) and the 
Mosaic ritual {18-22). 

13. For if the blood of bulls and goats and the ashes 
of an heifer. Ceremonial purification, as far as it went, 
was effective : it did remove the bar to admission to the 
privileges of Levitical worship. Two illustrations are 
given which bear witness to the fact that men live in a 
world of sin and death. The sacrifices of the Day of 
Atonement which speak of the fact of sin have been 
referred to in the preceding verse ; a significant addition 
is now made : ' the ashes of an heifer.' These were 
used for the cleansing of those who had been defiled by 
contact with a dead body. A thing from which the life 
was gone was regarded as unclean, and contact with it 
excluded both from the worship of God and from fellow
ship with men. (See Num. xix). Among Hindus the 
relations of one who has died as well as those who have 
actually touched the dead body must undergo purifi
cation. 

sprinkling them that have been defiled. The word for 
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14 sanctify unto the cleanness of the flesh : how much 

• to defile' means' to make common.' The defiled were 
those who had been temporarily made as though they 
were not of God's copsecrated people, but were outside 
among the common mass of men, 

sanctify onto the cleanness of the flesh. The process 
does result in an external purification which readmits to 
the fellowship of the consecrated. For the contrast 
between' sanctify' and' cleanse' (see note on v. 14). 

I 4. how much more shall the blood of Christ. Now 
come the reasons for the superior efficacy of the blood 
of CHRIST. 

who through the eternal Spirit. In the Greek there 
is no article : it is 'through eternal spirit.' The spirit 
of Him who offered Himself is eternal. This eternal 
spirit is the Divine nature of CHRIST, with the Divine 
Will as its centre. The writer wishes to point out that 
the efficacy of CHRIST'S sacrifice was primarily due to 
its being a Divine act. CHRIST on the cross was God 
as well as man : it was in virtue of His Deity that He 
was priest as well as sacrifice, St. Cyril asks: 'What 
virtue has a mere man's blood which a goat's has not? ' 
The blood is not the blood of a mere man, but of one 
who offered His life as man through the Divine Will 
that was in Him, the human will consenting and c;:o
operating. 'The eternal spirit' has been interpreted of 
the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Holy Trinity. 
The absence of the article seems to forbid this, nor does 
it give so rich a meaning, though it would be true to say 
that the Holy Spirit which filled CHRIST'S human 
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more shall the blood of Christ, who through the 
eternal Spirit offered himself without blemish unto 

nature without measure co-operated with Him in the 
sacrifice. 

offered fflmself. The word ' offered ' here covers the 
whole sacrificial action of CHRIST, both His action as 
offerer and victim, and His action as priest in present
ing the Sacri-fice. The first parts of the typical sacri
fices were performed by the offerer, who, after presenting 
the offering and identifying himself with it by the laying 
on of his hands, slew it. Then began the action of the 
priest, who had previously examined the victim to see 
that it was without blemish. He carried the blood 
before God and presented it. By His incarnation and 
identification of Himself with the human race and by 
His surrender of Himself to death CHRIST fulfilled the 
offerer's part of the sacrifice ; in His case offerer and 
victim were one. The cross was not the altar but 
simply the instrument by which the Victim was slain. 
The priestly action of CHRIST began when He entered 
heaven and presented His Blood before God: the altar 
is in heaven (Rev. viii. 3; ix. 13). 

without blemish. This is the technical word used of 
a victim passed for sacrifice. Three times was CHRIST 

the Victim sealed from on high as ' without blemish • ; 
at His Baptism (St. Matt. iii. 17), at His Transfigura
tion (St. Matt. xvii. 5), and immediately before His 
Passion (St. John xii. 28). The common knowledge of 
men also assented to the Divine judgement (St. Matt. 
xxvii. 24; St. Luke xxiii. 14, 41. See note on ii. 9). 

22 
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God, cleanse 8 your conscience from 
dead works to serve the living God ? 
.\nd for this cause he is the 

cleanse your conscience. The operation is inward; 
it touches the centre of real life, and does not merely 
remove a ceremonial obstacle. It relieves of the sense 
of guilt, and so is able to impart the power of growth 
into holiness. The truth has now become personal : 
it is' your conscience.' In verse 13 the word is 'sanc
tify,' which expresses the idea of external restoration to 
a religious society ; here the word is changed to ' cleanse,' 
which expresses the idea of personal restoration and the 
renewal of the. sources of character. 

from dead works. It is not the touch of a dead body 
that really defiles, but the doing of dead works (see 
note on vi. lJ. 

to serve the living God. The conscience is cleansed 
to render the forgiven and renewed man capable of 
service in the true sanctuary. The epithet ' living ' has 
special force here, where the thought is of God renewing 
the inward life. 

15. And for this cause. Because the blood of 
CHRfST has this inward efficacy, and this inward effi
cacy is a new thing, it follows that it is a new kind of 
covenant which is mediated. From the thought of 
CHRIST as the fulfiller of Aaron's office we pass to the 
thought of His fulfilment of Moses' office. 

that a death havlog takeo place ... first eoveoaot. 
But there were sins under the old covenant from which 
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mediator of a new 9 covenant, that 
a death having taken place for the 
redemption of the transgressions that 
were under the first 9 covenant, they 
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men had not been redeemed. The efficacy of CHRIST'S 

death reaches and covers them. It is ' redemption from 
the transgressions'. It is not merely from the con
sequences of the transgressions, for the sin a man 
commits becomes incorporated with himself : he is to 
be redeemed from the sin itself. 

that they that have been called. Those who passed 
away before the Incarnation are here included in the 
call: the call of Abraham was the call of Abraham's 
seed, and it was a call not merely to a temporary in
heritance but an eternal. T_he purpose of the writer is 
to unite the present with the past, the Christian Hebrews 
with their fathers (cp. xi. 40), and the Hebrews with 
those of Gentile birth. 

The word for 'called' is that used by our Lord in St. 
Matt. xxii. 3, -1-, 8,; St. Luke xiv. 24. The Greek 
tense la,ys the stress on the fact that the called have 
passed into a certain state. A man who bas become 
a partaker of a heavenly calling (cp. iii. 1) can never 
again be as though he had not received it; So men who 
have heard the message of the Gospel, though they 
reject it, can never again be in the same state as though 
they had not heard. 

may receive the promise of the eternal Inheritance. The 
newness of the covenant consists in this that the 
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that have been called may receive 
the promise of the eternal inheri
tance. For where a 10 testament 1s, 

inheritance promised is eternal. The old covenant 
promised an inheritance but only a temporary one. Behind 
that covenant was the promise to Abraham which no 
temporary inheritance could fulfil (See note on vi. 15). 

The truths involved in the death that has taken place 
are now drawn out. The thought of the death of the 
Messiah was naturally repugnant to the Hebrews, and 
thus it was especially important to lay stress upon the 
meaning, purpose and necessity of that death. It has 
been sbewn to be necessary for ' the redemption of the 
transgressions;' it is now to be shewn that it ratifies 
the covenant which gives an eternal inheritance. This 
latter truth is illustrated by what happens in the case of 
a ' covenant ' when it takes the particular form of a 
' will ' by which an earthly inheritance passes to an 
inheritor. This can only happen on the death of him 
who made the 'covenant' or 'will'. It is difficult to 
reproduce the force of the illustration in an English 
translation because there is_ no one word which is used 
in the sense of both ' covenant ' and ' will '.. ' Testa
ment' is the nearest: see additional. note on vii. 22. It 
is true that the Hebrews did not use ' wills ' until they 
came 1nto contact with the Romans, but at the time of 
the Epistle they were familiar enough with them. In 
the same way it has been intercourse with the British 
that has familiarized Hindus with the practice of making 
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there must of necessity 11 be the 
death of him that made it. For a 
19 testament is of force 13 where there 
hath been death : u for doth it ever 
avail while he that made it liveth ? 
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wills and though not strictly of their own custom an 
illustration from the making of a will would be forcible 
enough with them now. If, as has been strongly urged, 
the word cannot suddenly be used with a new meaning, 
then ' the death of him that made it' must mean either 
the offer to forfeit life should the covenant be violated, 
or the slaying of a victim as the representative of the 
covenanter to signify that as he who is dead cannot undo 
his deed, so the covenant stands unchangeable. But 
both of these interpretations seem to have to be forced 
upon the passage. 

16. there must of necessity be the death of him that 
made It. The literal translation is ' the death of him 
that made it must needs be brought.' • No one can 
succeed to an inheritance until the authorities have been 
satisfied that the man who has thus disposed of his 
property is dead. 

17. where there bath been death. The literal trans
lation is ' upon dead things' or 'persons.' The phrase 
is of wide scope so as to include more than one kind of 
Sta0~"1/ and more than one kind of death. Exactly 
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18 Wherefore even the first co·vew.111t hath not been 
19 dedicated without blood. For when every com

mandment had been spoken by l\foses unto all the 

the same kind of phrase is used in the Septuagint of 
Lev. xxi. 5 to signify 'should there be a death.' 

doth it ever avail, etc. The words have a simple 
natural meaning if the writer is using the special sen~e 
of 01aOij,c71 to illustrate the wider. A will is not effec
tive in the lifetime of its maker; he may either alter it 
or destroy it. But when he is dead the will stands. 

18. Wherefore even the first . . . without _blood. 
If this be true of that· 'disposition' by which a man 
enters on an earthly inheritance, it was also true of that 
by which Isr&el of old entered upon its inheritance, 
even though that inheritance could never satisfy the 
deeper needs of men. • Instead of saying 'without a 
death ' the writer rnys ' without blood.' Death may be 
natural, but 'blood· implies an inflicted death, 

19. For when every commandment, etc. (See Exod. 
xxiv). It was after the solemn declaration of the Ten 
Commandments and other rules of life that the Cove
nant was inaugurated. The people expressed their 
acceptance by saying ' All that the Lord hath said will 
we do, and be obedient.' 

he took the blood of the calves, etc. Some of the 
details, such as 'water and scarlet wool and hyssop,' are 
not mentioned in Exod. xxiv. nor are the goats spoken 
of : this latter addition is significant for the goat was 
always a sin offering. Here as continually the writer 
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people according to the law, he took the blood 
of the calves and the goats, with water and 
scarlet wool and hyssop, and sprinkled both the 
book itself, and all the people, saying, This. is the 20 

does not regard himself as tied to the letter of the Old 
Testament; he uses it freely, giving its sense rather 
than its words and adding to its narrative details that 
were traditionally known, and which served to illustrate 
the sacrifice of CHRIST. The water is mentioned in 
view of St. John xix. 34. Compare the symbolical 
use St. John makes of it in 1 St. John \', 6. 

sprinkled both the book itself, alld all the people. The 
blood of the sacrifice was divided into two parts, one of 
which was sprinkled on that which represented the 
divine side of the covehant and the other on the human 
side. The people accepted the terms of the covenant, 
and in virtue of their promise of obedience the blood was 
sprinkled on them; thus they became incorporated into 
the consecrated body. See the fulfilment of the sprinkl
ing in St. Peter i.l 'Elect ... unto obedience and 
sprinkling of the blood of JESUS CHRIST.' The blood 
sprinkled signified the cleansing from impurity and the 
ratification of the ,terms of the cO\·enant. The ' book 
itself' is not mentioned in Exod. xxiY. \Vestcott 
suggests that though it contained the words of God, yet 
beihg outwardly the work of man it also needed the 
application of the purifyin:~ blood. 

20. This is the blootl of the coren:mt. In Exod. 
xxiv. it is 'Behold the blootl ', but familiarity with 
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blood of the 15 covenant which God 
commanded to you-ward. Moreover 
the tabernacle and all the vessels of the 
ministry he sprinkled in like manner 

CHRIST'S words ' This is my blood of the covenant ' has 
no doubt led the author to quote in this form. Vv'e 
might perhaps have expected that it would have been 
after His death and resurrection that CHRIST would 
have given to men the blood of the new covenant, but 
His doing so before His death in time signifies that His 
death is really timeles,s ; by His surrender of Himself 
in eternity He is 'the Lamb that bath been slain 
from the foundation of the world', (R~v. xiii. 8; cp. 
I St. Peter i. 19-20). In all ages there was 'a fountain 
opened for sin and for uncleanness' (Zech. xiii. 1), even 
though the forgiven knew not the source of their for
giveness. 

which God commanded to you-ward. A diYine cove
nant is not a contract between God and man, but an 
offer of blessing which God has prescribed shall be 
received in a certain way, and for which man prepares 
himself by obedience. God's covenant, therefore, is 
God's command to man. 

21. Moreover the. tabernacle ... with the blood. 
This, again, is not recorded in Exodus, but was handed 
down traditionally. The tabernacle and its furniture 
being made by sinful human hands needed cleansing: it 
needed also the sign of the divine ratification and ap
proval of its use for sacred purposes. 
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with the blood. And according to the law, I may 22 
almost say, all things are cleansed with blood, and 
apart from shedding of blood there is no remission. 

22. according to the law. The constitution which 
was itself ratified by blood continues the use of blood in 
the carrying oqJ: of its appointed ritual. 

I may almost say, all things. The 'almost' points to 
an exception to the general rule, such as may be found 
in Lev. v. 11. 

apart from shedding of blood there is no remission. 
The Greek means ' apart from outpouring of blood.' 
To 'shed blood ' means to kill, .but here the thought is 
primarily not of the killing but of the pouring out of the 
blood at the foot of the altar, which signified the entire 
devotion of the 1ife to God. By the surrender of 
a perfect life there comes deliverance. CHRIST uses 
the same word at the institution of the Eucharist. 
'This is my blood of the covenant which is being out
poured, etc.' (St. Matt. xxvi. 28). The R.V. changed 
the translation in St. Luke xxii. 20, from ' shed ' to 
'poured out' but retained 'shed ' in St. Matt. xxvi. 28 
and St. Mark xiv. 24. Westcott in Some Lessons of 
the Revised Version of the New Testament, p. 90, note, 
regrets that the force of association was strong enough 
to prevent the translators from putting ''poured out' in 
the three places. The word ' remission ' is used in its 
-widest sense (cp. St. Luke iv. 18). By the outpour
ing of life in sacrifice men are delivered from all that 
enslaves and oppress~s them. In one brief sentence 
the whole secret of human redemption is summed up. 
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2S It was necessary therefore that the copies of the 
things in the heavens should be cleansed with th~se; 
but the heavenly things themselves with better 

After illustrating the principle that life must be 
offered to secure an inheritance and to cleanse from 
impurity, a return is made to the thought of the supreme 
and perfect efficacy of the blood of CHRIST. 

23. It was necessary therefor~. If it be the universal 
law that blood is the only means of purification that 
law must extend into the eternal sphere. 

the copies of the things in the heavens. (See note on 
viii. 5). 
three. 

The dispensations of God are represented as 
In the first men have the copies of the things 

in the heavens; in the second they have the things 
themselves sacramentally veiled; in the third they have 
the heavenly things unveiled, 'face to face.' 

should be' cleansed with these. Instead of 'these' we 
should have expected' this', viz: 'blood.' But' these' 
probably refers to the continually offered sacrifices as 
contrasted with the one. 

bot the heavenly things themselves with better sacri
fices than these. How can heavenly things need cleans
ing ? The answer sec1JJs to be that they are used by 
those who need cleansing. \Ve are re11·1inded that in 
our worship now we are continually handling heavenly 
things, and defiling them because we are ourselves 
defiled: but when cleansed ourselves the things we use 
are cleansed. All this is mystically set forth in Church 
worship in the censing of the altar and holy vessels, etc. 
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sacrifices than these. For Christ entered not into a 24 
holy place made with hands, like in pattern to the 
true; but into heaven itself, no\\' to appear before 

The 'better sacrifices' are all '.iummed up in the one 
which was perfect in all its parts. 

24. For Clu-ist entered not into a holy place made 
with hands. The ' for ' introduces the s0t:rce of the 
effectual cleansing of the heavenly things. 'It was not 
into a hand-made sanct\l9.ry that CHRIST entered.' It 
was also true that in His earthly life He had never 
entered the Holy of holies of the tern pie at Jerusalem 
which was made with hands (cp. St. John ii. 19 and 
St. Mark xiv. 58). 

like in pattern to the true. The true is the eternal, 
but 'the copy did represent something of the true. 

but into heave~ itself, i.e. the absolute, perfect, eternal 
self manifestation of Go<l. 

now to appear before the face of God for us. The 
thought is not that CHRIST has entered to behold the 
face of God, but that He has entered that God may 
behold Him. Eternally God looks on the sacrifice 
and is well pleased. The 'now' signifies an eternal 
present: CHRIST perpetually presents Himself as 
having died and risen again. This presentation is ' for 
us', i.e. 'on our behalf' not' instead of us.' He pre
sents Himself that we may be presented in Him. 
There is no more need of screening as in the presenta
tion of the Levitical high priest (Le\'. xYi. 13), for m 
CHRIST human nature has become utterly pleasing to 
God. 
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25 the face of God for us : nor yet that he should offer 
himself often; as the high priest entereth into the 
holy place year by year with blood not his 

!6 own : else must he often have suffered since the 
foundation of the "·orld: but now once at the 

25. nor yet that he should offer himself often. It is 
one continuous, timeless, uninterrupted sacrifice. This 
is the answer to those Hebrews who felt the lack of the 
repeated sacrifices of the temple; repetition is a sign of 
imperfection. That which is ' now ' cannot be repeated. 

26. else must he often have suffered, etc. The one 
sacrifice is preceded by the one passion and death, 
and that one death, though actually consummated in 
time, was willed before time (Acts ii. 23) and thus the 
sacrifice for which it prepared, being timeless, is effec
tive in all time, past, present and future. 

but now. Here the 'now' dismisses the mistaken 
idea of sacrificial repetition, and introduces the actual 
truth. 

at the end of the ages. This is what St. Paul describ
ed as 'the fulness of time' (Gal. iv. 4). It is the 
beginning of the final dispensation however prolonged 
in duration it may be. 

bath he been manifested. The sacrifice willed in 
eternity is manifested in time. 

to pot away sin. (See note on vii. 18). Sin is rob
bed of its power, for those who share in the sacrifice 
are set free. The phrase ' expresses the triumphant 
truths of Rom. viii. in another shape.' 

by the sacrHice of himself. The 'of himself' is con-
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18 end of the ages hath he been mani
fested to put away sin 17 by the sacri
fice of himself. And inasmuch as it is 
18 appointed unto men once to die, and 
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trasted with the 'not his own ' of verse 25. There is 
an abiding power in that one, unique, present sacrifice 
of Himself continually offered by Himself. 

:27-:28. The oneness of Christ's offering is illus
trated by the oneness of human life and death. 
As man's death is one, so is Christ's offering 
through death one. As the issue of man's death is 
abiding, so is the effect of Christ's offering. Man 
will be manifested after death for judgement ; 
Christ will be manifested after death as Judge. 

27. it is appointed unto men once to die. Death 1s 
in store for man as man, but only one death. There is 
no well nigh endless succession of births and deaths. 
The c;loctrine of re-incarnation finds no support in Holy 
Scripture. Though the usual lot of men is to die once, 
St. Paul speaks of those who shall be alive at the Second 
Coming. (1 Thess. iv. 15-17; 1 Cor. xv. 51). 

after this cometh judgement. The time of this judge
ment is not defined : it is only said to be ' after' death. 
But the mention of the second appearance of CHRIST 
implies that the reference is to the general judgement 
at the Last Day when after the Resurrection the justice 
and mercy of God are manifested before all men 
(St. Matt. xxiv. 31 ; xxv. 32; Rev. xx. 11-12). The 
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28 after this cometh judgement; so Christ also, having 

particular juJgement by which men are assigned each 
to his own place necessarily takes place immediately 
after death (St. Luke xvi. 22-3 ; xxiii. 43 ; Acts i. 
25). 

28. So Christ also. The title 'CHRIST ' is used 
alone, as throughout this chapter. It was as Royal 
High Priest that He entered into heaven itself; it is 
also as the High Priest-King that He will be manifest
ed. To St, John on Patmos He appeared vested in 
priestly garments (Rev. i. 13). 

having been once offered. He was offered because 
He offered Himself. The only priest whose dignity 
was commensurate with such a sacrifice was Himself. 
The active form of the verb emphasizes His priesthood, 
the passive His sacrifice. The sacrifice is necessarily 
'once ' because being perfect it transcends the limi
tations of time. 

to bear the sins of many. The phrase is taken from 
Isa. !iii. 12. It is literally ' to carry up the sins.' In 
the Levitical ritual the sins were metaphorically laid 
upon the victim (see Lev. i\'. 4, 15, 29, etc.) and 
carried by it to be destroyed in its death: then the life 
set free through death was offered in sacrifice. So the 
sins of men who are united to Him by faith and peni
tence are laid on CHRIST to be destroyed in His death, 
and through death His life, with theirs purified by 
union with His, is offered in heaven as an unending 
sacrifice. It is to be noted that' it is not said that 
CHRIST bore the punishment of sins, but the sins them-
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been once offered to bear the sins of many, shall 

selves; He came not primarily to save men from the 
penalties of sin but from sin itself, though necessarily 
He does save men from the supreme penalty of sin, 
which is separation from God. 

' Many ' is not in contrast with ' all ', as though there 
were some who were necessarily lost, but it is set over 
against the One (cp. Rom. v. 15-19). So also in the 
delivery of the Cup in the institution of the Holy 
Eucharist: the blood of the One is poured out for 
'many' (St. Matt. xxvi. 28; St. Mark xiv. 24). 

shall appear a second time. As He was visible to the 
eyes of men in His first appearing, so shall He be 
visible at the ' second time' (Acts i. 11; Rev. i. 7). 

apart from sin. The same phrase as in v. 15 but the 
context shews the meaning to be different here. His 
second Advent will not be as Saviour: He will not come 
at the last Day to bear sins (cp. Rev. xxii. 11-14). 

to them that wait for him. Only the happier 
aspect of judgement is here spoken of, as in St. John 
xiv. 3. 

unto salvation. The final irrevocable attainment of 
the blessedness for which they were created. Nothing 
is here said of the lot of those who wilfully reject 
CHRIST, for the truth to be emphasized is that of the 
efficacy and eternal validity of the One Sacrifice for 
those who partake of it. (See note on i. 14.) 

It would seem as though the writer had here con
cluded his argument, and had for a space laid down his 
pen. He has set forth the one eternally valid and 
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appear a second time, apart from sin, to them that 
wait for him, unto salvation. 

eternally efficacious sacrifice offered by the one unchang
ing deathless priest, and contrasted it with the sacri
fices continually repeated by priests that continually 
change and die. But so ardent is his desire to make 
the teaching of the eternal priesthood and sacrifice un
mistakably clear that he recapitulates in new words the 
truths he has already urged. 



CHAPTER X 

FOR the law having a shadow of the good I 
things to come, not the very image of the things, 

(1) The transitoriness and inefficacy of sacrifices 
continually repeated are compared with the offer
ing which is once for all (1-10). (2) The temporary 
priests on earth are compared with the true priest 
in heaven who reigns as King (11-14). (3) The old 
covenant is contrasted with the new with its 
promise of inward renewal and forgiveness ( 15-18). 

1-10. The transitoriness and inefficacy of sacri
fices continually repeated compared with the offer
ing that is once for all. 

I. For. ' For' does not connect the coming argu
ment with the preceding words, but resumes the whole 
subject. 

the law having a shadow of the good things to come. 
The ' law ' here stands for the whole Levitical system, 
as in vii. 19, etc. 

As a painter draws an outline or sketch which shews 
something-and accurately as far as it goes-of what 
the finished work will be, so the Levitical system 
provided accurate though faint indications of what the 
future blessings would be. St. Paul in Col. ii. 17 
contrasts the shadow with the substance using the same 
word for ' shadow ' as is used here, though here the 
illustration is differently worked out. From the stand
point of those who lived under the law the' good things' 

23 
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1 they can never with the same sacri
fices year by year, which they off1:r 
continually, make perfect them that 

were yet to come: to those who live in the new dispen
sation they are already come; they are only still to come 
in the sense that they are not yet openly manifested, 
but are sacramentally veiled: the final stage will be when 
they are actually experienced 'face to face' in heaven. 

not the very image of the things. The outline filled 
in with form and colour becomes 'the very image'. It 
is one of the words chosen by St. Paul to express the 
relation of CHRIST to the Father: He is the image of 
the invisible God (Col. i. 15), really and actually God 
manifest through the veil of human nature. The word 
translated ' things· means the actual reality as it is in 
itself. The immediate experience of the actu3l divine 
reality is the third and heavenly stage. The three 
stages of shadow, very image, and actuality may be 
illustrated in numerous ways by the ordinances of the 
Levitical system, the blessings of the Christian Church, 
and the final fruition in heaven. For instance, the 
' shadow ' of the ' Bread of Life • is the shewbread : 
the ' very image' is the Eucharist: the actuality is open 
fellowship with CHRIST in heaven, ' the Marriage 
Supper of the Lamb' (Rev. xix. 9.) 

they can never with the same sacrifices year by year. 
The fact of continual repetition argues the ineffectiveness 
of the yearly round of sacrifices. An effective sacrifice is 
one which abides and thus provides the potential means 
of fellowship with God without any intermission. 
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draw nigh. Else \vould they not have ceased 2 
to be offered, because the worshippers, having 
been once cleansed, would have had no more 

which they offer continually make perfect them that 
draw nigh. The comma is better placed after 'offer ' : 
such sacrifices cannot make perfect for ever the wor
shipper. The phrase translated' continually' is peculiar 
to this Epistle, and is used by the writer of that wh~h 
is continual not in time but in eternity. Verse 14 makes 
it almost certain that 'continually ' is to be taken with 
' make perfect ', for there the same verb is repeated 
with the same phrase: ' He bath perfected for ever.' 
The repeated sacrifices can give that kind of external 
consecration which removes the bar to entrance into the 
earthly sanctuary, but they cannot give that inward 
consecration which is 'for ever', effecting a relation 
with God in eternity. For' draw near' see note on iv. 16. 

2. else would they not have ceased to be offered. The 
answer expected is 'yes, they would have ceased, be
cause an abiding sacrifice makes repetition superfluous.' 

having been once cleansed. The essential characteris
tic of the true sacrifice is that it can establish an eternal 
relation once for all. There is one baptism for the 
remission of sins, admitting to fellowship with the one 
sacrifice and thus creating a new and permanent rela
tionship (see Acts xxii. 16). Baptism cannot be repeat
ed : there can be but one spiritual birth as there is but 
one natural birth: once a child of God, always a child 
of God even though every privilege of sonsh1p should 
have been flung away. 
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3 conscience of sins ? But in those sacrifices there is 
4 a remembrance made of sins year by year. For it 

would have had no more conscience of sins, i.e. the 
sins of the past being actually and really forgiven need 
not come into the consciousness ; they need not be 
remembered and confessed again. It does not mean 
that those who have become members of CHRIST by 
regeneration are necessarily sinless, though as long as 
they hold to their union they are incapable of deadly 
sin (see 1 St. John v. 18). Should they fall, the one 
sacrifice abides and through true penitence they may be 
restored to the privileges of their state of redemption. 

3. But in those sacrifices there is a remembrance m3de 
of sins. The sacrifices brought the sins before God not 
as forgiven but as still pleading for forgiveness and this 
went on y·ear after year. The one sacrifice is a conti
nual remembrance before God of the remission of sins. 
In the institution of the Eucharist the word for 'remem
brance ' is the same as here. In the repeated sacrifices 
there was ' remembrance' of sins unforgiven; in- the 
one sacrifice, being a memorial before God of redemption, 
of sins forgiven. Though the word ' remembrance ' 
might be used of recalling to human recollection, in both 
cases in which it is used in the Pentateuch (Lev. xxiv. 
7; Num. x. 10), it signifies a memorial before God, and 
there can be no doubt that where it occurs in other 
places besides this in the New Testament (St. Luke 
xxii. 19; 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25) it could carry no other mean
ing to the Hebrew reader. 

4. For it is impossible that the blood, etc. It made no 
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is impossible that the blood of bulls and goats 
should take away sins. Wherefore when he cometh 5 
into the world, he saith, 

difference whether one or a thousand such animals were 
offered : there was nothing in the blood of an irrational 
creature which could effect the spiritual redemption of a 
sinful man ; that could only be by his sharing in the 
offering of a perfect human life. The limit to what' the 
blood of bulls and goats ' could do has already been laid 
down in ix. 13. 

5. Wherefore, i.e. because of the futility of animal 
sacrifice in the respect just mentioned. 

when Be cometh into the world. Thus is described 
the Incarnation of Him whose pre-existence is assumed. 
A particular moment of time is not necessarily defined, 
but the eternal will and counsel of the Son to become 
incarnate are expressed. To come into the world is to 
submit to the conditions of creaturely existence as man. 

be saith. Thus is described in human terms the un
speakable mystic intercourse between the Eternal Word 
and the Fount of Godhead. It is 'he saith' not 'he 
said' both because it is the utterance of Him whose will 
to come is ' in the beginning ' before time' was, and also 
because the Incarnation ever abides as an eternal fact. 

The quotation which follows is from Ps. xl. 6-8. 
It is the third great quotation by which the writer 
estaelishes one of his ma-in positions that in the Old 
Testament itself is to be found the proof that the Levi
tical system was to be superseded : in Ps. ex. a 
superior priesthood is shewn to be indicated; in Jer. 
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Sacrifice and offering tho\1 wouldest not, 
nut a body didst thou prepare for me; 

6 In wh0le burnt offerings and sacrifices for sin thou 
h:i.dst no pleasure : 

xxxi. a superior covenant; and now in Ps. xl. a superior 
sacrifice. 

The word,; originally proceeding from the poet, possi
bly David himself, go far beyond what was true of the 
devotion of any man however saintly ; in the fullness of 
their meaning they are only true of CHRIST, and so are 
rightly treated as His utterance: see note on ii. 12. 
That sacrifices in themselves had no spiritual value or 
power was the not uncommon teaching of the prophets, 
such' as Samuel, Hosea, Isaiah and Jeremiah, but this 
passage El'Oes further even than this and distinctly 
declares that the true sacrifice is of the will surrendered 
in perfect obedience even unto death. 

Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest not. The words 
with the addition of those in v. 6, 'whole burnt offerings 
and sacrifices for sin,' are chosen so as to cover all .the 
Levitical offerings: whether they were of animals or of 
fruits of the earth, whether they were eucharistic or 
expiatory, all alike were incapable of effecting the true 
object of sacrifice. The same truth is expressed in 

Ps. Ii. 16. 
But a body didst thou prepare for me. The literal 

translation of the Hebrew is 'ears hast thou dug out for 
me', which seems to mean' thou hast made me able to 
hear and obey'. But the writer quotes the Septuagint 
version. The inspired change by the Septuagint trans-
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Then said I, Lo, I am come 7 
<In the roll of the book it is written of me) 
To do thy will, 0 God. 

lators to ' But a body didst thou prepare for me ' is a 
clear foreshadowing of the Incarnation with its fruit of 
the mystical Body of CHRIST. Human nature is to 
offer a perfectly willing sacrifice by the surrender of all 
its faculties to the obedience of God. The body 
prepared is first fashioned by the Holy Ghost of the 
substance of the Virgin Mary, and after the Resurrection 
and Ascension draws into union with itself innumerable 
human beings and thus becomes the mystical body 
(Eph. i. 22-3; iv. 15-16). 

7. Theq said I, Lo, I am come. It is ' I am come ', 
not ' 1 shall come.' As in v. 5 the eternal purpose, 
which transcends time and yet is embodied in the events 
of time, is expressed by the present. 

In the roll of the book It Is written of me. What is 
meant by ' the roll of the book ? ' Probably there is no 
reference to any particular passage; but the Psalmist 
sets forth entire obedience to God as the one essential 
prescription of the Law. Interpreted as the utterance 
of CHRIST ' the roll of the book ' is that et

0

ernal purpose 
of God which is gradually unrolled in history. 

To do thy will, 0 God. Within that purpose is the 
entire obedience of' man to God's will by which alone 
he can attain to blessedness. The will of God was not 
fully done in human nature until the Divine Voice could 
s:-.y : ' This 1s my beloved Son in whom I am well 
pleased.' 
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8 Saying above, Sacrifices and offerings and 
whole burnt offerings and sacrifices for sin thou 
wouldest not, neither hadst pleasure therein 
(the which are offered according to the law), 
then hath he said, Lo, I am come to do thy 

9 will. He taketh away the first, that he Qlay 

10 1 0r, In 
establish the second. ~ By which will 
we have been sanctified through the 

8. Saying above, Sacrifice, etc. We should have 
expected ' having said above ', but the writer's thought 
is not concerned with order 1n time but with the design 
of the eternal purpose. The argument is not that the 
Levitical system of sacrifice was tried, found wanting, 
and consequently abolished, but by the eternal counsel 
of God it was to give place to the sacrifice of perfect 
human obedience. 

9. Be taketh away the first . . . the second. It is 
not the first' will' (v. 10) and the second 'wiJJ'; God's 
will is eternally one, and includes ' the first • and ' the 
second•. 'The first' is the Levitical system of sacrifice 
and 'the second' is the free self-oblation of perfect 
humanity. The word 'taketh away' is a very strong 
oile and is often used of destroying or killing. There is 
no opposition to our Lord's teaching, ' I came not to 
destroy but to fulfil' (St. Matt. v. 17). The seed sown 
is destroyed as a seed; it dies (St. John xii. 24), but it is 
fulfilled in the perfect plant. 

10. By which wlU we have been sanctified. The 
Greek is 'in which will.' God's people are included 
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offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for all. 

in His eternal will, and His will is embodied in them 
(1 Thess. iv. 3). To be in the will of God by filial 
surrender is equivalent to being in CHRIST, for CHRIST 

is the supreme expression of the will of God. 
through the offering of the body of JESUS CHRIST 

once for all. The way of sanctification is through the 
'once for all offering' of Him who is JESUS, Very Man; 
who is CHRIST, true Priest and King. The 'once for 
all offering ' is ' before the foundation of the world ' ; it 
is enacted historically in time ; it is in the eternal now of 
the heavenly sphere. The body is the wholeness of the 
human nature which He eternally willed to take, 
which gathers redeemed humanity into itself; see note 
on v. 5. 

The 'once for all ' qualifies the whole of verse 10. 
From the eternal standpoint the 'once for all offering ' 
effects a ' once for all ' sanctification. God sees the 
perfect fruit apart from the process of development in 
time. From the temporal standpoint, as the offering of 
the Body is in a time series of historical events culmi
nating in the Ascension, so also is the sanctification of 
the member of CHRIST'S Body gradually worked out in 
the successive experiences of time. \Ve get the two 
conceptions together in verse 14 : there is the ' for 
ever' perfection through the once for all offering, but it 
is also ' them that are being sanctified.' 

11-14. The temporary priests on earth are com
pared with the true priest in heaven who reigns 
as king. 
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• 3 Some an-
cient authori• 
ties read high 
f,1·:rst. 

HEBREWS X. ll 

And every 3 priest indeed standeth 
day by day ministering and offering 
oftentimes the same sacrifices, the 
which can never take away sins: 

I! but he, when he had offered one sacrifice for 

11. And every priest l11deed standeth, etc. Sacrifices 
which have to be repeated are confessedly ineffectual. 
Ei_npha_sis is laid upon 'standeth '. No priest was 
allowed to sit ~n the Hol)• place ; he could only sit out
side it. To have sat in the sanctuary would have 
implred a permanent and unchanging place within it, 
but in the offering of repeated sacrifices there is continual 
change. A priest is at one time in the· sanctuary, at 
another time outside it. \I\Then one sacrifice is finished 
another has to be begun. 

12. but he ... sat down. (Cp. i. 2). Contrasted 
with the many priests who stand is the one priest who sat 
down. The image of the session expresses the perma
nent eternal character of the Priesthood of one who is 
also King. He is unchangeably within the sanctuary 
with a sacrifice which is for ever. That the priest is 
represented as sitting does not signify that his priestly 
ministry of offering has ceased ; this would contradict 
the teaching of the rest of the Epistle (see vii. 24-5 ; 
viii. 1-3) ; but that His presence 'in heaven itself' is 
unchanging. The Greek words for 'offered' and 'sat 
down • represent simultaneous actions, one being the 
aorist participle and the other the aorist indicative. 
As CHRIST'S session in heaven is continuous so also is 
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' sins for ever, sat down on the right 
hand of God : from henceforth ex-
pecting till his enemies be made the 

363 

' Or, sins, 
/01" eve,- sat I J. 
down, etc. 

footstool of his feet. For by one offering he bath 14 

His sacrifice : ; offering one sacrifice for ever He sat.' 
The phrase translated 'for ever' comes between' offer
ing' and' sat'. It might equally mean 'offering for 
ever', and 'sat for ever', there is little doubt that this 
skilful arrangement of the words was intended to suggest 
that ' continuousness ' was the mark both of the offering 
and the session. Both His state in heaven and His sac
rifice are unchanging. The A.V. 'after he had offered' 
is misleading, and the R.V. 'when he had offered' may 
be misunderstood. See Introduction, Explanatory Note. 
For 'right hand of God' see note on i. 13. 

13. from he!lceforth expecting, etc. See note on i. 13 
where the same quotation from Ps. ex. is also made. 
In this verse and the following we have the combination 
of the conception of the eternal order with that of the 
temporal. \Vithin the eternal order CHRIST reigns 
triumphantly; within the temporal order the process of 
conquest is going on. 

14. For by one offering, etc. \Vithin the eternal orde'." 
the sanctification of the faithful is perfect: in the 
temporal order it is a gradual process of ' from strength 
to strength'. The rendering' that are sanctified 'dis
guises the gradualness of the process : the participle is. 
a temporal present, 'them that are being sanctified•. 
one after another from time to time. 
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15 perfected for ever them that are sanctified. And 
the Holy Ghost also beareth witness to us : for 
after he bath said, 

t6 
• Or, testa• 

ment 
5 Gr. I 

'Will CO'VC· 
nant. 

then saith he, 

This is the ~ covenant that 6 I will 
make with them 

After those days, saith the Lord; 
I will put my laws on their heart, 
And upon their mind also will I write 

them; 

15:-18. The old covenant Is contrasted with the new 
with its promise of Inward renewal and forgiveness. 

JS. And the Boly. Ghost alsa beareth witness to us. 
They have heard CHRIST speaking in Ps. xl. and testi
fying to the passing away of the Levitical system and 
to the substitution of the sacrifice which consists in the 
free self-oblation of humanity. Now they are to hear 
the Holy Ghost bearing witness to the inauguration of 
the new Covenant which is involved in this change. 
This is the only place in the Epistle in which the Holy 
Ghost is said to be a witness; (cp. i. St. John v. 6-7.) 
Hitherto He has been described as ' speaking' and 
' signifying ' in the Scriptures. The ' us ' denotes those 
who hold the Christian faith. 

16. This Is the covenant, etc. (Cp. viii. 8-12.) See 
additional note iii. 7 on the change made in the words of 
the quotation here. 

then saith he. These words are not in the Greek but 
their insertion is necessary to make the writer's meaning 
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And their sins and their iniquities will I remember 17 
no more. 

Now where remission of these is, there 1s no more IS 
offering for sin. 

clear. Under the new Covenant the indispensable con
dition of forgiveness is that inward and spiritual change 
which is described as the law being in the heart and 
mind. Letter becomes spirit: external conformity be
comes inward character. 

17. And their sins and their iniquities, etc. In x. 3 it 
is said that man brings his sins to God's memory as 
unforgiven. Here it is promised that God will blot 
them out of His memory as though they had not been. 
It is sometimes asked whether in heaven we shall retain 
the recollection of sins committed in earthly life. The 
answer may be: Can man in perfect union with God 
remember what God Himself has willed to forget? 

18. Now where remission of these is, etc. See note 
on ix. 22. In the one abiding sacrifice continually 
offered in heaven there is the potency of remission of 
sins, i.e. of deli\·erance from all that sin effects-guilt, 
estrangement from God, corruption of the nature found 
in the weakened will, the darkened mind, the polluted 
heart and the confusion of the conscience. With this 
potency of remission belonging to him in virtue of the 
one sacrifice which never passes, the Christian has no 
need of any more Levitical offering for sin. The sur
render of the old ritual is gain and not loss. It is folly 
to desire the 'shadow' when the ' very image ' is at 
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hand. It would be like desiring a letter when there is 
the living voice or seel<ing a picture when the friend 
himself is present. 

The great exposition of the high priesthood of CHRIST 

and His heavenly ministry, which began· at vii. 1, is now 
complete. Unlike the earlier doctrinal parts it has been 
uninterrupted by exhortations and warnings. From the 
beginning ... of the Epistle the one theme has been the 
~uperiority of the Christian Covenant as demonstrated 
by the unapproachable and unique dignity of its Media
tor. Angels are but worshipping spirits; He is the 
Supreme Being whom they worship, whose directions 
they obey. Moses and Joshua were but servants; He 
is the Son whom they serve. The Levitical high priest 
was a temporary minister, his service was in an earthly 
sanctuary, his sacrifices were many and ineffective ; the 
true high priest is eternal, His service is in heaven, Hi~ 
~acrifice is one and eternally efficacious. 

The rest of the Epistle consists in the practical 
application of this lofty teaching, for Christian life is 
rooted in Christian doctrine. The Epistle which bristles 
with dogma bristles also with calls to duty. First there 
is the summons to respond to privilege (19-25); this, is 
followed by another warning as to the terrible penalty 
of apostasy (26-31). Then comes encouragement to 
persevere based on the memory of response to grace in 
the past (32-9). 

The thought of their own brighter past leads to that 
-0£ the triumphs of faith in their spiritual ancestors (xi), 
who are still their spiritual associates and from whom 
the lessons of the methods of the divine discipline may 
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Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into 19 

be learned (xii. 1-14). Tbe Epistle concludes with a 
further intermingling of exhortation with warning (xii, 
l+-29), and a kind of postcript in which are practical 
instructions and personal notices (xiii). 

19-25, The summons to respond to privilege. 

This section may be compared with iv. 14-16. In 
both the exhortation is based upon the truth of CHRIST'S 

priesthood, but the theme having now been more fully 
developed the exhortation is also fuller. 'Boldness' is 
proved to be more amply justified, 

19. Having therefore, brethren, boldness. The name 
by which he addresses them is appropriate. They are 
brethren, blood relations, for they enter ' in the blood of 
JESUS'. They have 'boldness' because theirs is the 
confidence of sons (see note on iii. 6) and of sons who 
are forgiven. 

to eater into the holy place. It is literally 'unto the 
entrance,' i.e. to use the entrance. To use the entrance 
into the Holy place was an exclusively priestly privilege; 
it belongs now to all the brethren in virtue of their 
membership of a priestly Body. See note on ix. 8. 
The ' Holy place' as in ix. 12 is the transcendent 
counterpart of the Holy of holies and signifies the very 
Presence of God. Now the brethren enter sacrament
ally ; hereafter they shall have the open vision (l Cor. 
xiii. 12). 

by the blood of Jesus. Literally 'in the blood of 
JESUS' 'By' or 'with' or' through' do not convey fully 
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20 the holy place by the blood of Jesus, by the way 
which he dedicated for us, a new and living way, 

the significance of ' in ' ; it combines the force of the 
three. In ix. 25 it is translated 'with': 'entereth ... 
with blood not his ow~'. The' brethren' have appro
priated the life; it has become truly their own; they 
are in the life and the life is in them. It is a truly 
human life bestowed through death, so it is described as 
'the blood of JESUS'. The human name alone is used. 

20. by the way which he dedicated . . . . . . .. his 
flesh. What is this way, ,which is new and living, by 
which we can pass through the veil? The answer is 
that it is His flesh. It is because the Word was made 
flesh that He has become the Way (St. John xiv. 6), 
that men may become His members, and ' in His blood ' 
pass into the very Presence of God. What is the veil 
through which they pass ? The veil is all that keeps 
men from the true knowledge of God and shuts off 
access to Him. 

The \Vay is the vVay of the Incarnation and the Sac
rifice that it includes. It is new because though dedica
ted in eternity it is new in time, and remains ever fresh 
in efficacy. It is living, for He ever liveth to impart 
life. To tread the ways of earth is to grow wearier each 
step; to walk in CHRIST, the Way, is continually to 
receive new supplies of life. 

This interpretation requires that the comma after 
' way' be deleted. If the comma is left, as in the RV., 
the veil is then taken to mean 'his flesh'. In this case 
the flesh stands for all those limitations of existence 
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through the veil, that is to say, his flesh ; and 21 
having a great priest over the house of God ; Id us 2% 

under human conditions which seem to veil His God
head-limitations which must be cast off before men 
have God fully made known to them. But in the New 
Testament the human nature of CHRIST is never 
regarded as hiding God from men but rather as the 
means of His manifestation. Nor is the death of 
Christ regarded as the rending of the veil in the sense 
that by it He was freed from the limitations of a body 
and so was able to manifest His Godhead. On the 
contrary after His resurrection He asks His disciples 
to recognize Him through the medium of His body. 
St. Luke xxiv.- 39-40. • See my hands and my feet, 
th,at it is I myself', (Cp. St. John xx. 27). 

21. and having a great priest. There is a change 
here: in iv. 14 it is 'having a great high priest'. The 
emphasis is laid now not upon His supremacy over all 
other priests, but upon His priesthood as priesthood. 
There is but one priest in God's household and He that 
one. ' Great' is not a synonym for • high ' but is used 
as in iv. 14. 

over the house of God. The house is the whole 
'family in heaven and on earth' (Eph. iii. 15) for the 
Church is one whether on this side or that, and even 
now we who are on this side are in heavenly places : 
(Eph. i. 3; ii. 6). 

22. let us draw near. See note on iv. 16. 
with a true heart In fulness of faith, i.e. with entire 

sincerity and unrestricted confidence. Sincerity is born 
24 
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7 Or, full 
a:ssr,r-ce 

HEBREWS x. 22 

draw near with a true heart in 7fulness 
of faith, having our hearts sprinkled 

of penitence. For the heart to be true it must be 
cleansed from all forms of duplicity and untruth. So 
the writer naturally goes on 

having our hearts sprinkled from an evil conscience. 
Conscious, a.s we must be, of sin and imperfection in our 
lives and characters, we may approach as men who are 
sure both of forgiveness and of the potency of an inward 
renewal, for it is our hearts and not merely our bodies 
or clothes which receive the application of the Blood of 
JESUS. See notes on ix. 14 and ix. 19. The words 
which follow shew that the writer is thinking of the 
Christian sacraments. He is setting forth the 'very 
image' of which the Levitical rites were the 'shadow.' 
(See Exod. xxix. 21; Lev. viii. 30). The application 
of the Blood of which he is thinking here is in the 
Eucharist. 

andour body washed with pore water. (Exod. xxix. 4). 
The Levitical priests could not enter the holy place until 
they had been washed with water: the laver of brass 
made from the offerings of the women's metal mirrors 
stood at the door. The Christian enters the Presence 
Chamber of God not in virtue of His own merit but be
cause God has graciously washed him in Baptism. The 
water is pure because it has been consecrated for thi, 
high purpose. Confidence thus resting not on their own 
feelings but on the security of definite divine acts in the 
Eucharist and Baptism which they themselves have un
doubtedly shared, acts which bring the Incarnation and 
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from an evil 8 conscience, and our body 
washed with pure water: let us hold 
fast the confession of our hope that 
it waver not; for he is faithful that 

371, 

1 Or, con 
science : and 
having our Z3 
body washed 
with pure 
water, let us 
hold fast 

Priesthood of CHRIST within their own experience, he 
can go on to exhort them to ' hold fast ' and to respond 
to the great goodness of God to them. This is always 
the order in the New Testament : the Christian is not 
set to win his inheritance by his own efforts, but having 
already a heavenly inheritance he is to respond to the 
call of his great position. It is because he has, that he 
is to hold fast. 

23. let us hold fast the confession of our hope. ( Cp. 
iv. 14). The 'confession' is the open promise of faith 
and duty made at the tinie of baptism. The confession 
is one of hope because though the Christian passes at 
once into the Kingdom and participates in heavenly 
blessings, yet he lives in the anticipation of the unveiling 
in full of those divine glories which are now revealed by 
the Spirit (I. Cor. ii. 9-10). 

that it waver not. To surrender one item of hope is 
to allow the baptismal confession to waver .. 

be la faltbfnl that promised. Because God is faithful 
men must respond by faithfulness; that God may be 
utterly relied upon to fulfill His promises .is a stimulus to 
~n to. fulfill his. This truth is again appealed to in xi. 
11, and by St. Paul in 1. Cor. i. 9; x. 13 and 1. Thess. v. 
24-. We get the same thought in respect of the virtue of 
love in 1 St. John iv. 19. 
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2-4 promised : and let us consider one another to pro-
25 vbke unto love and good works ; not forsaking the 

24. let us consider one another. The same word is 
used in iii. 1 of concentration of thought on the Apostle 
and High Priest JESUS. He who loves God loves his 
brother also; he who considers JESUS considers also 
His members. True religion cannot be lived in solitude. 
Life cannot rightly be divided into periods in one of which 
a man performs the duty of ghrihastha (householder) and 
in another lives as a vanat,rastha (hermit). The soli
tary contemplation of God is 'good, but it ceases to be 
good unless out of it springs as its necessary fruit the 
contemplation of one another. 

to provoke unto love and good works. They are to 
sharpen the edge of each other's love by manifesting 
love ; they are to incite to noble deeds by doing noble 
deeds. The word ' provoke ' is generally used in a bad 
sense as in Acts xv. 39. It may be that the writer is 
delicately rebuking another kind of provocation which 
has been going on among them. People so often con
sider one another to find matter for criticism and censure ~ 
let them consider one another to find matter for loving 
kindness. 

The mention of love completes the triad of Christian 
virtues in the order in :which St. Paul puts them I Cor. 
xiii. 13. The fullness of faith, the confession of hope and 
the provocation of love are to be energetic in Christian 
lives. 

25. not forsaking the assembll11g of ourselves together. 
The indispensable means of cultivating Christian fellow-
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assembling of ourselves together, as the custom 
of some is, but exhorting one another; and so much 

the more, as ye see the day drawing nigh. 

ship and renewing Christian strength is by communion 
with Christ and one another. Thus the first disciples 
met either daily (Acts ii. 46) or weekly (Acts xx. 7) to 
'break bread'. To such 'assembling together' Christ 
has attached the promise of His special presence (St. 
Matt. xviii. 20). The neglect of the opportunity of such 
blessing may be the prelude to indifference leading to 
apostasy. The strong word 'forsaking' implies an 
abandonment of duty by which injury is done not only 
to the individual deserter but to the whole community. 

This insistence on the duty of public as well as private 
worship is of special value in India where among the 
Hindus worship is almost solely regarded as an individual 
and not a social act. Hindus frequently express surprise 
at the emphasis laid by Christians on the duty of common 
prayer. 

but exhorting one another. See iii. 13. The word 
combines the thoughts of cheering and consoling. The 
work of the Holy Ghost is to cheer and console (Acts ix. 
31) and He fulfills His office not only in His secret op~
rations within the human spirit but by using those i!I. 

whom He dwells to cheer and console one another. 
so much the more, as ye see the day drawing nigh. 

The swift approach of the crisis of which they had been 
forewarned by CHRIST made the duty of mutual en
couragement the more urgent. 'The day' must be that 
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26 For if we sin wilfully after that we have received 
the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more 

final decisive Day of the close of opportunity for man
kind. (1 Cor. iii. 13). All days of divine visitation are 
true figures of that day. As the critical change in the 
life of an individual by which he is ushered through death 
into new conditions is for him 'the day•, so also a great 
change in the history of a people is ' the day '. Possibly 
there were signs which they could actually see of the 
coming investment and fall of Jerusalem, a catastrophe 
which had been used by our Lord as a figure of the final 
day of revelation. (St. Mark xiii.) 

26-31. Warning as to the terrible penalty of 
apostasy. 

26. For. The mention of the approaching ' Day ' 
naturally leads to the thought of how an apostate will 
appear in that day. 

if we ain wilfully. (Cp. iii. 12; vi. 7.) A wilful sin 
is in a matter in which the will of God has been reveal
ed and men either knowing or having had the opportunity 
of knowing that will commit the sin consciously and 
purposely. The present tense of the verb implies 
further that the sin is habitually persisted, in knowingly 
and deliberately. The writer by saying 'we' humbly 
includes himself in the number of such possible apos.
tates. 

after that we have receivec.l the knowledge of the truth. 
This means more than an intellectual apprehension 
and acceptance of Christian doctrine ; it implies ~n 
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a sacrifice for sins, but a certain fearful 
expectation of judgement and a 9 fierce
ness of fire which shall devour the 
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interior union with JESUS CHRIST. The word for 
' knowledge ' signifies that the truth has been made 
one's own ; it is not only known, it is inwardly realized. 
The Truth is Jesus Christ Himself. To have been 
baptized into the Truth is to have put on the Truth ; to 
be consciously in the Truth is to be in that state to 
which the enlightenment of Baptism should lead (cp. 
Col. i. 6 ; Titus i. 1.) 

there remalneth no more a sacrifice for sins. Literally 
it is 'no longer for sins there remaineth a sacrifice.' 
The emphasis is on ' sins ' as explained in the preceding 
words. For sins repented of and renounced the one 
Sacrifice ever effectually abides ; for sins persisted in 
and unrepented of no sacrifice can be effectual ; to 
persist wilfully in sin is to lose the power of repentance. 
See additional note on vi. 6. There is a melancholy 
contrast between this state and the blessing of iv. 9. 
'There remaineth (the same word is used) a sabbath
rost for the people of God.' 

27. bnt a certain fearful expectation of ju_dgement. Hell 
begins here. The 'expectation of judgement' is fearful 
to the apostate who having known CHRIST and having 
wilfully rejected Him necessarily retains an intellectual 
knowledge of the truth which from time to time recur
ring to his memory must awaken terror in his soul. 

a fierceness of fire which shall devonr the adversaries. 
An adaptation of the words of Isa. xxvi. 11. The 
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28 adversaries. A man that bath set at nought Moses' law 
dieth without compassion on the word of two or three 

29 witnesses: of how much sorer punishment, think 

margin gives the true meaning, 'jealousy of fire.' God's 
love is fitly represented by the symbol of fire, for fire 
which illuminates and purifies and preserves the warmth 
of life also destroys what is worthless. The fire of 
divine love is jealous, in that He has a rightful claim to 
the love and service of those whom He has created and 
redeemed. 

28. A man . . . two or three witnesses. (Deut. xvii. 
2-7). If under Mosaic law bodily death was the inevi
table penalty inflicted without opportunity of appeal for 
mercy for offences such as murder, adultery, idolatry, 
disobedience to parents, what must be the punishment of 
sin immeasurably more heinous ? Our Lord teaches us 
to regard bodily death as a thing insignificant when 
compared with the injury done to the soul by sin. 
(St. Matt. xviii. 6). 

29. of how much sorer punishment. In no other place 
in the New Testament is this word for punishment used, 
tho.ugh the verb is used by St. Paul in Acts xxii. 5 ; 
xxvi. 11. It means what is expressed by the word 
'retribution.' 

think ye. Even from their own human point of view 
is not a sorer retribution just? Does it not seem right 
to them that God should vindicate His Majesty ? It 
must be remembered that it is their own human point of 
view that is being urged. There is a kind of instinct in 
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ye, shall he be judged worthy, who hath trodden 
under foot the Son of God, and hath counted the 

human nature which makes men regard exact retribu
tion as satisfying justice. He who wantonly inflicts 
pain himself deserves the retribution of pain. But this 
is only the human point of view. It is' think ye'? It 
may be from the divine point of view that the only true 
requital is that which aims at the restoration of the 
sinner (St. Matt. v. 43-8). Even the Greek word for 
retributory punishment carries hope in it, for originally 
it meant to help and was even used of medical succour. 
Aristotle (Rhetoric i. 10-17) points out the difference 
between the meanings of the two words for punishment : 
one (used in St. Matt. xxv. 46) is punishment for the 
sake of him who has offended, and the other (used here) 
is for the sake of him who inflicts it that he n1ay be 
satisfied. But we may believe that Divine Love will 
only be satisfied when God is' all in all.' It is especi
ally important in India, where each human life is 
regarded as itself retribution, to point out that the 
satisfaction of what from a human point of view may 
seem to be justice is not the supreme end of the order 
of the universe as it has been revealed in the Christian 
Gospel. See additional note on vi. 10. 

who bath trodden uader foot the Son of· God. The 
effect of wilful apostasy is described in language of 
horror such as is to be found now here else in the New 
Testament. Even the terrible words of vi. 6 fall short 
of what we have here. First, such apostasy is an inso
lent outrage against the Father. See St. John v. 23. 
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blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified, 

To honour the Son is to honour the Father, to insult the 
Son is to insult the Father. It is the eternal Sonship 
which constitutes Him as the one supreme Mediator 
and King. To fulfill His office of Mediator He takes 
human nature and puts Himself in the power of men. 
The apostate tramples on Him as a worthless thing, 
even as the infamous Jezebel was trampled on (2 Kings 
ix. 33) or as the savourless salt is flung out and trodden 
under foot of men (St. Matt. v. 13). It is not merely 
an ignorant trampling as of those who carelessly tread 
11nder foot the good seed which is the Word of God 
(St. Luke viii. 5), or of those who know not how 
precious is the Pearl of great price, as in St. Matt. vii. 
6; but it is the deliberate conscious rejection of those 
who having experienced His love turn against Him with 
hatred and scorn. 

bath counted the blood . . . an unholy thing. Second
ly such apostasy is an insolent outrage against Jesus 
Christ whose Blood has consecrated him as a member 
of a royal priesthood. As the blood of the old covenant 
consecrated the ear, the hand and the foot of the priest, 
the ear to listen to the voice of God, the hand to do His 
will, the foot to walk in His ways (Exod, xxix. 19-20), 
so 'the Blood of the Covenant' (St. Matt. xxvi. 28; 

.. St. Mark xiv. 24) consecrates the Christian to entire 
devotion to the service of Jesus Christ. The communi
cant presents himself, his soul and body to the obedience 
of Him whose Blood has not only touched him but 
which he has actually received (1 Cor. x. 16). To 
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10 an unholy thing, and hath done de
spite unto the Spirit of grace? For we 
know him that said, Vengeance be
longeth unto me, I wi11 recompense. 
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And again, 

renounce this sen-ice is to treat ' the precious Blood of 
Christ' (1 Pet. i. 19) as though it had no special effi
cacy but were a thing ' common,' as the blood of some 
guilty criminal. 

done despite unto the Spirit of grace. Thirdly such. 
apostasy is an insolent outrage against the Holy Spirit 
whose grace h'as been experienced. See Zech. xii. 10 
whence the phrase, unique in the New Testament, is 
taken, and where the context is significant. 

30. For we know him that said. Human instinct 
has been appealed to: 'think ,ye?' Now comes the 
appeal to knowledge of the Divine character : ' we know 
him.' 

.Vengeance belongeth . . . his people. Both citations 
are adaptations from Deut. xxxii. 35. The first occurs 
also in the same form in Rom. xii. 19 which shews it to 
have been a customary adaptation. It is in keeping 
with what we know of the revealed character of God 
that His people should be tried by the true test and 
manifested as they really are.. The Greek word trans
lated ' Vengeance ' originally means the bringing out of 
the right, and it is only in its human use that it has 
become associated with something of malignity. To 
manifest and maintain the right implies punishment. 
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31.The Lord shall judge his people. It is a fearful 
thing to fall into the hands of the living God. 

31. It is a fearful thing ... living God. It has 
been truly said that it is a' still more fearful thing to fall 
out of the hands of the living God. To be left to 
oneself and the society of those who have fallen from 
God is hell. The hands of God may signify His mighty 
yet gentle protection (St. Luke xxiii. 46), or His guid
ance (Ps. cxxxix. 10) or His wise and purifying disci
pline (2 Sam. xxiv. 14; Heb. xii. 7, 11), or the punishn1ent 
of His love manifested as wrath. The latter is plainly 
the thought emphasized here. The ' fearful' recalls the 
'fearful expectation' of verse 27. 

32-9. Encouragement to perseverance based on 
the memory of response to grace in the past. 

In accordance with his manner (cp. vi. 9) the writer 
swiftly turns to brighter and more encouraging thoughts. 
If he has bidden them look into the abyss in front 
should they turn from the one true way, he also calls 
upon them to look on the brighter scenes which lie be
hind them. ,\fter their baptism they were sorely tried 
but they did not fail. Let them not now lose the reward 
which is waiting for them. To what 'conflict of suffer. 
ings' he refers we cannot know with absolute certainty; 
if the letter was written to Jerusalem, possibly it was 
O!le of those related in Acts viii. 1. and xii. ; if it was 
addressed to Hebrews in Home he probably is recalling 
the recent cruelties of Nero. The latter seems more 
likely. 
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But call to remembrance the former days, in 3Z 
which, after ye were enlightened, ye endured a 
great conflict of sufferings; partly, being made a 33 
gazingstock both by reproaches and afflictions ; and 
partly, becoming partakers with them that were 
so used. For ye both had compassion on them that 34 

32. Bot call to remembrance. It is always good for 
converts to regain something of their first love and 
fervour by recalling their baptism and the strength then 
given them. They had put grace to the test and found 
that it did not fail them. 

after ye were enlightened. See note on vi. 4. 
ye endured a great co:dlict of sufferings. They did 

not give way when they publicly contended, even as 
athletes do, for a prize. The word for ' conflict' im
plies a kind of public competition, and this thought is 
further emphasized by the use of ' gazingstock ' in the 
next verse. Both words are appropriate to the methods 
of Nero's persecution. 

33. partly ... ; partly ... so useJ. They mani
fested a twofold endurance : when they themselves were 
exposed to public derison and persecution, they did not 
fail ; when others were similarly exposed, they clain:ed 
them as their fellows, and ran the risk of openly mani
festing sympathy. 

34. For ye both ... an abiding one. This endur
ance made material loss a joy. Whether they expended 
their g9ods on their brethren in prison, or whether 
they were robbed by the rapacity of their persecutors, 
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ye have _your 
own selves 
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..36 yourselves a 
better posses
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HEBRE\VS X. 35 

were in bonds, and took joyfully the 
spoiling of your possessions, knowing 
11 that 19 ye yourselves have a better 
possession and an abiding one. Cast 
not away therefore your boldness, which 
hath great recompense of reward. For 
ye have need of patience, that, having 

they rose to the height of their Lord's beatitude in 
St. Matt. v. 10-12, were able to obey His behest in 
St. Matt. vi. 20, and rested on His promise in St. Luke 
xii. 31-5. The words may be rendered, ' knowing that 
you bad your own selves for a better possession.' By 
their union with Christ they had renounced the selfish 
self and so had found the true self, and possessing the 
true self material possessions became a matter of in
difference. This possession of the true self is the true 
Yoga. The A.V. adopting the reading of the oldest of 
all the manuscripts of the New Testament bas' ye bad 
compassion of me in my bonds.' If this reading be 
adopted, the writer speaks out of his own experience of 
persecution and imprisonment. 

35. Cast not away ... reward. They are not 
exhorted to get something which they have not got, nor 
merely to hold on tight to something which. they have, 
as in iii. 6 ; but they are not to be so foolish as to fling 
a way as worthless the filial confidence which their past 
bas proved them to have. Even now it carries its own 
rewacd. 

36. For ye have need of patience. The need.is conti-
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done the will of God, ye may receive the promise. 

For yet a very little while, 
He that cometh shall come, and sliall 

not tarry. 

nuous. The work of endurance is not yet finished. No 
one can say' I a!Jl saved' but only' I am in a state of 
salvation' (cp. St. James i. 2-4). Only at the very_ end 
can the Christian say, as his Master did, 'It is finished' 
St. J oho xix. 30 ; or as the faithful servant did ' I 
have finished• 2 Tim. iv. 7. 

37 

having done the will of God, ye may receive the pro
mise. The fullness of what has been promised is 
awarded at the end. The servant has carried out what 
His Lord eternally willed should be done by him, and 
so receives the crown (cp. Rev. ii. 10). 

37. For yet a very little while. The words of Isaiah 
in a different connexion come to the writer's mind (Isa. 
xxvi. 20 ; xxix 17). Moreover they are almost exactly 
the same words as those used by our Lord in St. John 
xiv. 19; xvi. 16. 

He that cometh shall come. (Hab. ii. 3-4). The 
Septuagint has changed the Hebrew which is translated 
' the vision ' into ' He that cometh,' for the vision was 
that of the coming Redeemer. One of the titles of the 
Messiah was the Coming One. Though He has come 
He is still for Christians the Coming One, who comes 
when they meet in Bis Name bringing to them the Gift 
which is Himself. He is the Coming One, for His 
open manifestation in triumph is still awaited (St. John 
,xiv. 3; St. Mark xiv. 62). 
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HEBREWS X. 38 

But u my righteous one shall live by 
faith: 

And if he shrink back, my soul hath 
no pleasure in him. 

But we are not 14 of them that shrink 

38. Bnt my righteous one . . . faith. Endurance 
and confidence are the fruit of faith, and faith is the 
means of life, for faith unites the believer to Him who 
is the Life. Literally it is 'shall live out of faith.' 

if be shrink back. The 'he' is 'my ri~hteous oae,' 
who has once drawn his life from faith, who has tasted 
the good word of God (vi. 5). 'Shrink back' implies 
that there are enemies in front : should Christ's soldier 
turn coward when he is ord'ered to advance? 

my soul bath no pleasure in him. God rejoices in 
His works (Ps. civ. 31); most of all He wills to rejoice 
in the obedience of love of those whom He has created 
to be His children. His joy in human nature was per
fect when He could say. 'This is my beloved Son in 
whom I am well pleased ' (St. Matt. iii. 17). 

39. Bnt we are not . . . . unto perdition. Again the 
writer associates himself·with those whom he warns and 
encourages. ' Perdition ' is the negation of all that 
is me2.nt by salvation and life (St. Matt. vii. 13). 
Judas was called ' the son of perdition' because salva
tion and life had once been his and he had flung them 
away (St. John xvii. 12). 

faith unto the saving of the soul. The Greek means 
the winning of the soul for a possession. He who 
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back unto perdition; but of them that u or. gain-

have faith unto the 15 saving of the soul. int. 

would possess his soul must surrender it to God in faith, 
and then he wins it. It is the paradox of St. Matt. 
x. 39; St. Mark viii. 35 ; St. Luke ix. 2+-25. 

Verses 36-39 reiterate the teaching of our Lord when 
He was preparing His disciples to face tribulation. (See, 
for example, St. Mark xiii. 13; St. Luke xxi.19, 30-32). 
National feeling was fervently strong among the 
Hebrews. But our Lord had warned His disciples 
that by excommunication they would lose the national 
fellowship which was intensely precious to them (St. 
John xvi. 2). To a second generation of Hebrew 
Christians it may have seemed that separation from 
the national solemnities with which the history of the 
nation was intimately bound up was equivalent to the 
loss of their spiritual ancestry. Excluded from the 
temple they may not unnaturally have feared that they 
had no longer any part in Abraham, Moses, Joshua and 
the saints of old. So for his illustrat ons of the victory 
of faith the writer recalls the grea! names of Hebrew 
history. Warriors, prophets, ma.iyrs, kings, one and 
all had won their triumphs by the power of faith. So 
far from being cut off from them, these are the very 
men whose faith they are to imitate, with whom they 
are united in a fellowship of glory (xi. 40). 

25 
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CHAPTER XI 

Now faith is I the assurance of thing& 
hoped for, the ~ proving of things not 

seen. For therein the elders had wit-

The triumphs of faith won by their spiritual ancestors. 
I. Now faith . . . things not seen. This is not a 

definition of faith but a description of what it does for 
the !.>eliever. It makes him confident that the objects 
of bis hope are real and not imaginary; it convinces 
him of those spiritual realities of which formerly he 
had the shadow and now has the sacrament or very 
image. But the word used for ' assurance ', which 
occurs three times in this Epistle (see notes on i. 3, and· 
iii. 14), signifies even more than this: it conveys the 
thought that the Christian's faith and the Divine fact 
may be treated as identical. Faith is not only t'he 
certainty that the object exists but it is the present 
possession of that object. Already the believer pos
sesses that which underlies the visible. 

2. For therein the elders bad witness borne to them. 
' Therein ', that is, because they lived in the power of 
faith. The history of their religion was the story of 
their faith : it was memorable for no other reason. 

3. This verse comes unexpectedly: after the men
tion of the elders we naturally look at once for the 
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ness borne to them. By faith we 
understand that the 3 worlds have been 
framed by the word of God, so that 
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names of some heroes of faith. But first is postulated 
a necessary condition of all faith, viz.: an intuition into 
the root and origin of things. The first great act of 
faith must be in the Creator as Creator. As far as the 
natural processes of observation and experiment can 
lead us, that which is apprehended by the senses as 
matter, whether it be analysed into atoms or electrons, 
might be uncreated and indestructible. But just as 
science is impossible without postulating faith in the 
uniformity 0£ nature, so religion is impossible without 
postulating faith in a Creator, Almighty and Eternal, 
by whose thought and will the universe was brought 
into being and is now sustained from moment to 
moment. The first article of the Creed is ' I believe in 
God the Father Almighty, Maker, etc.' Thus the 
Christian doctrine of creation is not merely a basis of a 
Christian philosophy negating theories of eternal mat
ter or force, but a necessary antecedent of all religious 
life, a postulate which separates God from creatures 
and secures His supremacy, majesty and• personality. 
The Christian may, however, conceive of the worlds as 
existing eternally in the mind of God and as brought under 
the limitations of time and space by the act of creation 
described in Gen. i-ii. (See additional note on i. 2). 

by faith we understand. Cp. Rom. i. 20 where the 
same word is used for 'perceive•. It is not by the 
ordinary natural processes, by the use of sight and 

3 
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what is seen hath not _been made out of things 
.f 1vhich do appear. By faith Abel offered unto God 

inference, but by the use of faith that this sure conclu
sion of truth is attained. 

the worlds have been framed. 'The worlds' as in i. 2 
are the cosmical systems \\hich have their existence in 
time and space. The word for ' framed ' signifies that 
all the various elements have been disposed into one 
harmonious whole. 

by the word of God. What is the hypostasis, the 
actual reality behind and beneath the universe? Faith 
answers ' the Word of God.' (See Gen. i. Ps. xxxiii. 
6-9.) Compare ' the word of His power ' (i. 2), where 
see bote. God's utterance is the manifestation in time 
and space of His eternal thought and wilJ. 

so that what is seen bath not been made ... appear. 
Here we have the principle involved in belief in the 
Creator. The believer rejects a physical interpretation 
of the origin of ' the worlds.' To him matter is not an 
eternal entity. He distinguishes between the pheno
menal and the noumenal. Beneath the temporal seen 
there is that which can only be apprehended by the 
intuition of faith. 

But though faith must have a metaphysical basis, its 
true sphere is not so much thought as action ; its fruit is 
the attainment not of knowledge but of charactet. True 
thinking is only the prelude to true living. So at once 
the writer turns to enumerate the heroes of faith, 

4. By faith Abel offered unto God . . . than Cain. 
Faith expresses itself in worship, but the secret of 
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a more excellent sacrifice than Cain, through which 
he had witness borne to him that he 
was righteous, • God bearing witness 
1 in respect of his gifts : and through 
it he being dead yet speaketh. By 
faith Enoch was translated that he 
should not see death ; and he was not 

• The 
Greek text in 
this clause i9 
somewhat un-
certain. 5 

1 Or, over 
his gifts 

acceptable worship is holiness. Abel's sacrifice was 
'more excellent' than Cain's because he brought a 
clean heart with it. 

through which he had witness . . . righteous. Genesis 
does not tell us how God bore witness to Abel. In 
Chapter v. of the Qur'an we read that Moses was 
charged by God to relate to the people the history of Cain 
and Abel and of the acceptance of Abel's sacrifice. 
Muhammadan commentators narrate that fire descended 
on Abel's sacrifice. 

through It he being dead yet spcaketh. His faith 
resulted in what men call death : in reality it was life. 
Not only does the fruit of his faith remain in the 
treasury of the Church available for our use, but through 
it he lives and teaches. 

5. By faith Enoch ... not see death. Faith is the 
secret of the victory which overcomes death. In Genesis 
we have a list of names of those who lived a specified 
number of years and then died. In verse 24 the 
monotony of the record is interrupt.:!d : the years are 
mentioned but there is no mention of the word death: 
it is simply 'he was not, for God took him.' Nothing 
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found, because God translated him : for before his 
translation he hath had witness borne to him that 

6 he had been well-pleasing unto God: and without 
faith it is impossible to be well-pleasing unto him: 
for he that cometh to God must believe that he is, 

is said as to the manner of his departure ; it is enough 
to know that for a man who walks with God death 
ceases to be death and becomes translation. 

for before bis translation . . . well pleasing unto God. 
The Hebrew of Gen. v. 24 literally means' And Enoch 
walked with God.' The Septuagint which is here 
followed renders by the words translated ' well pleasing 
unto God.' To walk with God is to have intimate and 
uninterrupted fellowship with Him and thus constantly 
to know and do His will. It is one of the favourite 
expressions oi the New Testament. (See, for ins
tance, Rom. vi. 4; Gal. v. 25; Col. ii. 6 ; 1 St. John i. 7 ; 
Rev. iii. 4.) 

6. And without faith it is impossible . . . unto him. 
Faith being the indispensable condition of fellowship 
with and obedience to God, it follows that Enoch's 
secret was faith. 

for be that cometh to God. The word is that which 
denotes coming to God in worship (see note on iv. 16,) 
for the first attitude of him who seeks God is that of 
worship. 

mut believe ... a rewarder of them. The worship
per's faith includes necessarily these two primary 
articles: (1) God is: He never began to be, but 'is'; 
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and that he is a rewarder of them that seek after 
him. By faith Noah, being warned of God con- 7 
cerning things not seen as yet, moved with godly 
fear, prepared an ark to the saving of his house; 
through which he condemned the world, and became 
heir of the righteousness which is according to faith. 

the One Eternal Self-Existent Life, the uncaused 
Cause of all, He alone can truly say ' I am ' (Exod. iii. 
14.) (2) This Eternal Self-Existent Being has personal 
relationships with His creatures. He is not loveless 
force but personal, who exercises moral government. 
For ' rewarder' see note on ii. 2. To believe in God 
as ' Rewarder ' is to believe in his Power, Love and 
Wisdom. 

that seek after him. The word implies a sustained 
and earnest quest. It is not by passively accepting 
traditional religious observances or by professing un
intelligently hereditary beliefs that men ·find God, but 
by the arduous effort of prayer and thought and the 
activity of self-renouncing love. Each man must make 
the .faith his own. But such a search is certain to be 
crowned with success. God rewards those who seek 
Him by giving Himself as their Reward. ·(Gen. xv. 1; 
St. Matt. vii. 7-8). 

7. By faith Noah, ... the saving of his house. Faith 
which has been presented to us as the secret of accept
able worship and of victory over death is now shewn in 
the person of Noah as discerning judgement to come 
and as accepting the covenanted place of security. 
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8 By faith Abraham, when he was called, obeyed to 
go out unto a place which he was to receive for an 

through which he condemned the world. ' Which ' 
may be either his faith or the ark which was the visible 
embodiment of the faith. The life of a good man or 
the life of the Church is a tacit condemnation of evil. 
It is for this reason that holiness evokes hatred. The 
Greek philosopher Plato with wonderful insight per
ceived this and so was able with marvellous accuracy 
to delineate the fate of a man who should be abso
lutely just. Republic ii. 362. (See St. John vii. 7; xv. 
18-19). 

and became heir of righteousness ... faith. Events 
justified Noah's faith, and shewed what seemed to be 
faith's folly to be wisdom, and what seemed to be the 
world's C'lmmon sense to be folly. Upon Noah first of 
the Old Testament ' elders • was the title of ' righteous ' 
conferred. The righteousness which was bestowed on 
N oab as his inheritance was his not by the use of his 
natural faculties but by the use of that higher super
natural faculty of faith which made him capable of 
receiving spiritual gifts from the unseen world. Conse
quently it was a ' righteousness . . . according to 
faith.' 

The flood is past, and a new era begins. Faith is 
no longer treated in its effect on the individual, but in 
its relation to the people of God. It is through faith 
that they came into being as a people, that they were 
redeemed, that they attained the promised land. 

8. By faith Abraham. It is natural that the greatest 
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inheritance; and he went out, not knowing whither 
be went. By faith he bP.came a sojourner in the 9 
land of promise, as in a land not his e or, hav

own 6 dwelling in tents with Isaac in_g taken up 
' ' his abode us 

and Jacob, the heirs with him of the tents 

same promise: for he looked for the city which 10 

stress should be laid on Abraham's faith, for by it the 
Hebrew people came into being. Nor was it only by 
one striking manifestation of faith that the promises 
were secured to his descendants, but his faith bore him 
through crisis after crisis in which all would have been 
lost had he failed. 

when he was called, obeyed . . . whither he went. 
Faith inspired to prompt instantaneous obedience to the 
divine vocation demanding a tremendous venture and 
unquestioning self-resignation. The Greek tenses signify 
the immediacy of the obedience. 

9. By faith he became a sojourner . . . not his own. 
Faith is the secret of detachment from worldly posses
sions : it teaches men that they are ' sojourners and 
pilgrims' (Gen. xxiii. 4) and that they must possess as 
though they possessed not. (Cp. I St. Peter ii. 11/. 

dwelling in tents . . . heirs with him of the same 
promise. Lot who entered upon his share of the land 
as though it were to be his permanent home had to 
suffer the ruin of his hopes, but Abraham, his son and 
grandson were content to live as nomads. 

IO. for he looked for the city . . . maker is God. 
Faith taught him that nothing but an eternal home 
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hath the foundations, whose 7 builder and maker is 
11 7 Or, ar- God. By faith even Sarah herself 

cl•itect • d • d receive power to conceive see when. 
she was past age, since she counted him faithful 

I! who had promised :. wherefore also there sprang of 
one, and him as good as dead, so many as the stars 
of heaven in multitude, and as the sand, which is. 
by the sea shore, innumerable. 

could satisfy the needs of the people of µod. His. 
dwelling in the' land of promise' was the means by 
which faith opened his eyes to recognize the larger pur
pose of God. Contrasted with the transitory and move
able dwellings of the patriarchs is the indestructible 
eternal city which knows no change or decay, of which 
God is both architect and builder. This city with its 
foundations is described under vivid images in Rev. xxi, 
It is the archetype of that earthly Jerusalem whose 
foundations were upon the holy hills (Ps. lxxxix. 1), to• 
which the first readers of this Epistle clung with such loyal 
and fervent affection, but which became a danger to
them directly they mistook the shadow for the real. 

11. By faith even Sarah herself ... promised. Faith 
expelling unbelief enabled her to yield herself as the 
instrument of God's purpose. 'Even Sarah herself',. 
that is, even she who had at first scornfully refused to 
believe. 

12. Wherefore also there spra11g of 01te, etc. Faith 
produced an innumerable harvest. The promise at first 
was that there should be one son, and then it was 
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These all died 8 in faith, not having received the U 
promises, but having seen them and • Gr. ac:-

greeted them from afar, and having con- cording to. 

fessed that they were strangers and pilgrims on the 

enlarged and made to include a posterity as numberless 
as the stars or the grains of sand. (Gen. xiii. 16; xv. 5; 
xxii. 17). 

13. These all died in faith. ' All ' means Isaac and 
Jacob in addition to Abraham whose union with Sarah 
is so close that they are reckoned as one. They who 
had lived inspired by faith were sustained by faith unto 
the end of earthly life. 

not having received the promises. Had they received 
them in full they would not have been described as 
dying in faith, i.e. as still looking forward in confidence. 

but having seen ... on the earth. This manifesta
tion of faith is described as threefold : insight, which 
gives the vision ;_joy which welcomes the vision; un
worldliness which confirms the vision. They were as 
sailors who see the land in the distance, acclaim it with 
joy, and by the very sight are the more confirmed in 
their sense of homelessness until they reach it. The 
writer of this Epistle is in effect ~ommenting on our 
Lord's words in St. John viii. 56. 

having confessed that they were strangers and pilgrims. 
See Gen. xxiii. 4 for Abraham's confession; Gen. xxviii . 
..f. for Isaac's; Gen. xlvii. 9 for Jacob's. Compare also 
the language of i. Ch. xxix. 15; Ps. xxxix. 12; cxix. 
19, 54. 
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14 earth. For they that say such things make it mani
fest that they are seeking after a country of their 

15 01, n. And if indeed they had been mindful of that 
country from which they went out, they would have 

16 had opportunity to return. But now they desire a 
better country, that is, a heavenly: wherefore God 

St. Peter uses the same figure of man's abode on 
earth (1 St. Peter ii. 11). There are close affinities 
between 1 Peter and Hebrews, and some think that the 
writer of Hebrews was familiar with 1 Peter and even 
quotes it. 

14. For they that say such thlngst that is, speak of 
life as a pilgrimage and of themselves as earth's 
temporary inhabitants. 

make it manifest . . . of their own. The Greek 
means ' fatherland '. They recognized that they were 
truly natives of some other land, and this they sought, 

15. And if indeed they had been mindful, etc. They 
cannot have meant Mesopotamia from which they had 
emigrated, because there was nothing to prevent them 
returning there had they so willed. 

16. But now they desire ... a heavenly. The only 
inference left is that the native land which they sought 
was not on earth at all, but was the true ideal shadowed 
by all earthly habitations. Faith taught them that 
they were the offspring not of earth but of heaven. 

wherefore, because of this unworldly hope, and their 
persistent resolve not to make earth a home. 

God is not ashamed of them, to be called their God. 
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is not ashamed of them, to be called their God : for 
he hath prepared for them a city. 

They have proved worthy of their divine lineage, and 
therefore in the record of Holy Scripture they are 
crowned by the distinction of having the Most High 
God calling Himself emphatically 'their God'. See 
especially Exod. ·iii. 6 ; ' The God of Abrah:;,.m, the 
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob'. The use of the 
word 'ashamed ' points to the unexpectedness of the 
honour. The High and Lofty One, whose name is 
Holy, deigns to be known as associated with the names 
of these His faithful servants. (Cp. ii. 11). 

for he hatb prepared for them a city. Their 
confidence was justified indeed. Death was not the end 
but the beginning. (See St. Matt. xxii. 32.) The 
fatherland awaited them, prepared by God Himself 
(cp. St. John xiv. 2), and not only a land but a city, an 
organized fellowship in eternal life. 

In this passage ( vv. 8-16) there is no thought of earthly 
life as a life of illusion of which men must rid themselves 
if they wish to attain to the freedom of the real. The 
world is not maya but prakriti: life in it is a state 
ordained by God for man ; it is not the final state but a 
temporary and necessary state. Man passes through it 
as a pilgrim on his way to somewhere else ; his time of 
tenancy is a sojourn not a permanent occupation ; he 
may rightly be described as a stranger in it because it is 
not his destined home. His danger is not that of 
mistaking an illusory thing which has no proper 
existence as a real entity, but that of mistaking it for 
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17 e Gr. liath By faith Abraham, being tried, 
offered up. 9 offered up Isaac.: yea, he that had 

gladly received the promises was offering up his only 
18 begotten son; even he 10 to whom it 

10 Or, ()j 

was said, In Isaac shall thy seed be 

something which it is not meant to be-mistaking it for 
a goal and not a road, an end and not a means. Earthly 
life was very real to the patriarchs, so the Epistle 
teaches, but it derived all its value from being a preface; 
it was the divinely appointed path which they must 
tread if they were to reach the city that was prepared. 

After the more general lessons of the power of faith 
drawn from the principles upon which the patriarchs 
acted, the writer proceeds to further details of their 
history. 

17. By faith Abraham, being tried, etc. This was the 
supreme triumph of the faith of Abraham. It surmount
ed what seemed to be the insuperable difficulty of 
apparent inconsistencies in the divine revelation. God's 
word seemed to oppose God's word. How could faith 
accept it as God's word when one part seemed in flat 
contradiction to another? But the faith which had seen 
ooe impossible thing became possible in the fruitfulness 
of the old and barren could confidently look for another 
impossibility in the restoration of the dead to life. 

offered up ... was offering up. The sacrifice in
complete historically was complete spiritually. What a 
man sincerely wills to do, that in God's sight he has 

done. 
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called: accounting that God is able to raise up, even 19 
from the dead ; from whence he did also in a parable 
receive him back. By faith Isaac blessed Jacob and 20 

19. from whence he did also in a parable receive him 
bacl{. This is the simpler way of interpreting the 
Greek; Abrahalll received his son from the dead, not by 
a literal restoration to life, but by what was a figure of 
a resurrection. 

But the word rendered • from whence ' may mean as 
in the five other places where it occurs in this Epistle 
• wherefore '. In this case the interpretation is that to 
reward his faith Abraham received Isaac given back to 
him as a type of the resurrection. In this also lies a 
possible interpretation of St. John viii. 56. This is a 
tempting rendering, for it opens out in a word the 
typical significance of what happened on Mt. Moriah 
and afterwards. Isaac is the type of the Son given 
freely (Rom. viii. 32), carrying His own Cross and 
unresistingly giving Himself to be stretched out for 
death. • So again Isaac recovered from the dead, and 
espoused to a virgin of his father's house, who veiling 
herself steps down from her camel to meet her appointed 
husband, is a type of that Crucified One who rising from 
the grave, receives at His Father's hand the Church of 
the redeemed, who then, in faith· and repentance, throw
ing herself at the feet of the ever-living One, awaits His 
coming to fetch her home.' 

20. By faith Isaac blessed . . . things to come. A 
blessing may be no more than the prayer of one who is 
divinely authorized by his position or office to convey 
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21 Esau, even concerning things to come .. By faith 
Jacob, when he was a dying, blessed each of the sons 
of Joseph; and worshipped, leaning upon the top 

%2 of his staff. By faith Joseph, when his end was 
nigh, made mention of the departure of the children 
of Israel; and gave commandment concerning his 

%3 bones. By faith Moses, when he was born, was hid 

grace to others, but with Isaac faith made it more than 
that; it made the blessing a revelation of a divinely 
ordained future ; and this too at a time when judged by 
earthly standards the birthright was worth but little. 

21. By faith Jacob ... top of his staff. Still less 
attainable did the promised inheritance seem when 
Jacob blessed the two sons of Joseph, yet faith was 
undismayed, and overcoming physical weakness ex
pressed itself in grateful adoration of Him who had 
made the promise. The writer follows the Septuagint 
reading: the Hebrew has' upon the bed's head.' 

22. By faith Joseph . . . . concerning his bones. Rich 
and powerful as he and his people had become in Egypt 
yet faith showed Joseph that their true destiny was not 
to be fulfilled there, and he associated himself with 
that destiny by requiring that his remains should be 
conveyed to the promised land. 

We pass now to a further stage ; if Abraham and the 
patriarchs especially represent the faith which inspires 
endurance and hope, Moses represents the faith which 
calls forth resolution and action. 

23. By faith Moses . . . king's commandment. Moses 
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three months by his parents, because they saw he 
was a goodly child ; and they were not afraid of the 
king's commandment. By faith Moses, when he 24 
was grown up, refused to be called the son of 
Pharaoh's daughter; choosing rather to be evil en- 25 
treated with the people of God, than to enjoy the 

began his unconscious life in an atmosphere of faith, 
for strengthened by faith his parents risked their own 
lives to save the life of their child. There is a truly 
human touch here : all parents think that there is some
thing exceptional about their particular children, but 
Moses' parents were justified in the belief that theirs 
was no ordinary child. 

24-5. By faith Moses . . . pleasures of sin for a sea
sen. Faith gave him the insight by which he recog
nized in a horde of slaves the people of God. It bore 
fruit in the rejection of a position of worldly splendour 
and the choice of a life of hardship. The man who 
hears the call of the higher and chooses the lower is 
guilty of sin. His life may be free from wilful trans. 
gressions of the moral law but it is a life of sin, because 
it is lived under conditions which are contrary to the 
will of God for him. There came to Moses the hour 
when he had to make a definite choice and he made it. 
It is the choice which comes to many in India to whom 
faith has been given. They are 'grown up' ; no joint 
family system or duty to the head of the family can 
take away from one ' grown up' his own responsibility 
to God. On one side is the easy course, conformity with 

26 
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26 pl~asures of sin for a season; accounting the reproach 
11 or, the of 11 Christ greater riches than the trea-

C/mst sures of Egypt : for he looked unto 

caste, continuance in the family, the share of the family 
inheritance; on the other side is the lot of the outcaste, 
the disinherited, of one who is ' evil entreated with the 
people of God.' Faith calls for a definite choice. 
Moses might have said 'I can sympathize with and 
help the people if I stay in Pharaoh's court.' He who 
in India says ' I can be a Christian at heart without 
Baptism and open profession ' will lose his faith and 
his life is sin. 

26. accoundng the reproach of Christ . . . rewarcl. 
Here is true other-worldliness which makes wise calcu
lations. Moses deliberately weighed heavenly riches 
against earthly treasures, and decided on the heavenly. 
Such a decision implies the insight of faith : he saw 
two worlds and compared them. Non-believers see 
only one world, and so the man of faith appears to them 
a fool ; half believers get occasional glimpses of the 
higher world; the believer sees them both. 

' The reproach of Christ.' The eternal Christ is 
identified with all the faithful before the Incarnation; 
all are His members through the indwelling Word: He 
dwells in them and they in Him. All suffering endured 
for conscience sake is ' the reproach of Christ.' (Cp. 
Ps. lxix. 7-9 , lxxxix. 50-1 ; see also the beatitude in 
St. Matt. v. 11-12, and St. Peter's reproduction of it 
in 1 St. Peter iv. 14). Persecution inflicted on His 
members after the Incarnation is inflicted on 'Jesus': 
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the recompense of reward. !3y faith he forsook 27 
Egypt, not fearing the wrath of the king : for he 
endured, as seeing him who is invisible. By faith 28 

the emphasis is laid on the humanity which is outraP,"ed 
(Acts ix. 5). 

27; By faith he forsook ... king. Faith made him 
aim not merely at raising his people from demoralizing 
servitude to their old position of citizens of Egypt but 
at the utter abandonment of Egypt. This was his 
openly declared policy and be disregarded the wrath of 
the king. 

for he endured, as seeing . . . invisible. Time after 
time his petition was rejected, and his life threatened, 
but time after time he braved the wrath of the king. 
What sustained him in his resolution was his vision of 
God. God who is invisible to the faithless is visible to 
the faithful. He could go on in faith because he saw 
God. This is the only place in the New Testament 
where this word for ' endured' is used ; in classical 
Greek also it sometimes signifies steadfastness to a 
resolution. 

28. By faith he kept ... touch them. In the obser
vance of the first passover each act was, prompted by 
faith. The haste in eating, the readiness for departure, 
argued faith in the certainty of the immediate fulfilment 
of their hope ; the sprinkling of the blood argued faith 
in the certainty of divine judgement and of their own 
security. There was no sign either of the impending 
doom or of their deliverance from bondage, yet faith did 
not hesitate to obey. The tense of the verb ' kept ' 
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llOr, insti-
tuted Gr. 
liath made. 
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he 111 kept the passover, and the sprink
ling of the blood, that the destroyer of 
the firstborn should not touch them. 

29 By faith they passed through the Red Sea .as by dry 
land: which the Egyptians assaying to do were 

30 swallowed up. By faith the walls of Jericho fell 

implies that the passoYer thus celebrated for the first 
time became a permanent institution. 

29. By faith they passed ... dry land. The man 
of faith necessarily inspires others with faith. The 
faith of the great leader passes to the people. Thus 
buoyed up by faith they faced what seemed like certain 
death, but what proved to be the one path of safety, 
The passage of the Red Sea is a figure of Holy Baptism. 
That which appears to be death is found by faith to be 
life. (Cp. Rom. vi. 4; Col. ii. 12). Compare the words 
of the prebaptismal collect : ' and also didst safely lead 
the children of Israel Thy people through the Red Sea, 
figuring thereby Thy holy Baptism.' But to pass 
through the waters of Baptism without faith is not life 
but death. (Cp. 2 Cor. ii. 16). 

which the Egyptians . . . swallowed up. That it was 
not merely a path chosen by human knowledge and 
foresight was proved by the disaster which befell their 
enemies when they tried it. 

30. By faith the walls ... for seven days. In the 
obedience of faith human methods were rejected and 
the divine instructions followed in patience. The fall 
of Jericho is a figure of the victory of the Church. The 
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down, after they had been compassed about for seven 
days. By faith Rahab the harlot perished not with 31 
them that were disobedient, having received the 
spies with peace. And what shall I more say? for 32 

Church is ever tempted to adopt the world's methods, 
but her victory lies in faithful obedience to the way of 
the Spirit. (Cp. Zech. iv. 6; St. Matt. xvi. 18.) 

31. By faith Rahab the harlot ... with peace. Faith 
wins its victories in the most unexpected places. God's 
army does not only destroy ; it restores. The record of 
the triumphs of faith finds it climax in the name of a 
stranger, a woman, and a sinner. Already God's people 
give proof of the Catholicity of the Church, and of 
its power to ennoble womanhood and to reclaim the 
fallen. 

The writer breaks off here. Perceiving that a detail
ed narrative of how the heroes of Israel manifested the 
power of faith will prolong his letter to an excessive 
length he sums up by an enumeration of representative 
characters and of typical achievements. The heroism 
of faith was both active and passive; there were the 
triumphs of those who did great deeds and of those who 
endured great sufferings. It is to be noticed however 
that the heroism of endurance is described at greater 
length than the heroism of action. 

32. And what ... time will fail me. The writer 
uses' expressions which indicate his classical culture. 

if I tell of Gideon . . . the prophets. The order is not 
strictly chronological. There are judges, kings and 
prophets: Samuel who was both judge, prophet and 
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the time will fail me if I tell of Gideon, Barak, 
Samson, Jephthah; of David and Samuel and the 

33 prophets: who through faith subdued kingdoms, 
wrought righteousness, obtained promises, stopped 

34 the mouths of lions, quenched the power of fire, 
escaped the edge of the sword, from weakness were 

king-maker is a suitable link between groups of rulers 
and teachers. 

Now begins the stately and symmetrical recital of the 
historical evidences of the power of faith in the Hebrew 
nation. Both the Old Testament and Apocrypha are 
drawn upon for instances. The phrase is changed: it is 
no longer 'by faith' but 'through faith'. Faith was 
the inspiring force that made such achievements 
possible. 

33. subdued kingdoms. The long succession of 
victories which -culminated in the peace and glory of 
Solomon's reign. 

wrought righteousness. The fruit of victory was the 
setting up of a system of justice under Samuel and the 
Kings. (See especially I Sam. xii. 3-5). 

obtained promises. Not only the fulfilment of past 
promises but the pledge of benefits for the generations 
to come. 

stopped the mouths of lions. (Dan. vi. 22). 
34. quenched the power of fire. (Dan. iii. 27). 
escaped the edge of the sword. (Esther iv. 14). 
from weakness were made strong. As in Judges vu. 

7; 1 Sam. xiv. ·5; Neh. iL 8-14: and in I and 2 

Maccabees. 
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made strong, waxed mighty in war, turned to flight 
armies of aliens. Women received their dead by a 35 

waxed mighty . . . aliens. As in the deeds of 
Matthias and Judas Maccabeus (1 Mac. iii) which the 
Hebrews recalled with peculiar exultation. 

Now come the achievements of endurance. 
35. Women received their dead by a resurrection. 

First in the narrative of passive heroism comes the 
faith of women with its startling and unexpected fruit. 
It is remarkable that in each of the instances of resto
rations from death to life recorded in the Bible it is 
women who 'received their dead'. Even the raising 
of Jairus' daughter is not an exception, for the mother 
is specially mentioned. Woman's dominion is in the 
home, and death wounds the home : so the dead are 
specially the women's dead: 'their dead'. When the 
power _of intense natural affection is united with the 
power of faith even natural death may be overcome. 

others were tortured ... a better resurrection. But 
faith may rise higher still. It may look beyond the 
restoration to the former earthly conditions, and sacrifice 
all for that ' better resurrection ' which admits to the 
celestial life. The main reference is without doubt to 
2 Mac. vii. where the mother having seen six of her 
sons perish by torture before her eyes addressed the 
youngest as follows: ' Fear not this tormentor, but, 
being worthy of thy brethren, take thy death, that I 
may receive thee again in mercy with thy brethren.' In 
the case of the seven sons compliance with the king's 
orders would have meant 'accepting their deliverance.' 
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resurrection: and others were 13 tortured, 
.n Or, beat,.-
ui kath not accepting u their deliverance ; that 

~•- Gprt •. the they might obtain a better resurrection: 
reu,:m ion. 

36 and others had trial of mockings and 
scourgings, yea, moreover of bonds and imprison-

37 ment: they were stoned, they were sawn asunder, 
they were tempted, they were slain with the sword : 
they went about in sheepskins, in goatskins; being 

38 destitute, afflicted, evil entreated (of whom the world 

36. others had trials of mockings, etc. Probably the 
writer is still thinking of the heroes whose sufferings 
are related in the Maccabees. Eleazar is a conspicuous 
example (2. Mac. vi. 18-31.) 

37. They were stoned, they wete sawn asunder. Here 
plainly he is thinking of the prophets. It was tradi
tionally believed that Jeremiah was stoned to death and 
that Isaiah was sawn asunder 2 Chron. xxiv. 20-21 
records the stoning of Zechariah. (Cp. St. Matt. xxi. 
35; xxiii. 37). 

they were tempted, they were slain with the sword, 
(Cp. l. Kings xix. 10). 

they went about in sheepskins . . . evil entreated. 
The long dravvn out sufferings of life patiently endured 
may be as conspicuous evidences of faith as the suffer
ings which issue in death; Elijah is no less faith's 
martyr than Zechariah. To destitution and homeless
ness was added the insolent oppression of their fellow 
men. (Cp. 1 Cor. iv. 11). 

38. of whom the world was not worthy. A short 
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was not worthy), wandering in deserts and 
mountains and caves, and the holes of the earth. 
And these all, having had witness borne to them 39 
through their faith, received not the promise, 

pithy interpolation which may include several meanings. 
They who wandered about despised and rejected of the 
world were in truth so far superior to the world that 
God withdrew them from it, as in the notable instance of 
Elijah. This earth was not fit to be their home. All 
that this life could give them would be an unworthy 
reward, for they themselves were wor,th more than all 
the world contained. 

39. And these all. The long list of the faithful from 
the opening of history up to the Incarnation. Some 
have been mentioned by name, but there are innumer
able others who are unnamed. 

having had witness borne to them through their faith• 
As in verse 2 the meaning is that their faith was the 
secret of their memorable triumph which was now 
acknowledged by all, and in virtue of which they were 
accepted of God. 

received net - the promise. That is, the supreme 
promise which underlies and gives their value to all 
other promises, namely, eternal life in Christ in the 
heavenly country. In vi. 15 Abraham is said to have 
'obtained the promise ' ; there is no contradiction, for 
the promise there intended is the promise of the son who 
was the pledge of the richness of future blessings for 
mankind. 
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40 u Or, fore- God having 1li provided some better-
sun thing concerning us, that apart from 
us they should not be made perfect. 

40. God having provided ... made perfec:t. Not 
'prO\·ided ' in the common sense of the term, but as the 
Greek and English words literally mean ' having fore
seen'. In God's foreknowledge was hidden the 'better 
thing', that is the mystery of the Incarnation and the 
Mystical Body of Christ, into which were to be gathered 
in a Unity of eternal life all who since the world began 
had lived and overcome by and through faith. That 
Body is not complete until 'all attain unto the unity of 
the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto 
a full grown man, unto the measure of the stature of 
the fullness of Christ', (Eph. iv. 13). To that fullness 
each hero of faith has something to contribute, and 
none may be made perfect until the whole be perfect. 
During the erection of a building each stone and each 
bit of carving may be finished, but they only come to 
perfection when each occupies its place in the completed 
scheme of the architect. Each adds beauty to the whole 
but each also gains beauty from the whole. \iVithout the 
whole they are not ' made perfect '. So also even holy 
patriarchs, saints and martyrs await their perfection, be
cause full individual perfection may not be without the 
perfection of the whole Church. It is the widest and most 
splendid conception possible: no man may by God's decree 
fulfil] the end for which he wa,; created except in the fellow
ship of the whole mystical Body of Christ. 'Apart' from one 
another the redeemed of all ages cannot be made perfect. 



CHAPTER XII 

THEREFORE let us also, seeing we are compassed I 

The writer goes on to exhort them to shew endu
rance worthy of such spiritual ancestors, who are 
themselves now witnesses of the struggle, and 
worthy of such a Leader, who has Himself endured 
and conquered (1-4). The painful struggle has a 
divine disciplinary purpose (5-13). There is need of 
careful preservation of external peace and internal 
purity (14-17). Let them remember the glory and 
responsibilities of citizenship of the imperishable 
Kingdom, and the horror·of apostasy (18-29). 

1-4. Exhortation to shew endurance worthy of 
such an ancestry a11d such a Leader. 

I. Therefore let us also. Again the writer identifies 
himself with those whom he addresses. There is no 
stronger word in the Greek language for expres~ing a 

conclusion than that used here for ' therefore.' The 
long recital of heroes has not been merely to arouse 
patriotic pride, but it is a stirring summons to imitation. 

seeing we are compassed . . . witnesses. A dense 
mass of noble human spirits is closely pressing round 
the members of the Hebrew Church, as spectators in an 
arena surround and tower abO\·e the competitors. 
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about with so great a cloud of witnesses, lay aside 

• Cloud ' gives two ideas of ' multitude ' and ' indistinct
ness.' By faith we see them, but not yet with the 
distinctness of an open vision. The teaching is that 
one fruit of 'the Communion of Saints ' is that the 
departed are conscious of the trials of the Church and 
are able to encourage and help those who are still 
struggling. Of their knowledge of us and our condition 
the writer has no doubt; for who has ever heard of 
spectators of a race who were unconscious of the 
contestants? All the emphasis has to be laid not on 
their·consciousness of us, but upon the need and impor
tance of our recollection of their presence. The word 
' witnesses ' means more than spectators : they are 
spectators indeed, but they are spectators who them
selves have had 'witness borne to them ' xi. 39. To 
change the image, they are the tried and victorious 
veterans watching and encouraging the soldiers still in 
the fight. 

This conception necessarily excludes the idea of re
peated births. The same persons who struggled on 
earth are now witnessing the struggle, but there is no 
question of 'Gideon, Barak, Samson, Jepthah' and the 
rest returning to it. 

lay aside every weight . . . beset us. "The compari
son of the Christian course with a race seems to make 
the meaning here unmistakable. Just as in the case of 
a runner all superfluous flesh must be removed by 
training and the clinging garment must be laid aside, so 
also all habits of self-indulgence must be given up and 
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1 every weight, and the sin which 'doth 
so easily beset us; and let us run with 
patience the race that is set before us, 
looking unto Jesus the 3 author and 
perfecter of our faith, who for the joy 
that was set before him endured the 
cross, despising shame, and hath sat 
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1 Or, all 
cumbrana 

t Or, doth 
closely clint 
to us z 

Or. is ad-
mired ,,t 
man:,, 

3 Or, cap
tain 

sin utterly renounced by the Christian who contends in 
so glorious a contest, with such witnesses and such ar'l 
Umpire. (Cp. 1 Cor. ix. 24-5). 

let us run with patience . . . before us. A course 
has been definitely marked out for us by God. There 
is to be no 'chance ' in the Christian's life, but a 
definite response to a sure vocation. For 'patience.· 
see note on x. 36. 

2. looking unto Jesus. Still the image of the race is 
maintained. The runner's attention must not be divert
ed; to look away from the goal to the right hand or to 
the left is to lose pace and run the risk of a stumble oc 
a fall. The Greek carries the meaning of looking away 
from every distraction unto JESUS who is Himself the 
Goal. The name Jesus is used alone that all the stress 
may be laid upon the truth of the human nature of 
Him who as Man has run the course and endured and 
conquered. 

the author and perfecter of our faith. Faith has been 
shewn to be the supreme secret ; instance after instance 
has been given ; now comes not one more instance of a 
soldier in the noble army of the faithful, but the Captain 
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down at the right hand of the throne of God. 

Himself, who has. manifested faith in its utmost 
perfection, and thus revealed what it can effect in 
human nature. For 'author ' see note on ii. 10. It 
seems impossible that the reader could have excluded 
from his mind the thought implicitly contained in the 
words translated ' author' and ' perfecter' that He who 
is the ideal Example of faith is also its Originator in us, 
and that it is He who brings it to perfection in us. 
(Cp. Phil. i. 6). • 

who for the joy that was set before him. The Greek 
grammatically might mean that Christ surrendered the 
joy of the heavenly state and took in its place the cross 
and shame, but this is not in harmony with the thought 
of the passage, and empties ' set before him ' of its force. 
The richer meaning is that He too as He ran His 
course as Man had the goal ' set before him ' (cp. verse 
1.) on which He concentrated His gaze. The goal 
which was His joy was the Redemption of mankind. 
For the mention of Christ's joy see St. John xv. 11, 
xvii. 13. 

endured the cross, despising shame. In this He is the 
Captain of faith, for faith alone is the secret of such 
endurance. \Vhat kind of endurance was His? None 
greater is conceivable, for He endured death by cruci
fixion; and not only the excruciating physical agony 
of such a death, but the shame of being exposed to the 
public gaze as a criminal slave, even this He treated as 
nought in comparison of the joy of redeeming the 

world. 
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For consider him that hath endured 
such gainsaying of sinners against 
• themselves, that ye wax not weary, 
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4 Many 3 
authorities, 
some ancient, 
read himself. 

hath sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. 
In this He is proved the Perfecter of faith. Faith has 
won its reward. He is for ever enthroned with the 
Father on His right hand. Henceforward He can with 
authority dispense the gifts of grace by which the faith 
of His followers shall be perfected (Cp. Rev. iii. 21). 

3. For consider him that hath endured. As they 
run the race with their gaze concentrated on Him who 
is their Captain and their Prize they are to take note 
that He is one who has passed through bitter adversity, 
and still and for ever carries the marks of all that He 
has endured. 

such gainsaying of sinners against themselves. It is 
more than mere contradiction, it is rebellion; and re
bellion that ended in regicide. (St, John xix. 15). Yet 
the rebellion was its own punishment ; it was in truth 
'against themselves' (Cp. Jer. ii. 19). They were 
'sinners against their own souls.' See Num. xvi. 38. 

that ye wax not weary, fainting In your own souls. 
Two-fold is the comfort to those who are tempted 
gradually to slacken effort through weariness of the 
long drawn out struggle. Let them remember that 
the outcome of persecution is glory : • He bath sat down 
at the right hand of the throne of God': and secondly, 
that the only real harm persecution can do is to the 
persecutor. 
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4 fainting in your souls. Ye have not yet resisted 
5 unto blood, striving against sin : and ye have 

forgotten the exhortation, which reasoneth with you 
as with sons, 

My son, regard not lightly the chastening of the 
Lord, 

Nor faint when thou art reproved of him ; 
6 For whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, 

And scourgeth every son whom he receiveth. 

4. ye have not yet resisted unto blood. If ' ye ' 
means the Hebrew Church, the words are difficult to 
reconcile with the history of that Church either in Rome 
or in Jerusalem. Both Rome and Jerusalem had al
ready had their martyrs. But probably the writer has 
only his hearers in mind, and the ' not yet ' plainly warns 
them that their Christian profession may yet cost 
them even their lives. 

striving against sin. The powers of the world which 
persecute are described as 'sin', but it is also implied 
that there is an inward enemy which may tempt to 
surrender or retreat. 

5-13. The painful struggle has a divine discipli
nary purpose. 

5. ye have forgotten ... as with sons. Or it may 
be translated 'have ye forgotten' ? The Holy Spirit 
in Scripture speaks with a living voice and converses 
tenderly with the children of God. 

5-6. My son, regard not lightly ... rec:eiveth. (Prov. 
iii. 11-12). The man who is called to suffering may 
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~ It is for chastening that ye endure ; 
God dealeth with you as with sons ; 
for what son is there whom his father 
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5 Or, En~ 1 
dure unto 
chastening 

chasteneth not ? But if ye are without chastening, 8 
whereof all have been made partakers, then are ye 

not realize its significance ; be may only look on it as a 
troublesome experience of which he must get rid as 
quickly as possible ; or he may be overwhelmed by it 
and give way to listless despair. Either attitude is 
equally wrong; God's love, even though it manifest 
itself through pain, is not to l,e regarded lightly, nor 
may one to whom God has given a sure token of His 
approval allow himself to despair (Cp. St. John xv. 2). 

7. It is for ~hastening that ye endure. He now 
applies the teaching of the passage he has quoted. 
Your endurance is not wasted : it is all part of a divine 
system of education. The A.V. translates another 
reading. 

God dealeth with you . . . chasteneth not. The word 
for ' chasten ' may be rendered ' instruct ' as in 2 Tim. 
iii. 16 and Titus ii. 12. It is wider than the mere 
infliction of pain. All that contributes to the education 
of a son is within the care of a father. Pain has its 
part, and it is the very assurance of sonship that the 
father instructs through pain, 

8. Bot if ye are without . . . not sons. If it be the 
very assurance of sonship that the father instructs 
through pain, to be without that assurance .is to be in 
the position of one who can claim no father as his own. 

27 
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9 bastards, and not sons. Furthermore, we had the 
'fathers of our flesh to chasten us, and we gave them 
reverence: shall we not much rather be in subjection 

unto the Father of 6 spirits, and live ? 
I o sp;;lt; ou,- For they verily for a few days chastened 

us as seemed good to them ; but he 
for our profit, that we may be partakers of his holi-

11 ness. All chastening seemeth for the present to be 
not joyous, but grievous : yet afterward it yieldeth 

9. Furthermore, etc. A riew point is added. If 
reverence be due to the authority of a father, through 
whqm bodily life is transmitted, should he educate 
through pain, it follows that submission in a far higher 
degree must be due to Him ,vho is the author not only 
of bodily life but of all spiritual life, especially when 
the issue of such filial submission is life eternal. 

The phrase 'Father of spirits' seems to yield some 
support to the doctrine that each human spirit is not 
derived from the parents but is newly created and 
clothed with a body at the time of birth. 

I 0. For they verily for a few days . . . his holiness. 
Fathers of the flesh may make mistakes; they may 
chastise selfishly to satisfy their temper; their disci
pline for the most part only fits tbe circumstances of a 
temporary life. Not so the Father of spirits; He has 
but one aim, that of giving His own likeness to us, and 
His discipline fits us for the life eternal. 

11. All chuteolog . . . grievous. The second part 
of the verse seems to indicate that the 'all ' here means 
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exercised peaceable fruit unto them that have been 
thereby, even the fruit of righteousness. 
Wherefore 7 lift up the hands that hang· 
do\\"n, and the palsied knees ; and make 

7 Gr. make 1% 
str-a1ght. 

'all God's chastening,' though of course it is equally 
true of every kind of chastening. 

yet afterwards. Education necessarily looks to the 
future (Cp. 2 Cor. iv. 17). 

13 

it yleldeth . . . righteousness. It bears the fruit 
inherent in it as a seed necessarily does ; such is the 
force of the Greek verb. The fruit is peculiarly fitting; 
after the struggle and unrest comes peace, the peace 
which comes from being right with God and right with 
man. But. seed however good needs a suitable soil. 
This ' peaceable fruit of righteousness ' is produced only 
by those who have been 'exercised', i.e. have surrender- • 
ed themselves 'stripped and trained' for the conflict. 
Here again the writer, mixing his metaphors, recalls 
the image of the arena (tp. St. James iii. 18; Ps. 
cxxvi. t:). 

12. Wherefore. That is, because painful discipline 
is alike indispensable and salutary. 

lift up the hands . . . knees. Again we have the 
figure of the arena. The fight needs strong hands, not 
those that hang listlessly down ; the race needs swift 
feet, not knees that are paralysed. The words recal.l 
the messages of the prophet, Isa. xxxv. 3, and the sage, 
Prov. iv. 26-7. 

13. make straight paths ... healed. Remove the 
obstacles from those who can but hobble along, so that 
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straight paths for your feet, that that which is lame 
• • Or, J,ut be not 8 turned out of the way, but 
out of joint rather be healed. 

14 Follow after peace with all men, and the 
sanctification without which no man shall see 

instead of the knees being entirely disabled they may 
recover their strength. The translation in the margin 
'put out of joint' seems to give a more satisfactory 
sense. 

14-17. The need of careful preservation of the 
peace and purity of the Church. 

14. Follow after peace with all men. Whatever 
may be the disquiet from the struggle against persecu• 
tion without, yet within the Christian Body let there be 
strenuous and continuous efforts to maintain peace, not 
only with some members, but with all. It seems un
likely that • all • includes those without. They would 
hardly have to be warned not to provoke persecution, 
when warning after warning has been given them of the 
danger of apostasy under the stress of persecution. 

the sanctification without which ... Lord. In verse 
10 we have the final fruit of God's discipline. 'His 
holiness' or 'sanctity•. Here we have the gradual 
process of attaining to that sanctity. They are ardently 
to seek after every means -by which the likeness of God 
may be attained, for only the godlike shall see God. 
The writer is implicitly recalling our Lord's beatitudes, 
put side by side, of the pure in heart and the peace• 
maker. (St. Matt. v. 8-'-9.) 
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the Lord : looking carefully O Jest there be any man J 5 
that 10 falleth short of the grace of God; ~ Or, u,Ju-

lest any root of bitterness springing up ther 
10 Or, 

trouble you, and thereby the many be falleth bttck 

defiled; 9 lest there be any fornicator, from 16 
or profane person, as Esau, who for one mess of 

15. looking carefully. The responsibility for the 
preservation of the purity of the Church rests upon all 
its members. 

lest there be any man . . . grace of God. Even a 
single individual who habitually fails to correspond 
with the grace of God is a menace to the whole body. 

lest any root . . . trouble you. He may become a 
growing power of evil, for evil is not merely the absence 
of good, but it is an active malignant force. The phrases 
are taken from Deut. xxix. 18. 

16. lest there be any fornicator or profane person. 
Two typical sins are selected as especially dangerous 
to the society; violations of chastity, and that irreverent 
worldliness which lives entirely in the present for the 
present.and scorns the unseen. 

as Esau . . . birthright. The second typical sin is 
illustrated by the case of Esau, who was a flagrant 
example of one who flung away the privilege of his 
birth for the sake of a little temporary gratification of 
the flesh. The warning is of special force to those who 
for the temporal advantage of security from danger 
might be tempted to surrender the privilege of the new 
birth with its eternal right. 
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17 meat sold his own birthright. For ye know that 
even when he afterward desired to inherit the bless
ing, he was rejected (for he found no place of re
pentance), though he .sought it diligently with tears. 

17. even when he afterward ... rejected. There 
are attitudes of mind which produce sudden uncalculat
ed acts, and of these the consequences may be irrepar
able. The past may be forgiven, but it cannot be 
undone, nor can its penal effects be escaped. Esau 
wasted his birthright, but he had no wish to lose his 
blessing, but the loss of the one entailed the loss of the 
other. The apostate Christian separates himself out
wardly from Christ, but he has no wish to lose his 
heavenly inheritance, but the one entails the other (Cp. 
St. Matt. x. 33; St. Luke xii. 9). 

for be found no place of repentance, i.e. he found no 
opportunity of changing his former decision. There is 
no question of 'repentance' here in the sense of 

• spirit1;1al sorrov.· for sm apart from its penal conse
quences. 

though be sought . . . with tears. We know from 
Gen. xxvii. 38 with what pathetic longing he pleaded 
with his father for the blessing of the firstborn. 

He who publicly apostatizes from Christ may never 
find another opportunity of as publicly withdrawing his 
denial however earnestly he may long for it ; there are 
deeds which can never be undone, But this does not 
imply that one who loves God and earnestly desires to 
repent and be restored could ever be finally rejected by 
Him. 
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For ye are not come unto 11 a mount that might 18 
be touched, and that burned with fire, 11 Or, a 
and unto blackness, and darkness, and Palpable antl 

kindled fi, re 
tempest, and the sound of a trumpet, 19 
and the voice of words ; which voice they that heard 
intreated that no word more should be spoken unto 
them : for they could not endure that which was 20 
enjoined, If even a beast touch the mountain, it 
shall be stoned ; and so fearful was the appearance, 21 
that Moses said, I exceedingly fear and quake: 

18-29, The glory and responsibilities of citizen
ship of the imperishable Kingdom, and the horror 
of apostasy. 

The blessedness of the Christian's state is heightened 
by putting it in vivid contrast with the terrors of the 
earlier revelation ; Zion is set over against Sinai. 

18. For ye are not come unto a mount, etc. In the 
old dispensation each symbol of the Divine presence 
was calculated to inspire fear. The description seems 
to be that of a volcanic mountain in eruption, or whilst 
a storm was raging. The sound of articulate words 
audible through the thunder increased the terror. Every 
circumstance conspired to repel men from the place of 
the Divine manifestation ; even an irrational animal 
that touched the sacred mountain must perish. Even 
the great lawgiver himself, the friend of God, who was 
entreated by the people to intervene, was not exempt 
from the general terror. 
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22 19 Or, ana 
to innume,--
1tble hosts, 
the general 
assembly of 

23 angels, and 
the church, 
etc. 

13 Gr. 
myf"iads of 
angels. 

HEBREWS XII. 22 

but ye are come unto Mount Zion, and 
unto the city of the living God, the 
heavenly Jerusalem, 19 and to 13 in
numerable hosts of angels, to the 
general assembly and church of the 
firstborn who are enrolled in heaven, 
and to God the Judge of all, and to 

'22. but ye are come. It is not ' ye shall come if you 
abide steadfast' but 'ye are come'. Already the 
blessedness is theirs. The full apprehension, indeed, of 
its glories and powers, is in the future ; in that sense it is 
' the world to come ', but even now they dwell in the 
holy City under the protection of the heavenly Presence, 
enjoying the companionship of angels and saints. This 
blending of the present and the future is one of the 
marks of this Epistle. See notes on ix. 11 and x. 1. 

unto Mount Zion ... the heavenly Jerusalem. Under 
these images is described the true theocracy. The 
dwelling place of Christians is a fortress of security, 
lifted far above the mists and defilements of earth ; it is 
an organized community in which is enthroned a living 
God; it is a place of peace and the centre of worship; 
it is heavenly in its origin, laws and spirit, from above 
and not from below; not a polity which man has gradually 
evolved by hi~ own efforts, but a gift to men from God 
(Cp. Rev. xxi. 2). 

22-23. to Innumerable hosts ... In heaven. Their 
fellow inhabitants in the heavenly City are those bright 
and glorious spirits of whom he has written at the 
beginning of his letter, who worship God alike by the 
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the spirits of just men made perfect, and to Jesus 2-4 

service of adoration and the service of mankind. (i. 14). 
Joined with them in one vast assembly are the faithful 
baptized who are the 'firstborn' of the human race, the 
eldest sons or firstfruits (St. James i. 18) through whom 
all things are to be restored to God. See note on i. 6, 
They are ' firstborn ' only in virtue of their membership 
of the ' First born '. They are on the heavenly register 
of the Book of Life (Cp. Rev. iii. 5; xii. 8; xvii. 8; 
St. Luke x. 20). 

to God the Judge of all, . . . made perfect. Of the 
human inhabitants of this heavenly City some are still 
on their trial, continually being tested by Him who is 
the Judge of all. The words ma."y be rendered 'to God 
of all as Judge'. Others who have laid aside their 
earthly bodies have already attained ; they are 'just 
men made perfect.' In verse 1 they are described as ' so 
great a cloud of witnesses.' The idea of condeD"nation 
is not necessarily in the word for ' Judge' : God is He 
who sees men as they actually are and separates 
accordingly. 

24. and to Jesus . . . blood of sprinkling. There is 
no temple in the City, for the whole City is the temple 
(cp. Rev. xxi. 2'.!) but there is Priest, Altar and 
Sacrifice, all in one, for there is Jesus . . . and ' the 
blood of sprinkling.' It is no longer the shadow but 
the v.ery image to which they have come. The writer 
sums up in a sentence all the mediatorial and sacrificial 
teaching of the Epistle. The name 'JESUS ' stands 
alone as he loves to write it (ii. 9-10; vii. 22; xii. 2), for 
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14 Or, testa
ment 

HEBREWS XII. 24 

the mediator of a new u covenant, and 

to the blood of sprinkling that speaketh 

it contains the whole teaching of the Priesthood and 
Sacrifice. He chang-es the word for 'new'. The 
co,·enant is no longer as in ix. 15 described as fresh or 
new in kind, but as new in the sense that it is 
e\·er efficacious and can never grow old. Those who 
have attained and tho;;e who are still struggling owe 
alike all their grace to the SaYiour-Priest and His 
Sacrifir.e. 

that speaketh better than that of Abel. Abel, of whose 
actual words none at all haYe been recorded in Genesis, 
is again (see xi. 4) described as speaking. He spoke 
through his death of the acceptableness of worship 
offered with a clean heart. He spoke also in that his 
poured-out blood demanded justice. Hut the 'Blood of 
Jesus' is not merely the blood of a martyr whom God's 
justice will not overlook even when dead, but it is the 
Blood of Him who through eternal Spirit offered 
Himself, who being aliYe has passed once for all into 
the Holy of holies to mediate and offer a sacrifice which 
is once for all. Thus it speaks of God's love in the 
cleansing of sinful men; not of retribution but of 
renewal. 

.\Ve ha\·e no sanction in this great passage (22-24) for 
the theory of a visible and an invisible Church. There is 
only one Church, one \·ast system which stretches away 
into the unseen, in ,rhich the \·isible and invisible are 
blended together. The larger part is removed from our 
sense perception but it is not the less in contact with 
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better 15 than that of Abel. See that ye refuse not 25-
him that speaketh. For if they escaped ,·, Or, then 

not, when they refused him that Abel 

warned them on earth, much more shall not \\e 

ourselves. It is the great Society of visible and im·isible, 
of earth, paradise and heayen, of which angels and 
men are at one and the same time citizens. 

25. See that ye refuse not. Abruptly, in the writer's 
manner, after the recital of the glory comes the stern 
warning. The word translated 'refuse' may mean 
'shrink from'. They shrank from the terrors of the 
Voice at Sinai, let them not shrink from the voice that 
speaks from Zion. 

him that speaketh. ' God spoke ' is the opening word 
of the Epistle: 'Goel speaketh' is its final \rord: He 
'speaketh' in His sacrificed, glorified Son. 

If they escaped not ... earth. Although they shrank 
terror-stricken from the Voice yet in after <lays they 
were heedless and disobedient, and on earth they 
suffered (Cp. iii. 7-19). The po~ition of 'on earth' 
in the Greek makes it impossible to separate it from 
'escaped ' : 'if they escaped not on earth ' ; their 
punishment was not deferred ; it was inflicted whilst 
they were on earth. 

much more ... from heaven. \\"e haYe passed into 
the heavenly system, from the shadow to the sacrament, 
from bare symbols to celestial verities. How much 
greater, then, the penalty of those who neglect God as 
He deals with them in the heavenly sphere ! 
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escape, who turn away from him" that warneth from 
~6 tL-t heaven: whose voice then shook the I& Or, ,_ 

is from hea- earth : but no\\· he bath promised, say
ing, Yet once more will I make to 

tremble not the earth only, but also the heaven. And 
27 this word, Yet once more, sign i fieth the removing of 

those things that are shaken, as of things that have 
been made, that those things which are not shaken 

.28 may remain. Wherefore, receiving a kingdom that 

26. Whose voice then . . . the heaven. The writer 

uses a quotation from Hag. ii. 6 to illustrate the truth 
that if God tested those who were under earthly condi
tions, and rejected those who failed, He will also test 
the stability of those who are under heavenly conditions. 
The Kingdom of God is eternally secure, and those who 
are true to their heavenly calling partake of this security. 

27. Yet once more ... may remain. The passing 
of the Levitical system with th~ fall of Jerusalem and 
the cessation of the temple ritual, contrasted with the 
permanence of the Christian Church, is a partial fulfil
ment of the prophet's words, but only a partial fulfil
ment. The bitter pers&utions of the Church also may 
be described as a shaking of heaven, proving it to be a 
Kingdom that cannot be shaken. The failure of 
.apostates was ' the removing of those things that are 
shaken '; the perseverance of the faithful manifested 
that ' those things that are not shaken . , . remain.' 

28. Wherefore., i.e. because this time of testing is 
surely coming. 
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cannot be shaken, let us have 17 grace, 11 or, thank

whereby we may offer service well- fulness 

receiving a Kingdom , .. shaken. 'Receiving' it, 
that is, as God's gift. No earthly kingdom is per
manently stable, but this Kingdom has the stability of 
God. This is the only place in the Epistle in which the 
new order of .which Christians partake is described as a 
Kingdom, though from the beginning the kingl:x dignity 
of its Head is assumed. See i. 3. 

let us have grau. This may mean 'let us shew 
gratitude'. Thankfulness is an essential part of worship; 
without it no service can be well pleasing. The central 
act of Christian worship is necessarily the Eucharist. 
Or it may mean that 'as grace is provided for us, let us 
take it and use it,' for without God's help we cannot 
serve Him at all. So we pray 'O God, forasmuch as 
without Thee we are not able to please Thee.' The 
verb is in the present tense and signifies not something 
done once and for all, but continuously going on. 

wbereby we may offer service. As always in this 
Epistle the service is that of priests. Christians are a 
priestly race who offer their Eucharist in the One Priest. 

well-plea.slog to God. As children bring gladness to 
their parents so men can minister to the joy of God. He 
whom Christians worship is no inaccessible and dis
appointing abstraction only to be described by negatives, 
but He is Love who demands love and is well pleased 
by love (cp. Zeph. iii. 17 ; Isa. Ix. 7 ; cp. also 2 Mace. vii. 
6), where endurance under torture is said to 'comfort' 
God. ' The Lord God looketh upon us, and in truth bath 
comfort in us.' 

with nvereoce and awe. Christian worship is to be 
offered in filial confidence (iii. 6; iv. 16), but filial 
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11 Or, godl1 
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HEBREWS XII. 29 

pleasing to God with 18 reverence. and 
awe: for our God i:5 a consuming fire. 

confidence must be balanced by the most careful 
reverence. (See note on v. 7.) This careful reverence 
is even to be completed by fear (it is more than awe), but 
it is the fear of a son lest he may offend and lose his 
Father, not the terror of the Israelites at the Voice from 
Sinai. The Greek word is generally but not always used 
of physical fear. This is the only place in the New 
Testament where it occurs. 

29. for our God is a consuming lire. 'Our' is added 
to the quotation from Deuteronomy. The God with 
whom we have relations so intimate and so glorious, He 
who is the supreme Object of our hope and love, is 'a 
consuming fire'. He is fire indeed, for all the heat and 
light, the joy and knowledge, without which life is 
impossible, come from Him, but the emphasis is on 
'consuming '. The terrible aspect of God is not cancel
led by the Christian Faith. Fire consumes what is 
worthless . it separates the dross from the good metal. 
God must destroy all that is not from Him; Love must 
consume all that contradicts 10\·e, His love and wrath 
are one. 

The doctrinal treatise which began with the first 
words of Chapter I withoqt either tntroduction or 
prologue ends abruptly with these words of awe. What 
follows is of the nature of a postscript. Before the 
treatise was sent a few personal injunctions were added. 



CHAPTER XIII 

LET love of the brethren continue. Forget not to 1,2 

shew love unto strangers : for thereby some have 

Duties as member-s of the Christian community, 
and necessary warnings (1-17). 

I. Let love of the brethren continue. It was more 
than ever necessary that the Christian brethren should 
continue to hold together. Christian love is first direct
ed to the members of the Christian community, but it is 
not confined to them. It is not like the love of caste or 
sect, for the Christian community is catholic and open 
to all. The devoted love of Christians to one another 
greatly impressed the people among whom they lived. 
Tertullian, who was born in the early part of the second 
century, appeals to it as evidence of truth. 'See, 
they say, how these Christians love one another .... 
See how these men are ready to die for one another.' 

2. Forget not to shew love onto strangers. The duty 
of hospitality was especially incumbent on them, since 
Christians by becoming Christians were generally, as in 
India, compelled to break the old ties of relationship 
and friendship. There is nothing, however, which 
seems to imply that this hospitality was only to be 
given to Christians; indeed what follows indicates that 
the guests might be entire strangers. 
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3 entertained angels unawares. Remember them that 
are in bonds, as bound with them; them that are 
evil entreated, as being yourselves also in the body. 

for thereby ... angels unawares. The reference is, 
no doubt, to the case of Abraham (Gen. xviii). The 
same kind of thought is also found in Greek legend. 
The Christian, knows, h0wever, that when he entertains 
the stranger he entertains Christ Himself (St. Matt. 
xxv. 35). In the second century the pagan Lucian 
mocked at Christians for their liberality to strangers. 

3. Remember them that are in bonds. See x. 34. 
It i~ an exhortation to be true to the tradition of the 
Hebrew Christian community, which had proved itself 
true to the promise of Christ (St. Matt. xxv. 36). 
Christians must not only help those who seek their 
help ; they must go to seek those who need their help. 

as bound with them. So close is the union of the 
members of Christ one with another that when some 
are in prison for the truth's sake all are in prison with 
them (1 Cor. xii. 26). Christ has taught us that persecu
tion of His members is persecution of Himself (Acts 
ix. 5-6). 

them that are evil entreated, i.e. suffering any of those 
trials of sickness or poverty that human nature is 
subject to, 

as being yourselves also in the body. This may mean 
that as you yourselves have the same kind of bodily 
nature and so are liable to the same bodily afflictions 
your practical sympathy ought to be the more stirred. 
But it gives a far richer meaning if' body' mean' the 
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Let marriage be had in honour among all, and let the 4 
bed be undefiled : for fornicators and adulterers God 

will judge. 1 Be ye free from the love 1 Gr. Let 5 
of money ; content with such things as your tuna of 

mind be free. 
ye have : for himself hath said, I will 

·Body of Christ' (1 Cor. xii. 27), and it continues the 
thought of 'as bound with them.' 

4. Let marriage ... will Judge. If the Christian 
community was to bear faithful witness marriage must 
be put in its .proper position. There were two special 
reasons for this. On the one hand divorce was preva
lent among.the Jews, and so it was necessary to empha
size the Christian doctrine (St. Mark x. 1-12). On 
the other hand it was important to oppose the false 
asceticism that taught that the true Christian life could 
only be lived in the unmarried state (1 Tim. iv. 3). At 
the same time unchastity of every kind in married or 
unmarried was a sin against God and would be judged 
by Him. Most of all, as Bengel says, he punishes those 
whom men do not punish. ' Among all ' may also be 
translated ' in all respects '. He who believed himself 
called to serve Christ in the celibate life was not to 
disparage those who served Him in the married state. 

The three chief occasions of temptation to mankind 
are the world, the. flesh and the devil. The Christian 
community is warned against the three. The flesh 
tempts to unchastity, the world to covetousness, the 
devil to self-will. The writer has dealt with the flesh ; 
he now turns to the world. 

5. Be ye free ... as ye have. That is, cultivate 
28 
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in no wise fail thee, neither will I in any wise for-
6 sake thee. So that with good courage we say, 

The Lord is my helper; I will not fear: 
What shall man do unto me ? 

the spirit of detachment. They have already won high 
praise for their indifference to wealth. They had not 
merely acquiesced in but had been glad of the loss of 
possessions in a good cause ; x. 34. As the exhortation 
in verse 1 is to hold fast to their brotherly love, so here 
it is to hold fast to their unworldliness. It may be that 
the ~hristian community had been well to do, and there 
were temptations to repine at their altered circum
stances. 

for him.self bath said . . . forsake thee. See Gen. 
xxviii. 15; Deut. xxxi. 6; 1 Chron. xxviii. 20; Isa. xii. 17. 
The words are not found in this form in the Old Testa
ment, but as Philo also quotes them exactly as they are 
given here, it is probable that they were familiar through 
use in some Jewish liturgy which had adapted them 
from several passages. 

6. The Lord Is my helper ... me. See Ps. cxviii, 
which was used in the services of the Feast of the 
Passover and the Feast of Tabernacles. 

The writer now turns to the remedy for self-will. He 
finds it in (1) The memory of their fathers in the faith. 
(2) The unchanging Object of their faith. (3) The 
separateness of their faith, which implies separation 
from all self-chosen doctrines. 
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Remember them that had the rule over you, which 7 
spake unto you the word of God : and considering 
the issue of their ! life, imitate their 
faith. Jesus Christ i, t lie same yester• 
day and to-day, yea and 1 for ever. Be 
not carried away by divers and strange 

t Gr. ma11-I 
nu of life. 

:lGr. umo9 
tM ages. 

7. Remember . . . their faith. It seems that these 
leaders had passed away, and that they had given con• 
spicuous witness to their faith in their manner of ' going 
out.' St. James the apostle must surely be referred to, 
and possibly also St. Peter, and St. James the brother 
of the Lord. It seems strange that no name is actually 
mentioned, but possibly to recall names so eminently 
known and reverenced was superfluous. They are called 
upon to contemplate earnestly the meaning of such lives, 
and of the manner of their departure. It is signi:6.cut 
that there is no mention of the word ' death '. The 
Christian does not die. Nor are they told to imitate 
' the issue ', but the faith which sustained and inspired 
• the issue '. Not all are called to martyrdom, but all 
are called to faith. 

8. Jesus Christ ... and for ever. The supreme 
Object of faith is Jesus Christ who changes not. His 
love, wisdom and power are eternal, for they are the 
qualities of God mediated in a.n unchangeable humanity. 
He is Priest, Prophet and King for ever : such is the 
force of the full title 'Jesus Christ.' He whose grace 
and truth supported the fathers will support their child
ren in the faith. (Cp. 1 Cor. iii. 11). 

9. 81 not earrtecl away ... tea,hlaga. Self-will 
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teachings: 

'Gr. walk
ed. 

HEBREWS XIII. 9 

for it is good that the heart be stablished 
by grace : not by meats, wherein they 
that 'occupied themselves were not 

leaves the path trodden by the saints and martyrs of 
faith, and indulges in wild speculation ; it has no solid 
foundation to rest on and so is 'carried away with 
every blast of vain doctrine.' Such • teachings ' are 
picked up here, there and everywhere, and so are 
divers, a kind of patchwork-everywhere, that is, except 
in the unchangeable Jesus Christ, and this makes them 
foreign or strange, alien from the Commonwealth of God. 

for It is good . . . not by meats. One characteristic 
of this doctrinal patchwork was the importance attach
ed to distinctions of food. Sanctity was attainable by 
a.voiding this kind of food and by taking that. It is 
remarkable how persistent and widespread is this belief 
in the connexion between food and sanctity. It seems 
generally to accompany wild doctrinal speculations, 
such as are found in Hinduism, gnosticism in all its 
forms, and the modern patchwork of theosophy, A 
holiness that depends on food is so much more speedily 
and easily attained than the holiness of the Christian 
character. The really beautiful thing-such is the 
force of the Greek word for ' good '-is the inward 
renewal of the springs of goodness, which alone has 
permanence, and this can only be by grace, that is, by 
the inflowing of the life of Christ through membership 
in Him. 

were oot profited.. This food system of sanctity has 
been tried and it has failed. 
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profited. We have an altar, whereof they have no 18 

Yet Christians have Food, and Food that is specially 
their own, Food that is of heaven not of earth. 

I~. We have an altar. The word 'altar' has a very 
definite meaning which no Hebrew could misunder• 
stand. It is used again and again in the Septuagint of 
the altar of the true God. There was the altar of 
burnt-offering (Exod. xxvii. 1~8) which was also called 
God's Table (Ezek. xii. 22) and the altar of incense 
(Exod. xxx. 1-10). These altars were used in the sin
offering, the burnt-offering and the peace-offering. In 
the peace-offering was the sacrificial meal, the solemn 
eating of the body of the consecrating peace-offering by 
Aaron and his sons within the precincts of the taber
nacle. Nothing was ever killed upon an altar, but after 
the three preliminary ritual acts, of which the slaughter
ing was one, came the sprinkling of the blood and 
the burning of parts of the victim on the altar, The 
cross upon which our Lord was killed could not havil 
been thought of by a Hebrew as the Christian altar. 
What he would look for would be the fulfilment of all 
that the old system of sacrifice and altar foreshadowed. 
One great purpose of this Epistle has been to assure 
him that he has it. In the heavenly sanctuary, into 
which the High Priest has entered, is the true altar, 
and there the one eternal Sacrifice is being presented, 
and thence the heavenly Food is being sent. Each 
altar in a Christian Church is but a symbol of the one 
heavenly altar. See Rev. vi. 9; viii. 3; ix. 13 ; xvi. 7. 

There is emphasis on ' we have.' It is our very 
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It right to eat which serve the tabernacle. For the 
bodies of those beasts, whose blood is brought into 

s Gr. the holy place 5 by the high priest as an 
through. offering for sin, are burned ,,,ithout the 

(!camp. ,vherefore Jesus also, that he might sanctify 
the people through his own blood, suffered without 

owa. Just as we have a High Priest {iv. 14; viii. 1) so 
we have an altar and sacrificial Food. 

whereof they have no right ... tabernacle. They 
who are satisfied with the shadow are not permitted 
to partake of the substance. The priests, even the 
Levitical high priest himself, were immeasurably in 
privilege behind the humblest member of the Christ:an 
people. 

11. For the bodies . . . without the camp. But the 
Christian privilege rises even higher than was fore• 
shadowed. Of the sin.offering in type no Levitical 
priest, not even the high priest, could partake. It was 
carried entirely outside the tabernacle precincts and 
burned. But of the true Sin•offering, the Body and 
Blood of Christ, the Christian partakes. 

1i. Wherefore Jesus also. Only the human name 
is used, for all the stress is on the truth of His huma• 
nity : He who suffered was indeed very Man. Above 
ln verse 8 it is 'Jesus Christ,' for the stress is on His 
unchangeable character as Priest, Prophet and King. 

that Be might ... without the gate. It was outside 
the holy city that the Body of Jesus was slain and 
entombed, and so surrendered to the fire of the Holy 
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the gate. Let us therefore go forth unto him without 13 
the camp, bearing his reproach. For we have not 14 
here an abiding city, but we seek after the city which 

Spirit, He became the great outcaste, but by becom
ing outcaste He was able to carry and prec;ent His own 
Blood within the heavenly Sanctuary, and thus to bring 
the true consecration as members of the one Body 
within the reach of the people. 

13. Let us therefore go forth·. camp. If He 
became outcaste for us let us not fear to become out
caste for Him. The writer plainly implies that the 
time has come when they must choose between Judaism 
and Christ. They are to come out and be separate. 
They should not even wait to be driven out, but of their 
own initiative shoulu leave the society which cutcasted 
and slew their Lord. 

bearing his reproach. St. Luke uses the same verb of 
Simon of Cyrene bearing the cross of Christ. So iden
tified with Christ are His members that His reproach 
is theirs. See note on xi. 26. 

14 .. For we have not ... city. To those who view 
all from the standpoint of the eternal, who contemplate 
the heavenly sanctuary, who present the One unchang
ing Sacrifice in union with the heavenly Priest, who 
partake of the One Food of the heavenly altar, how 
transitory is the earthly state! Why should they mind 
being excommunicated from a thing that has no 
permanence ? History has written its comment on the 
words. In A. D. 70 the temple was in ruins; in 137 
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,t Some 
ancient autho
rities omit 
then. 

HEBREWS XIII. 15 

is to come. Through him 6 then let us 
offer up a sacrifice of praise to God 
continually, that is, the fruit of lips 
which make confession to his name. 

the Emperor Hadrian had a plough driven over its site, 
and the very name of the city was changed. 

but we seek after . . . to come, ' Not one to come • 
as in the A.V., but the city that already is, and of 
which our full occupancy is yet in the future. It is 
the 'fatherland' (xi. 14), the organized fellowship of 
God's children (xi. 10 and 16). 

15. Tbreagb him then. That is to say, priest, sacri• 
fice, ..and altar being ours, let us use them. 

let as offer op ... continually. ' The sacrifice of 
praise ' is the term applied to the chief of the Levitical 
peace offerings, in which along with the lamb were 
offered both unleavened and leavened cakes. Part of 
the latter were presented to the Lord and then consumed 
by the priest, whilst the rest which was traditionally 
called ' the bread of thanksgiving ' was eaten by the 
worshipp~rs. See Lev. vii. 12-13. The writer tells 
them that they have the true 'sacrifice of praise,' and 
the real 'bread of thanksgiving,' and that they are 
continually to offer it through their Priest. The phrase 
is taken into the prayer of Oblation in the Liturgy of 
the Church of England: ' accept this our sacrifice- of 
praise and thanksgiving.' For' offer' see note on vii. 27. 

the fruit of the lips. Again the writer adopts for Chris
tian use a phrase of the Old Testament. See Isa:. 
lvii. 19 Hos. xiv. 2. It is no formal sacrifice which is 
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But to do good and to communicate forget not: for 16 
with such sacrifices God is well pleased. Obey them 17 
that have the rule over you, and submit to them: 
for they watch in behalf of your souls, as they that 

offered, but a spiritual service m which the thought of 
the heart finds j!Xpression on the lips. 

make confession to his name. The 'Name' of God 
is His revelation, and this is given in Jesus Christ. 
Those who use Jesus Christ as their Priest and Peace
offering are those who make confession to the Name of 
God. 

16. But to do good . . . well pleased. That which 
is given to those that need is part of the sacrifice offer
ed to God. The collection of alms at the Eucharist was 
introduced very early, and these alms were part of the 
'offertory' made to God with the fruits of t~e earth. 
St. Justin, less than a century after, describing the cele
bration of the Eucharist says that 'the willing give as 
much as they deem fit, and whatever is collected (at 
the offertory) is deposited with the President, who 
thence succours the orphans and widows, sick and needy 
persons, and strangers ; in a word, takes care of all who 
are in want.' (Cp. 1 Cor. xvi. 2; Phil. iv. 18). 

' Well pleased.' See note on xii. 28, Five times in 
this Epistle the happiness of God in His faithful children 
is mentioned. 

17. Obey them ... submit to them. As loyalty to 
the Rulers who are gone protects from self-willed spe
culation in doctrine (7-9), so obedience to living author
ity protects from self-willed action. They are to obey. 
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1 Gr. g,-oan- shall give account ; that they may do 
ing. this with joy, and not with 7 grief: for 
this u.,ere unprofitable for you. 

not only when it suits their own inclinations, but when 
it does not. To obey may happen to be easy; to 
submit is always hard. 

The same word is used here (and in vv. 7 and 24) 
to describe the Clergy as is used from time to time in 
the Septuagint to express one aspect of the office of the 
Levitical priesthood. The priest is one whose office is 
to rule the House of God. (See I Chron. ix. 11, 20; 
2 Chron. xix. 11). PossibJ..y it may have been the unruli
ness of the5'e Hebrew Christians that led the writer to 
select this word. It is used nowhere else in the New 
Testament to describe the Christian Ministry. In 
l St. Pet. v. 3 the Clergy are warned that their rule is 
not to be in a domineering spirit. 

for they wateh ... aeeount. The right to claim obe
dience and submission is based upon their office and 
their work. They are watchmen (see ha. lvi. 10) who 
are responsible for your lives to God, who will demand 
an account from them. The emphasis here is not on 
the dignity of the office but on its weighty responsibility. 

that they may do this. ' This ' may be either the care 
of souls or the rendering an account of the charge, 
but it is probably the former. To watch spiritual chil
dren walking in the way is to watch with joy; to watch 
them going out of the way and to warn without effect 
is to be in anguish. For an illustration of the latter 
see Phil. iii. 18. 
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Pray for us: for we are persuaded that we have 18 
a good conscience, desiring to live honestly in all 
things. And I exhort you the more exceedingly to I 9' 
do this, that I may be restored to you the sooner. 

for this were unprofitable for you. A very gentle 
warning of the dangf'r of eternal loss. 

Prayer requested for and offered by the writer ( 18-21) 
18. Pray for us. or 'pray concerning us', i.e. bring 

our affairs before God. ' Us' probably includes others 
associated with the writer in his work or suffering. 

for we are persuaded . . . all things. This seems to 
imply that their sincerity had been doubted, or that 
mischief-makers had been at work. The words for 
•good' and 'honestly' are the adjective and adverb of 
the same word. 'An honest conscience' and 'live 
honestly ' is a more accurate rendering. The writer 
wishes them to know not only that he believes in regard 
to the past that he can make his righteousness as clear 
as the light and his just dealing as the noon-day but that 
it is always his desire to make his sincerity obvious to 
them, 

19. the more earnestly. The words may qualify 
either ' I exhort you' or 'to do this.' 

that I may be restored to you. Possibly illness had 
delayed his return, and he asks them to pray for his 
recovery. It can hardly be imprisonment, for how 
should he know that he will soon be released ; ,·erse 23 
implies some control over his own movements. 

No more fitting conclusion could be conceived than 
the following benediction in which is gathered up m a 
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~O Now the God of peace, who brought again from 

few rich phrases all that has been taught in the Epistle 
and all that they have been urged to be. 

20. Now the God of peace. Distracted with fears 
from without and torn with dissensions from within they 
have a God who gives peace-peace with Himself and 
peace with men. It is a favourite expression of 
St. Paul; Rom. xv. 33; xvi. 20; 1 Cor. xiv. 33; 2 Cor. 
xiii. 11 ; 1 Thess. v. 23. With the very nature of God 
is associated peace, and therefore 'peace-makers' shall 
be called His children, for they share that which is of 
His nature. 

who brought again from the dead ... sheep. His 
supreme gift to them is the risen and ascended Lord; 
who is the true Moses leading His people up out of what 
seems to be disaster to the promised rest. This is the 
first definite mention of the Resurrection in the Epistle, 
but it is always implied in the sacrificial entrance of the 
High Priest at the Ascension. Isa, lxiii. 11 is now 
fulfilled. Cp. Rom. x. 7. 

the great shepherd of the sheep. The shepherd, the 
great one. The emphasis is on ' great'. As He is the 
'great high priest' (iv. 14) so He is the great shepherd, 
He is 'great ' in His exaltation above all other shepherds 
and in the unlimited extent of His pastecate. (Cp. 1 
St. Peter v. 4.) Our Lord preferred to describe Himself 
as 'the good shepherd ' rather than as the 'great' 
(St. John x. 14). He is 'good' in the attractive beauty 
of His character, and in the richness of the stores of 
grace He ministers. The name 'Shepherd' suggests 
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the dead the great shepherd of the 
sheep 8 with the blood of the eternal 
covenant, even our Lord Jesus, make 
you perfect in every good 9 thing to do 
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8 Or, by 
Gr. in. 

9 Many:ln
cient author
ities r ea d 21 
work. 

the ignorance and helplessness of man who without 
guidance and care can only go astray just as sheep do. 
Only in Christianity do we find the combination of priest 
and pastor. The idea of a Hindu priest taking spiritual 
charge of people is alien to the conception of priesthood 
in Hinduism. In the Old Testament the priest is not 
the shepherd; that is the office of the king. In Ezek. 
xxxiv. the shepherds denounced are not priests but kings. 
But CHRIST, being Himself both priest and king, has 
combined the pastoral office with the priesthood. The 
true priest is ever a pastor. 

with the blood of the eternal covenant. Literally 'in 
the blood.' He is given not only as. pastor but as Priest, 
not only as Priest but as Sacrifice. Risen and ascended 
He has carried within the veil the Blood which is His 
own, which pledges to us blesssings that are eternal. 
For 'in the blood ' see note on x. 19. 

even our Lord Jesus. Who is this Shepherd-Priest 
and Sacrifice? He is none other than He who is our 
own Lord, the Jesus to whom is given universal 
sovereignty as Man over men. 

21. make you perfect in every good thing. The 
Perfect can be satisfied with nothing less than perfection. 
The Greek verb implies that the perfection is to be in 
all parts of man's nature which, fitted together, make one 
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,1 Gr. unto 
the' ages of 
the ages. 
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his will, wo:·king in 10 us that which is 
well-pleasing in his sight, through Jesus 
Christ ; to \\hom be the glory 11 for ever 
and ever. Amen. 

perfect whole. But the prayer is not only for the 
individual, it is also for the Church. As the individual 
is to be perfect, so is the body of which he is a member. 
' Ye therefore shall be perfect ' promised our Lord 'as 
your heavenly Father is perfect.' The great Shepherd, 
Priest and Lord is given for no lower end than this. 

to do his wlll. God furnishes the power but. man 
must use it. He gives the Shepherd but the sheep 
must follow. He provides the Altar but the worshipper 
must eat of it. The Christian Faith keeps the balance 
between the omnipotence of God and the responsibility 
of man. 

working lo us . . . in his sight. It is no external 
sanctity that is well pleasing to God but interior holi
ness ; not ' the cleanness of the flesh ' but of the con
science (ix. 13-14). 

through Jesus Christ. Such holiness can only be ours 
in virtue of our union with Him who is alike the Source 
and Channel of all holiness. We are to be perfected, 
we are to do God's will, through Jesus Christ; the 
prayer which the writer offers is also through Him. 

to whom be the glory . . . Amen. This ascr:iption 
may be to ' the God of peace ' ; in this case a distinct 
pause must be made in reading, after the words' through 
Jesus Christ.' But it seems unlikely that the words 
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But 1 exhort you, brethren, bear with the word of 22 
exhortation: for 1 have written unto you in few 
words. Know ye that our brother Timothy hath 23 
been set at liberty; with whom, if he come shortly, 
I will see you. 

' thr1.Jugh Jesus Christ to whom be the glory' would 
have been put together unless the writer intended the 
ascription to be to Jesus Christ. Moreover it is in 
keeping with the theme of the whole letter, which is the 
transcendent glory of Jesus as Priest and King. As 
the writer began, so he closes: Jesus is the effulgence 
of God•s glory, so he wrote at the beginning: that glory 
is His for eternity, so he writes at the end. The- use of 
' Amen ' probably indicates that the words already 
formed part of a Christian liturgy. 

Again the writer· appears to have finished, but he 
seems to recall the sternness and abruptness of his 
warnings, and to fear that they may repel his readers; 
so he begs them to be patient with him. 

22. But I exhort you . . . exhortation. As though 
he said ' I end my exhortation by exhorting you not to 
be offended with my exhortation.' 

for I have written . . . few words. After all, you 
must remember that I might have written at greater 
length on so stupendous a subject, and my very brevity 
may cause misunderstanding. 

23. Know ye . . . set at liberty. It is not known 
certainly to what this refers. The actual language 
may mean either that Timothy had been detained in 
prison or that he had discharged some mission and was 
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24 Salute all them that have the rule over you, and 
all the saints. They of Italy salute you. 

25 Grace be with you all. Amen. 

now free. The former )s the more likely. It is a rea
sonable conjecture that St. Timothy hastened to Rome 
in answer to St. Paul'~ appeal (2. Tim. iv. 21); that 
he was then arrested and imprisoned, but escaped with 
his life. 

with whom, if he come . . . see you. It probably 
means that they wilt make the journey together, if 
Timothy can join him before long. 

24. Salute all . . . the saints. This shews that the 
letter was not written to the whole Church but to some 
dissatisfied or wavering section of it. They are to con
vey greetings not only to their own circle and to the 
clergy whom they regard as sympathetic but to all. 
The repeated ' all ' is significant 

They of Italy salute you. This is ambiguous, and no 
certain conclusion can be drawn from it. But it fits 
well the supposition that the letter is written to Italy 
a.nd that residents of Italy now absent from home send 
salutations to those whom they know. (See Intro
duction.) 

25. Grace be with you all. Amen. Another 'all'. We 
have exactly the same ending in Titus iii. 15. It is ' the 
grace,' that is, the grace which is specially the endow
ment of Christians given through Jesus Christ. It sums 
up all that is given through His Priesthood and 
Sacrifice. 
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